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1.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The European Commission through its Alternative Fuels Directive 2014/94/EU is seeking
to promote the deployment of alternative fuels infrastructure to enable an increase in the
uptake of alternative fuels vehicles and reduce Europe’s dependence on oil and oil related
products. To date the roll out of alternative fuel recharging and refuelling infrastructure
has been patchy, with many projects funded or part-funded by the public sector through
EU grant schemes such as CEF and H2020, and few - if any - truly commercial
deployments/operations.
Through research and discussions with stakeholders we found the following key
constraints and barriers to speeding up the roll out of alternative fuels infrastructure.
Political/ legal
Lack of coordination between
European institutions and
Member States.
Different regulatory & legal
frameworks.
Lack of political will.

Market
Speed of demand uptake
ramp up.
Overall level of demand.

Financial
Small size of projects
(unattractive to investors).
Lack of track record/
balance sheet.
Technical obsolescence
risk.
Competition risk.

1.1. Business Models of progression
There are three natural stages of progression in the business models that will support the
roll out of alternative fuels infrastructure across the TEN-T corridors:


Tied Model (infrastructure and vehicle): This structure addresses the demand
uptake risk by guaranteeing demand for fuel purchase through a captive public
fleet. The infrastructure is also available for use by individuals. The guaranteed
revenue stream provides certainty about the repayment of debt and equity
returns. Grant funding is often provided alongside.



Urban or inter-urban nodes: Infrastructure is built in areas of high vehicle demand
and uptake. These may be centred around urban population or alternatively
around a logistics hub or interchange. The high demand provides a proven
revenue stream, allowing confidence about the ability to make repayments of debt
and equity returns. Grant financing is often provided alongside.



Corridor build out on the TEN-T network: Infrastructure is built across the
corridor, when demand uptake can support the capital and operating costs. In all
cases it will take time to support the commercial case. The demand profile needs
to grow to provide a revenue stream allowing confidence in the ability to make
repayments of principal and interest and equity returns. In most cases this
situation will not occur until the 2020s and beyond.
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1.2. Policies and financial instruments to support the stages of progression
Stage of
progression
Tied
infrastructure
and vehicle

Policy options to
support
Member State (or
relevant regional/local
public authority)
facilitation of
identifying suitable
project locales and
then bringing
stakeholders together
alongside providers of
funding and finance.
EIB and EU
coordination of grant
and lending
instruments.
Local policy measures
to increase
attractiveness of tied
fleet projects and/or to
maximise local vehicle
uptake.

Urban or
inter-urban
nodes or
ports

Member State
facilitation of
identifying suitable
project locales and
then bringing
stakeholders together
alongside providers of
funding and finance.
EIB and EU
coordination of grant
and lending
instruments.
Policies at EU and
Member State level to
maximise vehicle
uptake, drawing
lessons from for
example California,
United States.

Corridor build
out on the
TEN-T

Coordination of
Member States at
Corridor level.

Project structuring and financial instruments
to support (alongside grant funding)
Can be implemented now where right
conditions (fleets + locales + stakeholders)
exist.
Key consideration is tradeoff between fleet
size (usage profile) and required
infrastructure capacity (capex).
PPP project structure when public fleet or
when public sector sponsors development at
specific locations.
PPP structuring manageable due to (likely)
single legislative, regulatory and policy regime
of single MS. Options for variant structures
with more/less counterparties depending on
project specifics.
Key structuring decision is whether to include
vehicle purchase/leasing.
Commercial project structures will work for
private fleets when other conditions are
favourable.
Grant funding from EU+MS sources for
upfront capex of some projects may be
needed.
Public sector backing of loans to enable
borrowing at rates lower than standard
commercial.
Framework loan agreements at EU/MS level
(to address the issue of the relatively small
size of some projects).
Implementation timing depends on level of
grant funding available. Later implementation
likely to lessen demand risks and funding
requirements.
PPP structure needed until much later in
demand ramp up life cycle.
PPP structuring manageable due to (likely)
single legislative, regulatory and policy regime
of single MS. Options for variant structures
with more/less counterparties depending on
project specifics.
Grant funding from EU+MS sources for
upfront capex required in most cases.
Medium term grant funding or debt
instrument structure with e.g. payment
holidays required to cover some opex during
demand ramp-up.
Equity investments from local or central
government to support implementation with
lower rate of return expectations
LGTT or other traffic insurance and guarantee
mechanism to cope with traffic growth risks.
Mechanism to cope with technological
obsolescence risks (such as public sector
backed facility or insurance scheme).
Implementation timing depends on level of
grant funding available. Later implementation
likely to lessen demand risks and funding
8

Stage of
progression
network

Policy options to
support
EIB and EU
coordination of grant
and lending
instruments.
Policies at EU and
Member State level to
maximise vehicle
uptake, drawing
lessons from for
example California,
United States.

Project structuring and financial instruments
to support (alongside grant funding)
requirements. Base demand currently very
low for all fuels so implementation probably
minimum of 2020+.
PPP project structure needed with
concessioned locations to mitigate competition
risk.
PPP structuring complex where there are
multiple legislative, regulatory and policy
environments across multiple MS. Complexity
could be reduced with multiple projects
covering each corridor.
Key structuring issue is provision of suitable
locations along motorways – especially where
brownfield concessions may already exist, for
e.g. motorway service areas.
Grant funding as for nodes but larger scale
required.
Financing as for nodes but loans/instruments
require longer terms.

1.3. Total indicative funding requirement at EU and corridor level
We have calculated the total and grant funding requirements by fuel type to build out
infrastructure across the TEN-T corridors on Nodes and on the whole TEN-T Corridor. We
present the results for a scenario which represents maximum CEF grant funding
combined with a base demand scenario (all values presented are in € million).
Table
Nodes: Total funding
Nodes: Grant funding
Corridor: Total Funding
Corridor: Grant funding

EV
13.7
5.7
225.9
115.3

CNG
44.3
18.3
273.7
147.8

LNG
70.2
25.7
257.1
141.7

Hydrogen
114.7
46.0
717.4
379.3

1.4. Recommendations
Overall strategy
Support for staged development: Through supporting the current market offer and level of
demand, and the particular circumstances at local and Member State level, to support the
staged development of the infrastructure through the Tied, Nodes and then Corridor
progression, each building on the other. The timings of each stage are dependent on the
particular conditions on each MS and corridor. In our Scenario 3 (which represents maximum
CEF funding and policy support for high alternative fuel vehicle uptake) the ranges of times
when each stage first becomes commercially feasible in individual MSs are:
 EV: Tied now, Nodes now to 2020, Corridor from now to 2030+


CNG: Tied now, Nodes now to 2030+, Corridor from 2020 to 2030+



LNG: Tied now, Nodes from 2020 to 2030+, Corridor from 2020 to 2030+



H2: from 2030+

Delivery of network infrastructure will require coordinated support from Member States,
industry, the European Institutions (the Commission and the EIB) and the finance sector.
 The staged development and timings for each stage indicated in this report for each
corridor should be adopted as a framework for project development by the relevant
9

stakeholders at the European Institutions, Corridor Coordinators and MS.

Policy Actions
Support the Member States in their role as a facilitator: The European Institutions
should provide information and organisational support for the Member States.
The Member States should increase their role as a facilitator to industry participants to build
out the infrastructure network through staged development of the alternative fuels
infrastructure by:
 Identifying suitable opportunities/locations for project development. There is a role
here for local and regional MS stakeholders.


Coordinating with industry stakeholders to find the right partners for project
development.
 Coordinating with national and European Institutions to help projects get access to the
right funding, financing and advisory support.
 Incentivising project development priorities through local, regional or national policy
frameworks.
 Sponsoring projects where it is not appropriate for a private partner to do so – or
where the industry partners are not yet confident/capable to do so alone.
Vehicle uptake is the largest barrier to further development, and delivering a
commercial business model. Policy at Member State and EU level needs to be developed to
support this, taking lessons from for example the requirements to OEMs and incentives for
consumers provided in California, United States of America. The revision of the EU Clean
Vehicle Directive 2009/33 is an opportunity to drive uptake across public sector fleets
(including public transport) through mandatory targets – and tailored funding/financing from
the EU/EIB for tied fleet project deployment is needed to enable relevant project
development. Efforts should be made to move towards the high uptake scenarios used in this
report to enable the ambitious timescales identified in the Directive to be achieved.
 The European Institutions should lead on the revisions of relevant EU policy.


The MS should take any opportunities to revise relevant national policy and this could
include the forthcoming provision of national policy frameworks for alternative fuels
development under the Directive 2014/94/EU. Specifically there is a need for:



Transparent publication of national plans as soon as possible;



Mutual information sharing between the MS and the EU.



Stringent implementation of existing policy including both the EU Clean Vehicle
Directive and the Alternative Fuels Directive and existing national, regional and local
policy is needed to encourage alternative fuels uptake.

Infrastructure and vehicle uptake needs to be coordinated: There are a number of
examples of stranded alternative fuels infrastructure where infrastructure has been built but is
currently underutilised so it cannot be run on a commercial basis, for example in the EV sector
in Norway, Austria and Slovenia.
 The action here is for the MS (and their regional and local stakeholders) and Corridor
Coordinators to ensure that appropriate project priorities are identified and pursued, in
alignment with national policies and policy incentives, to ensure that project
deployment is matched with actions that increase vehicle uptake.
Coordination of policy and intervention should be encouraged at a corridor level: this
could be used to support the move towards realistic timescales for project progression as
related to market demand uptake. Tied model: Member States and local Government; Nodes
Model: Member States; and Corridor: EU and multiple Member States.
 The Corridor coordinators should take a central role in this coordination, with support
from the relevant MS.
Priorities by fuel infrastructure should be considered at Corridor level: based on the
existing network, projected demand uptake and Member States’ policies, priorities for building
out the infrastructure by fuel type should be agreed.
 The Corridor coordinators should take a central role in this coordination, with support
10

from the relevant MS.
OEMs and energy providers should be encouraged/ mandated to support the
implementation of the infrastructure: OEMs and energy providers have the strength of
track record and balance sheet to provide the basis of securing commercial financing.
 OEM support for alternative fuel demand should be mandated through targets for
vehicle deployment – perhaps related to environmental specifications (such as tailpipe
emissions and/or carbon consumption).
Financial Innovation Actions
Greater co-ordination between EU Grant funding and financial instrument provision
from the EIB: In principle, this should be a single body responsible for both provisions of
funding and financing alongside the ability to provide EU grants and EIB financing on the
same project. This would facilitate blending through grants topped up with financial
instruments (such as used for hydrogen buses in Riga).
Grant funding needs to be available on a longer term basis, addressing both operating as well
as capital requirements. For example underpinning a 10 year loan cycle.
 A single responsible body could be either the European Commission or the EIB. In
practice, a single body including representation from both organisations would most
effectively utilise the strengths of each organisation.


To maximise visibility to external stakeholders, the new single body should have one
agreed name, branding and a consistent presence and point of contact.

Support the EIB in the development of specific instruments for Alternative Fuels
Infrastructure. The key challenges that might be addressed through this instrument are
principally addressing the demand uptake risk which is crucial to commercial providers of
finance, but also potentially the size of the investments through framework loan facilities
available to the EIB. This would facilitate blending through grants topped up with financial
instruments (such as used for hydrogen buses in Riga).
The EIB should be encouraged to be ambitious, supporting the move between
business models progression from Tied to Nodal to Network. We expect this will need
grant and financial instruments that can address both long term capex payment as well as
shorter term operating losses, demand guarantees and technical obsolescence guarantees.
Blending of grant and financial instruments to provide sustainable funding to encourage
progression and faster network roll out should be encouraged by Member States and the EIB.
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2.

INTRODUCTION

2.1. Overview of Study
The European Commission (‘the Commission’), through its Alternative Fuels
Directive 2014/94/EU (‘the Directive’) is seeking to promote the deployment of
alternative fuels infrastructure to enable an increase in the uptake of alternative
fuels vehicles and reduce Europe’s dependence on oil and oil related products.
The Commission recognises that the market development of alternative fuels
(electricity, natural gas and hydrogen) is being held back by a combination of
technical, regulatory and financial barriers including a lack of common standards,
relatively high vehicle costs, lack of consumer acceptance, and a more challenging
business case for the deployment and operation of the required
recharging/refuelling infrastructure compared to gasoline and diesel (for which
both have established markets which are not limited by the need for significant
investment in new refuelling capacity).
Moreover, the Commission recognises that the market failure is exacerbated by
the circular position that vehicle uptake will be constrained until infrastructure is
available, and yet the market delivery of infrastructure requires more certainty of
the level of vehicle uptake – and that intervention is needed to address this.
The Commission has appointed Steer Davies Gleave to undertake this study to
explore how innovative business models and financing solutions could support
increased deployment of recharging/refuelling infrastructure on the motorways of
the Trans-European Transport (TEN-T) core network for the following alternative
fuels:


High-power electric charging;



Compressed natural gas (CNG) and liquefied natural gas (LNG); and



Hydrogen.

2.2. The Study Team
The Commission is overseeing the study through a steering group comprised of
members from:


Directorate-General for Mobility and Transport (DG MOVE);



Innovation and Networks Executive Agency (INEA);



Joint Research Centre (JRC); and



European Investment Bank (EIB).
Steer Davies Gleave are supported by the Centre of Excellence for Low Carbon
and Fuel Cell Technologies (Cenex) and the Centre for Integrated Energy Research
from the University of Leeds (CIER).
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2.3. This Report
This Final Report documents the findings from the study, comprising twelve
months’ data gathering and analysis, technical research and stakeholder
consultation.
The research questions addressed by the study are:


What the alternative fuels infrastructure requirement is for the TEN-T corridors?



What the vehicle refuelling/recharging demand will be for that infrastructure up to
2030?



What would be the costs of deployment of that infrastructure across the TEN-T
networks – and what would the future financial position be based on investment
costs, operating costs and revenues under a variety of business models?



What would be the funding/financing needs and timing to achieve full
infrastructure deployment on each of the TEN-T corridors?



What would be the timeline for a project pipeline to achieve full infrastructure
deployment on each of the TEN-T corridors within the constraints of available
funding and financing?
Given those technical findings and based on further stakeholder consultation, the
study then goes on to make a number of recommendations in the following areas:



Actions that will increase the deployment of alternative fuels infrastructure on the
TEN-T corridors.



Exemplar projects that can take advantage of favourable conditions (such as a
pre-existing network, or supportive regulatory environment).



Development of tailored financial instruments and funding mechanisms.
Remaining sections of report are as follows:



Chapter 2 sets out the scope of the study;



Chapter 3 describes the development of infrastructure scenarios for the TEN-T
Core Network;



Chapter 4 describes the development of generic cashflow models for different
types of alternative fuels infrastructure business model; and also assesses the cost of
implementing the TEN-T infrastructure scenarios;



Chapter 5 discusses the financial feasibility of implementing the TEN-T
infrastructure scenarios within the existing context of available funding and
finance;



Chapter 6 sets out the study’s general conclusions and recommendations;



Chapter 7 sets out the study’s specific conclusions for each of the TEN-T corridors.
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3.

SCOPE OF THE STUDY

3.1. Overview
In this section the scope of the study is described along with methodological
considerations applied across the study (stakeholder consultation and the
treatment of uncertainty).
3.2. Scope
Spatial
The geographical scope of this study covers the 28 Member States (MS) of the
European Union (EU) and is focussed on the TEN-T Core Network of the nine
transport corridors providing key trans-European connectivity between major
ports, cities and other states east of the EU.
The road component of the TEN-T Core Network is essentially a number of
principal motorway routes in each MS, and these include grade-separated
motorways, where access is provided through dedicated on- and off-ramps, of 2+
lanes per direction and other major roads (where access may be provided directly
off the roadside). Conventional fuelling stations are generally provided at
dedicated motorway service areas (MSAs) with their own access road systems.
Siting alternative fuel recharging/refuelling infrastructure at motorway locations is
needed to allow full alternative fuelled mobility across the TEN-T Core Network –
and this is important to reduce ‘range anxiety’ amongst potential purchasers of
alternative fuelled vehicles, who in the absence of a coordinated infrastructure
such as for conventional fuel stations are concerned that they will not be able to
refill/recharge their vehicle on longer trips (a problem compounded in some cases,
such as EVs, which are currently relatively short range compared to other fuels).
However, because the market for fuel purchase at motorway locations is relatively
limited compared to urban locations, the business model is potentially more
challenging (though noting that motorway locations may have other benefits, such
as reduced competition). To understand the differences in the business model we
explore two core infrastructure scenarios in this work:


a)
Alternative fuel infrastructure deployment at a sufficient minimum spacing
along the TEN-T Core Network corridors to ensure full alternative mobility; and



b)
Alternative fuel infrastructure deployment at the TEN-T Core Network
urban node locations.
Our primary unit of analysis is each of the individual TEN-T Corridors, although we
use detailed spatial analysis for each corridor to determine the necessary
infrastructure locations and traffic demand profiles.

Type of Alternative Fuel and Timescales for Deployment
The Directive sets out the required coverage and timings for alternative fuels
deployment on the TEN-T Core Network broadly as follows 1 :

1



Electric charging (by the end of 2020 in urban and suburban agglomerations and
by the end of 2025 on the TEN-T Core Network);



CNG (by the end of 2020 in urban and suburban agglomerations and by the end
of 2025 on the TEN-T Core Network );

http://ec.europa.eu/transport/themes/urban/cpt/index_en.htm
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LNG (by the end of 2025); and



Hydrogen (by the end of 2025).



For each fuel type the number of recharging/refuelling points is to be appropriate
to the level of vehicle demand.
There are some nuances to the envisaged timings - for instance LNG is not
required at inland ports on the TEN-T network until 2030.

For this study the important timing constraints are to examine the possibility of
deployment of electric charging and CNG in urban and suburban agglomerations by 2020
and on the TEN-T Core Network by 2025 and deployment of the other fuels by 2025.
To understand how alternative fuel infrastructure may be deployed within these
time periods it is however necessary to examine the business model over a longer
timeline (because the payback periods for major infrastructure projects are often
longer than 10 years).
Alternative Fuel Infrastructure
For clarity, it is helpful to define ‘alternative fuel infrastructure’: in the context of
this study, the infrastructure is whatever is needed to allow drivers to recharge or
refuel their vehicles when making trips on the TEN-T Core Network. There are two
fundamental models for locating such infrastructure that we examine in this work:


Dedicated fuelling stations: located on unused land at either an existing Motorway
Service Area (MSA) or some other off-motorway site and equipped with CNG/LNG
or hydrogen dispensers or dedicated electric vehicle charging points/pools. We
refer to this model as ‘Greenfield’ as it requires a plot of unused land for location –
and also requires supporting infrastructure (such as a canopy, access roads, and
utilities connections). It is a model requiring relatively high upfront investment.
This model is used by Fastned to provide high-power electric charging facilities on
roads in the Netherlands.



Alternative fuel recharging/refuelling equipment provided at existing MSAs (or
some other off-motorway site) as part of an existing facility such as an existing
conventional fuel station, or parking area. We refer to this model as ‘Brownfield’
as it does not require additional land development or supporting infrastructure. It
is a model requiring relatively low upfront investment. This model is used by
Ecotricity to provide high-power electric charging facilities on roads in the United
Kingdom.
Other variant models exist between these two extremes and any particular model
has inherent trade-offs. For instance the Brownfield model requires partnership
with existing fuelling station or service area operators. The Greenfield model may
require partnership with service area operators – or depending on the MS, may
require particular types of legal agreement with the State or concession owners.

Business Model Analysis
A business model describes the way in which a business generates profit for its
shareholders or return to its investors. This covers fundamental aspects of its
operations including its costs, revenues and method of financing, and the business
model drivers examined in this study are:


Capital costs of investment: alternative fuel markets are still developing – and in
most cases the costs of recharging/refuelling technology are relatively high with
reductions expected in the future due to increased scale, competition and
technological development.
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Operating costs: like the investment costs, the cost of running and maintaining
the recharging/refuelling infrastructure can be relatively high because of the
technology involved. Back office costs can be reduced through economies of scale
(i.e. the size of the back office is somewhat independent of the number of fuelling
stations operated) or economies of scope (where there is a gain in overall
efficiency from operating the back office for the alternative fuel infrastructure
together with other business activities).



Revenues: come from two key sources:





Fuel sales (determined principally by the amount of traffic demand using the roads on
which the infrastructure is located).



Added value services/sales are an important component of conventional fuelling station
revenues, because of the low margins achieved on the sale of petrol and diesel.

Method of financing: transport infrastructure investment generally is typified by
high investment costs and relatively long payback periods. However, the nature of
transport demand means that revenues tend to be stable (and increasing) over
time – which can suit some forms of financing more than others.

The key question for the study is can business models be constructed for the deployment
of alternative fuels infrastructure on the TEN-T Core Network that are financeable.
There is limited public grant funding available – and equally subsidy of alternative
fuelled vehicle sales or the fuels themselves is unlikely to be a sustainable longterm model that can be supported by the EU or individual MS. Therefore we first
consider whether the business models can be purely commercial propositions that
is, attractive to private finance – and where that is not the case, identify the
reasons why, and suggest what types of financial instruments may be needed to
make them commercial propositions.
In this study a financial instrument is considered to be a European Commission (or
potentially a Member State) backed instrument that provides some specific
mechanism beyond standard funding and/or financing arrangements, such as
guarantees. Such an instrument could include innovative forms of funding or
financing that would not usually be available from those providing project finance.
Stakeholder Consultation
In support of the development of this report, stakeholders have been consulted to
fulfil three objectives:


To ensure that stakeholders across the alternative fuels sector (including
operators, equipment manufacturers, vehicle manufacturers, financers and
national and European public authorities) are aware of the study and have the
opportunity to share their views on the barriers to alternative fuel infrastructure
deployment.



To gather technical and financial information necessary to analyse the alternative
fuel infrastructure business model.



To test the emerging conclusions and recommendations of the study with
appropriate stakeholders in each Member State that are tasked with implementing
alternative fuels infrastructure.



Stakeholders have been asked directly to participate in the study (through
bilateral engagement with us or by filling in questionnaires) to provide detailed
relevant information regarding the operation and deployment of alternative fuels
infrastructure.


Electric: 39 stakeholders engaged in consultation and provided feedback and
information for the study either through long list questionnaire and/or direct interviews
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CNG-LNG: 34 stakeholders engaged in consultation and provided feedback and
information for the study either through long list questionnaire and/or direct interviews.



Hydrogen: 22 stakeholders engaged in consultation and provided feedback and
information for the study either through long list questionnaire and/or direct interviews.

We have discussed emerging trends and ideas with providers of finance (including
EIB, some national development banks and some commercial banks) and with the
relevant government department/authority in some Member States.
The stakeholder consultation methodology and results are covered in detail in
Annex A: Stakeholder Consultation. Where relevant, stakeholder views or
information is included in the main text of this report. Much of the most useful
stakeholder information was given on a confidential basis, through direct
interviews, and whilst not reported in detail, has been extremely useful in shaping
the research and/or in validating assumptions and business models. Where it is
reported, it has been anonymised.
The majority of the detailed financial information needed for the analysis of
business models is highly confidential, and we have signed confidentiality
agreements with the relevant stakeholders. All such information is provided
anonymised.
Where stakeholder views are explicitly referenced in the main text and Annex A of
this report – they should be treated as confidential.
The table below summarises those stakeholders who responded to requests for
consultation either through questionnaires or direct interviews – and have thus
input to the study.

Figure 3.1 Stakeholder Involvement
Stakeholder Type
Infrastructure
operator / service
provider

ICT Platforms /
Service
Integrators
Vehicle and other
equipment
manufacturers

Organisation
Chargemaster (UK)
CLEVER (DK)
Elaad (NL)
Ecotricity (UK)
Fastned (NL)
Fortum (SE,DK,FI, Norway)
Verbund AG (AT)
Gasum OY (FI)
Enagas (ES)
CNG Fuels (UK)
Assogasmetano (IT)
gasNatural fenosa (ES)
Gasrec (UK)
Denisson Energy (RO)
Erdgas (DE)
Engie (FR)
ITM Power (UK)
Airliquide (FR)
CEA (FR)
Hydrogen Infrastructure for
Transport (NE, DK, SE)
MOBI.E (PT)
Gireve (FR)
Hubject (DE)
BMW
Nissan
Solaris Bus & Coach
Tesla
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Stakeholder Type
EU and
international
associations

Research
organisations and
consultancies

Local Entities
Freight Operator
Passenger
Operators
Financial
organisations

Member State
public authorities
and/or relevant
members of the
Sustainable
Transport Forum

Organisation
APT Controls/Technologies
Gas Infrastructure Europe
Fuelseurope
NGVA Europe
Belgium NGV Association
European Hydrogen
Association
Fuel Cells and Hydrogen
Joint Undertaking
International Partnership for
Hydrogen and Fuel Cells in
the Economy
University of Amsterdam
Business School
Orkestra (ES)
Spin8 (IT)
Istituto Internazionale delle
Comunicazioni (IT)
Stockholm Municipality (SE)
DPDHL
EMT Valencia (ES)
EMT Madrid (ES)
European Investment Bank
Aviva Investors (UK)
Green Infrastructure Bank
(UK)
Cassa Depositi e Prestiti
(IT)
Commercial banks (2
confidential contacts)
Private equity funds (2
confidential contacts)
Austriatech (AT)

Electric

Ministry of Transport (BG)
Public Works Department
(CY)
Ministry of Economic Affairs
and Communications (EE)
Ministry of Maritime Affairs,
Transport and
Infrastructure MPPI (HR)
Ministry of Transport and
Communications (LT)
Ministry of Transport (LV)
Swedish Transport
Administration (SE)
Ministry of Infrastructure
(SI)
Office for Low Emission
Vehicles (UK)
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Consultation responses have been received from 10 of the 28 Member States
(either departments/ministries or the relevant member of the Sustainable
Transport Forum). Member States will be given a further opportunity to respond
to this Draft Final version of the report, and in particular given the opportunity to
consult on the conclusions and recommendations.
3.3.

Treatment of Uncertainty

Given the relatively early stage of market development for all the considered
alternative fuels, there is naturally material uncertainty about many of the key
inputs to the business case analysis. During the process of our work, we have
identified these uncertainties and used our expertise to assess the potential
upsides and downsides and select assumptions which together define cases
appropriate for the intended audience of the work (ultimately financiers and
investors).
The demand for alternative fuel is naturally the most important business model
input – and unfortunately – also the input associated with the most uncertainty.
The reasons for this are covered in detail in the next chapter. We have wrapped a
number of uncertainties related to demand together into three scenarios (low,
medium and high) whereby:


Low: represents a future that will be achieved with little change from the
conditions observed today and past trends. Although demand numbers associated
with this scenario are calculated and reported in Chapter 3, the scenario is not
used within the financial modelling.



Medium (Base Take-Up): represents in our view a reasonable expectation of
the future based on observed conditions today and past trends, and with
moderate intervention by the relevant stakeholders (including the Commission,
MS public authorities, financiers, and OEMs).



High (Accelerated Take-Up): represents in our view an achievable future
dependent on a coordinated and high level of intervention by the relevant
stakeholders and/or a rapid/sudden shift in relative pricing and availability of
alternative fuel technology compared with conventional fuels.
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4.

INFRASTRUCTURE ANALYSIS
4.1.

Overview

This chapter ‘Infrastructure Analysis’ describes how we assessed the existing
infrastructure, the necessary infrastructure and the associated level of demand for
alternative fuels on the TEN-T Core Network corridors:


Two infrastructure scenarios are developed: the first providing for comprehensive
alternative fuelled mobility and the second providing for the maximum chance of a
commercially viable business model.



Three demand scenarios are developed (low, medium and high) to represent the
envelope of possible future alternative fuel demand against which business
models should be assessed.
This is achieved by:



Assessing the number of existing recharging and refuelling stations for each fuel
type on each of the TEN-T Core Network corridors;



Assessing the number of locations required for each fuel type on each of the TENT Core Network corridors;



Assessing the existing and future traffic demand (all vehicle types and fuel types)
on each of the TEN-T Core Network corridors;



Developing plausible scenarios for the proportion of long distance alternative
fuelled vehicles for each fuel type up to 2025-2030;



Estimating the demand for purchase of each alternative fuel on the proposed
stations on the TEN-T Core Network corridors
Finally, we conclude with an assumptions table and an assessment of the level of
uncertainty in each scenario and the potential upside and downside risks.
4.2.

Task
A:
Develop
Requirements

Alternative

Fuels

Infrastructure

Location

Currently existing alternative fuels infrastructure along the TEN-T Corridors
The existing provision of alternative fuels along the TEN-T corridor network varies
by Corridor, but more importantly by Member State as a consequence of many
factors including that each State provides a different set of policies and incentives
for the ownership and usage of alternative fuels vehicles, and for the build-up of
the related infrastructure. Significant grant support from EU funding instruments
such as CEF and H2020 has resulted in significant infrastructure deployment on
the TEN-T corridors – but coverage is patchy and project specific.
The following sections set out the current state of provision of the four alternative
fuels: electricity, CNG, LNG, and hydrogen across the EU.
This is followed by a discussion of the level of infrastructure needed to allow full
mobility on the TEN-T corridors and the number of stations needed for each fuel
on each corridor. At the end of this section, this information is then drawn
together into a more detailed examination of the existing infrastructure, existing
infrastructure operators and required new infrastructure per corridor.
Electricity
Information on the location and specifications of charging stations is available
online on numerous websites and mobile device applications. Many of these
services focus on a limited number of Member States (e.g. zap-map.com in the UK
and plugsurfing.com in Germany and the Netherlands) or operators (e.g.
ecotricity.co.uk), but a growing number of websites provide information on
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charging locations across borders and across operators (e.g. Chargemap.com). A
common characteristic of most of these sites however is that they do not provide
the possibility to export their data for external analysis.
We identified OpenChargeMap.org (OCM) to be the only publicly available source
of the location of charging stations across Europe which both includes details of
their specification and also the possibility to export data for use in external
analysis. OCM sources its data from user contributions and third parties, such as
governmental agencies or industry groups2. The site provides the ability to filter
charging stations by several criteria such as nominal power output, and then to
export the data through an application programming interface (API).
For the analysis carried out as part of this study, only rapid charging stations with
a nominal power output of more than 40kW have been considered. The number of
stations included in the OCM database that fulfil those criteria amounts to more
than 1,700 across the EU. This set of data was supplemented with a dataset of
147 operative charging stations built up as part of the Clean Energy Partnership
(CEP) initiative, comprising an additional 50 charging stations in AT, NL, IE, UK,
DE, FR that were not included in the OCM dataset.
The rationale behind exclusively considering charging stations with a minimum
nominal power output of 40kW is that these stations represent the state of
practice in most of recent large-scale government backed investments across the
EU. Examples for these are the Fastned concessions in the Netherlands, and the
Tank and Rast programme at service areas in Germany, both with a maximum
nominal power output of 50kW. In other Member States such as Estonia, Ireland
and the UK, extensive >40kW infrastructure has already been built up. Further to
this, fast charging stations with a nominal power output of less than 40kW, i.e.
22kW, in many cases still require charging times of more than one hour and hence
constitute a substantial inconvenience for long-distance journeys along the TEN-T
corridors and also a limit to charging capacity (in terms of vehicles charged/day).
We note further that there is consensus among the stakeholders consulted that
level of nominal power output of charging equipment deployments is expected to
continue increasing in the short-medium term. Tesla’s supercharger network is
already capable of delivering up to 120kW charge. Other operators are planning
100kW chargers now. There is an expectation across the industry of 150kW and
300kW chargers in the future. EU standards for vehicle connections to charging
equipment (the ‘CCS’ standard) will mean forwards and backwards compatibility
between vehicles and charging stations in the future. The relative attractiveness
of higher power charging equipment (which can deliver charge at a faster rate and
conversely may be more expensive to acquire and operate) may lead to price
segmentation of charging fees depending on charge speed.
Figure 3.1 illustrates the location of rapid charging stations included in these two
datasets across the EU. The data indicates that the majority of rapid charging
stations are currently located in the northern Member States of the EU, namely
the UK with 633 stations, Germany with 281 stations, Sweden with 156 stations,
Estonia with 149 stations, the Netherlands with 116 stations, and France and
Ireland with 87 stations each.
Based on the data described above, the operators with the largest networks of
rapid charging stations are located in the UK, with Charge Your Car comprising
266 stations, Ecotricity 167 stations, Polar 63 stations and Nissan UK 51 stations.
Other important operator networks across the EU are ELMO in Estonia (149), ESB

2

http://openchargemap.org/site/about/guidance#dataimports
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Ecars in Ireland (66), Allego in the Netherlands, Belgium and Germany (71) and
Fastned in the Netherlands (41). Tank&Rast in Germany is currently one of the
fastest growing among large-scale operators with 43 stations to date. The
charging station networks being built up by the Bollore/Auchan consortium in
France (and other significant networks such as CLEVER and Fortum in
Scandinavia) do not yet provide nominal power output over 40kWh.
Figure 4.1: Current distribution of EV rapid charging stations with nominal
power output of more than 40kW in the EU

Source: Steer Davies Gleave cartography based on OCM and CEP data

Natural gas
A directory and map of CNG and LNG refuelling stations in Europe, with
information on their location is available on the website of NGVA Europe.
However, the website does not provide the possibility to export the data for
external analysis. The dataset of existing CNG refuelling stations in Europe used in
this study was obtained from a data export from the metanoauto.com website
which sources its data from contributors and third parties, such as governmental
agencies.
The dataset obtained from metanoauto.com comprises 3,060 public CNG stations
across the EU, which compares to 2,844 public CNG stations in the 2015 NGVA
Europe directory.
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As illustrated on Figure 4.2 the majority of existing CNG stations in the EU are
concentrated in a small number of Member States, namely Italy with 1,071
stations, Germany with 851 stations, Austria with 175 stations, Sweden with 161
stations, the Netherlands with 150 stations, and Bulgaria with 109 stations. In
Italy, around 50% of CNG stations are single fuel stations; most of which are
operated under the common metano brand which may exclusively be used by
station operators purchasing their CNG from energy company ENI. ENI also acts
as CNG station operator, being the single-largest operator in the segment of multi
fuel stations in Italy, where they operate 82 out of 342 stations in this segment.
In Germany, the market for CNG is dominated by multi-fuel stations operated by
the major petrol companies such as Aral with 191 stations, Esso with 87 stations,
Total with 83 stations, and Shell with 67 stations. Further, CNG is offered at 115
independent fuel stations in Germany.
The number of existing LNG stations in the EU is relatively small and amounts to
51 at the end of 2015, according to data provided by NGVA Europe. Spain, where
the number of LNG stations amounts to 17, is the leading Member State in this
respect, followed by the Netherlands with 13 stations. The UK and Sweden follow
with nine and six stations respectively. Two stations are located in each of
Belgium and Portugal, while one station can be found in both Italy and Finland.
The majority of these stations are publicly accessible and can provide fuel for any
LNG vehicles, and in some cases can also provide CNG.
Figure 4.2: Current distribution of CNG refuelling stations in the EU
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Currently the hydrogen refuelling network in the EU is in the very early stages of
development. The website h2stations.org lists 34 operating H2 refuelling stations
in Germany, 13 in the UK (although a number of these are very small-scale R&D
stations), and 11 in Denmark. The location of these stations across the EU is
illustrated in Figure 3.4.
Most of the currently existing hydrogen refuelling stations mainly serve demand
from local public transport vehicles, or experimental fleets, and are in many cases
not accessible to the public. Examples for this are stations in Bolzano, Hamburg,
London, and Milan, which were all set up as part of the CHIC (Clean Hydrogen in
European Cities) initiative.
The limited number of hydrogen stations reflects very limited offer of fuel cell
vehicles in the market. The introduction of a small number of new models is only
expected over the next 2-3 years. In 2013, Hyundai introduced the world’s first
series production fuel cell vehicle, the ix35 fuel cell 3. Two years later, in October
2015, Toyota launched its first fuel cell vehicle Mirai in Europe.
Figure 4.3: Current distribution of hydrogen refuelling stations in the EU

Source: Steer Davies Gleave cartography based on Ludwig-Bölkow-Systemtechnik data, accessible on
h2stations.org

3

http://www.hyundai.co.uk/about-us/environment/hydrogen-fuel-cell
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The situation might change within the next few years, with two high profile
initiatives under way.
In Germany a private sector initiative, H2 Mobility Deutschland, comprising car
manufacturers (Daimler), hydrogen manufacturers (Air Liquide, Linde), and
traditional petrol companies (OMV, Shell, Total) was formed with the aim to build
up a hydrogen infrastructure along the main long-distance road corridors in
Germany. In October 2015, a press release was issued stating that the first phase
of the initiative envisages the installation of 100 hydrogen refuelling stations,
regardless of the demand uptake. In total, the initiative envisages the installation
of 400 hydrogen refuelling stations by 2023, with a total investment of about
€400 million. Once completed, this will form the first interregional hydrogen
network worldwide4. Further, an informal call for support was sent to the Federal
Government, but to date it remains uncertain in what form, if any, such support
will materialise.
In the UK, a private sector initiative comprising partners from the automobile
(Daimler, Honda, Hyundai, Nissan, and Toyota), hydrogen component, petrol
sectors (Air Liquide, SSE, ITM Power, Intelligent Energy, Johnson Matthey Fuel
Cells), but also fleet operators (supermarket chains, namely Morrisons,
Sainsbury’s), envisages the build-up of 65 small-sized hydrogen refuelling stations
by 2020, and 1,200 mostly medium sized with some large-sized refuelling stations
by 2030. The capital investment for the first phase is estimated to about £62
million. The H2Mobility UK project team estimates that this infrastructure will be
sufficient to create an early adopters demand of 10,000 vehicles per year by
2020. As vehicle costs decrease and the hydrogen infrastructure develops, annual
vehicle sales will increase to about 300,000 in 2030, according to H2Mobility UK5.
Evidence for required distance between alternative fuel stations
One of the main factors hampering the uptake of alternative fuels vehicles is the
lack of station infrastructure, provoking range anxiety amongst users. When
focusing on journeys along the TEN-T corridors, a critical question in this respect
is the optimum distance between station infrastructure to provide alternative fuel
vehicle users a level of convenience that is equal, or at least comparable to that of
driving conventional fuel vehicles; and therefore mitigating range anxiety.
Even though there is currently little evidence on the optimum location rules for
the installation of a network of alternative fuels stations, several studies, mostly
academic research papers (compare Cruz-Zambrano et. al.6 and Bauche et. al.7 ),
have investigated this issue, although many of these focus on the optimum

4

H2 Mobility Deutschland GmbH (2015) Wasserstofftanken in Deutschland zukünftig
flächendeckend möglich, Press Release, October 2015

5

UK H2Mobility Phase 1 Results (2013)

6

Cruz-Zambrano M., Corchero C., Igualada-Gonzalez L., Bernardo V. (2013). Optimal
location of fast charging stations in Barcelona: A flow-capturing approach. European
Energy Market (EEM), 10th International Conference on the , vol., no., pp.1-6, 27-31,
May 2013.

7

Bauche F., Billot R., Trigui R., El Faouzi N.-E. (2014). Optimization model for efficient
allocation of electric vehicles charging stations: Application to a dense urban network.
TRB 2014.
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number of stations to provide coverage for a broader region rather than installing
stations along a corridor.
A research paper published by the Joint Research Center (JRC) of the European
Commission8 focuses on the optimal allocation of electric vehicle charging
infrastructure in cities and regions. As part of this study the authors propose a
methodology for allocating charging infrastructure along principal roads within a
region. They conclude that a maximum distance between stations of 60km would
provide an “adequate infrastructure”, which the authors base on an analysis of trip
patterns in various regions.
In January 2016 the European Commission published a Good Practice Guide9 for
the Implementation of the Directive on the Deployment of Alternative Fuels
Infrastructure. Based on the previous work done by the JRC, the authors of this
Good Practice Guide proposed a methodology for the allocation of station
infrastructure for each of electricity, CNG, LNG and hydrogen stations.
The idea behind the proposed methodology is that the optimum distance between
stations mainly depends on the maximum range of the vehicles of each alternative
fuels type. The Good Practice Guide calibrated the 60km spacing recommended by
JRC against an assumed typical range of electric vehicles of 130km, and applied
this concept to CNG, LNG and hydrogen. The assumed maximum ranges and the
resulting optimal distance between stations as presented in the Good Practice
Guide are set out in Table 4.2.
Table 4.1: Maximum range of alternative fuels vehicles and the corresponding
optimal distance between stations
Maximum range [km]
Optimal distance
between stations [km]

Electric
130
60

CNG
400
195

LNG
600
290

Hydrogen
300
295

Source: Good Practice Guide

Further, the Directive proposal on the deployment of alternative fuels
infrastructure and its impact assessment provides concrete recommendations for
the distance between stations for CNG and LNG. Regarding the provision of CNG,
the Directive requires Member States to ensure a sufficient number of refuelling
stations on the TEN-T core network, ideally and indicatively every 150km, while
regarding the provision of LNG this indicative distance increases to 400km 10. With
respect to electric charging stations, the Directive specifies that Member States
are required to set targets “to ensure that electric vehicles can circulate at least in
urban and suburban agglomerations”, but there is no mention of any specific
distances between such stations. In the case of hydrogen refuelling stations, the
Directive requires common standards for these stations in Member States that opt
for hydrogen infrastructure, but as with electric charging stations does not specify
distances between stations.
For the analysis carried out as part of this study, we acknowledged the
methodology taken in the Good Practice Guide, but do not fully omit the values

8

http://publications.jrc.ec.europa.eu/repository/bitstream/JRC101040/allocatecharging
points_sciencepolreport_eurreport_online.pdf
9

http://ec.europa.eu/transport/themes/urban/studies/doc/2016-01-alternative-fuelsimplementation-good-practices.pdf

10

http://europa.eu/rapid/press-release_IP-14-1053_en.htm
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mentioned in the Directive. Hence, our chosen optimal distance between CNG and
LNG refuelling stations are half way between the two sources, and amount to
175km and 350km respectively. For hydrogen stations we have chosen the same
distance as for CNG refuelling stations, and hence our chosen distance varies
substantially from the distance recommended in the Good Practice Guide. This is
because the range of currently available FCEVs exhibit similar ranges to CNG
vehicles.
We note further that due to ongoing developments in the technologies, vehicle
ranges are likely to change in the future. There is considerable uncertainty about
what the shape of the future electric vehicle fleet will look like. Stakeholders have
already shown that long distance EVs are viable – and consumers may face tradeoffs between battery size, cost and range. The charging offer (nominal power
output and price of charging) will adapt to follow the evolution of the vehicle fleet
and vehicle usage. If the trend is towards longer range EVs (with larger batteries)
then more electricity per vehicle will be sold at each recharging event - and there
will be less charging events per journey.
Table 4.2: Summary of recommendations for optimal distance between stations
Good Practice Guide
[km]
Directive [km]
Steer Davies Gleave
[km]

Electric
60

CNG
195

LNG
290

Hydrogen
295

60

150
175

400
350

175

Source: Good Practice Guide, EU Directive, Steer Davies Gleave analysis

Selection of locations for alternative fuel stations
Scenario A: Alternative fuel infrastructure deployment at a sufficient minimum spacing
along the TEN-T Core Network corridors to ensure full alternative mobility
To reduce investment costs in new sites, whenever possible, alternative fuels
stations should be located at existing conventional fuel stations along the
corridors. The suitability of rest areas without an adjacent fuel station is limited
due to their lack of utility supply such as high power electricity or natural gas grid
connections. Therefore, only service stations along the TEN-T corridors that
already have a conventional fuel station in operation have been selected as
potential locations for alternative fuels stations.
Further, not only on-motorway service stations (those being served by dedicated
access roads) have been considered, but also off-motorway service stations that
are accessible through regular motorway ramps when located within close
proximity to the motorway access (e.g. Autohöfe in Austria and Germany).
However, these off-motorway service stations must be dedicated sites for resting
and fuelling on long-distance journeys. In particular, along with an existing
conventional fuel station, these should provide sufficient parking spaces for
passenger cars and trucks. This criterion has been added to account for additional
space requirements for alternative fuels stations, and to account for increased
need for convenience on breaks during long-distance journeys. Conventional fuel
stations within proximity of regular motorway ramps that do not meet these
requirements have not been considered as locations for potential alternative fuels
stations.
Locations which already provide at least one of the four considered alternative
fuels were identified. These locations have been flagged as mandatory sites in the
further process of site selection, since these stations can provide the skeleton for
a wider network without any additional cost. Using these sites as a starting point,
together with the first and last stations along the several branches of each
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corridor, the spacing rules presented in the previous section have been applied to
identify the existing conventional fuel stations along the corridors where each
alternative fuel station should be sited. In cases where the distance between
selected sites could not be brought below the minimum spacing, an adequate
number of Greenfield locations have been added.
The following rules have been applied in the selection of adequate sites for
alternative fuels stations:


Service stations that already exhibit an alternative fuels station are by default
selected as station sites for the respective alternative fuel;



The first and last service stations along one corridor or one branch of a corridor
are by default selected as station sites; this rule meets the requirement to locate
alternative fuels stations at urban nodes and ports as long as these are located at
the edge of the corridor network. Urban nodes that do not meet this criterion are
served by being within the minimum required distances between the chosen sites.



Distance between stations is maximised but distance may not exceed the
maximum distance defined for the different alternative fuels; and



Greenfield locations are added where the maximum distance defined for the
different alternative fuels cannot be met.
The resulting numbers of existing, additional required brownfield, and required
Greenfield sites for electric charging stations are set out in Table 4.3. Similarly,
Tables 4.4, 4.5 and 4.6 set out numbers of sites in relation to CNG, LNG, and
hydrogen respectively.

Table 4.3: Existing electric rapid charging stations along the TEN-T corridors,
and required additional stations
Corridor
Existing
Add. required
brownfield
Greenfield

A
5
111

B
26
120

C
0
218

D
3
163

E
30
190

F
8
50

G
7
156

H
47
109

I
5
126

10

9

6

19

17

3

5

12

16

Source: Steer Davies Gleave analysis

Table 4.4: Existing CNG stations along the TEN-T corridors, and required
additional stations
Corridor
Existing
Add. required
brownfield
Greenfield

A
10
45

B
11
47

C
13
69

D
12
61

E
32
70

F
6
17

G
1
60

H
1
59

I
11
44

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Source: Steer Davies Gleave analysis

Table 4.5: Existing LNG stations along the TEN-T corridors, and required
additional stations
Corridor
Existing
Add. required
brownfield
Greenfield

A
0
26

B
1
41

C
3
42

D
0
48

E
0
51

F
1
11

G
4
35

H
4
38

I
0
28

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Source: Steer Davies Gleave analysis
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Table 4.6: Existing hydrogen refuelling stations along the TEN-T corridors, and
required additional stations
Corridor
Existing
Add. required
brownfield
Greenfield

A
0
52

B
3
53

C
0
74

D
1
68

E
0
85

F
1
20

G
0
61

H
0
59

I
0
58

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Source: Steer Davies Gleave analysis

Scenario A is referred to as the ‘Network’ scenario in later sections of this report.
Scenario B: Alternative fuel infrastructure deployment at the TEN-T Core Network node
(including urban nodes) locations
In the first years of operation, stations located remotely from the large urban
agglomerations across the EU are expected to have a relatively low utilisation, and
hence produce little revenue to help the business model. Only after the first years
of increasing vehicle uptake will their utilisation increase until, if ever, becoming
profitable. Our Scenario B addresses this barrier by selecting sites that will have
the highest potential utilisation – and thereby maximising the chance of a
commercial business model.
The scenario assumes a network of alternative fuels stations exclusively at
locations where the density of demand may be expected to be highest – and we
term these ‘node’ locations. Nodes may include urban/suburban agglomerations,
transport hubs, seaports or inland ports – and we envisage that node locations
along the Core TEN-T network would be the logical first step in developing a full
infrastructure for alternative fuels along the TEN-T corridors. This will provide the
necessary infrastructure for alternative fuels vehicles uptake to take place around
these nodes, in locations where propensity for use of alternative fuels vehicles is
highest. After a successful uptake around these nodes, infrastructure can be
expanded to fill gaps in less urbanised areas, and eventually enable long-distance
journeys along the TEN-T corridors. We further note that ‘node’ locations could
encompass a wider definition than that used here – indeed any location where the
density of demand can be expected to be concentrated in a relatively small area.
Table 4.7 shows the number of urban nodes and core seaports along the TEN-T
core network. For the initial step of infrastructure build-up we assume that one
station of each of the three alternative fuels electricity, CNG, and hydrogen at
each of the urban nodes is sufficient, as well as one LNG station at each core
seaport. We note the potential upside of multimodal usage (for both ships and
HGVs) of LNG refuelling stations at seaports.
Table 4.7: Number of urban nodes and core seaports on the TEN-T core network
All
89
114
203

Urban nodes
Core seaports
Total
Source: TENtec Public Portal

We assume that utilisation will depend mainly on current and expected vehicle
uptake in the Member States where these nodes are located.
Scenario B is referred to as the ‘Nodes’ scenario in later sections of this report.
TEN-T Corridors: Existing and Required Infrastructure Analysis
In the following sections the situation regarding existing infrastructure and the
required infrastructure (from the analysis described above) is described for each
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individual TEN-T corridor. This includes information on key EU-funded (CEF and
H2020) alternative fuels infrastructure projects and the main stakeholders
operating in each MS on each corridor.
Note that apparent inconsistencies between the number of infrastructure locations
reported in the tables and those shown in the corresponding maps are due to
infrastructure locations in close proximity (e.g. two locations situated opposite one
another at the two sides of a road) in many cases appear as only one location,
which is a result of the small scale of the map.
Baltic-Adriatic Corridor
The Baltic-Adriatic corridor (corridor A) connects the North Adriatic Italian and
Slovenian ports with the Polish ports situated along the Baltic Sea. On its way it
passes through six Member States, including Italy, Slovenia, Austria, Czech
Republic, Slovakia and Poland. The corridor connects the Adriatic and Baltic Sea
ports with centres of strong industrial activity around Brno in the Czech Republic
and Katowice in Poland, and with centres of consumption such as the capital cities
Ljubljana, Vienna, Bratislava and Warsaw.
Existing EV charging infrastructure
The table below shows currently on-going and recently finished EU funded EV
charging infrastructure projects on the Baltic-Adriatic corridor and the main
stakeholders involved in each country.
Table 4.8: EU
infrastructure

funded

EU funded
project

Member
States
involved
Slovenia,
Croatia

N° stations

Stakeholders involved

115 in total
(~40 corridor
A)

Slovakia,
Czech
Republic

29 in total

VERBUND AG,
Provider Austria
GmbH & Co KG,
E-Mobility,
Bayern Innovativ Bayerische
Gesellschaft für
Innovation und
Wissenstransfer mbH,
Západoslovenská
energetika. a.s.,
BMW (Bayerische
Motoren Werke
Aktiengesellschaft),
OMV Refining &
Marketing GmbH,
Ministry of
Infrastructure and
Spatial Planning,
Renault SAS,
Volkswagen AG,
NISSAN WEST
EUROPE SAS,
Schrack Technik.
s.r.o.,
City of Zagreb
Zapadoslovenska
energetika,

Central
European Green
Corridors

FAST-E (SK/CZ)

projects

aiming

30

at

the

build-up

of

EV

charging

Envisaged
completion
date
Completed

FAST-E
(SK/CZ)

EU funded
project
EV Fast Charging
Backbone
Network Central
Europe
EAST-E

NCE-FastEvNet
EVA+ (Electric
Vehicles Arteries
in Italy and
Austria)
ULTRA-E

Member
States
involved
Czech
Republic

N° stations

Stakeholders involved

Envisaged
completion
date
12/2018

42 in total

CEZ

Czech
Republic,
Croatia,
Slovakia
Poland,
Slovakia
Italy, Austria

62 in total

Zapadoslovenska
energetika,

EAST-E

75 in total

03/2019

200 in total

GreenWay
Infrastructure
Tbc

Austria,
Belgium,
Germany,
The
Netherlands

25 in total

Allego B.V.

12/2018

Tbc

Source: Steer Davies Gleave analysis

The table below shows the main operators of existing EV charging infrastructure in
each country along the corridor. Charging infrastructure operated by these
stakeholders are not necessarily situated on the corridor itself.
Table 4.9: EV charging infrastructure operators in the Member States along the
corridor
Member State
Italy
Slovenia
Austria
Czech Republic
Poland
Slovakia

EV charging infrastructure operators
ENEL
n.a.
ELLA AG
has.to.be GmbH
Vorarlberger Kraftwerke AG
ÄŒEZ
Evmapa
ČEZ Group
Enspirion
Nissan
Greenway (sk)

Source: Steer Davies Gleave analysis

Required EV charging infrastructure
The table and map below summarises the required electric vehicle charging
infrastructure along the corridor showing separately existing station locations, as
well as indicative locations for required brownfield and greenfield charging
infrastructure along the corridor based on the assumed separation distance of 60
km.
There are 5 existing EV charging locations situated on the Baltic-Adriatic corridor,
corresponding to around 4% of the total number of required stations.
Table 4.10: Existing and required EV charging infrastructure along the corridor
Country

Existing
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Required
Brownfield

Required
Greenfield

Country
IT
SI
AT
CZ
PL
SK

Existing
0
0
3
0
0
2

Required
Brownfield
19
15
9
9
53
6

Required
Greenfield
0
0
1
1
8
0

Source: Steer Davies Gleave analysis

Figure 4.4: Required EV charging infrastructure on corridor A

Source: Steer Davies Gleave Cartography 2016

Existing CNG station infrastructure
The table below shows currently on-going and recently finished EU funded CNG
station infrastructure projects on the Baltic-Adriatic corridor and the main
stakeholders involved in each country.
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Table 4.11: EU funded projects aiming at the build-up of CNG station
infrastructure
EU funded project
Study optimising the
functioning and
deployment of
alternative fuel stations
of the TEN-T core
network

Member
States
involved
Poland

N° stations

Stakeholders
involved

1

Przemyslowy
Instytut
Motoryzacji

Envisaged
completion
date
06/2018

Source: Steer Davies Gleave analysis

The table below shows the main operators of existing CNG/LNG station
infrastructure in each country along the corridor. Station infrastructure operated
by these stakeholders are not necessarily situated on the corridor itself.
Table 4.12: CNG/LNG station operators in the Member States along the corridor
Member State
Italy

Slovenia
Austria

Czech Republic
Poland
Slovakia

CNG/LNG station infrastructure operators
ENI
Tamoil
Q8
IP
ERG
n.a.
AVIA
BP
ENI Agip
IQ
OMV
n.a.
PGNiG
SPP
SAD

Source: Steer Davies Gleave analysis

Required CNG station infrastructure
The table and map below summarises the required CNG station infrastructure
along the corridor showing separately existing station locations, as well as
indicative locations for required brownfield and greenfield charging infrastructure
along the corridor based on the assumed separation distance of 175 km.
There are 10 existing CNG stations situated on the Baltic-Adriatic corridor,
corresponding to around 18% of the total number of required stations.
Table 4.13: Existing and required CNG stations along the corridor
Country
IT
SI
AT
CZ
PL
SK

Existing
7
0
2
0
1
0

Source: Steer Davies Gleave analysis
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Required
Brownfield
4
6
5
3
26
1

Required
Greenfield
0
0
0
0
0
0

Figure 4.5: Required CNG stations on corridor A

Source: Steer Davies Gleave Cartography 2016

Table 4.14: EU funded projects aiming at the build-up of LNG station
infrastructure
EU funded project
Study optimising the
functioning and deployment
of alternative fuel stations
of the TEN-T core network
Development of LNG
infrastructure in Poland
Creation of LNG road
HAulage MArket in a smart
& quick way (cHAMeleon)
SiLNGT Small Scale
TRANSPORT

Member
States
involved
Poland

N° stations

Stakeholders
involved

1

Przemyslowy
Instytut
Motoryzacji

Poland

2

Spain,
Slovenia

3

Croatia,
Slovenia

5

Gaspol Spólka
Akcyjna
HAM
CRIOGÉNICA,
d.d.
BUTAN PLIN
družba za
distribucijo
plina

Source: Steer Davies Gleave analysis
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Envisaged
completion
date
12/2017

12/2016
06/2019
09/2019

The table below shows the main operators of existing CNG/LNG station
infrastructure in each country along the corridor. Station infrastructure operated
by these stakeholders are not necessarily situated on the corridor itself.
Table 4.15: CNG/LNG station operators in the Member States along the corridor
Member State
Italy

Slovenia
Austria

Czech Republic
Poland
Slovakia

CNG/LNG station infrastructure operators
ENI
Tamoil
Q8
IP
ERG
n.a.
AVIA
BP
ENI Agip
IQ
OMV
n.a.
PGNiG
SPP
SAD

Source: Steer Davies Gleave analysis

Required LNG station infrastructure
The table and map below summarises the required LNG station infrastructure
along the corridor showing separately existing station locations, as well as
indicative locations for required brownfield and greenfield charging infrastructure
along the corridor based on the assumed separation distance of 350 km.
There are no existing LNG stations situated on the Baltic-Adriatic corridor.
Table 4.16: Existing and required LNG stations along the corridor
Country
IT
SI
AT
CZ
PL
SK

Existing
0
0
0
0
0
0

Source: Steer Davies Gleave analysis
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Required
Brownfield
5
3
3
2
13
0

Required
Greenfield
0
0
0
0
0
0

Figure 4.6: Required LNG stations on corridor A

Source: Steer Davies Gleave Cartography 2016

Existing H2 station infrastructure
The table below shows currently on-going and recently finished EU funded H2
station infrastructure projects on the Baltic-Adriatic corridor and the main
stakeholders involved in each country.
Table 4.17: EU
infrastructure

funded

EU funded project

Connecting Hydrogen
Refuelling Stations
(COHRS)

projects

Member
States
involved
Austria,
Germany

aiming

at

the

build-up

of

N° stations

Stakeholders
involved

20 in total
(~2 corridor
A)

OMV Refining
& Marketing
Gmbh

H2

station

Envisaged
completion
date
09/18

Source: Steer Davies Gleave analysis

The table below shows main operators of existing H2 station infrastructure in each
country along the corridor. Station infrastructure operated by these stakeholders
are not necessarily situated on the corridor itself.
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Table 4.18: H2 station operators in the Member States along the corridor
Member State
Italy
Slovenia
Austria
Czech Republic
Poland
Slovakia

H2 station infrastructure operators
Alpengas
n.a.
OMV
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.

Source: Steer Davies Gleave analysis

Required H2 station infrastructure
The table and map below summarises the required H2 station infrastructure along
the corridor showing separately existing station locations, as well as indicative
locations for required brownfield and greenfield charging infrastructure along the
corridor based on the assumed separation distance of 175 km.
There are no existing H2 stations situated on the Baltic-Adriatic corridor.
Table 4.19: Existing and required H2 stations along the corridor
Country
IT
SI
AT
CZ
PL
SK

Existing
0
0
0
0
0
0

Source: Steer Davies Gleave analysis
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Required
Brownfield
8
5
8
3
27
1

Required
Greenfield
0
0
0
0
0
0

Figure 4.7: Required H2 stations on corridor A

Source: Steer Davies Gleave Cartography 2016

North Sea-Baltic Corridor
The North Sea-Baltic corridor (corridor B) connects the Belgian, Dutch and
German ports of the North Sea with the Northern German Hinterland, Poland, and
eventually with the main cities and the main Baltic Sea ports of the three Baltic
states Lithuania, Latvia and Estonia. It passes through all capital cities of the
countries situated along the corridor which include Belgium, the Netherlands,
Germany, Poland, Lithuania, Latvia and Estonia .
Existing EV charging infrastructure
The table below shows currently on-going and recently finished EU funded EV
charging infrastructure projects on the North Sea-Baltic corridor and the main
stakeholders involved in each country.
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Table 4.20: EU funded projects aiming at the build-up of EV charging
infrastructure
EU funded project
FAST-E (DE/BE)

NCE-FastEvNet
UNIT-E

European Longdistance Electric
Clean Transport
Road Infrastructure
Corridor (ELECTRIC)

ULTRA-E

Greening European
Transportation
Infrastructure for
Electric Vehicles

Member
States
involved
Belgium,
Germany

N° stations

Stakeholders
involved

278 in total
(~40
corridor B)

Poland,
Slovakia
Belgium,
France, Italy,
United
Kingdom
Germany,
Denmark,
The
Netherlands,
Sweden

75 in total

Allego Gmbh
(coordinator), DB
Energie,
Renault SAS,
Nissan West Europe
SAS,
Volkswagen AG,
hySOLUTIONS
GmbH,
RWE Effizienz GmbH,
BMW,
envia Mitteldeutsche
Energie AG
GreenWay
Infrastructure
Electricité de France
SA

Austria,
Belgium,
Germany,
The
Netherlands
Denmark,
The
Netherlands

25 in total

38 in total

155 in total

3 in total

Envisaged
completion
date
09/2017

03/2019
UNIT-E

ABB BV (coordinator),
Fastned BV,
Clever A/S,
Öresundskraft AB,
VDE Prüf- und
Zertifizierungsinstitut
GmbH
Allego B.V.

Completed

Better Place
Denmark

Completed

12/2018

Source: Steer Davies Gleave analysis

The table below shows main operators of existing EV charging infrastructure in
each country along the corridor. Charging infrastructure operated by these
stakeholders are not necessarily situated on the corridor itself.
Table 4.21: EV charging infrastructure operators in the Member States along the
corridor
Member State
Netherlands
Germany

EV charging infrastructure operators
FastNed
Allego BV
The New Motion (NL)
RWE eMobility
The New Motion
Nissan
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Member State

Poland
Lithuania
Latvia
Estonia
Belgium

EV charging infrastructure operators
Clever
Allego BV
E-Wald GmbH
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
ELMO
Allego BV
Vitaemobility

Source: Steer Davies Gleave analysis

Required EV charging infrastructure
The table and map below summarises the required electric vehicle charging
infrastructure along the corridor showing separately existing station locations, as
well as indicative locations for required brownfield and greenfield charging
infrastructure along the corridor based on the assumed separation distance of 60
km.
There are 26 existing EV charging locations situated on the North Sea-Baltic
corridor, corresponding to around 17% of the total number of required stations.
Table 4.22: Existing and required EV charging infrastructure along the corridor
Country
NL
DE
PL
LT
LV
EE
BE

Existing
9
4
0
0
0
13
0

Source: Steer Davies Gleave analysis
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Required
Brownfield
10
45
30
16
11
1
10

Required
Greenfield
0
5
4
0
0
0
0

Figure 4.8: Required EV charging infrastructure on corridor B

Source: Steer Davies Gleave Cartography 2016

Existing CNG station infrastructure
The table below shows currently on-going and recently finished EU funded CNG
station infrastructure projects on the North Sea-Baltic corridor and the main
stakeholders involved in each country.
Table 4.23: EU funded projects aiming at the build-up of CNG station
infrastructure
EU funded project

Study optimising the
functioning and
deployment of
alternative fuel
stations of the TEN-T
core network
Study of Innovative
Natural Gas
Solutions for Road

Member
States
involved
Poland

N° stations

Stakeholders
involved

1

Przemyslowy
Instytut Motoryzacji

The
Netherlands,
United

10 in total

ENN Clean Energy
UK Ltd.

41

Envisaged
completion
date
06/2018

12/2018

EU funded project

Transport in North
West Europe with
Pilot Deployment in
UK and Netherlands
Pilot deployment of
a smart (bio-)
LNG/CNG network in
Flanders.
investigating an
innovative ‘mobile
CNG pipeline’
concept

Member
States
involved
Kingdom

N° stations

Stakeholders
involved

Envisaged
completion
date

Belgium

1

Drive Systems

12/2018

Source: Steer Davies Gleave analysis

The table below shows main operators of existing CNG/LNG station infrastructure
in each country along the corridor. Station infrastructure operated by these
stakeholders are not necessarily situated on the corridor itself.
Table 4.24: CNG/LNG station operators in the Member States along the corridor
Member State
Netherlands
Germany

Poland
Lithuania
Latvia
Estonia
Belgium

CNG/LNG station infrastructure operators
CNG Net
OrangeGas
Fuwell
Aral
Total Autohof
Esso
Shell
Agip
OMV
PGNiG
Baltic Petroleum
n.a.
n.a.
DATS 24
GPS
Enora

Source: Steer Davies Gleave analysis

Required CNG station infrastructure
The table and map below summarises the required CNG station infrastructure
along the corridor showing separately existing station locations, as well as
indicative locations for required brownfield and greenfield charging infrastructure
along the corridor based on the assumed separation distance of 175 km.
There are 11 existing CNG stations situated on the North Sea-Baltic corridor,
corresponding to around 19% of the total number of required stations.
Table 4.25: Existing and required CNG stations along the corridor
Country
NL
DE
PL
LT
LV

Existing
1
10
0
0
0
42

Required
Brownfield
6
12
12
7
5

Required
Greenfield
0
0
0
0
0

Country
EE
BE

Existing
0
0

Required
Brownfield
3
2

Required
Greenfield
0
0

Source: Steer Davies Gleave analysis

Figure 4.9: Required CNG stations on corridor B

Source: Steer Davies Gleave Cartography 2016

Existing LNG station infrastructure
The table below shows currently on-going and recently finished EU funded CNG
station infrastructure projects on the North Sea-Baltic corridor and the main
stakeholders involved in each country.
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Table 4.26: EU funded projects aiming at the build-up of LNG station
infrastructure
EU funded project
Planning.
construction.
demonstration and
market roll-out of
small-scale
liquefaction and
supply facility for
Liquefied Biogas
(LBG) as alternative
fuel for the transport
sector
Study optimising the
functioning and
deployment of
alternative fuel
stations of the TEN-T
core network
Development of LNG
infrastructure in
Poland
Study of Innovative
Natural Gas
Solutions for Road
Transport in North
West Europe with
Pilot Deployment in
UK and Netherlands
Pilot deployment of
a smart (bio-)
LNG/CNG network in
Flanders.
investigating an
innovative ‘mobile
CNG pipeline’
concept
LNG for shipping and
logistics in Europe
Greening road
transport - LNG
refuelling
infrastructure
network deployment
Realizing, real-life
demonstration and
market introduction
of a scalable, multimodal LNG-terminal
in the seaport of
Bremen for the
reliable supply of
LNG as alternative
fuel to all transport

Member
States
involved
Germany

N° stations

Stakeholders
involved

1

GASFIN S.A.,
swb Erzeugung AG &
Co. KG,
HGM Energy GmbH

Poland

1

Przemyslowy
Instytut Motoryzacji

12/2017

Poland

2

Gaspol Spólka
Akcyjna

12/2016

The
Netherlands,
United
Kingdom

10 in total

ENN Clean Energy
UK Ltd.

12/2018

Belgium

1

Drive Systems

12/2018

Germany

3

LIQUIND 24/7 GmbH

12/2018

Belgium

1

Fluxys SA

12/2015

Germany

1

HGM Energy GmbH

12/2015
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Envisaged
completion
date
12/2018

EU funded project

modes
Study including pilot
deployment to
determine the
viability of LNG as
an alternative fuel
for medium and long
distance road
transport
(LNG4Haul)
LNG motion: Fuelling
trucks with LNG/CNG
along the core
network
Sustainable
multimodal transport
chain

Member
States
involved

N° stations

Stakeholders
involved

Envisaged
completion
date

The
Netherlands

5

Rolande LNG B.V.

12/2015

France, The
Netherlands

42 in total

Axègaz SAS,
PitPoint.LNG B.V.,
GCA Logistique

12/2020

The
Netherlands

1

Oscillating Foil
Development B.V.
(Coordinator),
Rotra Forwarding
B.V.,
Bodewes
Binnenvaart B.V.

12/2015

Source: Steer Davies Gleave analysis

The table below shows main operators of existing CNG/LNG station infrastructure
in each country along the corridor. Station infrastructure operated by these are
not necessarily situated on the corridor itself.
Table 4.27: CNG/LNG station operators in the Member States along the corridor
Member State
Netherlands

Germany

Poland

Lithuania
Latvia
Estonia
Belgium

CNG/LNG station infrastructure operators
CNG Net
OrangeGas
Fuwell
Aral
Total Autohof
Esso
Shell
Avia
Star
Agip
OMV
PGNiG
Baltic Petroleum
n.a.
n.a.
Baltic Petroleum
n.a.
n.a.
DATS 24
GPS
Enora

Source: Steer Davies Gleave analysis

Required LNG station infrastructure
The table and map below summarises the required LNG station infrastructure
along the corridor showing separately existing station locations, as well as
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indicative locations for required brownfield and greenfield charging infrastructure
along the corridor based on the assumed separation distance of 350 km.
There is one existing LNG station situated on the North Sea-Baltic corridor,
corresponding to around 2% of the total number of required stations.
Table 4.28: Existing and required LNG stations along the corridor
Country
NL
DE
PL
LT
LV
EE
BE

Existing
1
0
0
0
0
0
0

Source: Steer Davies Gleave analysis

Figure 4.10: Required LNG stations on corridor B

Source: Steer Davies Gleave Cartography 2016

Existing H2 station infrastructure
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Required
Brownfield
5
14
7
8
3
4
0

Required
Greenfield
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

The table below shows currently on-going and recently finished EU funded H2
station infrastructure projects on the North Sea-Baltic corridor and the main
stakeholders involved in each country.
Table 4.29: EU
infrastructure
EU funded project
Connecting
Hydrogen Refuelling
Stations (COHRS)
H2Nodes

funded

projects

Member
States
involved
Austria,
Germany
Estonia,
Latvia,
Netherlands

aiming

the

build-up

N° stations

Stakeholders
involved

20 in total
(~2
corridor A)
5

OMV Refining &
Marketing Gmbh

Hydrogen Mobility
Europe (H2ME 1 and
H2ME 2)

Germany,
Netherlands

21

Models for Economic
Hydrogen Refuelling
Infrastructure

United
Kingdom,
Germany,
Italy, the
Netherlands
The
Netherlands,
France,
Denmark,
Sweden

7 in total

HIT

at

3 in total
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of

H2

station

Envisaged
completion
date
09/18

Municipal limited
liability company
“Rigas Satiksme”,
CNG Net B.V.- own
compressed natural
gas stations,
Ministry of
Infrastructure and
the Environment,
Arnhem Municipality,
Provincie Gelderland,
Connexxion
Openbaar- public
transport company,
Vervoer N.V.national&
international
transport,
NT Bene OUengineering
consultants
Hydrogen refuelling
station providers Air
Liquide and Linde.
H2 Mobility
Deutschland,
Stedin
Element Energy Ltd

12/2018

Kingdom of the
Netherlands, Ministry
of Infrastructure and
the Environment,
Air Liquide Advanced
Technologies S.A.,
Copenhagen
Hydrogen Network
A/S AFHYPAC,
Vätgas Sverige Ideell
Förening,
Hydrogen Link
Denmark
Association,
HyER

Completed

7/2022

12/2020

Source: Steer Davies Gleave analysis

The table below shows main operators of existing H2 station infrastructure in each
country along the corridor. Station infrastructure operated by these stakeholders
are not necessarily situated on the corridor itself.
Table 4.30: H2 station operators in the Member States along the corridor
Member State
Netherlands
Germany

Poland
Lithuania
Latvia
Estonia
Belgium

H2 station infrastructure operators
WaterstofNet
Air Liquide
Shell Deutschland Oil GmbH
Total
Air Products
Agip
EnBW
OMV
Linde
Vattenfall
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
Air Liquide
WaterstofNet

Source: Steer Davies Gleave analysis

Required H2 station infrastructure
The table and map below summarises the required H2 station infrastructure along
the corridor showing separately existing station locations, as well as indicative
locations for required brownfield and greenfield charging infrastructure along the
corridor based on the assumed separation distance of 175 km.
There are three existing H2 stations situated on the North Sea-Baltic corridor,
corresponding to around 5% of the total number of required stations.
Table 4.31: Existing and required H2 stations along the corridor
Country
NL
DE
PL
LT
LV
EE
BE

Existing
0
1
0
0
0
0
2

Source: Steer Davies Gleave analysis
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Required
Brownfield
6
19
13
8
4
3
0

Required
Greenfield
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Figure 4.11: Required H2 stations on corridor B

Source: Steer Davies Gleave Cartography 2016

Mediterranean Corridor
The Mediterranean corridor (corridor C) spans from the Spanish ports of the
Mediterranean Sea (Algeciras, Cartagena, Valencia, Barcelona) up to Hungary,
where it connects with its Capital and eventually the Hungarian-Ukrainian border.
Its route leads along the coast of South France connecting the major sea port at
Marseilles, and then crosses Northern Italy where it connects the Adriatic ports of
Venice, Ravenna and Trieste, and then crosses Slovenia and Croatia with its
Adriatic ports Koper and Rijeka.
Existing EV charging infrastructure
The table below shows currently on-going and recently finished EU funded EV
charging infrastructure projects on the Mediterranean corridor and the main
stakeholders involved in each country.
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Table 4.32: EU funded projects aiming at the build-up of EV charging
infrastructure
EU funded project

N° stations

Stakeholders
involved

Central European
Green Corridors

Member
States
involved
Slovenia,
Croatia

115 in total
(~20
corridor C)

CORRI-DOOR

France

200 in total
(~15
corridor C)

UNIT-E

Belgium,
France, Italy,
United
Kingdom

38 in total

EAST-E

Czech
Republic,

62 in total

VERBUND AG,
Provider Austria
GmbH & Co KG,
E-Mobility,
Bayern Innovativ Bayerische
Gesellschaft für
Innovation und
Wissenstransfer
mbH,
Západoslovenská
energetika. a.s.,
BMW (Bayerische
Motoren Werke
Aktiengesellschaft),
OMV Refining &
Marketing GmbH,
Ministry of
Infrastructure and
Spatial Planning,
Renault SAS,
Volkswagen AG,
NISSAN WEST
EUROPE SAS,
Schrack Technik.
s.r.o.,
City of Zagreb
ELECTRICITE DE
FRANCE SA,
RENAULT SAS,
NISSAN WEST
EUROPE SAS,
Institut des Sciences
et Technologies de
Paris – ParisTech,
Volkswagen AG,
BMW (Bayerische
Motoren Werke
Aktiengesellschaft)
Electricité de France
SA
Renault SAS,
Nissan West Europe
SAS,
Porto Antico di
Genova S.p.A.,
ABB S.p.A.,
Istituto
Internazionale delle
Comunicazioni,
Ecole des Ponts –
ParisTech,
BMW France SA
Zapadoslovenska
energetika,
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Envisaged
completion
date
12/2015

12/2015

12/2017

12/2018

EU funded project

EVA+ (Electric
Vehicles Arteries in
Italy and Austria)

Member
States
involved
Croatia,
Slovakia

N° stations

Italy, Austria

200 in total

Stakeholders
involved
E.ON Ceská
republika,
Hrvatska
elektroprivreda,
GO4
Tbc

Envisaged
completion
date

Tbc

Source: Steer Davies Gleave analysis

The table below shows the main operators of existing EV charging infrastructure in
each country along the corridor. Charging infrastructure operated by these
stakeholders are not necessarily situated on the corridor itself.
Table 4.33: EV charging infrastructure operators in the Member States along the
corridor
Member State
Spain
France
Italy
Slovenia
Croatia
Hungary

EV charging infrastructure operators
Nissan
Endesa
Repsol
Sodetrel
Auchan
ENEL
IKEA
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.

Source: Steer Davies Gleave analysis

Required EV charging infrastructure
The table and map below summarises the required electric vehicle charging
infrastructure along the corridor showing separately existing station locations, as
well as indicative locations for required brownfield and greenfield charging
infrastructure along the corridor based on the assumed separation distance of 60
km.
There are no existing EV charging locations situated on the Mediterranean
corridor.
Table 4.34: Existing and required EV charging infrastructure along the corridor
Country
ES
FR
IT
SI
HR
HU

Existing
0
0
0
0
0
0

Source: Steer Davies Gleave analysis
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Required
Brownfield
97
34
34
22
10
21

Required
Greenfield
1
0
0
0
2
3

Figure 4.12:Required EV charging infrastructure on corridor C

Source: Steer Davies Gleave Cartography 2016

Existing CNG station infrastructure
The table below shows currently on-going and recently finished EU funded CNG
station infrastructure projects on the Mediterranean corridor and the main
stakeholders involved in each country.
Table 4.35: EU funded projects aiming at the build-up of CNG station
infrastructure
EU funded project

(BESTWay) Boosting
Energy Sustainable
fuels for freight
Transport in
European
motorWays
PAN-LNG Project

Member
States
involved
France,
Spain

N° stations

Stakeholders
involved

9

Hungary

5 in total

Gas Natural
Servicios S.D.G. SA,
GTD SISTEMAS DE
INFORMACION. S.A.,
GAS NATURAL
EUROPE. S.A.S.,
CRYOSTAR. S.A.S.
Magyar Gázüzemű
Közlekedés Klaszter
Egyesület (Project
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Envisaged
completion
date
12/2017

09/2019

EU funded project

Member
States
involved

N° stations

CNG Clean Fuel Box
Project

Hungary

39

Stakeholders
involved
coordinator)
Tbc

Envisaged
completion
date
tbc

Source: Steer Davies Gleave analysis

The table below shows the main operators of existing CNG/LNG station
infrastructure in each country along the corridor. Station infrastructure operated
by these stakeholders are not necessarily situated on the corridor itself.
Table 4.36: CNG/LNG station operators in the Member States along the corridor
Member State
Spain
France
Italy

Slovenia
Croatia
Hungary

CNG/LNG station infrastructure operators
Gas Natural Fenosa (GNF)
HAM
GNVert
ENI
Tamoil
Q8
IP
ERG
n.a.
n.a.
GDF-Suez

Source: Steer Davies Gleave analysis

Required CNG station infrastructure
The table and map below summarises the required CNG station infrastructure
along the corridor showing separately existing station locations, as well as
indicative locations for required brownfield and greenfield charging infrastructure
along the corridor based on the assumed separation distance of 175 km.
There are 13 existing CNG stations situated on the Mediterranean corridor,
corresponding to around 16% of the total number of required stations.

Table 4.37: Existing and required CNG stations along the corridor
Country
ES
FR
IT
SI
HR
HU

Existing
1
0
12
0
0
0

Source: Steer Davies Gleave analysis
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Required
Brownfield
29
12
3
12
6
7

Required
Greenfield
0
0
0
0
0
0

Figure 4.13: Required CNG stations on corridor C

Source: Steer Davies Gleave Cartography 2016
Existing LNG station infrastructure

The table below shows currently on-going and recently finished EU funded CNG
station infrastructure projects on the Mediterranean corridor and the main
stakeholders involved in each country.
Table 4.38: EU funded projects aiming at the build-up of LNG station
infrastructure
EU funded project

Member
States
involved
Spain

N° stations

Stakeholders
involved

7

(BESTWay) Boosting
Energy Sustainable
fuels for freight
Transport in
European
motorWays

France,
Spain

9

BioMovLNG

France

6

Enagás Transporte.
S.A.U.
Gas Natural
Servicios S.D.G. SA,
GTD SISTEMAS DE
INFORMACION. S.A.,
GAS NATURAL
EUROPE. S.A.S.,
CRYOSTAR. S.A.S.
PROVIRIDIS SAS

CORE LNGas hive
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Envisaged
completion
date
03/2020
12/2017

09/2017

EU funded project

Member
States
involved

N° stations

Creation of LNG road
HAulage MArket in a
smart & quick way
(cHAMeleon)
SiLNGT Small Scale
TRANSPORT
PAN-LNG Project

Spain,
Slovenia

3

Croatia,
Slovenia
Hungary

5

PAN-LNG Project
GARneT

Hungary
Spain

LNG motion: Fuelling
trucks with LNG/CNG
along the core
network

France, The
Netherlands

5
7 in total
(~4
corridor C)
42 in total

Stakeholders
involved
(Project coordinator)
HAM CRIOGÉNICA,

5

BUTAN PLIN družba
za distribucijo plina
Magyar Gázüzemű
Közlekedés Klaszter
Egyesület (The
Hungarian Natural
Gas Vehicle
Association,
Hungarian Gas
Transport Cluster),
E-Star ESCO Kft
(energy company),
TÜV Rheinland
InterCert Kft.,
LNG-Tech Kft.
(engineering),
One PR Kft
(consulting)
tbc
GAS NATURAL SDG.
S.A., HAM
CRIOGÉNICA.S.L.
Axègaz SAS,
PitPoint.LNG B.V.,
GCA Logistique

Envisaged
completion
date
06/2019

09/2019
09/2017

tbc
12/2014
12/2020

Source: Steer Davies Gleave analysis

The table below shows main operators of existing CNG/LNG station infrastructure
in each country along the corridor. Station infrastructure operated by these
stakeholders are not necessarily situated on the corridor itself.
Table 4.39: CNG/LNG station operators in the Member States along the corridor
Member State
Spain
France
Italy

Slovenia
Croatia
Hungary

CNG/LNG station infrastructure operators
Gas Natural Fenosa (GNF)
HAM
GNVert
ENI
Tamoil
Q8
n.a.
n.a.
GDF-Suez

Source: Steer Davies Gleave analysis

Required LNG station infrastructure
The table and map below summarises the required LNG station infrastructure
along the corridor showing separately existing station locations, as well as
indicative locations for required brownfield and greenfield charging infrastructure
along the corridor based on the assumed separation distance of 350 km.
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There are three existing LNG stations situated on the Mediterranean corridor,
corresponding to around 7% of the total number of required stations.
Table 4.40: Existing and required LNG stations along the corridor
Country
ES
FR
IT
SI
HR
HU

Existing
3
0
0
0
0
0

Source: Steer Davies Gleave analysis

Figure 4.14: Required LNG stations on corridor C

Source: Steer Davies Gleave Cartography 2016

Existing H2 station infrastructure
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Required
Brownfield
12
7
7
7
6
3

Required
Greenfield
0
0
0
0
0
0

The table below shows currently on-going and recently finished EU funded H2
station infrastructure projects on the Mediterranean corridor and the main
stakeholders involved in each country.
Table 4.41: EU
infrastructure
EU funded project
Hydrogen Mobility
Europe (H2ME 1 and
2)
Models for Economic
Hydrogen Refuelling
Infrastructure

funded

projects

aiming

at

the

build-up

of

Member
States
involved
France

N° stations

Stakeholders
involved

12

United
Kingdom,
Germany,
Italy, the
Netherlands

7 in total

Air Liquide,
ArevaH2Gen, CASC,
CNR, EIFER, GNVert,
Grand Nancy, HDF,
Semitan.
Element Energy Ltd

H2

station

Envisaged
completion
date
7/2022

12/2020

Source: Steer Davies Gleave analysis

The table below shows the main operators of existing H2 station infrastructure in
each country along the corridor. Station infrastructure operated by these
stakeholders are not necessarily situated on the corridor itself.
Table 4.42: H2 station operators in the Member States along the corridor
Member State
Spain
France
Italy
Slovenia
Croatia
Hungary

H2 station infrastructure operators
Abengoa Hidrogeno
Ajusa
Zoilo Rios
Air Liquide
Alpengas
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.

Source: Steer Davies Gleave analysis

Required H2 station infrastructure
The table and map below summarises the required H2 station infrastructure along
the corridor showing separately existing station locations, as well as indicative
locations for required brownfield and greenfield charging infrastructure along the
corridor based on the assumed separation distance of 175 km.
There are no existing H2 stations situated on the Mediterranean corridor.
Table 4.43: Existing and required H2 stations along the corridor
Country
ES
FR
IT
SI
HR
HU

Existing
0
0
0
0
0
0

Source: Steer Davies Gleave analysis
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Required
Brownfield
28
12
9
12
6
7

Required
Greenfield
0
0
0
0
0
0

Figure 4.15: Required H2 stations on corridor C

Source: Steer Davies Gleave Cartography 2016

Orient/East-Med Corridor
The Orient/East-Med corridor (corridor D) connects major German sea ports of the
North Sea and the Baltic Sea with the Eastern Mediterranean region and the Black
Sea. It passes through nine EU Member States: Germany, Czech Republic,
Austria, Slovakia, Hungary, Romania, Bulgaria, Greece and Cyprus. It also
connects all capital cities in the crossed Member States, with the exception of
Romania.
Existing EV charging infrastructure
The table below shows currently on-going and recently finished EU funded EV
charging infrastructure projects on the Orient/East-Med corridor and the main
stakeholders involved in each country.

Table 4.44: EU funded projects aiming at the build-up of EV charging
infrastructure
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EU funded project

Member
States
involved
Germany

N° stations

Stakeholders
involved

278 in total
(~30
corridor D)

FAST-E (CZ/SK)

Czech
Republic,
Slovakia

37 in total
(~20
corridor D)

EAST-E

Czech
Republic,
Croatia,
Slovakia

62 in total

EV Fast Charging
Backbone Network
Central Europe
NCE-FastEvNet

Czech
Republic

42 in total

Allego Gmbh
(coordinator),
DB Energie,
Renault SAS,
Nissan West Europe
SAS,
Volkswagen AG,
hySOLUTIONS
GmbH,
RWE Effizienz GmbH,
BMW,
envia Mitteldeutsche
Energie AG
Zapadoslovenska
energetika, a.s.,
E.ON Ceská
republika
Zapadoslovenska
energetika,
E.ON Ceská
republika,
Hrvatska
elektroprivreda,
GO4
CEZ

Poland,
Slovakia
Italy, Austria

75 in total

FAST-E (DE/BE)

Envisaged
completion
date
09/2017

09/2017

12/2018

12/2018
03/2019

200 in total

GreenWay
Infrastructure
Tbc

25 in total

Allego B.V.

12/2018

European Longdistance Electric
Clean Transport
Road Infrastructure
Corridor (ELECTRIC)

Austria,
Belgium,
Germany,
The
Netherlands
Germany,
Denmark,
The
Netherlands,
Sweden

155 in total

Completed

Central European
Green Corridors

Slovenia,
Croatia

115 in total

ABB BV (coordinator),
Fastned BV,
Clever A/S,
Öresundskraft AB,
VDE Prüf- und
Zertifizierungsinstitut
GmbH
VERBUND AG,
Provider Austria
GmbH & Co KG,
E-Mobility,
Bayern Innovativ Bayerische
Gesellschaft für
Innovation und
Wissenstransfer
mbH,
Západoslovenská

EVA+ (Electric
Vehicles Arteries in
Italy and Austria)
ULTRA-E

59

Tbc

Completed

EU funded project

Member
States
involved

N° stations

Stakeholders
involved

Envisaged
completion
date

energetika. a.s.,
BMW (Bayerische
Motoren Werke
Aktiengesellschaft),
OMV Refining &
Marketing GmbH,
Ministry of
Infrastructure and
Spatial Planning,
Renault SAS,
Volkswagen AG,
NISSAN WEST
EUROPE SAS,
Schrack Technik.
s.r.o.,
City of Zagreb
Source: Steer Davies Gleave analysis

The table below shows the main operators of existing EV charging infrastructure in
each country along the corridor. Charging infrastructure operated by these
stakeholders are not necessarily situated on the corridor itself.
Table 4.45: EV charging infrastructure operators in the Member States along the
corridor
Member State
Germany

Czech Republic
Austria
Slovakia
Hungary
Romania
Bulgaria
Greece
Cyprus

EV charging infrastructure operators
RWE eMobility
The New Motion
Nissan
Clever
Allego BV
E-Wald GmbH
ÄŒEZ
Evmapa
ČEZ Group
ELLA AG
has.to.be GmbH
Vorarlberger Kraftwerke AG
Greenway (sk)
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
Fortisis
n.a.

Source: Steer Davies Gleave analysis

Required EV charging infrastructure
The table and map below summarises the required electric vehicle charging
infrastructure along the corridor showing separately existing station locations, as
well as indicative locations for required brownfield and greenfield charging
infrastructure along the corridor based on the assumed separation distance of 60
km.
There are 3 existing EV charging locations situated on the Orient/East-Med
corridor, corresponding to around 2% of the total number of required stations.
Table 4.46: Existing and required EV charging infrastructure along the corridor
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Country
DE
CZ
AT
HU
RO
BG
EL
SK

Existing
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
2

Required
Brownfield
47
18
3
16
9
35
34
4

Required
Greenfield
6
0
0
1
1
2
9
0

Source: Steer Davies Gleave analysis

Figure 4.16: Required EV charging infrastructure on corridor D

Source: Steer Davies Gleave Cartography 2016

Existing CNG station infrastructure
The table below shows currently on-going and recently finished EU funded CNG
station infrastructure projects on the Orient/East-Med corridor and the main
stakeholders involved in each country.
Table 4.47: EU funded projects aiming at the build-up of CNG station
infrastructure
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EU funded project

PAN-LNG Project

CNG ROMANIA:
Initial Market
Deployment of a
Refuelling Station
Network along the
Core Network
Corridors
CNG Clean Fuel Box
Project

Member
States
involved
Hungary

N° stations

Stakeholders
involved

5 in total

Romania

5 in total

Magyar Gázüzemű
Közlekedés Klaszter
Egyesület (Project
coordinator)
Denisson Energy SRL
(Project coordinator

Hungary

39

Tbc

Envisaged
completion
date
09/2019

12/2019

Tbc

Source: Steer Davies Gleave analysis

The table below shows the main operators of existing CNG/LNG station
infrastructure in each country along the corridor. Station infrastructure operated
by these stakeholders are not necessarily situated on the corridor itself.
Table 4.48: CNG/LNG station operators in the Member States along the corridor
Member State
Germany

Czech Republic
Austria

Slovakia
Hungary
Romania
Bulgaria
Greece
Cyprus

CNG/LNG station infrastructure operators
Aral
Total Autohof
Esso
Shell
Avia
Star
Agip
OMV
n.a.
AVIA
BP
ENI Agip
IQ
OMV
SPP
SAD
GDF-Suez
n.a.
Bulmarket
Lukoil
OMV
EKO
n.a.

Source: Steer Davies Gleave analysis

Required CNG station infrastructure
The table and map below summarises the required CNG station infrastructure
along the corridor showing separately existing station locations, as well as
indicative locations for required brownfield and greenfield charging infrastructure
along the corridor based on the assumed separation distance of 175 km.
There are 12 existing CNG stations situated on the Orient/East-Med corridor,
corresponding to around 16% of the total number of required stations.
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Table 4.49: Existing and required CNG stations along the corridor
Country
DE
CZ
AT
HU
RO
BG
EL
SK

Existing
4
4
0
0
0
3
1
0

Required
Brownfield
20
5
1
6
3
12
13
2

Required
Greenfield
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Source: Steer Davies Gleave analysis

Figure 4.17: Required CNG stations on corridor D

Source: Steer Davies Gleave Cartography 2016

Existing LNG station infrastructure
The table below shows currently on-going and recently finished EU funded LNG
station infrastructure projects on the Orient/East-Med corridor and the main
stakeholders involved in each country.
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Table 4.50: EU funded projects aiming at the build-up of LNG station
infrastructure
EU funded project
Planning.
construction.
demonstration and
market roll-out of
small-scale
liquefaction and
supply facility for
Liquefied Biogas
(LBG) as alternative
fuel for the transport
sector
Realizing, real-life
demonstration and
market introduction
of a scalable, multimodal LNG-terminal
in the seaport of
Bremen for the
reliable supply of
LNG as alternative
fuel to all transport
modes
PAN-LNG Project

PAN-LNG-4-DANUBE

Member
States
involved
Germany

N° stations

Stakeholders
involved

Envisaged
completion
date
12/2018

EU funded
project

GASFIN S.A.,
swb Erzeugung AG &
Co. KG,
HGM Energy GmbH

Germany

1

HGM Energy GmbH

12/2015

Hungary

5

09/2017

Hungary

1

Magyar Gázüzemű
Közlekedés Klaszter
Egyesület ( The
Hungarian Natural
Gas Vehicle
Association,
Hungarian Gas
Transport Cluster),
E-Star ESCO Kft
(energy company),
TÜV Rheinland
InterCert Kft.,
LNG-Tech Kft.
(engineering),
One PR Kft
(consulting)
Tbc

Tbc

Source: Steer Davies Gleave analysis

The table below shows the main operators of existing CNG/LNG station
infrastructure in each country along the corridor. Station infrastructure operated
by these stakeholders are not necessarily situated on the corridor itself.
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Table 4.51: CNG/LNG station operators in the Member States along the corridor
Member State
Germany

Czech Republic
Austria

Slovakia
Hungary
Romania
Bulgaria
Greece
Cyprus

CNG/LNG station infrastructure operators
Aral
Total Autohof
Esso
Shell
Avia
Star
Agip
OMV
n.a.
AVIA
BP
ENI Agip
IQ
OMV
SPP
SAD
GDF-Suez
n.a.
Bulmarket
Lukoil
OMV
EKO
n.a.

Source: Steer Davies Gleave analysis

Required LNG station infrastructure
The table and map below summarises the required LNG station infrastructure
along the corridor showing separately existing station locations, as well as
indicative locations for required brownfield and greenfield charging infrastructure
along the corridor based on the assumed separation distance of 350 km.
There are no existing LNG stations situated on the Orient/East-Med corridor.
Table 4.52: Existing and required LNG stations along the corridor
Country
DE
CZ
AT
HU
RO
BG
EL
SK

Existing
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Source: Steer Davies Gleave analysis
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Required
Brownfield
17
3
0
6
1
9
10
2

Required
Greenfield
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Figure 4.18: Required LNG stations on corridor D

Source: Steer Davies Gleave Cartography 2016

Existing H2 station infrastructure
The table below shows currently on-going and recently finished EU funded H2
station infrastructure projects on the Orient/East-Med corridor and the main
stakeholders involved in each country.
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Table 4.53: EU
infrastructure
EU funded project

funded

projects

aiming

at

the

build-up

of

Member
States
involved
The
Netherlands,
France,
Denmark,
Sweden

N° stations

Stakeholders
involved

3 in total

HIT-2-Corridors

Finland,
Sweden

3 in total

Models for Economic
Hydrogen Refuelling
Infrastructure

United
Kingdom,
Germany,
Italy, the
Netherlands
Germany

7 in total

Kingdom of the
Netherlands, Ministry
of Infrastructure and
the Environment,
Air Liquide Advanced
Technologies S.A.,
Copenhagen
Hydrogen Network
A/S AFHYPAC,
Vätgas Sverige Ideell
Förening,
Hydrogen Link
Denmark
Association,
HyER
SWECO AB,
AGA Gas AB,
Oy Woikoski AB,
Riga City Council
Traffic Department,
Ministry of
Infrastructure and
Environment, The
Netherlands,
Hydrogen Sweden,
Motor Transport
Institute, Poland,
WaterstofNet vzw.
Hydrogen Fuel Cells
and Electromobility
in European Regions
(HyER)
Element Energy Ltd

HIT

Hydrogen Mobility
Europe (H2ME 1 and
H2ME 2)

20

Hydrogen refuelling
station providers Air
Liquide and Linde.
H2 Mobility
Deutschland

H2

station

Envisaged
completion
date
09/2018

Completed

12/2015

12/2020

Source: Steer Davies Gleave analysis

The table below shows the main operators of existing H2 station infrastructure in
each country along the corridor. Station infrastructure operated by these
stakeholders are not necessarily situated on the corridor itself.
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Table 4.54: H2 station operators in the Member States along the corridor
Member State
Germany

Czech Republic
Austria
Slovakia
Hungary
Romania
Bulgaria
Greece
Cyprus

H2 station infrastructure operators
Shell Deutschland Oil GmbH
Total
Air Products
Agip
EnBW
OMV
Linde
Vattenfall
n.a.
OMV
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.

Source: Steer Davies Gleave analysis

Required H2 station infrastructure
The table and map below summarises the required H2 station infrastructure along
the corridor showing separately existing station locations, as well as indicative
locations for required brownfield and greenfield charging infrastructure along the
corridor based on the assumed separation distance of 175 km.
There is one existing H2 station situated on the Orient/East-Med corridor,
corresponding to around 1% of the total number of required stations.
Table 4.55: Existing and required H2 stations along the corridor
Country
DE
CZ
AT
HU
RO
BG
EL
SK

Existing
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Source: Steer Davies Gleave analysis
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Required
Brownfield
19
6
1
8
2
13
17
2

Required
Greenfield
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Figure 4.19: Required H2 stations on corridor D

Source: Steer Davies Gleave Cartography 2016

Scandinavian-Mediterranean corridor
The Scandinavian-Mediterranean corridor (corridor E) crosses Europe in the
South-North direction, with endpoints in Palermo in Italy in the South and the
Finnish-Russian border in the North. The corridor passes through six EU Member
States: Italy, Austria, Germany, Denmark, Sweden and Finland. It connects major
sea ports in the Mediterranean and the Baltic Sea, as well as all capital cities in
the crossed Member States, with the exception of Austria.
Existing EV charging infrastructure
The table below shows currently on-going and recently finished EU funded EV
charging infrastructure projects on the Scandinavian-Mediterranean corridor and
the main stakeholders involved in each country.
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Table 4.56: EU funded projects aiming at the build-up of EV charging
infrastructure
EU funded project

Member
States
involved
Germany,
Denmark,
Sweden

N° stations

Stakeholders
involved

65

Germany,
Denmark,
Sweden

~25 in total

E.On Denmark A/S,
E.ON Sverige AB,
E.ON Biofor Sverige
AB,
FordonsGas Sverige
AB,
Technical University
of Denmark.
Department of
Transport [DTUTRA],
Renault SAS,
Nissan West Europe
SAS
E.ON Denmark A/S

Denmark

46

Clever A/S

12/2015

Austria,
Belgium,
Germany,
The
Netherlands
Denmark,
The
Netherlands

25 in total

Allego B.V.

12/2018

3 in total

Better Place
Denmark

Completed

Germany

278 in total
(~50
corridor E)

09/2017

EVA+ (Electric
Vehicles Arteries in
Italy and Austria)
European Longdistance Electric
Clean Transport
Road Infrastructure
Corridor (ELECTRIC)

Italy, Austria

200 in total

Allego Gmbh
(coordinator),
DB Energie,
Renault SAS,
Nissan West Europe
SAS,
Volkswagen AG,
hySOLUTIONS
GmbH,
RWE Effizienz GmbH,
BMW,
envia Mitteldeutsche
Energie AG
Tbc

Germany,
Denmark,
The
Netherlands,
Sweden

155 in total

Completed

Central European

Slovenia,

115 in total

ABB BV (coordinator),
Fastned BV,
Clever A/S,
Öresundskraft AB,
VDE Prüf- und
Zertifizierungsinstitut
GmbH
VERBUND AG,

GREAT (Green
Region for
Electrification and
Alternative fuels for
Transport)

Greening NEAR Greening Northern
European Road
Corridors
Nationwide Fast
Charge network upgrade
ULTRA-E

Greening European
Transportation
Infrastructure for
Electric Vehicles
FAST-E (DE/BE)
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Envisaged
completion
date
03/2019

Completed

Tbc

Completed

EU funded project

Green Corridors

Member
States
involved
Croatia

N° stations

Stakeholders
involved

(~40
corridor A)

Provider Austria
GmbH & Co KG,
E-Mobility,
Bayern Innovativ Bayerische
Gesellschaft für
Innovation und
Wissenstransfer
mbH,
Západoslovenská
energetika. a.s.,
BMW (Bayerische
Motoren Werke
Aktiengesellschaft),
OMV Refining &
Marketing GmbH,
Ministry of
Infrastructure and
Spatial Planning,
Renault SAS,
Volkswagen AG,
NISSAN WEST
EUROPE SAS,
Schrack Technik.
s.r.o.,
City of Zagreb

Envisaged
completion
date

Source: Steer Davies Gleave analysis

The table below shows the main operators of existing EV charging infrastructure in
each country along the corridor. Charging infrastructure operated by these
stakeholders are not necessarily situated on the corridor itself.
Table 4.57: EV charging infrastructure operators in the Member States along the
corridor
Member State
Italy

Sweden

EV charging infrastructure operators
ENEL
IKEA
ELLA AG
has.to.be GmbH
Vorarlberger Kraftwerke AG
RWE eMobility
The New Motion
Nissan
Clever
Allego BV
E-Wald GmbH
Clever
E.ON
Clever

Finland

Virta

Austria
Germany

Denmark

Source: Steer Davies Gleave analysis
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Required EV charging infrastructure
The table and map below summarises the required electric vehicle charging
infrastructure along the corridor showing separately existing station locations, as
well as indicative locations for required brownfield and greenfield charging
infrastructure along the corridor based on the assumed separation distance of 60
km.
There are 30 existing EV charging locations situated on the ScandinavianMediterranean corridor, corresponding to around 13% of the total number of
required stations.
Table 4.58: Existing and required EV charging infrastructure along the corridor
Country
IT
AT
DE
DK
SE
FI

Existing
2
0
11
8
9
0

Required
Brownfield
97
4
63
4
15
7

Source: Steer Davies Gleave analysis

Figure 4.20: Required EV charging infrastructure on corridor E
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Required
Greenfield
3
0
4
4
6
0

Source: Steer Davies Gleave Cartography 2016

Existing CNG station infrastructure
The table below shows currently on-going and recently finished EU funded CNG
station infrastructure projects on the Scandinavian-Mediterranean corridor and the
main stakeholders involved in each country.
Table 4.59: EU funded projects aiming at the build-up of CNG station
infrastructure
EU funded project
GREAT (Green
Region for
Electrification and
Alternative fuels for
Transport)

Member
States
involved
Germany,
Denmark,
Sweden

N° stations

Stakeholders
involved

3

E.On Denmark A/S,
E.ON Sverige AB,
E.ON Biofor Sverige
AB,
FordonsGas Sverige
AB,
Technical University
of
Denmark.
Department
of
Transport
[DTUTRA],
Renault SAS,
Nissan West Europe
SAS

Envisaged
completion
date
03/2019

Source: Steer Davies Gleave analysis

The table below shows the main operators of existing CNG/LNG station
infrastructure in each country along the corridor. Station infrastructure operated
by these stakeholders are not necessarily situated on the corridor itself.
Table 4.60: CNG/LNG station operators in the Member States along the corridor
Member State
Italy

Austria

Germany

Denmark
Sweden
Finland

CNG/LNG station infrastructure operators
ENI
Tamoil
Q8
IP
ERG
AVIA
BP
ENI Agip
IQ
OMV
Aral
Total Autohof
Esso
Shell
Avia
Star
Agip
OMV
HMN Naturgas
Gasum

Source: Steer Davies Gleave analysis

Required CNG station infrastructure
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The table and map below summarises the required CNG station infrastructure
along the corridor showing separately existing station locations, as well as
indicative locations for required brownfield and greenfield charging infrastructure
along the corridor based on the assumed separation distance of 175 km.
There are 32 existing CNG stations situated on the Scandinavian-Mediterranean
corridor, corresponding to around 31% of the total number of required stations.
Table 4.61: Existing and required CNG stations along the corridor
Country
IT
AT
DE
DK
SE
FI

Existing
22
1
7
0
1
1

Source: Steer Davies Gleave analysis

Figure 4.21: Required CNG stations on corridor E

Source: Steer Davies Gleave Cartography 2016

Existing LNG station infrastructure
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Required
Brownfield
28
2
22
6
9
3

Required
Greenfield
0
0
0
0
0
0

The table below shows currently on-going and recently finished EU funded CNG
station infrastructure projects on the Scandinavian-Mediterranean corridor and the
main stakeholders involved in each country.
Table 4.62: EU funded projects aiming at the build-up of LNG station
infrastructure
EU funded project
GREAT (Green
Region for
Electrification and
Alternative fuels for
Transport)

Planning.
construction.
demonstration and
market roll-out of
small-scale
liquefaction and
supply facility for
Liquefied Biogas
(LBG) as alternative
fuel for the transport
sector
Realizing, real-life
demonstration and
market introduction
of a scalable, multimodal LNG-terminal
in the seaport of
Bremen for the
reliable supply of
LNG as alternative
fuel to all transport
modes
Development
of
LNG/L-CNG network
in Finland

Member
States
involved
Germany,
Denmark,
Sweden

N° stations

Stakeholders
involved

Envisaged
completion
date
03/2019

3

Germany

1

E.On Denmark A/S,
E.ON Sverige AB,
E.ON Biofor Sverige
AB,
FordonsGas Sverige
AB,
Technical University
of
Denmark.
Department
of
Transport
[DTUTRA],
Renault SAS,
Nissan West Europe
SAS
GASFIN S.A.,
swb Erzeugung AG &
Co. KG,
HGM Energy GmbH

Germany

1

HGM Energy GmbH

12/2015

Finland

4

Gasum Oy

08/2017

12/2018

Source: Steer Davies Gleave analysis

The table below shows the main operators of existing CNG/LNG station
infrastructure in each country along the corridor. Station infrastructure operated
by these stakeholders are not necessarily situated on the corridor itself.

Table 4.63: CNG/LNG station operators in the Member States along the corridor
Member State

CNG/LNG station infrastructure operators
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Italy

Austria

Germany

Denmark
Sweden
Finland

ENI
Tamoil
Q8
IP
ERG
AVIA
BP
ENI Agip
IQ
OMV
Aral
Total Autohof
Esso
Shell
Avia
Star
Agip
OMV
HMN Naturgas
Gasum

Source: Steer Davies Gleave analysis

Required LNG station infrastructure
The table and map below summarises the required LNG station infrastructure
along the corridor showing separately existing station locations, as well as
indicative locations for required brownfield and greenfield charging infrastructure
along the corridor based on the assumed separation distance of 350 km.
There are no existing LNG stations situated on the Scandinavian-Mediterranean
corridor.
Table 4.64: Existing and required LNG stations along the corridor
Country
IT
AT
DE
DK
SE
FI

Existing
0
0
0
0
0
0

Source: Steer Davies Gleave analysis
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Required
Brownfield
21
0
15
6
6
3

Required
Greenfield
0
0
0
0
0
0

Figure 4.22: Required LNG stations on corridor E

Source: Steer Davies Gleave Cartography 2016

Existing H2 station infrastructure
The table below shows currently on-going and recently finished EU funded H2
station infrastructure projects on the Scandinavian-Mediterranean corridor and the
main stakeholders involved in each country.
Table 4.65: EU
infrastructure
EU funded project
Connecting
Hydrogen Refuelling
Stations (COHRS)

funded

projects

Member
States
involved
Austria,
Germany

aiming

at

the

build-up

N° stations

Stakeholders
involved

20 in total
(~8
corridor E)

OMV Refining &
Marketing Gmbh

77

of

H2

station

Envisaged
completion
date
09/18

HIT – 2- Corridors

Finland,
Sweden

3

Hydrogen
Mobility
Europe (H2ME 1 and
H2ME 2)

Denmark,
Germany,
Sweden
(&
Norway)

30

SWECO AB
AGA Gas AB
Oy Woikoski AB
Hydrogen Sweden
Air Liquide, Linde,

HIT – 2Corridors

Hydrogen
Mobility
Europe
(H2ME 1 and
H2ME 2)

Source: Steer Davies Gleave analysis

The table below shows the main operators of existing H2 station infrastructure in
each country along the corridor. Station infrastructure operated by these
stakeholders are not necessarily situated on the corridor itself.
Table 4.66: H2 station operators in the Member States along the corridor
Member State
Italy
Austria
Germany

Sweden

H2 station infrastructure operators
Alpengas
OMV
Shell Deutschland Oil GmbH
Total
Air Products
Agip
EnBW
OMV
Linde
Vattenfall
Copenhagen Hydrogen Network A/S
Danish Hydrogen Fuel A/S
Vestforsyning A/S
Linde AG

Finland

n.a.

Denmark

Source: Steer Davies Gleave analysis

Required H2 station infrastructure
The table and map below summarises the required H2 station infrastructure along
the corridor showing separately existing station locations, as well as indicative
locations for required brownfield and greenfield charging infrastructure along the
corridor based on the assumed separation distance of 175 km.
There are no existing H2 stations situated on the Scandinavian-Mediterranean
corridor.
Table 4.67: Existing and required H2 stations along the corridor
Country
IT
AT
DE
DK
SE
FI

Existing
0
0
0
0
0
0

Source: Steer Davies Gleave analysis
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Required
Brownfield
35
2
28
6
11
3

Required
Greenfield
0
0
0
0
0
0

Figure 4.23: Required H2 stations on corridor E

Source: Steer Davies Gleave Cartography 2016

Rhine-Alpine Corridor
The Rhine-Alpine corridor (corridor F) connects North Sea ports in Belgium and
the Netherlands with the Mediterranean Sea port Genova, a major freight corridor
following the route of the river Rhine upstream until the German-Swiss border,
crossing the Alps in Swiss territory and reaching the Mediterranean Sea after
passing through Milan in the North of Italy.
Existing EV charging infrastructure
The table below shows currently on-going and recently finished EU funded EV
charging infrastructure projects on the Rhine-Alpine corridor and the main
stakeholders involved in each country.
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Table 4.68: EU funded projects aiming at the build-up of EV charging
infrastructure
EU funded project

Member
States
involved
Austria,
Belgium,
Germany,
The
Netherlands
Belgium,
France, Italy,
United
Kingdom

N° stations

Stakeholders
involved

25 in total

Allego B.V.

38 in total

12/2017

FAST-E (DE/BE)

Belgium,
Germany

278 in total

EVA+ (Electric
Vehicles Arteries in
Italy and Austria)
European Longdistance Electric
Clean Transport
Road Infrastructure
Corridor (ELECTRIC)

Italy, Austria

200 in total

Electricité de France
SA
Renault SAS,
Nissan West Europe
SAS,
Porto Antico di
Genova S.p.A.,
ABB S.p.A.,
Istituto
Internazionale delle
Comunicazioni,
Ecole des Ponts –
ParisTech,
BMW France SA
Allego Gmbh
(coordinator),
DB Energie,
Renault SAS,
Nissan West Europe
SAS,
Volkswagen AG,
hySOLUTIONS
GmbH,
RWE Effizienz GmbH,
BMW,
envia Mitteldeutsche
Energie AG
Tbc

Germany,
Denmark,
The
Netherlands,
Sweden

155 in total

ABB BV (coordinator),
Fastned BV,
Clever A/S,
Öresundskraft AB,
VDE Prüf- und
Zertifizierungsinstitut
GmbH

Completed

ULTRA-E

UNIT-E

Envisaged
completion
date
12/2018

09/2017

Tbc

Source: Steer Davies Gleave analysis

The table below shows the main operators of existing EV charging infrastructure in
each country along the corridor. Charging infrastructure operated by these
stakeholders are not necessarily situated on the corridor itself.
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Table 4.69: EV charging infrastructure operators in the Member States along the
corridor
Member State
Netherlands
Belgium
Germany

Italy

EV charging infrastructure operators
FastNed
Allego BV
The New Motion (NL)
Allego BV
Vitaemobility
RWE eMobility
The New Motion
Nissan
Clever
Allego BV
E-Wald GmbH
ENEL
IKEA

Source: Steer Davies Gleave analysis

Required EV charging infrastructure
The table and map below summarises the required electric vehicle charging
infrastructure along the corridor separately existing station locations, as well as
indicative locations for required brownfield and greenfield charging infrastructure
along the corridor based on the assumed separation distance of 60 km.
There are 8 existing EV charging locations situated on the Rhine-Alpine corridor,
corresponding to around 13% of the total number of required stations.
Table 4.70: Existing and required EV charging infrastructure along the corridor
Country
NL
BE
DE
IT

Existing
2
2
2
2

Source: Steer Davies Gleave analysis
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Required
Brownfield
10
6
28
6

Required
Greenfield
0
0
3
0

Figure 4.24: Required EV charging infrastructure on corridor F

Source: Steer Davies Gleave Cartography 2016

Existing CNG station infrastructure
The table below shows currently on-going and recently finished EU funded CNG
station infrastructure projects on the Rhine-Alpine corridor and the main
stakeholders involved in each country.
Table 4.71: EU funded projects aiming at the build-up of CNG station
infrastructure
EU funded project

Study of Innovative
Natural Gas
Solutions for Road
Transport in North
West Europe with
Pilot Deployment in
UK and Netherlands

Member
States
involved
The
Netherlands,
United
Kingdom

N° stations

Stakeholders
involved

10 in total

ENN Clean Energy
UK Ltd.

82

Envisaged
completion
date
12/2018

Pilot deployment of
a smart (bio-)
LNG/CNG network in
Flanders.
investigating an
innovative ‘mobile
CNG pipeline’
concept

Belgium

1

Drive Systems

12/2018

Source: Steer Davies Gleave analysis

The table below shows the main operators of existing CNG/LNG station
infrastructure in each country along the corridor. Station infrastructure operated
by these stakeholders are not necessarily situated on the corridor itself.
Table 4.72: CNG/LNG station operators in the Member States along the corridor
Member State
Netherlands

Belgium
Germany

Italy

CNG/LNG station infrastructure operators
CNG Net
OrangeGas
Fuwell
DATS 24
GPS
Enora
Aral
Total Autohof
Esso
Shell
Avia
Star
Agip
OMV
ENI
Tamoil
Q8
IP
ERG

Source: Steer Davies Gleave analysis

Required CNG station infrastructure
The table and map below summarises the required CNG station infrastructure
along the corridor showing separately existing station locations, as well as
indicative locations for required brownfield and greenfield charging infrastructure
along the corridor based on the assumed separation distance of 175 km.
There are 6 existing CNG stations situated on the Rhine-Alpine corridor,
corresponding to around 26% of the total number of required stations.
Table 4.73: Existing and required CNG stations along the corridor
Country
NL
BE
DE
IT

Existing
0
0
3
3

Source: Steer Davies Gleave analysis
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Required
Brownfield
5
2
8
2

Required
Greenfield
0
0
0
0

Figure 4.25: Required CNG stations on corridor F

Source: Steer Davies Gleave Cartography 2016

Existing LNG station infrastructure
The table below shows currently on-going and recently finished EU funded CNG
station infrastructure projects on the Rhine-Alpine corridor and the main
stakeholders involved in each country.
Table 4.74: EU funded projects aiming at the build-up of LNG station
infrastructure
EU funded project

Study of Innovative
Natural Gas
Solutions for Road
Transport in North
West Europe with
Pilot Deployment in
UK and Netherlands
Study including pilot
deployment to
determine the

Member
States
involved
The
Netherlands,
United
Kingdom

N° stations

Stakeholders
involved

10 in total

ENN Clean Energy
UK Ltd.

The
Netherlands

5

Rolande LNG B.V.

84

Envisaged
completion
date
12/2018

12/2015

EU funded project

Member
States
involved

N° stations

Stakeholders
involved

Envisaged
completion
date

The
Netherlands

1

12/2015

LNG for shipping and
logistics in Europe
Greening road
transport - LNG
refuelling
infrastructure
network deployment
Pilot deployment of
a smart (bio-)
LNG/CNG network in
Flanders.
investigating an
innovative ‘mobile
CNG pipeline’
concept
Connect2LNG

Germany

3

Oscillating Foil
Development B.V.
(Coordinator), Rotra
Forwarding B.V.,
Bodewes
Binnenvaart B.V.
LIQUIND 24/7 GmbH

Belgium

1

Fluxys SA

12/2015

Belgium

1

Drive Systems

12/2018

Germany,
France

5

09/2018

LNG motion: Fuelling
trucks with
LNG/CNG along the
core network

France, The
Netherlands

42 in total

Unilever Europe
Business Center B.V.
(Project coordinator)
Axègaz SAS,
PitPoint.LNG B.V.,
GCA Logistique

viability of LNG as
an alternative fuel
for medium and long
distance road
transport
(LNG4Haul)
Sustainable
multimodal transport
chain

12/2018

12/2020

Source: Steer Davies Gleave analysis

The table below shows the main operators of existing CNG/LNG station
infrastructure in each country along the corridor. Station infrastructure operated
by these stakeholders are not necessarily situated on the corridor itself.
Table 4.75: CNG/LNG station operators in the Member States along the corridor
Member State
Netherlands

Belgium
Germany

CNG/LNG station infrastructure operators
CNG Net
OrangeGas
Fuwell
DATS 24
GPS
Enora
Aral
Total Autohof
Esso
Shell
Avia
Star
Agip
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Member State
Italy

CNG/LNG station infrastructure operators
OMV
ENI
Tamoil
Q8
IP
ERG

Source: Steer Davies Gleave analysis

Required LNG station infrastructure
The table and map below summarises the required LNG station infrastructure
along the corridor showing separately existing station locations, as well as
indicative locations for required brownfield and greenfield charging infrastructure
along the corridor based on the assumed separation distance of 350 km.
There is one existing LNG station situated on the Rhine-Alpine corridor,
corresponding to around 8% of the total number of required stations.
Table 4.76: Existing and required LNG stations along the corridor
Country
NL
BE
DE
IT

Existing
1
0
0
0

Source: Steer Davies Gleave analysis

Figure 4.26: Required LNG stations on corridor F
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Required
Brownfield
2
1
6
2

Required
Greenfield
0
0
0
0

Source: Steer Davies Gleave Cartography 2016

Existing H2 station infrastructure
The table below shows currently on-going and recently finished EU funded H2
station infrastructure projects on the Rhine-Alpine corridor and the main
stakeholders involved in each country.
Table 4.77: EU
infrastructure
EU funded project

funded

projects

aiming

at

the

build-up

of

Member
States
involved
Austria,
Germany

N° stations

Stakeholders
involved

20 in total
(~6
corridor I)

H2Nodes

Estonia,
Latvia,
Netherlands

5

HIT

The
Netherlands,
France,
Denmark,
Sweden

3 in total

Models for Economic
Hydrogen Refuelling
Infrastructure

United
Kingdom,
Germany,
Italy, the
Netherlands
Germany,

7 in total

H2 Mobility
Deutschland GmbH &
Co., OMV Refining &
Marketing GmbH
Municipal limited
liability company
“Rigas Satiksme”,
CNG Net B.V.- own
compressed natural
gas stations,
Ministry of
Infrastructure and
the Environment,
Arnhem Municipality,
Provincie Gelderland,
Connexxion
Openbaar- public
transport company,
Vervoer N.V.national&
international
transport,
NT Bene OUengineering
consultants
Kingdom of the
Netherlands, Ministry
of Infrastructure and
the Environment,
Air Liquide Advanced
Technologies S.A.,
Copenhagen
Hydrogen Network
A/S AFHYPAC,
Vätgas Sverige Ideell
Förening,
Hydrogen Link
Denmark
Association,
HyER
Element Energy Ltd

21

Hydrogen refuelling

Connecting
Hydrogen Refuelling
Stations (COHRS)

Hydrogen Mobility
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H2

station

Envisaged
completion
date
09/2018

12/2018

Completed

12/2020

7/2022

EU funded project

Europe (H2ME 1 and
H2ME 2)

Member
States
involved
Netherlands

N° stations

Stakeholders
involved

Envisaged
completion
date

station providers Air
Liquide and Linde.
H2 Mobility
Deutschland,
Stedin

Source: Steer Davies Gleave analysis

The table below shows the main operators of existing H2 station infrastructure in
each country along the corridor. Station infrastructure operated by these
stakeholders are not necessarily situated on the corridor itself.
Table 4.78: H2 station operators in the Member States along the corridor
Member State
Netherlands
Belgium
Germany

Italy

H2 station infrastructure operators
WaterstofNet
Air Liquide
Air Liquide
WaterstofNet
Shell Deutschland Oil GmbH
Total
Air Products
Agip
EnBW
OMV
Linde
Vattenfall
Alpengas

Source: Steer Davies Gleave analysis

Required H2 station infrastructure
The table and map below summarises the required H2 station infrastructure along
the corridor showing separately existing station locations, as well as indicative
locations for required brownfield and greenfield charging infrastructure along the
corridor based on the assumed separation distance of 175 km.
There is one existing H2 station situated on the Rhine-Alpine corridor,
corresponding to around 5% of the total number of required stations.
Table 4.79: Existing and required H2 stations along the corridor
Country
NL
BE
DE
IT

Existing
0
1
0
0

Source: Steer Davies Gleave analysis
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Required
Brownfield
5
1
10
4

Required
Greenfield
0
0
0
0

Figure 4.27: Required H2 stations on corridor F

Source: Steer Davies Gleave Cartography 2016

Atlantic Corridor
The Atlantic corridor (corridor G) spans from the Portuguese sea ports of the
Atlantic Ocean and its capital Lisbon to the upper Rhine valley at the FrenchGerman border. Along its way it passes through important industrial centres in
Spain such as Madrid, Valladolid and the Basque Country, in France it connects to
the Atlantic Sea port of Le Havre and its major cities Paris and Bordeaux. A
separate branch connects the Southern Spanish port of Algeciras and merges with
the corridor at Madrid.
Existing EV charging infrastructure
The table below shows currently on-going and recently finished EU funded EV
charging infrastructure projects on the Atlantic corridor and the main stakeholders
involved in each country.

Table 4.80: EU funded projects aiming at the build-up of EV charging
infrastructure
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EU funded project

CORRI-DOOR

Member
States
involved
France

N° stations

Stakeholders
involved

200 in total
(~40
corridor G)

ELECTRICITE DE
FRANCE SA,
RENAULT SAS,
NISSAN WEST
EUROPE SAS,
Institut des Sciences
et Technologies de
Paris – ParisTech,
Volkswagen AG,
BMW (Bayerische
Motoren Werke
Aktiengesellschaft)

Envisaged
completion
date
12/2015

Source: Steer Davies Gleave analysis

The table below shows the main operators of existing EV charging infrastructure in
each country along the corridor. Charging infrastructure operated by these
stakeholders are not necessarily situated on the corridor itself.
Table 4.81: EV charging infrastructure operators in the Member States along the
corridor
Member State
Portugal
Spain
France

EV charging infrastructure operators
n.a.
Nissan
Endesa
Repsol
Sodetrel
Auchan

Source: Steer Davies Gleave analysis

Required EV charging infrastructure
The table and map below summarises the required electric vehicle charging
infrastructure along the corridor showing separately existing station locations, as
well as indicative locations for required brownfield and greenfield charging
infrastructure along the corridor based on the assumed separation distance of 60
km.
There are seven existing EV charging locations situated on the Atlantic corridor,
corresponding to around 4% of the total number of required stations.
Table 4.82: Existing and required EV charging infrastructure along the corridor
Country
PT
ES
FR

Existing
0
0
7

Required
Brownfield
31
68
57

Source: Steer Davies Gleave analysis

Figure 4.28: Required EV charging infrastructure on corridor G
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Required
Greenfield
2
0
3

Source: Steer Davies Gleave Cartography 2016

Existing CNG station infrastructure
The table below shows currently on-going and recently finished EU funded CNG
station infrastructure projects on the Atlantic corridor and the main stakeholders
involved in each country.

Table 4.83: EU funded projects aiming at the build-up of CNG station
infrastructure
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EU funded project

(BESTWay) Boosting
Energy Sustainable
fuels for freight
Transport in
European
motorWays

Member
States
involved
France,
Spain

N° stations

Stakeholders
involved

9

Gas Natural
Servicios S.D.G. SA,

Envisaged
completion
date
(BESTWay)
Boosting
Energy
Sustainable
fuels for
freight
Transport in
European
motorWays

Source: Steer Davies Gleave analysis

The table below shows the main operators of existing CNG/LNG station
infrastructure in each country along the corridor. Station infrastructure operated
by these stakeholders are not necessarily situated on the corridor itself.
Table 4.84: CNG/LNG station operators in the Member States along the corridor
Member State
Portugal
Spain
France

CNG/LNG station infrastructure operators
n.a.
Gas Natural Fenosa (GNF)
HAM
GNVert

Source: Steer Davies Gleave analysis

Required CNG station infrastructure
The table and map below summarises the required CNG station infrastructure
along the corridor showing separately existing station locations, as well as
indicative locations for required brownfield and greenfield charging infrastructure
along the corridor based on the assumed separation distance of 175 km.
There is one existing CNG station situated on the Atlantic corridor, corresponding
to around 2% of the total number of required stations.
Table 4.85: Existing and required CNG stations along the corridor
Country
PT
ES
FR

Existing
0
1
0

Source: Steer Davies Gleave analysis
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Required
Brownfield
13
22
25

Required
Greenfield
0
0
0

Figure 4.29: Required CNG stations on corridor G

Source: Steer Davies Gleave Cartography 2016

Existing LNG station infrastructure
The table below shows currently on-going and recently finished EU funded CNG
station infrastructure projects on the Atlantic corridor and the main stakeholders
involved in each country.
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Table 4.86: EU funded projects aiming at the build-up of LNG station
infrastructure
EU funded project

Member
States
involved
Spain

N° stations

Stakeholders
involved

7

(BESTWay) Boosting
Energy Sustainable
fuels for freight
Transport in
European
motorWays

France,
Spain

9

BioMovLNG

France

6

Connect2LNG

Germany,
France

5

GARneT

Spain

LNG motion: Fuelling
trucks with
LNG/CNG along the
core network

France, The
Netherlands

7 in total
(~3
corridor G)
42 in total

Enagás Transporte.
S.A.U.
Gas Natural
Servicios S.D.G. SA,
GTD SISTEMAS DE
INFORMACION. S.A.,
GAS NATURAL
EUROPE. S.A.S.,
CRYOSTAR. S.A.S.
PROVIRIDIS SAS
(Project coordinator)
Unilever Europe
Business Center B.V.
(Project coordinator)
GAS NATURAL SDG.
S.A., HAM
CRIOGÉNICA.S.L.
Axègaz SAS,
PitPoint.LNG B.V.,
GCA Logistique

CORE LNGas hive

Envisaged
completion
date
03/2020
12/2017

09/2017
09/2018

12/2014
12/2020

Source: Steer Davies Gleave analysis

The table below shows the main operators of existing CNG/LNG station
infrastructure in each country along the corridor. Station infrastructure operated
by these stakeholders are not necessarily situated on the corridor itself.
Table 4.87: CNG/LNG station operators in the Member States along the corridor
Member State
Portugal
Spain
France

H2 station infrastructure operators
n.a.
Gas Natural Fenosa (GNF)
HAM
GNVert

Source: Steer Davies Gleave analysis

Required LNG station infrastructure
The table and map below summarises the required LNG station infrastructure
along the corridor showing separately existing station locations, as well as
indicative locations for required brownfield and greenfield charging infrastructure
along the corridor based on the assumed separation distance of 350 km.
There are four existing LNG stations situated on the Atlantic corridor,
corresponding to around 10% of the total number of required stations.
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Table 4.88: Existing and required LNG stations along the corridor
Country
PT
ES
FR

Existing
1
3
0

Required
Brownfield
8
10
17

Required
Greenfield
0
0
0

Source: Steer Davies Gleave analysis

Figure 4.30: Required LNG stations on corridor G

Source: Steer Davies Gleave Cartography 2016

Existing H2 station infrastructure
The table below shows currently on-going and recently finished EU funded H2
station infrastructure projects on the Atlantic corridor and the main stakeholders
involved in each country.
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Table 4.89: EU
infrastructure
EU funded project
Hydrogen Mobility
Europe (H2ME 1 and
2)

funded

projects

Member
States
involved
France

aiming

at

the

build-up

of

N° stations

Stakeholders
involved

12

Air Liquide,
ArevaH2Gen, CASC,
CNR, EIFER, GNVert,
Grand Nancy, HDF,
Semitan.

H2

station

Envisaged
completion
date
7/2022

Source: Steer Davies Gleave analysis

The table below shows the main operators of existing H2 station infrastructure in
each country along the corridor. Station infrastructure operated by these
stakeholders are not necessarily situated on the corridor itself.
Table 4.90: H2 station operators in the Member States along the corridor
Member State
Portugal
Spain
France

H2 station infrastructure operators
n.a.
Abengoa Hidrogeno
Ajusa
Zoilo Rios
Air Liquide

Source: Steer Davies Gleave analysis

Required H2 station infrastructure
The table and map below summarises the required H2 station infrastructure along
the corridor showing separately existing station locations, as well as indicative
locations for required brownfield and greenfield charging infrastructure along the
corridor based on the assumed separation distance of 175 km.
There are no existing H2 stations situated on the Atlantic corridor.
Table 4.91: Existing and required H2 stations along the corridor
Country
PT
ES
FR

Existing
0
0
0

Source: Steer Davies Gleave analysis
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Required
Brownfield
13
23
25

Required
Greenfield
0
0
0

Figure 4.31: Required H2 stations on corridor G

Source: Steer Davies Gleave Cartography 2016

North Sea-Mediterranean Corridor
The North Sea-Mediterranean corridor (corridor H) connects the British Isles with
the European mainland and eventually leading to Marseille, a port city of the
Mediterranean Sea in the South of France. It connects with important British ports
such as Felixstowe and Southampton, as well as with Belgian and Dutch ports of
the North Sea. A separate branch of the corridor connects Cork in the South of
Ireland with Belfast in Northern Ireland, as is connected to the main branch of the
corridor via a sea link between Dublin and Liverpool. Other branches connect
Paris, and the upper Rhine valley with the corridor.
Existing EV charging infrastructure
The table below shows currently on-going and recently finished EU funded EV
charging infrastructure projects on the North Sea-Mediterranean corridor and the
main stakeholders involved in each country.
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Table 4.92: EU funded projects aiming at the build-up of EV charging
infrastructure
EU funded project

Member
States
involved
Belgium,
France,
United
Kingdom

N° stations

Stakeholders
involved

40 in total
(~25
corridor H)

ULTRA-E

Austria,
Belgium,
Germany,
The
Netherlands

25 in total

Electricite de France
SA,
Renault SAS,
Nissan West,
Europe
SAS
(insulation
manufacturer),
ABB S.p.A,
Istituto
Internazionale delle
Comunicazioni,
Institut des Sciences
et Technologies de
Paris – ParisTech,
BMW France SA
Allego B.V.

FAST-E (DE/BE)

Belgium

278 in total
(~10
corridor H)

CORRI-DOOR

France

200 in total
(~40
corridor H)

RCN

Ireland,
United
Kingdom

74

UNIT-E
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Allego
Gmbh
(coordinator),
DB Energie,
Renault SAS,
Nissan West Europe
SAS,
Volkswagen AG,
hySOLUTIONS
GmbH,
RWE Effizienz GmbH,
BMW,
envia Mitteldeutsche
Energie AG
ELECTRICITE
DE
FRANCE SA,
RENAULT SAS,
NISSAN
WEST
EUROPE SAS,
Institut des Sciences
et Technologies de
Paris – ParisTech,
Volkswagen AG,
BMW (Bayerische
Motoren Werke
Aktiengesellschaft)
Nissan Motor (GB)
Ltd,
Bayerische Motoren
Werke,
Renault
s.a.s.
represented by GIE
REGIENOV
PIC
:
999425533,
Aktiengesellschaft

Envisaged
completion
date
12/2017

12/2018

09/2017

12/2015

12/2015

EU funded project

Member
States
involved

N° stations

International Green
Electric Highways

Ireland,
United
Kingdom

46

European
Longdistance
Electric
Clean
Transport
Road Infrastructure
Corridor (ELECTRIC)

Germany,
Denmark,
The
Netherlands,
Sweden

155 in total

Greening European
Transportation
Infrastructure
for
Electric Vehicles

Denmark,
The
Netherlands

3 in total

Stakeholders
involved
(BMW AG),
Volkswagen AG,
Electricity Supply
Board
Electricity
Supply
Board,
Department for
Regional
Development
Northern Ireland
ABB
BV
(coordinator),
Fastned BV,
Clever A/S,
Öresundskraft AB,
VDE Prüf- und
Zertifizierungsinstitut
GmbH
Better Place
Denmark

Envisaged
completion
date

09/2014

Completed

Completed

Source: Steer Davies Gleave analysis

The table below shows the main operators of existing EV charging infrastructure in
each country along the corridor. Charging infrastructure operated by these
stakeholders are not necessarily situated on the corridor itself.
Table 4.93: EV charging infrastructure operators in the Member States along the
corridor
Member State
United Kingdom

France
Belgium
Luxembourg
Ireland
Netherlands

EV charging infrastructure operators
Chargepoint
E-car
Ecotricity
Nissan UK Dealer Network
Source London
Sodetrel
Auchan
Allego BV
Vitaemobility
n.a.
ESB Ecars
Nissan UK Dealer Network
FastNed
Allego BV
The New Motion (NL)

Source: Steer Davies Gleave analysis

Required EV charging infrastructure
The table and map below summarises the required electric vehicle charging
infrastructure along the corridor showing separately existing station locations, as
well as indicative locations for required brownfield and greenfield charging
infrastructure along the corridor based on the assumed separation distance of 60
km.
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There are 47 existing EV charging locations situated on the North SeaMediterranean corridor, corresponding to around 28% of the total number of
required stations.
Table 4.94: Existing and required EV charging infrastructure along the corridor
Country
UK
FR
BE
LU
IE
NL

Existing
36
1
2
0
6
2

Required
Brownfield
16
61
15
2
4
11

Source: Steer Davies Gleave analysis

Figure 4.32: Required EV charging infrastructure on corridor H

Source: Steer Davies Gleave Cartography 2016

Existing CNG station infrastructure
100

Required
Greenfield
4
6
0
2
0
0

The table below shows currently on-going and recently finished EU funded CNG
station infrastructure projects on the North Sea-Mediterranean corridor and the
main stakeholders involved in each country.
Table 4.95: EU funded projects aiming at the build-up of CNG station
infrastructure
EU funded project
Pilot deployment of
a smart (bio-)
LNG/CNG network in
Flanders.
investigating an
innovative ‘mobile
CNG pipeline’
concept
Study of Innovative
Natural Gas
Solutions for Road
Transport in North
West Europe with
Pilot Deployment in
UK and Netherlands
The Causeway Study
- Impact of CNG on
the Irish Gas
Network

Member
States
involved
Belgium

N° stations

Stakeholders
involved

Envisaged
completion
date
12/2018

1

Drive Systems

The
Netherlands,
United
Kingdom

10 in total

ENN Clean Energy
UK Ltd.

12/2018

Ireland,
United
Kingdom

17 in total

Tbc

tbc

Source: Steer Davies Gleave analysis

The table below shows the main operators of existing CNG/LNG station
infrastructure in each country along the corridor. Station infrastructure operated
by these stakeholders are not necessarily situated on the corridor itself.
Table 4.96: CNG/LNG station operators in the Member States along the corridor
Member State
United Kingdom
France
Belgium
Luxembourg
Ireland
Netherlands

CNG/LNG station infrastructure operators
CNG Fuels
Gasrec
GNVert
DATS 24
GPS
Enora
Aral
n.a.
CNG Net
OrangeGas
Fuwell

Source: Steer Davies Gleave analysis

Required CNG station infrastructure
The table and map below summarises the required CNG station infrastructure
along the corridor showing separately existing station locations, as well as
indicative locations for required brownfield and greenfield charging infrastructure
along the corridor based on the assumed separation distance of 175 km.
There is one existing CNG station situated on the North Sea-Mediterranean
corridor, corresponding to around 2% of the total number of required stations.
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Table 4.97: Existing and required CNG stations along the corridor
Country
UK
FR
BE
LU
IE
NL

Existing
0
0
0
0
0
1

Required
Brownfield
18
25
7
0
2
7

Required
Greenfield
0
0
0
0
0
0

Source: Steer Davies Gleave analysis

Figure 4.33: Required CNG stations on corridor H

Source: Steer Davies Gleave Cartography 2016

Existing LNG station infrastructure
The table below shows currently on-going and recently finished EU funded CNG
station infrastructure projects on the North Sea-Mediterranean corridor and the
main stakeholders involved in each country.
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Table 4.98: EU funded projects aiming at the build-up of LNG station
infrastructure
EU funded project

Member
States
involved
Netherlands,
United
Kingdom

N° stations

Stakeholders
involved

10

ENN Clean Energy
UK Limited

United
Kingdom

1

12/2015

Sustainable
multimodal
transport chain

The
Netherlands

1

Pilot deployment of
a smart (bio-)
LNG/CNG network in
Flanders.
investigating an
innovative ‘mobile
CNG pipeline’
concept
BioMovLNG

Belgium

1

SABIC
Petrochemicals UK
Ltd,
Anthony Veder
Group N.V.,
Seal Sands Storage
Ltd,
Associated British
Ports
Oscillating Foil
Development B.V.
(Coordinator),
Rotra Forwarding
B.V.,
Bodewes
Binnenvaart B.V.
Drive Systems

France

6

BioMovLNG

Study to test the
potential of Bio-LNG
to contribute to
European renewable
energy targets
based on a pilot
refuelling and
storage network
trialled with HGV
fleet operators in
the UK.
Greening road
transport - LNG
refuelling
infrastructure
network deployment
Connect2LNG

United
Kingdom

6

Proviridis SAS
Lyonnaise des Eaux
Gasrec Ltd

Belgium

1

Fluxys SA

12/2015

Germany,
France

5

09/2018

Study including pilot

Netherlands

5

Unilever Europe
Business Center B.V.
(Project coordinator)
Rolande LNG B.V.

Study of Innovative
Natural Gas
Solutions for Road
Transport in North
West Europe with
Pilot Deployment in
UK and Netherlands
LNG uptake in the
UK: a real-life trial
with the first small
scale bunkering
infrastructure in
Teesport and
innovative LNG
vessels
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Envisaged
completion
date
12/2018

12/2015

12/2018

12/2015

12/2015

EU funded project

Member
States
involved
Netherlands,
United
Kingdom

N° stations

Stakeholders
involved

10

ENN Clean Energy
UK Limited

United
Kingdom

1

12/2015

Sustainable
multimodal
transport chain

The
Netherlands

1

Pilot deployment of
a smart (bio-)
LNG/CNG network in
Flanders.
investigating an
innovative ‘mobile
CNG pipeline’
concept
BioMovLNG

Belgium

1

SABIC
Petrochemicals UK
Ltd,
Anthony Veder
Group N.V.,
Seal Sands Storage
Ltd,
Associated British
Ports
Oscillating Foil
Development B.V.
(Coordinator),
Rotra Forwarding
B.V.,
Bodewes
Binnenvaart B.V.
Drive Systems

France

6

BioMovLNG

Study to test the
potential of Bio-LNG
to contribute to
European renewable
energy targets
based on a pilot
refuelling and
storage network
trialled with HGV
fleet operators in
the UK.
Greening road
transport - LNG
refuelling
infrastructure
network deployment
deployment to
determine the
viability of LNG as
an alternative fuel
for medium and long
distance road
transport
(LNG4Haul)

United
Kingdom

6

Proviridis SAS
Lyonnaise des Eaux
Gasrec Ltd

Belgium

1

Fluxys SA

12/2015

Study of Innovative
Natural Gas
Solutions for Road
Transport in North
West Europe with
Pilot Deployment in
UK and Netherlands
LNG uptake in the
UK: a real-life trial
with the first small
scale bunkering
infrastructure in
Teesport and
innovative LNG
vessels
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Envisaged
completion
date
12/2018

12/2015

12/2018

12/2015

EU funded project

Member
States
involved
Netherlands,
United
Kingdom

N° stations

Stakeholders
involved

10

ENN Clean Energy
UK Limited

United
Kingdom

1

12/2015

Sustainable
multimodal
transport chain

The
Netherlands

1

Pilot deployment of
a smart (bio-)
LNG/CNG network in
Flanders.
investigating an
innovative ‘mobile
CNG pipeline’
concept
BioMovLNG

Belgium

1

SABIC
Petrochemicals UK
Ltd,
Anthony Veder
Group N.V.,
Seal Sands Storage
Ltd,
Associated British
Ports
Oscillating Foil
Development B.V.
(Coordinator),
Rotra Forwarding
B.V.,
Bodewes
Binnenvaart B.V.
Drive Systems

France

6

BioMovLNG

Study to test the
potential of Bio-LNG
to contribute to
European renewable
energy targets
based on a pilot
refuelling and
storage network
trialled with HGV
fleet operators in
the UK.
Greening road
transport - LNG
refuelling
infrastructure
network deployment
LNG motion:
Fuelling trucks with
LNG/CNG along the
core network

United
Kingdom

6

Proviridis SAS
Lyonnaise des Eaux
Gasrec Ltd

Belgium

1

Fluxys SA

12/2015

France, The
Netherlands

42 in total

Axègaz SAS,
PitPoint.LNG B.V.,
GCA Logistique

12/2020

Study of Innovative
Natural Gas
Solutions for Road
Transport in North
West Europe with
Pilot Deployment in
UK and Netherlands
LNG uptake in the
UK: a real-life trial
with the first small
scale bunkering
infrastructure in
Teesport and
innovative LNG
vessels

Source: Steer Davies Gleave analysis
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Envisaged
completion
date
12/2018

12/2015

12/2018

12/2015

The table below shows the main operators of existing CNG/LNG station
infrastructure in each country along the corridor. Station infrastructure operated
by these stakeholders are not necessarily situated on the corridor itself.
Table 4.99: CNG/LNG station operators in the Member States along the corridor
Member State
United Kingdom
France
Belgium
Luxembourg
Ireland
Netherlands

CNG/LNG station infrastructure operators
Gasrec
GNVert
DATS 24
GPS
Enora
Aral
n.a.
CNG Net
OrangeGas
Fuwell

Source: Steer Davies Gleave analysis

Required LNG station infrastructure
The table and map below summarises the required LNG station infrastructure
along the corridor showing separately existing station locations, as well as
indicative locations for required brownfield and greenfield charging infrastructure
along the corridor based on the assumed separation distance of 350 km.
There are four existing LNG stations situated on the North Sea-Mediterranean
corridor, corresponding to around 10% of the total number of required stations.
Table 4.100: Existing and required LNG stations along the corridor
Country
UK
FR
BE
LU
IE
NL

Existing
2
0
0
0
0
2

Source: Steer Davies Gleave analysis
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Required
Brownfield
11
18
5
0
1
3

Required
Greenfield
0
0
0
0
0
0

Figure 4.34: Required LNG stations on corridor H

Source: Steer Davies Gleave Cartography 2016

Existing H2 station infrastructure
The table below shows currently on-going and recently finished EU funded H2
station infrastructure projects on the North Sea-Mediterranean corridor and the
main stakeholders involved in each country.
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Table 4.101: EU funded projects aiming at the build-up of H2 station
infrastructure
EU funded project

Member
States
involved
The
Netherlands,
France,
Denmark,
Sweden

N° stations

Stakeholders
involved

3 in total

H2Nodes

Estonia,
Latvia,
Netherlands

5

Models for Economic
Hydrogen Refuelling
Infrastructure

United
Kingdom,
Germany,
Italy, the
Netherlands
France,
Netherlands,
UK

7 in total

Kingdom of the
Netherlands, Ministry
of Infrastructure and
the Environment,
Air Liquide Advanced
Technologies S.A.,
Copenhagen
Hydrogen Network
A/S AFHYPAC,
Vätgas Sverige Ideell
Förening,
Hydrogen Link
Denmark
Association,
HyER
Municipal limited
liability company
“Rigas Satiksme”,
CNG Net B.V.- own
compressed natural
gas stations,
Ministry of
Infrastructure and
the Environment,
Arnhem Municipality,
Provincie Gelderland,
Connexxion
Openbaar- public
transport company,
Vervoer N.V.national&
international
transport,
NT Bene OUengineering
consultants
Element Energy Ltd

HIT

Hydrogen Mobility
Europe (H2ME 1 and
2)

19

Air Liquide,
ArevaH2Gen,
BOC/Linde, CASC,
CNR, EIFER, GNVert,
Grand Nancy, HDF,
ITM Power, Semitan,
Stedin

Envisaged
completion
date
Completed

12/2018

12/2020

7/2022

Source: Steer Davies Gleave analysis

The table below shows the main operators of existing H2 station infrastructure in
each country along the corridor. Station infrastructure operated by these
stakeholders are not necessarily situated on the corridor itself.
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Table 4.102: H2 station operators in the Member States along the corridor
Member State
United Kingdom
France
Belgium
Luxembourg
Ireland
Netherlands

H2 station infrastructure operators
n.a.
Air Liquide
Air Liquide
WaterstofNet
n.a.
n.a.
WaterstofNet
Air Liquide

Source: Steer Davies Gleave analysis

Required H2 station infrastructure
The table and map below summarises the required H2 station infrastructure along
the corridor showing separately existing station locations, as well as indicative
locations for required brownfield and greenfield charging infrastructure along the
corridor based on the assumed separation distance of 175 km.
There are no existing H2 stations situated on the North Sea-Mediterranean
corridor.
Table 4.103: Existing and required H2 stations along the corridor
Country
UK
FR
BE
LU
IE
NL

Existing
0
0
0
0
0
0

Source: Steer Davies Gleave analysis
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Required
Brownfield
18
25
7
0
2
7

Required
Greenfield
0
0
0
0
0
0

Figure 4.35: Required H2 stations on corridor H

Source: Steer Davies Gleave Cartography 2016

Rhine-Danube Corridor
The Rhine-Danube corridor (corridor I) connects centres of industrial and
economic activity along the upper Rhine valley such as Strasbourg in France, and
Mannheim and Frankfurt in Germany with Black Sea ports in Romania, following in
its trajectory broadly the rivers Main and Danube. The corridor disintegrated in
South-East Germany from where a separate branch connects to Prague in the
Czech Republic and Eastern Slovakia, and eventually with the Slovakian-Ukrainian
border. Seven Member States are situated along the corridor, including France,
Germany, Austria, Hungary, Romania, Czech Republic and Slovakia.
Existing EV charging infrastructure
The table below shows currently on-going and recently finished EU funded EV
charging infrastructure projects on the Rhine-Danube corridor and the main
stakeholders involved in each country.
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Table 4.104: EU funded projects aiming at the build-up of EV charging
infrastructure
EU funded project

Member
States
involved
Czech
Republic,
Slovakia

N° stations

Stakeholders
involved

37 in total
(~10
corridor I)

Czech
Republic

42 in total

Zapadoslovenska
energetika, a.s.,
E.ON Ceská
republika
CEZ

Austria,
Belgium,
Germany,
The
Netherlands
Czech
Republic,
Croatia,
Slovakia

25 in total

Allego B.V.

12/2018

62 in total

12/2018

FAST-E (DE/BE)

Germany

278 in total
(~40
corridor I)

NCE-FastEvNet

Poland,
Slovakia
Italy, Austria

75 in total

Zapadoslovenska
energetika,
E.ON Ceská
republika,
Hrvatska
elektroprivreda,
GO4
Allego Gmbh
(coordinator),
DB Energie,
Renault SAS,
Nissan West Europe
SAS,
Volkswagen AG,
hySOLUTIONS
GmbH,
RWE Effizienz GmbH,
BMW,
envia Mitteldeutsche
Energie AG
GreenWay
Infrastructure
Tbc

Germany,
Austria,
Slovakia

115 in total
(~20
corridor I)

VERBUND AG,
Provider Austria
GmbH & Co KG,
E-Mobility,
Bayern Innovativ Bayerische
Gesellschaft für
Innovation und
Wissenstransfer
mbH,
Západoslovenská
energetika. a.s.,
BMW (Bayerische
Motoren Werke
Aktiengesellschaft),
OMV Refining &

12/2015

FAST-E (CZ/SK)

EV Fast Charging
Backbone Network
Central Europe
ULTRA-E

EAST-E

EVA+ (Electric
Vehicles Arteries in
Italy and Austria)
Central European
Green Corridors

200 in total
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Envisaged
completion
date
09/2017

12/2018

09/2017

03/2019
Tbc

EU funded project

European Longdistance Electric
Clean Transport
Road Infrastructure
Corridor (ELECTRIC)

Member
States
involved

Germany,
Denmark,
The
Netherlands,
Sweden

N° stations

155 in total

Stakeholders
involved
Marketing GmbH,
Ministry of
Infrastructure and
Spatial Planning,
Renault SAS,
Volkswagen AG,
NISSAN WEST
EUROPE SAS,
Schrack Technik.
s.r.o.,
City of Zagreb
ABB BV (coordinator),
Fastned BV,
Clever A/S,
Öresundskraft AB,
VDE Prüf- und
Zertifizierungsinstitut
GmbH

Envisaged
completion
date

Completed

Source: Steer Davies Gleave analysis

The table below shows the main operators of existing EV charging
infrastructure in each country along the corridor. Charging
infrastructure operated by these stakeholders are not necessarily
situated on the corridor itself.
Table 4.105: EV charging infrastructure operators in the Member States along
the corridor
Member State
France
Germany

Austria
Hungary
Romania
Czech Republic

Slovakia

EV charging infrastructure operators
Sodetrel
Auchan
RWE eMobility
The New Motion
Nissan
Clever
Allego BV
E-Wald GmbH
ELLA AG
has.to.be GmbH
Vorarlberger Kraftwerke AG
n.a.
n.a.
ÄŒEZ
Evmapa
ČEZ Group
Greenway (sk)

Required EV charging infrastructure

The table and map below summarises the required electric vehicle charging
infrastructure along the corridor showing separately existing station locations, as
well as indicative locations for required brownfield and greenfield charging
infrastructure along the corridor based on the assumed separation distance of 60
km.
There are 5 existing EV charging locations situated on the Rhine-Danube corridor,
corresponding to around 3% of the total number of required stations.
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Table 4.106: Existing and required EV charging infrastructure along the corridor
Country
FR
DE
AT
HU
RO
CZ
SK

Existing
0
2
3
0
0
0
0

Required
Brownfield
2
39
10
16
32
16
11

Required
Greenfield
0
5
2
1
4
0
4

Source: Steer Davies Gleave analysis

Figure 4.36: Required EV charging infrastructure on corridor I

Source: Steer Davies Gleave Cartography 2016

Existing CNG station infrastructure
The table below shows currently on-going and recently finished EU funded CNG
station infrastructure projects on the Rhine-Danube corridor and the main
stakeholders involved in each country.
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Table 4.107: EU funded projects aiming at the build-up of CNG station
infrastructure
EU funded project

Member
States
involved
Hungary

N° stations

Stakeholders
involved

5 in total

CNG
ROMANIA:
Initial
Market
Deployment
of
a
Refuelling
Station
Network along the
Core
Network
Corridors

Romania

5 in total

Magyar Gázüzemű
Közlekedés Klaszter
Egyesület (Project
coordinator)
Denisson Energy SRL
(Project coordinator)

CNG Clean Fuel Box
Project

Hungary

39

PAN-LNG Project

Tbc

Envisaged
completion
date
09/2019

12/2019

Tbc

Source: Steer Davies Gleave analysis

The table below shows the main operators of existing CNG/LNG station
infrastructure in each country along the corridor. Station infrastructure operated
by these stakeholders are not necessarily situated on the corridor itself.
Table 4.108: CNG/LNG station operators in the Member States along the
corridor
Member State
France
Germany

Austria

Hungary
Romania
Czech Republic
Slovakia

CNG/LNG station infrastructure operators
GNVert
Aral
Total Autohof
Esso
Shell
Avia
Star
Agip
OMV
AVIA
BP
ENI Agip
IQ
OMV
GDF-Suez
n.a.
n.a.
SPP
SAD

Source: Steer Davies Gleave analysis

Required CNG station infrastructure
The table and map below summarises the required CNG station infrastructure
along the corridor showing separately existing station locations, as well as
indicative locations for required brownfield and greenfield charging infrastructure
along the corridor based on the assumed separation distance of 175 km.
There are 11 existing CNG stations situated on the Rhine-Danube corridor,
corresponding to around 20% of the total number of required stations.
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Table 4.109: Existing and required CNG stations along the corridor
Country
FR
DE
AT
HU
RO
CZ
SK

Existing
1
2
4
0
0
4
0

Required
Brownfield
1
12
4
6
14
2
5

Required
Greenfield
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Source: Steer Davies Gleave analysis

Figure 4.37: Required CNG stations on corridor I

Source: Steer Davies Gleave Cartography 2016

Existing LNG station infrastructure
The table below shows currently on-going and recently finished EU funded CNG
station infrastructure projects on the Rhine-Danube corridor and the main
stakeholders involved in each country.
Table 4.110: EU funded projects aiming at the build-up of LNG station
infrastructure
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EU funded project

Member
States
involved
Germany,
France

N°
stations

Stakeholders involved

5

LNG for shipping and
logistics in Europe
PAN-LNG Project

Germany

3

Unilever Europe
Business Center B.V.
(Project coordinator)
LIQUIND 24/7 GmbH

Hungary

5

PAN-LNG-4-DANUBE
LNGAFT - Liquefied
natural gas as
alternative fuel for
transport

Hungary
Slovakia

1
1

Connect2LNG

Magyar Gázüzemű
Közlekedés Klaszter
Egyesület ( The
Hungarian Natural Gas
Vehicle Association,
Hungarian Gas
Transport Cluster),
E-Star ESCO Kft
(energy company),
TÜV Rheinland
InterCert Kft.,
LNG-Tech Kft.
(engineering),
One PR Kft
(consulting)
Tbc
Danube LNG, EEIG
(Coordinator)

Envisaged
completion
date
09/2018
12/2018
09/2017

Tbc
12/2019

Source: Steer Davies Gleave analysis

The table below shows the main operators of existing CNG/LNG station
infrastructure in each country along the corridor. Station infrastructure operated
by these stakeholders are not necessarily situated on the corridor itself.
Table 4.111: CNG/LNG station operators in the Member States along the
corridor
Member State
France
Germany

Austria

Hungary
Romania
Czech Republic
Slovakia

CNG/LNG station infrastructure operators
GNVert
Aral
Total Autohof
Esso
Shell
Avia
Star
Agip
OMV
AVIA
BP
ENI Agip
IQ
OMV
GDF-Suez
n.a.
n.a.
SPP
SAD

Source: Steer Davies Gleave analysis

Required LNG station infrastructure
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The table and map below summarises the required LNG station infrastructure
along the corridor showing separately existing station locations, as well as
indicative locations for required brownfield and greenfield charging infrastructure
along the corridor based on the assumed separation distance of 350 km.
There are no existing LNG stations situated on the Rhine-Danube corridor.
Table 4.112: Existing and required LNG stations along the corridor
Country
FR
DE
AT
HU
RO
CZ
SK

Existing
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Source: Steer Davies Gleave analysis

Figure 4.38: Required LNG stations on corridor I

Existing H2 station infrastructure
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Required
Brownfield
2
6
2
6
8
2
2

Required
Greenfield
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

The table below shows currently on-going and recently finished EU funded H2
station infrastructure projects on the Rhine-Danube corridor and the main
stakeholders involved in each country.
Table 4.113: EU funded projects aiming at the build-up of H2 station
infrastructure
EU funded project
Connecting
Hydrogen Refuelling
Stations (COHRS)
Hydrogen Mobility
Europe (H2ME 1 and
H2ME 2)

Member
States
involved
Austria,
Germany

N° stations

Stakeholders
involved

20 in total
(~5
corridor I)

Germany

20

H2 Mobility
Deutschland GmbH &
Co.,
OMV Refining &
Marketing GmbH
Hydrogen refuelling
station providers Air
Liquide and Linde.
H2 Mobility
Deutschland

Envisaged
completion
date
09/2018

7/2022

Source: Steer Davies Gleave analysis

The table below shows the main operators of existing H2 station infrastructure in
each country along the corridor. Station infrastructure operated by these
stakeholders are not necessarily situated on the corridor itself.
Table 4.114: H2 station operators in the Member States along the corridor
Member State
France
Germany

Austria
Hungary
Romania
Czech Republic
Slovakia

H2 station infrastructure operators
Air Liquide
Shell Deutschland Oil GmbH
Total
Air Products
Agip
EnBW
OMV
Linde
Vattenfall
OMV
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.

Source: Steer Davies Gleave analysis

Required H2 station infrastructure
The table and map below summarises the required H2 station infrastructure along
the corridor showing separately existing station locations, as well as indicative
locations for required brownfield and greenfield charging infrastructure along the
corridor based on the assumed separation distance of 175 km.
There are no existing H2 stations situated on the Rhine-Danube corridor.
Table 4.115: Existing and required H2 stations along the corridor
Country
FR
DE
AT
HU

Existing
0
0
0
0
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Required
Brownfield
2
14
7
7

Required
Greenfield
0
0
0
0

Country

Existing

RO
CZ
SK

0
0
0

Required
Brownfield
16
6
6

Required
Greenfield
0
0
0

Source: Steer Davies Gleave analysis

Figure 4.39: Required H2 stations on corridor I

Source: Steer Davies Gleave Cartography 2016

4.3.

Task B: Develop Global Traffic Forecasts and Alternative Fuel
Consumption

The demand for alternative fuels at stations along the TEN-T corridor network is
an important variable in the design of viable station business models, as fuel sales
are one of the main income streams of such stations. We derived an
approximation of consumption from an estimation of vehicle-kms travelled by the
four alternative fuels vehicle categories on the TEN-T corridor network between
2015 and 2030, in combination with an estimation of average fuel efficiency of
these vehicle categories.
The output of this analysis is the amount of alternative fuels purchased at stations
along the TEN-T corridor network, segmented by the type of fuel, the Member
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State in which the fuel stations are located and by TEN-T corridor, for the period
between 2015 and 2045.
Base year traffic flows
The main source of traffic on the TEN-T corridor road network used in this study is
the calibrated base year traffic output of the Transtools v2.5 model. Transtools
("TOOLS for TRansport Forecasting ANd Scenario testing") is a European transport
network model that has been developed in collaborative projects funded by the
European Commission Joint Research Centre's Institute for Prospective
Technological Studies (IPTS) and DG TREN. Its most recent version, Transtools
v2.5, was published in 2010, and provides traffic flows on an extensive road
network across Europe for the base year 2005, as well as the forecast year 2030.
A GIS polyline layer comprising more than 37,000 road links with Transtools v2.5
base year traffic flows measured in 2005 average annual daily traffic (AADT) has
been kindly provided by the Department of Transport of the Technical University
of Denmark (DTU).
These 2005 base year link flows are calibrated against more than 10,000 count
sites, which correspond to about 30% of all links in the Transtools v2.5 road
network. Count site data mainly stem from the UNECE 2000 and 2005 Traffic
Census11. Traffic flows are segmented into Passenger Car and Truck traffic, and
for each of these into local trips (intrazonal) and regional/long-distance trips.
We obtained annual vehicle-kms travelled on each section of the TEN-T corridor
network by multiplying the average daily traffic flow on the section with its
respective length and the factor 365, corresponding to the number of days in each
year.
3.204 from Transtools v2.5 to 2010 levels by applying 2005-2010 growth rates
from the UNECE Traffic Census 2010. The UNECE Traffic Census is a survey
conducted every five years by the United Nations Economic Commission for
Europe (UNECE) on traffic on main international traffic arteries in Europe (the Eroads network). The data is provided to UNECE by the responsible authorities for
road traffic in the participating countries. Growth rates from this census are
available separately by E-road and can therefore be assigned to the corresponding
TENT-T corridor.
For corridor sections in Member States that did not participate in the UNECE
Traffic Census, national statistics for road traffic growth between 2005 and 2010
were applied (e.g. for Italy), or, where these were not made available in the
public domain (e.g. for Slovenia), growth rates of the most similar adjacent
corridors were applied.
Forecast years traffic flows
To obtain vehicle-kms travelled on the TEN-T corridors in 2015 and 2016, the
years corresponding to the current state of alternative fuels infrastructure, and
the first year of assumed infrastructure build-up respectively, we applied
compound annual growth rates (CAGRs) from the Transport Market Studies which
were produced as part of the Core Network Corridor studies for each of the nine
TEN-T corridors. Given that these studies have all been published in December
11

Hansen C.O. (2009): Report on Scenario, Traffic Forecast and Analysis of Traffic on the
TEN-T, taking into Consideration the External Dimension of the Union – TRANSTOOLS model version 2: Calibration and forecasts 2020 and 2030, Funded by DG
TREN,
Copenhagen,
Denmark.
(ftp://ftp.jrc.es/users/transtools/public/Documentation/TenCR408_002_1%20Calibrat
ion%20and%20forecasts%20final.pdf
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2014, these provide the most recent and adequate forecasts for road traffic
development on the TEN-T corridors across Europe, in most cases for the period
between 2010 and 2030.
CAGRs for growth in vehicle-kms travelled on the different corridors are set out in
Table 4.116, individually for passenger cars and trucks.
Table 4.116: CAGRs of vehicle-km growth on the TEN-T corridor network by
corridor and type of vehicle
A
3.1%
3.0%

Passenger cars
Trucks

B
1.3%
1.6%

C
1.7%
1.8%

D
1.4%
1.6%

E
1.5%
1.4%

F
0.7%
0.8%

G
1.1%
1.1%

H
0.8%
0.8%

I
1.5%
1.5%

Source: Steer Davies Gleave analysis

The map in Figure 4.40 illustrates AADT on the different sections of the TEN-T
corridors for passenger cars in 2015. The map in Figure 4.41 shows 2015 AADT
for trucks.
Figure 4.40: Passenger car AADT on the TEN-T corridor network in 2015
0

200

400

800 km

Key
2015 Passenger Car AADT
0 - 25,000
25,000 - 50,000
50,000 - 100,000
100,000 - 200,000
200,000 - 300,000

Eurostat Boundary data, Traffic and polyline data © Transtools v2.5 and Steer Davies Gleave analysis.
Steer Davies Gleave Cartography 2016

Source: Steer Davies Gleave analysis and cartography based on Transtools v2.5 and UNECE data

Figure 4.41: Truck AADT on the TEN-T corridor network in 2015
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Source: Steer Davies Gleave analysis and cartography based on Transtools v2.5 and UNECE data

4.4.

Task C: Develop Alternative Fuel Uptake Scenarios

This section describes how uptake scenarios (low, central and high) have been
developed for each alternative fuel describing the uptake trajectory from 2015 to
2030.
Sales of alternative fuelled vehicles are dependent on many interacting factors; an
extended version of the ‘chicken and egg’ problem in which uptake, infrastructure,
policy, global economics (in particular economic growth, and the price of oil and
other energy), social factors (such as environmentalism) and technology are
somewhat interdependent. The inherent uncertainty in the future state of any of
these along with uncertainty on the strength of interactive effects – and,
importantly, the limited historical dataset of alternative fuel uptake in relation to
any of these factors – renders statistical forecasting techniques, such as might be
used to forecast general traffic growth, powerless. More specifically, standard
statistical forecasting techniques rely on two types of historical data analysis to
forecast the future change in some variable:


Analysis of past trends in the variable to be forecast. The most reliable indicator of
the future value of some variable is the value of that variable in the recent past.
However, this is less true if the historic trend has been undergoing rapid change
for some reason (such as ‘demand ramp-up’) – or if future conditions are likely to
significantly change (such as policies, competition, or socio-economic attitudes).
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Unfortunately all of these apply to forecasting alternative fuelled vehicle uptake.
The past trends are not of stable, linear growth profiles – but instead are of
exponential growth (illustrating demand ramp-up of a new technology)
punctuated with growth plateaus that appear related country-by-country to policy
and other effects. Together these make past sales trends an unreliable indicator of
the future for alternative fuelled vehicle sales.


Analysis of past trends in the variable with relation to independent variables
(drivers). In many case dependent variables (such as the demand for a good or
service) appear to move in relation to the movement of independent variables
(such as economic growth) – and there are often sound theoretical explanations
underpinning these relationships. For example, in traffic forecasting the amount of
heavy goods vehicle traffic in a particular country is often very strongly dependent
on the amount of industrial production in that country – and statistical analyses of
the past behaviour of the dependent and independent variables reveals statistical
relationships which can then be used to forecast the future state of the dependent
variable. However, these relationships are only observable with stable, long term
time series of both dependent and independent variable. In the case of alternative
fuelled vehicle uptake, the time series are relatively short – and even in the case
where longer time series are available, the historic number of alternative fuelled
vehicles is very small with an unstable growth profile – indicating a demand rampup phase. Any statistical relationships found under such conditions would almost
certainly be spurious and could not be used for forecasting.
Instead, other studies have sought to answer what level of alternative fuelled
vehicle uptake would be needed to fulfil specific policy objectives. In particular,
the industry view on the level of ambition in alternative fuel uptake needed to
meet the EU’s decarbonisation targets by 2050 is most relevant, since these
targets are driving the Alternative Fuels Directive.
In this study, we recognise that standard statistical forecasting techniques are not
yet applicable to the case of alternative fuels – and we also recognise that
investors will require more justification for future demand levels than policy driven
scenarios alone. We have thereby taken the approach of benchmarking these
policy-driven scenarios by examining:



The industry view on the evolution of alternative fuelled vehicle technology (i.e.
does the technology roadmap match the envisioned uptake); and



The current uptake of alternative fuelled vehicles in each individual MS of the EU
(and other countries in the EFTA, such as Norway) (i.e. how the starting point and
past trajectory of uptake will affect the future outcome).
We thereby calculate plausible trajectories from current levels of uptake in each
MS (in 2015) out to 2020 and 2030 for three scenarios (low, medium and high)
and describe these scenarios in terms of their bankability:



Low: represents a future that will be achieved with little change from the
conditions observed today and past trends. The demand levels in this scenario are
highly likely to be exceeded and represent a ‘Downside Case’ scenario.



Medium: represents in our view a reasonable expectation of the future based on
observed conditions today and past trends, and with moderate intervention by the
relevant stakeholders (including the Commission, MS public authorities, financiers,
and OEMs). The demand levels in this scenario are likely to be achieved and
represent a credible ‘Base Takeup’ scenario.



High: represents in our view an achievable future dependent on a coordinated and
high level of intervention by the relevant stakeholders and/or a rapid/sudden shift
in relative pricing and availability of alternative fuel technology compared with
conventional fuels. The demand levels in this scenario will be achieved with
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material yet credible changes in the background conditions and represent a
credible ‘Accelerated Takeup’ scenario.
The process of benchmarking and scenario-building is described in the following
sections.
Base EU-wide policy-driven scenarios
A recent authoritative industry-led EU-wide study authored by E4Tech A
harmonised Auto-Fuel biofuel roadmap for the EU to 203012 contains publicallyavailable figures giving comprehensive vehicle parc and uptake statistics for all
AFVs across the EU and presents four scenarios for vehicle uptake based on a
number of factors including historic NGV sales figures as described in detail in the
report’s appendix13.
For EVs and FCEVs where limited or no historical sales data is available, the
authors based their scenarios upon two influential past AFV uptake studies - the
IEA Blue Map and A portfolio of powertrains for Europe – which presented
scenarios aimed at achieving EU-wide 2050 decarbonisation targets. Comparing
the trajectories envisaged by the Blue Map and Portfolio of Powertrains authors
with current EU-uptake levels led the E4Tech authors to apply expert judgement
and interpretation to the range of IEA Blue map and Powertrains for Europe
scenarios, which resulted in them setting their revised scenarios as follows:


Scenario A: 25% of IEA Blue map sales targets (considered here as low
ambition);



Scenario B: 50% of Powertrains for Europe 2030 fleets (considered here as
medium ambition);



Scenario C: 50% of IEA Blue map sales targets; and



Scenario D: 100% of Powertrains for Europe 2030 fleet (considered here as high
ambition)
The E4Tech study calibrated and validated the scenarios against base year
Eurostat data using a vehicle replacement model (showing the number of vehicles
entering and leaving service each year).
EU-wide numbers of passenger EVs, NGVs and FCEVs envisaged in each scenario
by 2020 and 2030 are presented in the table below.

Table 4.117: E4Tech AFV Passenger Car Uptake Scenarios in 2020 and 2030:
total vehicles and proportion of vehicle parc
2020
(millions of vehicles, % of parc)
A
B
C
D

2030
(millions of vehicles, % of parc)
A
B
C
D

EV

0.28,
0.11%

0.77,
0.30%

0.46,
0.18%

1.53,
0.6%

2.45,
0.86%

7.64,
2.67%

4.85,
1.70%

15.36,
5.37%

PHEV

0.26,
0.1%

0.51,
0.20%

0.47,
0.18%

1.04,
0.41%

4.84,
1.70%

10.35,
3.62%

9.67,
3.38%

20.78,
7.27%

NGV

1.62,
0.64%

1.61,
0.63%

2.36,
0.93%

2.35,
0.92%

4.02,
1.41%

3.91,
1.37%

13.40,
4.69%

13.20,
4.62%

Scenario

12

http://www.e4tech.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/06/EU_Auto-Fuel-report.pdf

13

http://www.e4tech.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/06/EU_Auto-Fuel-appendices.pdf
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2020
(millions of vehicles, % of parc)
0.06,
0.15,
0.10,
0.29,
0.03% 0.06% 0.04% 0.11%

FCEV

2030
(millions of vehicles, % of parc)
1.18,
2.90,
2.34,
5.84,
0.41% 1.01% 0.82% 2.04%

3.219 The corresponding uptake figures for HGVs are:
Table 4.118: E4Tech AFV HGV Scenarios in 2020 and 2030: total vehicles and
proportion of vehicle parc

Scenario
NGV

2020
(millions of vehicles, % of parc)
A
B
C
D

2030
(millions of vehicles, % of parc)
A
B
C
D

0.023,
0.43%

0.037,
1.62%

0.023,
0.43%

0.092,
1.72%

0.092,
8.47%

0.032,
0.54%

0.506,
8.47%

0.65,
10.88%

These scenarios form the baseline against which we benchmark against the
industry view of technology and the existing level of uptake in each EU MS. In
particular, we consider scenarios A, B and D as representing potential generic low,
medium and high cases for vehicle uptake, each with inherently different levels of
ambition.
Vehicle technology roadmaps
Roadmaps offer a view on how alternatively fuelled vehicles will evolve in the
short, medium and long term as a consequence of technology development and in
response to current and anticipated legislation.
Many roadmaps are available. Two authoritative automotive industry-led sources
were considered for the study together with the EC’s own publications:


The Automotive Council (UK grouping of automotive OEMs and suppliers):
http://www.automotivecouncil.co.uk/wpcontent/uploads/2013/09/Automotive-Council-Roadmaps.pdf



ERTRAC (European Road Transport Research Advisory Council – the European
Technology Platform (ETP) for Road Transport which includes EUCAR, the
European council for automotive R&D):
http://www.ertrac.org/index.php?page=ertrac-roadmap
The Automotive Council roadmaps for cars, commercial vehicles and buses
published in 2013 are shown in the figures below. Based on stakeholder
discussions undertaken as part of this study (see further discussion below), the
roadmaps present a valid and realistic timescale for technology introduction.
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Figure 4.42: Automotive Council Passenger Car Roadmap

Source: Automotive Council (2013)

The passenger car roadmap identifies a clear pathway from hybrid to plugin
vehicles (hybrid and fully electric to fuel cell electric vehicles. The pathway
depends on deployment of appropriate refuelling infrastructure, plus
breakthroughs in:


On-vehicle energy storage (batteries and perhaps supercapacitors);



On-vehicle hydrogen storage; and



Fuel cell costs.
The introduction of electric drive and fuel cell technologies into the fleet co-exist
with further incremental developments in internal combustion engines, which can
be fuelled by petrol, diesel, CNG or biofuels.

Figure 4.43: Automotive Council Commercial and Off-Road Technology Roadmap

Source: Automotive Council (2013)
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Figure 4.44: Automotive Council Bus Technology Roadmap

Source: Automotive Council (2013)

For commercial vehicles the vehicle duty cycle (rather than the type of vehicle)
dictates the most appropriate fuel and infrastructure:


For light duty cycles (generally smaller vans and buses in urban applications):
electrification is seen as the optimum choice.



For medium duty cycles (medium-large vans and buses, not necessarily in urban
environments): hybridisation and electric drive (plug-in vehicles and/or fuel cell)
is favoured. The deployment of fuel cell vehicles in bus applications may be a
driver for the early-market deployment of hydrogen refuelling technology in large
return to base fleets where commercial considerations may be traded off against
other (e.g., urban air quality) considerations. For vans the relative cheapness of
incumbent conventionally-fuelled vehicles means that a commercial (as opposed
to emissions-based) case for an electric or fuel cell van is likely to remain very
challenging in the medium terms.



For heavy duty cycles – which typically involve long-haul steady state operation
under heavy load– ICE vehicles fuelled either by conventional/biofuels or
gas/biogas remain the most likely technology solution in the medium and long
term. Electrification/fuel cell power may potentially provide a role in auxiliary
power demands.
The ERTRAC energy carriers for powertrains roadmap is shown in the figure
below.
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Figure 4.45: ERTRAC Energy Carriers for Powertrains Roadmap

The ERTRAC view largely echoes that of the UK Automotive Council, with the
exception of:


CNG/LNG for passenger cars and light goods vehicles is seen as a current and
future priority, which reflects the more widespread use of these fuels for cars and
light goods vehicles on the EU mainland; and



Rollout of electric vehicle recharging infrastructure is seen as an earlier priority in
order to pave the way for mass deployment of plug-in vehicles.
Both sets of technology roadmaps are consistent with the timelines and scales
envisaged in the EU-wide uptake scenarios reported by E4Tech:

14



EVs: A clear pathway from hybrid to plugin (hybrid and fully electric) to fuel cell
electric vehicles is identified, with mass-market EV uptake beginning around 2020
as the technology matures and sufficient refuelling infrastructure is in place.
Recent analysis supports this timeline, concluding that EVs are “currently
witness[ing] a transition from testing and experimenting with EV towards full
scale EV commercialisation” with the caveat that “beginning market deployment is
still dependent on support policies and vulnerable to changes in such support”
(Thiel et al14 ).



NGVs: The roadmaps suggest that NGVs (a mature technology compared to EVs)
will continue to be accepted and deployed in countries that already have the
refuelling infrastructure and incentives in place to support them. In countries
where NGV uptake is limited (see below) NGVs will grow in niches where member

https://setis.ec.europa.eu/sites/default/files/reports/Electric_vehicles_in_the_EU.pdf
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states have identified a requirement for them, as for example in the UK where
natural gas is viewed as one of the few possible alternatives to diesel for heavy
vehicles.


Hydrogen: fuel cell vehicles are an immature technology which is slowly beginning
to emerge in passenger cars and buses. Mass-market deployment will not occur
before 2025 at the earliest.

Existing AF uptake across EU MS
A number of sources 15 16 17 18 19were amalgamated to gain a complete picture of
the 2015 baseline for (1) the total vehicle parc in each EU MS and (2) the existing
and historical uptake of AF vehicle in each EU MS.
Electric vehicles
The figure below shows EV sales in selected member states/EFTA countries since
2010:
Figure 4.46: EV Sales by EU MS 2010-2015

Source:

Steer Davies Gleave and Cenex analysis

The figure reveals that:


15

16

17

18

19

Sales of EVs have generally grown steadily since 2010. There is some evidence
that initial very fast growth (i.e. in Norway) is levelling off.

ACEA:
provides
quarterly
and
annual
AFV
sales
figures.
E.g.,
http://www.acea.be/press-releases/article/alternative-fuel-vehicle-registrations-20.0in-2015-21.1-in-q4 2015 AFV sales figures are taken from here (and are uncorrected
according to JRC methodology).
OICA vehicles-in-use data (up to 2013) http://www.oica.net/category/vehicles-inuse/
ICCT:
European
vehicle
market
statistics,
2015/2016
http://www.theicct.org/european-vehicle-market-statistics-2015-2016
provides
country-by country AFV vehicle statistics to 2014.
Country-specific data such as http://www.gronnbil.no/statistikk/?lang=en_US and
http://www.elbil.no/elbilfakta/teknologi/444-hurtigladekartet
(Norway)
and
https://www.gov.uk/government/collections/vehicles-statistics#data-tables
(UK)
were used to add or check country data where needed.
NGV data was taken from the NGVA Europe 2015 dataset (last publically-available
dataset).
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Several countries show particularly high sales compared to others in
the EU/EFTA. Some of these countries (France, Germany and the UK) are amongst
the largest vehicle parcs in the EU and therefore relatively high sales would be
expected; others (e.g., the Netherlands and Norway) show particularly high sales
compared to the size of their vehicle parc. This is discussed further below.
A clearer picture of the difference in sales in the different EU and EFTA states is
shown in the figure below, which plots cumulative EV sales since 2010 as a
proportion of each country’s 2013 vehicle parc.
Figure 4.47: Cumulative EV Sales 2010-15 as Proportion of 2013 Vehicle Parc

Source: Steer Davies Gleave and Cenex analysis

Based on this data, it is possible to segment the EU MS (and EFTA states) into a
number of categories depending on the current level of EV uptake.
Table 4.119: Categories of EV Uptake Level across EU/EFTA MS
Category
Very high uptake
High uptake
Low uptake
Very low uptake

EVs as % of 2013 parc
> 1.0%
0.1% -1.0%
0.05% - 0.1%
< 0.05%

Example countries
Netherlands, Norway
France, UK
Ireland, Finland
Italy, Spain, most of EU13 (except Estonia)

Source: Steer Davies Gleave and Cenex analysis

Norway displays higher levels of EV takeup compared to the current EU norm. As
discussed in the report Electric vehicles in Europe: gearing up for a new phase 20
these early customers for EV in Norway are primarily high-income, well-educated
consumers who are looking to save money (the report states that 41% of
Norway’s EV buyers were hoping to save money), are concerned about the
environment, or both.
To achieve the higher levels of takeup shown in the figure above, Norway offers
generous incentives – including exemption from purchase tax, VAT and access to
bus lanes. Such incentives will be hard to maintain – and indeed it was announced

20

http://www.mckinsey.com/~/media/McKinsey%20Offices/Netherlands/Latest%20thinki
ng/PDFs/Electric-Vehicle-Report-EN_AS%20FINAL.ashx
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recently that EVs will lose the right to drive in bus lanes in Oslo due to congestion
issues21, although tax incentives will remain until at least 2017.
This study concludes that current levels of EV uptake in Norway are exceptional,
and that the current levels of penetration of the vehicle parc mark a high uptake
scenario for other EU/EFTA countries to aspire to by 2020.
In general, it can be seen that the countries in each category of EV uptake
presented in the table above share a number of characteristics, in terms of
aspects such as the relative level of incentives on offer and levels of infrastructure
deployment. The categories of country EV uptake are ranked qualitatively against
a number of country characteristics important for promoting EV uptake in the
table below.
Table 4.120: Key Indicators of Current EV Uptake in Individual MS
Category

Generous
fiscal
incentives

Coordinated
rapid charger
network
rollout

(Relatively)
high GDP

High
deployment
of renewable
energy

Very high uptake
High uptake
Low uptake
Very low uptake
Key to relative rankings: green – high; amber – intermediate; red – low; white – non-factor

Source: Steer Davies Gleave and Cenex analysis

This qualitative analysis is indicative of the level of intervention that may be
needed across the different EU MS to achieve very high or even high uptake of
EVs, compared to the current baseline. Relative wealth of MS may present an
additional barrier, even where the other factors are addressed.
Natural gas vehicles
The figure below shows light duty NGV sales in selected member states/EFTA
countries from 2012-2014 (ICCT data):

21

http://www.thelocal.no/20150506/norway-strips-electric-cars-of-ke
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Figure 4.48: NGV Sales in relevant EU MS

Source: Steer Davies Gleave and Cenex analysis

The figure shows that NGV sales are particularly focused in selected countries,
especially Italy – and this is not surprising, because those countries are the only
ones to have encouraged NGV uptake and thereby have the necessary fuelling
infrastructure available.
The figure below plots the total number of NGVs in each country as a percentage
of the vehicle parc of each MS.
Figure 4.49: NGVs in each EU MS (and EFTA state) as Proportion of Vehicle Parc

Source: Steer Davies Gleave and Cenex analysis

Based on this data, it is possible to segment the EU MS (and EFTA states) into a
number of categories depending on the level of NGV uptake.

Table 4.121: Categories of NGV Uptake Level across EU/EFTA MS
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Category
High uptake
Medium uptake
Low uptake

NGVs as % of 2014 parc
> 0.5%
0.05% - 0.5%
<0.05%

Example countries
Bulgaria, Italy
Germany, Netherlands
France, UK

Source: Steer Davies Gleave and Cenex analysis

For NGVs, the difference in country uptake is largely related to each country’s
long-standing legacy of gas vehicle usage and therefore natural gas station
infrastructure, which is in turn related to the historical levels of NGV support in
each country (a fuller discussion is documented here 22).
Table 4.122: Key Indicators of Current NGV Uptake in individual MS
Category

Generous
fiscal
incentives

Coordinated
refuelling
station
network
rollout

(Relatively)
high GDP

High
deployment
of renewable
energy

High uptake
Medium uptake
Low uptake
Key to relative rankings: green – high; amber – intermediate; red – low; white – non-factor
Source: Steer Davies Gleave and Cenex analysis

This qualitative analysis is indicative of the level of intervention that may be
needed across the different EU MS to achieve high uptake of NGVs compared to
the current baseline.
Hydrogen vehicles
Fuel cell vehicles remains a very immature sales market compared to the other
AFVs considered in this section. Prior to 2015, deployments of limited number of
vehicles have occurred in selected EU countries as part of national programmes
such as the German Clean Energy Partnership and demonstration projects such as
CHIC (buses) and HyTEC and HyFive (taxis and passenger cars). From late 2014
onwards vehicles such as the Hyundai ix35 and the Toyota Mirai are being offered
commercially across the EU, which is anticipated to lead to an initially slow, but
steady increase in sales. There will also be a ramp up of fuel cell bus deployment
from the 3emotion project and other successor activities.
Hydrogen vehicle uptake as a proportion of the vehicle parc in each EU MS is
therefore effectively zero at 2015.
In terms of future uptake, at least to 2020, it is likely that countries which are
beginning programmes to promote hydrogen as a transport fuel – generally
countries which have active hydrogen mobility initiatives such as France, Germany
and Denmark - will show the largest deployments of hydrogen vehicles. These are
generally countries which fit into the high EV uptake category discussed above.
Also, as noted by UKH2Mobility Phase 1 report 23 the first adopters of FCEVs will be
‘well-off enthusiasts’ who are prepared to pay a premium for new technology that
they view as environmentally friendly. As such, countries that are early adopters
of FCEV technology are likely to follow a similar country typology to that for EVs
as presented in the table below.

22

http://energy.gov.il/subjects/ng/documents/cng/dr%20%20jeffery%203.pdf
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/19244
0/13-799-uk-h2-mobility-phase-1-results.pdf

23
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Table 4.123: Key Indicators of Future Hydrogen Uptake in individual MS
Category

Generous
fiscal
incentives

Coordinated
national
programme
for rollout

(Relatively)
high GDP

High
deployment
of renewable
energy

High uptake
Medium uptake
Low uptake
Key to relative rankings: green – high; amber – intermediate; red – low; white – non-factor
Source: Steer Davies Gleave and Cenex analysis

Developing Plausible Alternative Fuel Uptake Scenarios for 2020 and 2030
Electricity
In the figures below the EV uptake over the past four years (2012 taken as a
post-recession baseline) is shown for each of the country categories described
earlier and also a linear extrapolation of uptake value to 2020 and 2030 based on
the 2014-2015 trends (for 2020 two versions of the figure are given, with and
without Norway).
The extrapolations are not intended to illustrate forecasts but instead to help
define the levels of uptake in 2020 and 2030 that would result from the three
E4Tech scenarios (A, B and D) in context:


By extrapolating based on the most recent year’s data we are showing what the
alternative fuelled proportion of the total vehicle parc would be if the conditions
that affect uptake remain as today. This is important because it defines a lower
limit (and quite a pessimistic one) on what will be achieved by 2020 and 2030.
This illustrates a number of key issues for consideration:



Norway is an exception. The industry view is that uptake across the EU in 2020
will be materially lower than in Norway in 2015 – and as discussed earlier, this is
because it is unlikely that similar levels of coordinated intervention in both
infrastructure and incentives will be deployed in EU MS in that time period.
Further, the Norway uptake trend is likely to be unsustainable in the long term,
both financially (in terms of the amount of tax relief given to each vehicle) and in
terms of the consequences in terms of bus lane congestion.



Relative to current trends, there are differences between MS on which of the
policy-driven 2020 uptake scenarios look achievable by 2020:





The low scenario looks achievable by all MS that already have medium or high
uptake with relatively little intervention;



The medium scenario looks achievable by all MS that already have high
uptake;



The high scenario looks achievable only with relatively significant intervention
in the period from now up to 2018.

The policy-driven 2030 uptake scenarios look more ambitious in the context of
current trends – although not unreasonable given the degree of technological
change and other intervention expected by 2020 and then 2030. The Norway
example shows that even the high scenario is achievable by all MS with relatively
significant interventions.
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Figure 4.50: Historic EV Uptake and Future Extrapolation against Policy Driven
Scenarios to 2020

Source: Steer Davies Gleave and Cenex analysis

Figure 4.51: Historic EV Uptake and Future Extrapolation against Policy Driven
Scenarios to 2020 (excluding Norway)

Source: Steer Davies Gleave and Cenex analysis
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Figure 4.52: Historic EV Uptake and Future Extrapolation against Policy Driven
Scenarios to 2030

Source: Steer Davies Gleave and Cenex analysis

Clearly, the extrapolation is a simplification – but as noted before – a necessary
one given that traditional forecasting techniques are not valid in this case.
Nevertheless, the extrapolation of recent trends shows that the low and medium
scenarios chosen are not unreasonable assumptions for 2020 and 2030 EV vehicle
parc penetration.
The high scenario is more challenging – but – importantly, the assumption
inherent to this study is that at least one of the success factors for Norway’s
exceptional uptake (that of coordinated infrastructure rollout) will have occurred
in that time period – and that, combined with developments in technology (and
potentially a climbing oil price) will lead to a materially different growth trend than
has been experienced so far (outside of Norway).
It is of course also worth noting that if the recent low in oil price continues for a
sustained period of time (which is perhaps unlikely), then achieving any switch
away from conventional fuels will be more difficult.
CNG
Unlike EVs, in a number of countries NGVs – particularly light duty NGVs – have a
well-established penetration of the vehicle parc, and recent annual country sales
trends are generally relatively flat, and continue to reflect the NGV country uptake
typology presented in Table 4.54.
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Figure 4.53: Recent NGV sales figures in selected EU countries

Source: Steer Davies Gleave and Cenex analysis

Italy’s NGV parc and sales are significantly higher than those of most other MS, as
can be seen when compared against the future uptake figures anticipated by the
scenarios.
Figure 4.54: 2015 Country NGV Penetration compared to Future Policy Driven
Scenarios to 2030 (Scenario A is very similar to Scenario B for NGVs and is
omitted for clarity)

Source: Steer Davies Gleave and Cenex analysis

The EU-wide average level of NGV parc penetration is 0.4% (NGVA Europe data,
2015), but this average is influenced significantly by Italy (2.2%) and Bulgaria
(1.5%). Omitting those countries gives an EU average level of NGV parc
penetration of under 0.1%. Uptake Scenarios B and D shown in the graph
therefore represent stretch – but not impossible – scenarios for the majority of MS
to 2020. Similar to EVs, scenarios for uptake to 2030 looks more challenging and
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uncertain, but the example of Italy shows that they would be achievable assuming
supporting policy and structures were in place.
LNG
The NGV parcs of the majority of MS are dominated by light duty vehicles which
are generally fuelled by gas main-connected CNG stations (according to NGVA
Europe there were 3,350 CNG stations in the EU in 2015). Some countries, such
as the UK, have virtually no light duty gas vehicles, but have instigated policies
and structures to promote the introduction of heavy duty gas vehicles fuelled by
imported LNG:
Figure 4.55: LNG vehicles in the EU in 2015 (NGVA Europe, 2015)

Source: Steer Davies Gleave and Cenex analysis

Because of this level of country differentiation, separate HGV scenarios were
developed for LNG-fuelled HGVs.
Hydrogen
For hydrogen current MS-level uptake values are effectively zero. The scenarios
for uptake to 2020 and 2030 are plotted below.
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Figure 4.56: FCEV penetration based on to Future Policy Driven Scenarios to
2030

Source: Steer Davies Gleave and Cenex analysis

The figure reveals that even in a high uptake scenario (Scenario D) FCEV uptake
may reach at most only around 0.1% of the parc by 2020 (assuming that sales
increase steadily from 2016). As such, FCEV uptake is effectively around ten years
behind that of EVs – an assumption supported by the technology roadmaps
discussed earlier.
Uptake Scenarios Differentiated by MS
To reflect the different levels of existing AF uptake across the various EU MS, a
projection for the individual uptake in each MS in 2020 and 2030 has been
calculated that preserves the country-level variation and satisfies the overall
average uptake as follows:


Proportion of 2020 MS vehicle parc = [Proportion of 2015 MS
uptake]+[appropriate 2020scenario Proportion of vehicle parc across EU] – [2015
average proportion of vehicle parc across EU]



Proportion of 2030 MS vehicle parc = [Proportion of 2020 MS
uptake]+[appropriate 2030scenario Proportion of vehicle parc across EU] – [2020
average proportion of vehicle parc across EU]



For hydrogen, there is effectively zero vehicle parc penetration at present and
therefore no differentiation across MS is applied. The proportion of hydrogen
vehicles in 2020 and 2030 is taken as the average value given in each scenario
from the E4Tech report.
Table 4.124 summarises the proportion of the vehicle parc for each alternative
fuel in 2015, 2020 and 2030 for each of the central and high scenarios.

Table 4.124: Electric vehicle uptake in 2015, and central and high uptake
scenarios for 2020 and 2030
MS

2015

2020 central

2020 high

BE
BG
CZ

0.15%
0.00%
0.00%

0.49%
0.35%
0.35%

3.15%
3.01%
3.01%
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2030
central
6.89%
6.74%
6.75%

2030 high
13.96%
13.82%
13.82%

MS

2015

2020 central

2020 high

DK
DE
EE
IE
EL
ES
FR
HR
IT
LV
LT
LU
HU
NL
AT
PL
PT
RO
SI
SK
FI
SE
UK

0.32%
0.11%
0.38%
0.06%
0.00%
0.02%
0.17%
0.00%
0.02%
0.01%
0.01%
0.20%
0.01%
1.10%
0.15%
0.00%
0.04%
0.00%
0.01%
0.01%
0.05%
0.35%
0.15%

0.67%
0.46%
0.73%
0.40%
0.35%
0.37%
0.52%
0.35%
0.36%
0.36%
0.36%
0.54%
0.36%
1.45%
0.49%
0.35%
0.39%
0.35%
0.35%
0.36%
0.40%
0.70%
0.50%

3.33%
3.12%
3.39%
3.06%
3.01%
3.02%
3.18%
3.01%
3.02%
3.02%
3.02%
3.20%
3.01%
4.10%
3.15%
3.01%
3.05%
3.01%
3.01%
3.02%
3.05%
3.36%
3.16%

2030
central
7.06%
6.86%
7.13%
6.80%
6.75%
6.76%
6.91%
6.74%
6.76%
6.75%
6.76%
6.94%
6.75%
7.84%
6.89%
6.75%
6.79%
6.74%
6.75%
6.76%
6.79%
7.10%
6.90%

2030 high
14.14%
13.93%
14.20%
13.87%
13.82%
13.84%
13.99%
13.82%
13.83%
13.83%
13.83%
14.01%
13.83%
14.92%
13.96%
13.82%
13.86%
13.82%
13.82%
13.83%
13.87%
14.17%
13.97%

Source: Steer Davies Gleave and Cenex analysis

Table 4.125: CNG vehicle uptake in 2015, and central and high uptake scenarios
for 2020 and 2030
MS
2015
2020 central
2020 high
2030
2030 high
central
BE
0.02%
0.41%
1.94%
1.69%
6.85%
BG
1.83%
2.22%
3.76%
3.51%
8.67%
CZ
0.14%
0.53%
2.07%
1.82%
6.98%
DK
0.00%
0.39%
1.93%
1.68%
6.84%
DE
0.20%
0.59%
2.13%
1.88%
7.04%
EE
0.05%
0.44%
1.98%
1.72%
6.88%
IE
0.00%
0.39%
1.93%
1.68%
6.83%
EL
0.02%
0.40%
1.94%
1.69%
6.85%
ES
0.01%
0.40%
1.94%
1.69%
6.85%
FR
0.04%
0.43%
1.96%
1.71%
6.87%
HR
0.02%
0.41%
1.95%
1.69%
6.85%
IT
2.16%
2.55%
4.09%
3.84%
9.00%
LV
0.00%
0.39%
1.93%
1.68%
6.84%
LT
0.02%
0.41%
1.95%
1.70%
6.85%
LU
0.07%
0.46%
1.99%
1.74%
6.90%
HU
0.15%
0.54%
2.07%
1.82%
6.98%
NL
0.09%
0.48%
2.01%
1.76%
6.92%
AT
0.16%
0.55%
2.09%
1.84%
7.00%
PL
0.02%
0.41%
1.94%
1.69%
6.85%
PT
0.01%
0.40%
1.94%
1.68%
6.84%
RO
0.00%
0.39%
1.93%
1.68%
6.83%
SI
0.00%
0.39%
1.93%
1.68%
6.84%
SK
0.07%
0.46%
1.99%
1.74%
6.90%
FI
0.05%
0.44%
1.97%
1.72%
6.88%
SE
0.92%
1.31%
2.85%
2.60%
7.76%
UK
0.00%
0.39%
1.93%
1.68%
6.84%
Source: Steer Davies Gleave and Cenex analysis
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Table 4.126: LNG vehicle uptake in 2015, and central and high uptake scenarios
for 2020 and 2030
MS

2015

2020 central

2020 high

BE
BG
CZ
DK
DE
EE
IE
EL
ES
FR
HR
IT
LV
LT
LU
HU
NL
AT
PL
PT
RO
SI
SK
FI
SE
UK

0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%

0.43%
0.43%
0.43%
0.43%
0.43%
0.43%
0.43%
0.43%
0.43%
0.43%
0.43%
0.43%
0.43%
0.43%
0.43%
0.43%
0.43%
0.43%
0.43%
0.43%
0.43%
0.43%
0.43%
0.43%
0.43%
0.43%

1.72%
1.72%
1.72%
1.72%
1.72%
1.72%
1.72%
1.72%
1.72%
1.72%
1.72%
1.72%
1.72%
1.72%
1.72%
1.72%
1.73%
1.72%
1.72%
1.72%
1.72%
1.72%
1.72%
1.72%
1.72%
1.72%

2030
central
0.54%
0.54%
0.54%
0.54%
0.54%
0.54%
0.54%
0.54%
0.54%
0.54%
0.54%
0.54%
0.54%
0.54%
0.54%
0.54%
0.54%
0.54%
0.54%
0.54%
0.54%
0.54%
0.54%
0.54%
0.54%
0.54%

2030 high
10.88%
10.88%
10.88%
10.88%
10.88%
10.88%
10.88%
10.88%
10.88%
10.88%
10.88%
10.88%
10.88%
10.88%
10.88%
10.88%
10.89%
10.88%
10.88%
10.88%
10.88%
10.88%
10.88%
10.88%
10.89%
10.89%

Source: Steer Davies Gleave and Cenex analysis

Table 4.127: Hydrogen vehicle uptake in 2015, and central and high uptake
scenarios for 2020 and 2030
MS

2015

2020 central

2020 high

BE
BG
CZ
DK
DE
EE
IE
EL
ES
FR
HR
IT
LV
LT
LU
HU
NL
AT
PL
PT

0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%

0.06%
0.06%
0.06%
0.06%
0.06%
0.06%
0.06%
0.06%
0.06%
0.06%
0.06%
0.06%
0.06%
0.06%
0.06%
0.06%
0.06%
0.06%
0.06%
0.06%

0.12%
0.12%
0.12%
0.12%
0.12%
0.12%
0.12%
0.12%
0.12%
0.12%
0.12%
0.12%
0.12%
0.12%
0.12%
0.12%
0.12%
0.12%
0.12%
0.12%
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2030
central
1.20%
1.20%
1.20%
1.20%
1.20%
1.20%
1.20%
1.20%
1.20%
1.20%
1.20%
1.20%
1.20%
1.20%
1.20%
1.20%
1.20%
1.20%
1.20%
1.20%

2030 high
2.41%
2.41%
2.41%
2.41%
2.41%
2.41%
2.41%
2.41%
2.41%
2.41%
2.41%
2.41%
2.41%
2.41%
2.41%
2.41%
2.41%
2.41%
2.41%
2.41%

MS

2015

2020 central

2020 high

RO
SI
SK
FI
SE
UK

0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%

0.06%
0.06%
0.06%
0.06%
0.06%
0.06%

0.12%
0.12%
0.12%
0.12%
0.12%
0.12%

2030
central
1.20%
1.20%
1.20%
1.20%
1.20%
1.20%

2030 high
2.41%
2.41%
2.41%
2.41%
2.41%
2.41%

Source: Steer Davies Gleave and Cenex analysis

With regard to all alternative fuels we emphasise again that there is very
significant uncertainty about both the speed of ramp-up in vehicle uptake and in
the level of uptake that may be achieved by 2020 and 2030. We recognise that
there are ambitious plans for increased rollout of vehicle models by the vehicle
manufacturers, continuing upgrading of battery technology (and vehicle range)
and also of charging speed/power, in addition to support from the EU and
individual MS regarding infrastructure rollout. The combined effect of these factors
could contribute to uptake levels materially different from those anticipated
currently, especially as diesel engines are increasingly seen with disfavour,
because of their local air quality issues. It is possible to envisage uptakes even
higher than the high scenario, if the above are combined with strong policy
support for alternative fuels.
The following section describes how these vehicle proportion scenarios are now
used to estimate the demand for alternative fuels on the TEN-T Core Network
corridors.
4.5.

Task D: Develop Alternative Fuel Infrastructure Location and
Capacity Scenarios

The estimation of the amount of alternative fuels purchased on the TEN-T
corridors has been based on three main assumptions. The first assumption is
related to the share of vehicles of each alternative fuel category in the total
vehicle-kms travelled on each section of the TEN-T corridors; the second one is
related to an estimation of average fuel efficiencies of vehicles of the different
alternative fuels. Together, these two assumptions are the basis for an estimation
of the total amount of alternative fuels consumed on each section of the TEN-T
corridors. The third assumption is related to the proportion of consumed
alternative fuels on the TEN-T corridors that is actually purchased at fuel stations
along the TEN-T corridors.
Regarding the first assumption, we have assumed that the shares of vehicle-kms
travelled by the different categories of alternative fuels vehicles on the TEN-T
corridors in one particular Member State is equal to the shares of these vehicle
categories in the total vehicle fleet of this Member State. This simplification has
been deemed necessary due to a lack of more disaggregated data. Certainly, this
would be a reasonable assumption for CNG, LNG, and hydrogen vehicles as with a
full network of stations in place, trips with vehicles of these three categories would
pose a similar level of convenience as with conventional fuel vehicles.
For electric vehicles, this assumption is more uncertain. Given the current EV fleet
(typified by shorter range vehicles) it may be overestimating the amount of
vehicle-kms travelled on the corridors as multiple stops would be necessary for
long-distance journeys even with an extensive station network in place – and
thereby the expected proportion of electric vehicles on long-distance journeys can
be expected to be smaller than the proportion of electric vehicles in the total fleet.
However, as manufacturers make longer range models more generally available,
driving behaviour similar to conventional fuelled vehicles may in fact continue.
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Fuel efficiencies of vehicles in the different alternative fuels categories have been
determined by either choosing a typical vehicle of each category (as for electric,
LNG, and hydrogen vehicles) and applying their fuel efficiencies to the whole
vehicle park, or calculating the average fuel efficiency of a series of vehicles (as
for CNG vehicles).
For all electric vehicles, we assumed fuel efficiencies to be equal to these of one of
the most popular electric vehicles in the EU, the Nissan Leaf, whose nominal
power consumption per 100km amounts to 18.6kWh24. This figure is based on the
EPA rating of the U.S. Department of Energy. We have used the U.S. approval
value as reference value as we understand that it is closer to the real-world
consumption rate than its European equivalent New European Driving Cycle
(NEDC), and what is reported in manufacturer’s technical specifications. Table
4.128 shows a comparison of different electric vehicle models available on the
market. It shows that more recent electric vehicle models, though at present less
frequent to be found in the car pool compared to Nissan Leaf and Tesla Model S,
show a trend to less power consumed per 100km travelled.
Table 4.128: Comparison of nominal power consumption for different electric
vehicle models
Market introduction
Power consumption
[kWh/100km]

Nissan Leaf
2010
18.6

Tesla S
2012
22.4

BMW i3
2014
16.8

VW e-Golf
2014
18.0

Source: U.S. Department of Energy

For the average fuel efficiencies of CNG vehicles we have used the average
nominal consumption of 19 middle class passenger cars based on data provided
by Erdgas Mobil25, which amounts to 4.0kg/100km, and uplifted that value by
25% to reach a more realistic real-world consumption rate. For hydrogen
passenger cars, consistent with what we used for electric vehicles, we used
consumption rates based on the U.S Department of Energy EPA rating, which is
reported as 0.94kg of hydrogen per 100km26.
For LNG trucks we assumed a consumption of 27.5kg/100km 27, based on data
from a LNG truck trial in France.
The fuel average efficiencies of vehicles of the different alternative fuels
categories are summarised in Table 4.129.
Table 4.129: Consumption of fuel across different vehicle and fuel types
Consumption per 100km
Passenger cars
Trucks

Electricity
[kWh]
18.6

CNG [kg]

LNG [kg]

5.0

Hydrogen
[kg]
0.94

27.5

Source: Steer Davies Gleave analysis

24

http://www.fueleconomy.gov/feg/Find.do?action=sbs&id=34918

25

https://www.erdgas-mobil.de/

26

https://www.fueleconomy.gov/feg/fcv_sbs.shtml

27

http://www.gastechnology.org/Training/Documents/LNG17-proceedings/7-3Charlotte_Hubert.pdf
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Regarding the proportion of alternative fuels purchased at fuel stations on the
TEN-T corridors, we used the segmentation of traffic into local and regional/longdistance trips to apply different proportions of alternative fuels purchased on the
corridors.
The rationale behind this differentiation is the total distance from origin to final
destination of local trips being more likely to be within the maximum range of all
alternative fuels vehicle categories and that therefore less charging/refuelling at
on-corridor fuel stations is necessary. Contrary, regional/long distance trips are by
definition over longer distances and are therefore more likely to require at least
one charging/refuelling session during the trip.
Accordingly, in our further analysis we assumed the share of electricity purchased
on the corridors for local traffic to be relatively low at 5%. This is due to the fact
that electric vehicles can often be charged at home or at the workplace,
particularly for commuting trips within short distances. We then assumed the
proportion of electricity purchased for regional/long-distance traffic to be
substantially higher than for local trips, at 25%.
Our assumption for regional/long-distance traffic is based on an estimation of the
average trip distance for return trips that used the European motorway network
(177km28, and the assumed average range of electric vehicles (130km). The
proportion of the length of the return trip that lies outside of the range amounts to
close to 25%.
For CNG vehicles we assumed the proportion of fuel purchased on the corridors to
amount to 10% for local traffic, being twice the proportion compared to electric
vehicles. This is mainly to the fact that CNG vehicles cannot, or cannot commonly,
be filled at home or at the work-place and hence more often need to be filled
along the journey.
For regional/long-distance traffic, we assumed the proportion of CNG fuel
purchased on the corridor to be 30%, which is slightly higher than for electric
vehicles. The reason for this proportion not being even higher is that the majority
(more than 95%29) of all trips in Europe cover distances below 100km, and hence
even most return trips are still within the maximum range of a CNG vehicle.
The proportions of alternative fuels purchased on the corridor by hydrogen
vehicles are higher compared to those of its electric and CNG counterparts. This
reflects the assumption that there will be less options to fill hydrogen due to the
substantial higher investment costs in station infrastructure. The respective
proportions amount to 12.5% for local trips and 35% for regional/long-distance
trips.
The proportions used in this study for the different alternative fuels passenger car
categories and types of trips are set out in the table below.
Table 4.130: Proportion of fuel purchased on-corridor by type of alternative fuel
for passenger cars

28

The average trip distance for return trips that used the European motorway network
has been calculated based on the respective UK data (DfT (2015) Strategic Road
Network Statistics) and the relative difference in the daily total trip length between
the UK and other EU Member States for which data was available (JRC (2012) Driving
and parking patterns of European car drivers -- - a mobility survey.).

29

ftp://ftp.jrc.es/users/transtools/public/Documentation/TTv25_Training/TRANSTOOLS%20v2.5%20-%20Passenger%20Demand%20Model.pdf
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Local trips
Regional/long-distance
trips

Electricity
5%
25%

CNG
10%
30%

Hydrogen
12.5%
35%

Source: Steer Davies Gleave analysis

For LNG trucks, we assumed that for local traffic vehicles will exclusively consume
fuel which has been filled at, or close to, the depot, and hence set this proportion
to zero. The respective proportion for regional/long-distance traffic has been set
to 30%; accounting for the large maximum range of these vehicles, and hence the
low necessity to fill the tanks with additional LNG on the corridor.
Table 4.131: Proportion of fuel purchased on-corridor by type of alternative fuel
for trucks
LNG
0%
30%

Local trips
Regional/long-distance trips
Source: Steer Davies Gleave analysis

4.6.

Summary

This section gives an overview of the main assumptions underlying Scenarios A
and B, and discusses the key uncertainties.
Table 4.132 summarises the assumptions underlying Scenario A. Key
uncertainties are related to fuel efficiencies of electric vehicles introduced into the
market in the future, and to the proportion of fuel purchased on the corridors by
vehicles of the different categories of alternative fuels.
With respect to published fuel efficiencies of electric vehicles (see Table 3.20
above) , those vehicles introduced into the market more recently appear to
perform better than the consumption of the vehicle assumed for this analysis
(Nissan Leaf). However, as shown by the example of the UK where the Nissan
Leaf had a market share of over 60% in the first half of 2015, the Nissan Leaf is
still one of the most popular models on the market. A trend to more fuel efficient
electric vehicles would affect demand for electricity at stations along the TEN-T
corridors negatively. On the other hand, improved battery capacities could enable
car manufactures to introduce larger cars in the electric vehicle segment, and
hence increase the average consumption across the electric car pool. In light of
these developments, we believe our assumption to be appropriate, but are aware
that this could need adjustment with new data becoming available and changing
the current picture.
With respect to the proportions of fuel purchased on the corridors, we have taken
reasonably conservative assumptions in light of the relatively small amount of
evidence available for vehicles of the different alternative fuels categories. In
particular, we believe that there are potential upsides in relation to the proportion
of regional/long-distance traffic for all alternative fuels categories. This is
particularly the case if alternative fuels on the corridors are offered without a price
premium compared to stations off the major road arterials.
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Table 4.132 : Summary of main assumptions underlying Scenario A
Assumption
Station locations
Maximum allowed
distance between
stations

Electricity
CNG
LNG
Hydrogen

Demand for fuel
at stations

Traffic on corridor
sections
Traffic growth on
corridors
Proportion of
alternative fuelled
vehicles in fleets
in each MS
Share of
electricity
purchased oncorridor
Share of CNG
purchased oncorridor

Share of LNG
purchased oncorridor
Share of hydrogen
purchased oncorridor

Fuel efficiencies

Passenger car local
traffic
Passenger car
regional/long-distance
traffic
Passenger car local
traffic
Passenger car
regional/long-distance
traffic
Truck local traffic
Truck regional/longdistance traffic
Passenger car local
traffic
Passenger car
regional/long-distance
traffic
Electric vehicles
CNG vehicles
LNG vehicles
Hydrogen vehicles

Specification
At existing conventional fuel stations
along the TEN-T corridor network, and,
where necessary, at greenfield sites
60 km
175 km
350 km
175 km
Based on traffic on corridor sections,
alternative fuels uptake in the different
Member States, share of fuel purchased
on corridor and fuel efficiencies.
Individual assumptions detailed in
following rows.
Based on 2010 Transtools v2.5 model.
Based on TEN-T Core Network Transport
Market Studies (CAGRs from 2010 -2030)
Based on E4Tech scenarios for 2020 and
2030.
Adjusted to account for existing variation
in uptake between MS in 2015.
5%
25%
10%
30%

0%
30%
12.5%
35%
18.6 kWh/100km
5.0 kg/100km
27.5 kg/100km
0.94 kg/100km

For the sake of completeness, Table 4.133 shows a brief summary of the
assumptions underlying Scenario B. Since utilisation at stations in Scenario B
mainly depends on alternative fuels vehicle uptake in the different Member States,
this also constitutes the main uncertainty in this scenario. However, we have
addressed this by accounting for different future levels (a high and low scenario)
of vehicle uptake in our analysis, as described in the section on vehicle uptake.
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Table 4.133: Summary of main assumptions underlying Scenario B
Assumption
Station locations
Demand for fuel
at stations

Specification
At urban nodes/core seaports along the
TEN-T core network
Based on current and projected vehicle
uptake in Member State in which
node/seaport is located
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5.

CASHFLOW ANALYSIS
5.1.

Overview

In this chapter we present the business model assumptions and corridor based
cashflow analysis for the TEN-T network:


We first, identify the typical capital infrastructure costs for each of the Alternative
Fuels infrastructure;



We then identify the typical operating costs and revenues associated with
different Alternative Fuels business models;



We review existing Alternative Fuels infrastructure business models and their cost,
revenue and funding arrangements including any complimentary products;



We present an overview of the design and functionality of our cashflow model;
and



Finally, we present the results of our financial analysis of different TEN-T
infrastructure scenarios under alternative business case strategies, using both a
conventional fuels network and a high use network based on nodes and centres of
population.
5.2.

Task E: Identify Alternative Fuels Infrastructure Capital Costs

In this section we describe the capital costs associated with developing new
alternative fuel stations, adding alternative fuel capability to existing service
stations and with adding or renewing capacity for existing alternative fuel stations.
The costs listed below are based on discussion with stakeholders and a literature
review. We have presented a range of costs where this is suggested by our
sources, and broken down the costs to explain what is driving this difference. We
also present a ‘central’ estimate which is the value we take forward for use in the
cashflow modelling presented later in this chapter.
The costs we present for LNG and Hydrogen have less disaggregation and fewer
sources than those for Electric Vehicles and CNG. This is because these fuels are
at an earlier stage of development and have been implemented in fewer projects.
As a result, there is a greater level of uncertainty surrounding these figures.
All costs are presented in 2015 prices.
EV costs
EV charging stations have two significant capital costs in addition to civil costs.
These are the costs of the chargers and installing them, and the costs of
connecting to and upgrading the electricity network to provide sufficient power to
the station. We note our thanks to a number of charging station operators that
provided information on capital and operating costs. This information is provided
on an anonymised basis in the sections below.
Chargers
For the purpose of this study we assume that all new charging infrastructure on
the TEN-T network will be provided by a form of rapid charger. In particular, we
assume that operators will install interoperable chargers that have the highest
level of power that is commonly available. This is in line with most current
practice, and has the benefit of improving the customer experience by reducing
charging time as well as allowing a higher throughput. Interoperability allows
access to the whole market, and reduces consumer concern and confusion – and
in the long term a fully interoperable solution is likely to be essential to encourage
widespread takeup. The only current exception to this approach at strategic road
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network charging stations is Tesla, who follow a very different model (see
description of business model below).
Currently the most powerful commonly available interoperable chargers are
50kW30, and it is likely that the charging offer will continue to evolve in the future.
The future relationship between higher power charging, battery capacity and
charge time is uncertain; but it is likely that higher power/faster charging will be
able to command premium prices. A range of charger costs from different sources
are shown in the table below. These are broadly consistent with each other and
suggest a figure of around €30,000 for a 50kW inter-operable charger. In our
analysis we examine the case for 50kW chargers only.
Table 5.1: EV Charger Capex Costs
Item
50kW Charger

Notes
Tri-standard charger
(CHAdeMO/COMBO/AC
quick charger)

50kW Charger

Value
€25,000 - €30,000

€20,000 - €35,000

50kW Charger
50kW Charger

Tri-standard charger

€32,000
€31,500

50kW Charger

Tri-standard charger

€40,000

100kW Charger

Tri-standard charger

€60,000

Central assumption

Source
Confidential
vehicle
manufacturer
interview31
UK EVSE
Association
Report32
CES Report US33
Cenex
(confidential
industry
quote)34
Confidential
operator
interview35
Confidential
operator
interview

50kW: €30,000
100kW: €60,000

Source: Steer Davies Gleave analysis, source data referenced in fourth column of table

In addition to the cost of the charger hardware, there will be a smaller cost of
installation. This is likely to be around €5,000 per charger (Confidential operator
interview; and confidential industry quote provided by Cenex).
The costs listed are for a single charger. The number of chargers required per
station is dependent on the demand for charging, the profile of demand across the

30

Noting that not all connection types and receiving cars will be able to utilise this full
power.

31

Consultation with manufacturer through stakeholder engagement process

32

Making the right connections: General procurement guidance for electric vehicle charge
points, UK EVSE 2015

33

Business models for financially sustainable EV charging networks, C2ES, 2015

34

Cenex estimate provided by chargepoint supplier

35

Confidential operator consultation
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day, and the speed of charging. The demand for charging is discussed in Chapter
4.
The profile of demand throughout the day is centred on the peak AM and PM
commuting periods, according to discussions with EV charger operators. Assuming
that this is in line with traffic profiles, it means that peak hour charger demand
will be around twice the average demand. It is also necessary to take account of
the time between charging sessions, and of the fact that not all charging sessions
will use the full power of the charger.
Power Supply
An EV charging station requires a power supply to its chargers, which will incur a
capital cost. If there is sufficient power in the local network, this will be the
relatively low cost of connecting to that network. If a higher number of chargers
are installed, it will be necessary to install a sub-station and associated
connections to provide the necessary power. This has a much higher capital cost.
We note that consideration of the provision of necessary capacity on the electricity
supply grid is beyond the scope of this study – but remains a key challenge that
would need to be addressed with widespread takeup of EVs.
The initial connection charge will vary between Member States, and is in some
cases will be set by the State. Where it is not fixed it will vary according to the
location of installation. Some examples of the cost of connection per station are
shown below:
Table 5.2: Connection to Grid Costs – no capacity improvements
Item
Basic
connection to
Grid
Basic
connection to
Grid

Notes
UK

Value
€5,000 - €10,000

Denmark, Urban
locations

€65 / Amp (e.g. €6,500 for
two chargers)

Basic
Connection to
Grid
Central
assumption

UK

€13,000

Source
Confidential vehicle
manufacturer
interview
Business Case for
EV Charging
on the Motorway
Network in
Denmark
(Literature)36
Cenex (proposal to
UK local council)37

Brownfield site: €10,000
Greenfield site: €5,000

Source: Steer Davies Gleave analysis, source data referenced in fourth column of table

The cost of connection is likely to vary depending on location, in particular,
whether the chargers are installed at brownfield site or Greenfield site. Due to the
increased disruption at a brownfield site, costs are expected to be higher at a
brownfield site which is reflected in our central assumption for connection charge.
Depending on the location, the local electricity network will have up to a few
hundred kVA of spare capacity. This could vary significantly at existing service
station locations, with some newer sites built with significant spare capacity,

36

37

Business Case for EV Charging on the Motorway Network in Denmark, Victor Hug,
2014
Cenex estimate provided by UK Distribution Network operator7
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enough for several chargers, whilst some may not have enough for two. If the
chargers installed at a site require a greater amount of electricity capacity than is
currently available, an upgrade to the local network will be required. This will
involve a new substation and high voltage connections to and from this. The cost
of this will vary according to the power of the sub-station and the nature of the
site. Estimates for this cost are shown below.
Table 5.3: Network Upgrade Grid Connection Costs
Item
300 kVA
connection
800 kVA
connection
1000 kVA
connection
Central
assumption

Notes
Upgrading existing
substation
New substation

Value
€85,000

New transformer
and connection
1000 kVA
upgrade

€335,000

€675,000

Source
Cenex (proposal to UK local
council)
Cenex (proposal to UK local
council)
Confidential operator interview

€335,000

Source: Steer Davies Gleave analysis, source data referenced in fourth column of table

These costs are a significant proportion of an EV station capital costs and impact
the business case of EV charging stations, but there is, as yet, incomplete
evidence as to the cost. Rapid charging stations built on the motorway network so
far have relied on existing capacity, and future development is likely to start with
these ‘quick-win’ sites where sufficient capacity is available. However, this will not
be sufficient when there is wider uptake of EVs, leading to a significant step
change in capital costs.
For the purpose of our cashflow modelling, we have assumed that all sites will be
able to power 2 rapid chargers (50 kW) with a basic grid connection. Then, at
some point as additional charges are needed between a requirement of 100kW
and 400kW an upgrade to the electricity network will be required. We have used
the €335,000 estimate costs figure as this is taken from a proposal most similar
to implementation in the TEN-T network.
Civil Costs
Civil engineering costs will be incurred at new EV stations. These will be vary
depending on whether the site is brownfield or greenfield and on the approach
taken by the operator of the station. For instance, if the operator’s approach is to
build a separate, designated charging area with a canopy the civil and additional
station infrastructure costs will be far greater than if the operator’s approach is to
add chargers to several existing parking spaces at the services at a brownfield site
and build minimal infrastructure at a greenfield site.
Given the low demand envisaged at the charging infrastructure in the initial years
we have assumed operators of the chargers will seek a cost efficient approach to
installing the EV infrastructure. At a brownfield site, we have assumed operators
will install the charging infrastructure at existing car parking spaces and
infrastructure will be minimal at a greenfield site consisting of a simple access
road and parking area with EV chargers.
Note, if the alternative approach was assumed, where operators invest in a
separate, designated charging area with additional infrastructure such as a
canopy, the civil costs would increase circa fivefold at a brownfield site and circa
twofold at a greenfield site.
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Table 5.4 : The table below outlines the civil costs assumed for a greenfield and
brownfield EV station.
Item
Professional Fees for
surveying and permits

Signage
Management
Access Road
Earthworks, Fencing,
Surfacing, Drainage,
Other Works
Central assumption
(total of above)

Brownfield
€ 27,000

Greenfield
€ 60,000

€ 18,000
€ 13,000
n/a

€ 18,000
€ 13,000
€ 50,000

n/a

€ 100,000

€ 58,000

€ 241,000

Source
Brownfield: Confidential
operator interview
Greenfield: Commercial
experience from an industry
expert38
Confidential operator interview
Confidential operator interview
Commercial experience from
an industry expert
Commercial experience from
an industry expert

Source: Steer Davies Gleave analysis, source data referenced in fourth column of table

In addition to the civil costs per station outlined above there are additional civil
costs incurred on a per charger basis for resurfacing the parking space when a
charger is installed. This cost is €3,000 for greenfield and brownfield sites
(Source: Business Case for EV Charging on the Motorway Network in Denmark).
Costs not Included
The cost of land has not been included as a capital cost. It is assumed that land in
existing fuel stations will be granted by the owner and that land alongside
strategic roads for new sites will be granted by the State as part of a concession
to run the fuelling station. This is the model used by the Dutch government
illustrated by the Fastned sites in the Netherlands.
Another cost that has not been included is the communications, marketing and
website costs that would be associated with a new entrant or with an existing firm
launching a new product (i.e. provision of a new type of fuel). The Confidential
operator proposal we have seen allocates €210,000 to these costs, and the cost
would be greater for a firm totally new to the market.
Note, the costs detailed above have also not been included in the cost estimates
for CNG, LNG and Hydrogen stations.
Total Station Capital and Non Operating Costs
Using the figures above, we can estimate the total capital cost of a brownfield and
greenfield EV station. Due to the significance of the electricity supply we show two
examples: firstly an initial station with two 50kW chargers, civils but just a basic
grid connection; and secondly a mature station with four 50kW chargers, four
100kW chargers and an upgraded electricity supply.
Table 5.5: Total EV charging station capital costs
Item
Civils
50kW chargers
100kW chargers

38

Initial Stage Site
€64,000
€60,000 (for two)
-

Mature Site
€82,000
€120,000 (for four)
€240,000 (for four)

Commercial experience from an industry expert. Figures are from recent technical due
diligence work on an Italian petrol station.
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Item
Charger installation
Grid connection
Brownfield total
Access roads
Earthworks, Fencing, Surfacing,
Drainage, Other Works
Additional professional fees
Grid Connection (cost saving)
Greenfield total

Initial Stage Site
€10,000 (for two)
€10,000
€144,000
€50,000
€100,000

Mature Site
€40,000 (for eight)
€345,000
€827,000
€50,000
€100,000

€33,000
-€5,000
€322,000

€33,000
-€5,000
€1,005,000

Source: Summary of data provided in Table 4.1 – Table 4.4.

The total cost for the initial stage brownfield site is €144,000. The costs will rise if
the station is on new land, and as the capacity of the station increases.
CNG costs
A CNG station will have capital costs relating to connection to the gas grid,
storage and compression of the gas, and pump hardware to transfer the gas into
cars and civil works.
Gas Provision and Storage Costs
The breakdown of capital costs for an existing 3000kg station in Italy is shown in
the table below:
Table 5.6: CNG itemised costs
Item
Compressor

Value
€180,000

Storage

€25,000

Piping and fittings

€20,000

Dispensers

€60,000

Total

€285,000

Source
European Business
Conference Study: Italy39
European Business
Conference Study: Italy
European Business
Conference Study: Italy
European Business
Conference Study: Italy
European Business
Conference Study: Italy

Source: Steer Davies Gleave analysis data sources quoted in the third column

This is broadly consistent with total capital costs for CNG stations reported in the
literature. The table below shows capital gas equipment costs for different sizes of
station. These can be seen to increase broadly in proportion to capacity. This
means that there will not be significant additional cost to extending a station in
stages, rather than building a mature station initially.
Table 5.7: Gas equipment capital costs for different sizes of CNG station
Item
1000 kg/day
2000 kg/day

Value
€270,000
€340,000

Source
Report for LowCVP40
Report for LowCVP

39

Legal and Regulatory Environment for the Construction and Operation of CNG Filling
Stations in European Countries, European Business Conference Study, 2012

40

Biomethane for Transport- HGV cost modelling; Prepared for LowCVP by TTR; October
2011
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Item
5000 kg/day
10000 kg/day

Value
€370,000
€940,000

Source
Report for LowCVP
Report for LowCVP

Source: Steer Davies Gleave analysis data sources quoted in the third column

The cost of gas pipeline is between €300 and €600 per metre 41, leading to
significant cost if a long connection is required. We have assumed brownfield sites
will be already served by a gas supply and greenfield sites we be chosen based on
a close proximity to a gas supply as the operator will seek to minimise upfront
capital costs.
Civil Costs
As with EV stations we have assumed the operator will seek to reduce upfront
capital costs due to the low initial demand and therefore will integrate the CNG
infrastructure at brownfield sites, reducing civil costs, while greenfield sites will
have minimal station infrastructure.
Table 5.8: Civil costs for a CNG station
Item
Signage

Brownfield
€18,000

Greenfield
€18,000

Management

€13,000

€13,000

Planning costs, connection to
close proximity gas main,
utilities and other civils
Access Road

€80,000

€80,000

n/a

€50,000

Earthworks, Fencing, Surfacing,
Drainage, Other Works
Central assumption
(total of above)

n/a

€100,000

€111,000

€261,000

Source
Confidential operator
interview
Confidential operator
interview
Report for LowCVP
Commercial experience
from an industry expert
Commercial experience
from an industry expert

Source: Steer Davies Gleave analysis data sources quoted in the third column

The management and signage costs for a CNG station and an EV station are
comparable and therefore have been estimated to be the same.
Total Station Cost
The total gas-specific costs in Table 5.7 is €270,000 for a 1000kg per day station.
If this is added to the civil costs shown in Table 4.8 this gives a total cost for a
brownfield site of €381,000 or for a greenfield site of €531,000. This cost will rise
with the capacity of the station, with an additional 1000kg per day costing circa
€90,000 based on the additional civil and capital costs from ‘Report for LowCVP’.
This assumes that there is a nearby gas main connection. If not, the costs will rise
significantly. For example, connection to a network one kilometre away could
double the cost of a station, costing between €300,000 and €600,000.
LNG costs
LNG infrastructure is less widespread than CNG, meaning there is a lessestablished cost base. The capital costs will be made up of similar components,
starting with civil costs that are common across fuelling stations, with the addition

41

State of the Art on Alternative Fuels Transport Systems; DG Move - Expert group on
future transport fuels; July 2015
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of specific costs for the storage and dispensing of the fuel. The LNG would arrive
by tanker, so does not require a grid connection, and is already compressed
meaning that there are lower capital costs, but will be higher operating costs.
Table 5.9: Gas equipment capital costs for different sizes of LNG station
Item
1000 kg/day
2000 kg/day
5000 kg/day
10000 kg/day

Value
€120,000
€250,000
€350,000
€470,000

Source
Report for
Report for
Report for
Report for

LowCVP
LowCVP
LowCVP
LowCVP

Source: Steer Davies Gleave analysis, source reported in third column of table

There have also been TEN-T funded trials which give an indication of station costs,
although we do not have a full breakdown of project expenditure. Gasrec, in the
UK, were part funded for a project of total cost €16,000,000 that involved building
six stations; whilst a study involving a trial station in Veurne (Belgium) had a
project cost of €1,000,000 and a similar project to develop ten LNG stations in the
UK and the Netherlands –by ENN Clean Energy - has a cost of €10,000,00042. A
project to implement the first five LCNG (Liquefied and Compressed natural gas)
stations in Hungary cost €17,000,000.
The differences between these projects is partly driven by the quality of service
provision. The Gasrec stations resemble conventional fuel stations with canopy
and multiple dispensing points whilst the ENN stations resemble a shipping
container with a single user-interface at one end. Therefore the actual costs for a
full LNG station appear to be higher than those in the literature, though they will
be inflated as they are trial projects. As the industry becomes mature, station
costs may fall to the levels indicated, but there is a high level of uncertainty
around capital costs in this developing market.
Civil Costs
The civil costs for LNG station are based on the same assumptions as the CNG
station and only differ for the item ‘Planning costs, connection to close proximity
gas main, utilities and other civils’ in Table 5.8 as no connection to the gas main is
required and as gas does not need to be compressed on site, reducing the overall
civils required. For a LNG station this civil cost reduces to €30,000 bringing the
total civil costs for a brownfield and greenfield LNG station to €61,000 and
€211,000, respectively.
Total Station Cost
As shown in Table 5.9, the costs for a 2000kg per day LNG station is €250,000.
Including the civil costs given in paragraph 4.39, gives the total cost for a
brownfield LNG station as €311,000 and €461,000 for a greenfield site. This cost
will rise with the capacity of the station, with an additional 3000kg per day costing
circa €210,000.
Hydrogen costs
Hydrogen is at an early stage of development meaning there is a high level of
uncertainty around its capital costs. Existing hydrogen stations tend to be part of
trial projects dispensing low volumes, usually to a commercial user market.

42

European Commission provided Trans-European Transport Networks (TEN-T) Project
Summaries, Annex 3
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Furthermore, if hydrogen stations were to be deployed on a larger scale, the
capital costs for hydrogen would reduce over time.
Table 5.10 and Table 5.11 outline the capital costs of hydrogen stations from
literature and pilot projects.
Table 5.10: Hydrogen Station Implementation Costs – Funded projects and
Literature
Item
Hydrogen station in 2014

Value
€1,600,000-€2,500,000

Hydrogen station in 2020

€600,000 - €1,600,000

100kg/day Hydrogen Station
1,000kg/day Hydrogen Station
600kg/day Hydrogen Station

€562,500
€1,687,500
€2,317,500

Source
European Expert Group on
Future Transport Fuels
(2011)43
European Expert Group on
Future Transport Fuels
(2011)
Fraunhofer ISE (2013)44
Fraunhofer ISE (2013)
Department of Energy
Fuel Cell Technologies
Program Annual Merit
Review USA (2012)45

Source: Steer Davies Gleave analysis, documented source in third column of table

Table 5.11: Hydrogen Station Implementation Costs – CEF Funded projects
Project

Notes

Connecting
Hydrogen
Refuelling Stations
(COHRS) (2014EU-TM-0318-S)
HIT (2011-EU92130-S)
HIT 2 (2013-EU92077-S)

Total cost will
also include
significant
study costs
Again will
include study
costs

Project Cost

Stations

€26,000,000

20

Cost per
Station
€1,300,000

€7,000,000

3

€2,300,000

€6,800,000

6

€1,100,000

Source: Steer Davies Gleave analysis, documented source in third column of table

Aside from the funded projects given above, there are several initiatives within
European countries that are aiming to facilitate and invest in the deployment of
hydrogen station infrastructure. For instance, the public-private sector initiative in
Germany H2 Mobility DE are targeting 400 hydrogen stations by 2023 for a total
investment of circa €400m therefore estimating circa €1m per hydrogen station.
Another public-private sector initiative in the UK, H2 Mobility UK envisages
building 65 small-sized hydrogen stations by 2020 for €84m (£62m) which
equates to €1.3m per hydrogen station.
43

European Expert Group on Future Transport Fuels (2011) Infrastructure for Alternative
Fuels, Report of the European Expert Group on Future Transport Fuels, December
2011

44

Wasserstoff-Infrastruktur Für Eine Nachhaltige Mobilität; e-mobil BW GmbH –
Landesagentur für Elektromobilität und Brennstoffzellentechnologie; March 2013

45

Hydrogen Refueling Infrastructure
Laboratory; May 2012

Cost

Analysis;
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National

Renewable

Energy

Civil Costs
The civil costs for hydrogen station are based on the assumption that the operator
will attempt to minimise costs given the initial low demand. Therefore, only minor
civil costs are required for a hydrogen station at a brownfield site equating to
€58,000 while at a greenfield site the civils total €241,000 due to the construction
of an access road and additional earthworks, surfacing and drainage. However
given the significant capital costs required for hydrogen station the civil costs have
only a marginal impact on the business case of hydrogen station deployment.
Total Station Cost
Based on the literature, CEF funded projects and hydrogen deployment initiates
within European the capital cost for a hydrogen station has been estimated as
€1m for a 100kg station which gives €1.06m for a brownfield site and €1.24m for
a greenfield site once civils are included.
The literature forecasts a reduction in capital costs in future years as the
deployment of hydrogen infrastructure increases. We have therefore included a
5% cost saving in the capital costs of a hydrogen station for the first five years of
deployment.
5.3.

Task F: Identify Infrastructure Operating Costs and Revenues

In this section the operating costs and revenues associated with the deployment
of alternative fuel infrastructure are outlined. The costs and revenues given below
are based on discussion with stakeholders, a literature review and Steer Davies
Gleave analysis.
All costs are presented in 2015 prices.
Non-Fuel Operating Costs
There are a number of categories of operating costs related to a new fuel station,
or adding an alternative fuelling point, that are applicable regardless of the type of
fuel.
These are given in Table 5.12.
Table 5.12: Common Operating Costs Across All Fuel Types
Item
Utilities

Staff
Head-office costs

46

Assumptions
Commercial experience 46suggests utility bills of €15,000 for a
small petrol station. Excluding the additional utilities cost for the
fuel of an alternative fuel station the utilities costs for a new
station will be similar to a traditional petrol station. At a brownfield
site, the alternative fuel infrastructure will be incorporated into the
existing services area and therefore no additional utility costs will
be incurred.
Brownfield: €nil
Greenfield: €15,000
The alternative fuel stations will require no additional staff at a
brownfield site and will be unmanned at a greenfield site.
Therefore, no staff costs are incurred.
These will vary depending on the type of business run. A business

Commercial experience from an industry expert. Figures are from recent technical due
diligence work on an Italian petrol station.
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Item

Operational Costs

Assumptions
that invests in marketing and branding will have higher costs. For
instance, one operator interviewed had an average head office
cost of €35,000 per station in 2014. However, for the cashflow
analysis we have assumed operators will not invest in branding and
marketing and that the head office costs will be able to be included
in the current operations of the business.
This includes insurance, administration expenses, cleaning etc.
Commercial experience suggests operational costs of a new station
would cost €10,000 per year. At a brownfield site these operational
requirements will be covered by the current operations of the
services.
Brownfield: €nil
Greenfield: €10,000

Source Steer Davies Gleave analysis and commercial experience from an industry expert

EV specific operating costs
The additional operating costs incurred at an EV station consist of the
maintenance and warranty of the charging infrastructure, which are based on a
per charger basis, and the billing and supporting IT system. The operating costs
for these components are given below.
Table 5.13: EV specific annual operating costs
Item
Charge point payment system
(for a large company)
50 kW charger maintenance
(per charger)
50 kW charger warranty (per
charger)

Value
€15,000

Source
E-Clearing website47

€2,000

German National Platform
for Electric Mobility48
Cenex (proposal to UK
local council)

€2,000

Source: Steer Davies Gleave analysis, documented source in third column of table

Given higher power chargers (e.g. 100kW) are in the early stage of development,
operating costs information on these is very limited. The operating costs for
higher power chargers has therefore been assumed to increase in line with the
capital cost increase.
CNG specific operating costs
CNG stations will have additional operating costs for the warranty and
maintenance of the infrastructure along with additional operational costs to
compress natural gas.
These components of operating costs are dependent on the capacity of the CNG
station and will increase in line with capacity upgrades to the station. Literature
specifies these additional annual operating costs will total €38,000 per annum for
a 1000kg CNG station49.
LNG specific operating costs

47

https://e-clearing.net/

48

Progress Report 2014 –Review of Pre-Market Phase; German National Platform for
Electric Mobility; December 2014

49

Biomethane for Transport- HGV cost modelling; Prepared for LowCVP by TTR; October
2011
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LNG will have additional operating costs for the warranty and maintenance of
infrastructure, such as, cryogenic pump and ancillary equipment servicing and
emergency breakdown cover.
As with CNG, these components of operating costs are dependent on the capacity
of the LNG station and will increase in line with capacity upgrades to the station.
Literature specifies these additional annual operating costs will total €24,500 per
annum for a 2000kg LNG station.
Hydrogen specific operating costs
As mentioned above, hydrogen stations are in an early stage of deployment with
most schemes consisting of test pilot projects. The operating costs for a more
established hydrogen network is uncertain. Discussion with stakeholders suggest
that maintenance costs for technical equipment at a hydrogen station is around
5% of the capital cost per annum.
Fuel Costs, Revenues and Margins
In this section we consider the revenue achieved from fuel sales and the costs
that are directly associated with these: the wholesale cost of the fuel and any
additional distribution costs paid by the operator. The difference between these is
the margin. It is this figure that is significant for modelling the profile of revenue
against capital costs and fixed operating costs.
Validation
As we show later in this section, there is a broad range of margins currently
achieved for electric fast charging and CNG sales, and a range of estimates of
margins that will be able to be achieved for LNG and Hydrogen. The difference
between the high and low end of these margins can materially alter the business
case for fuelling infrastructure.
For this reason we validated the assumed margins used in our modelling. We did
this using the Best Case of the Nodes Model (see Task I). This case shows
utilisation of a small charging/fuelling station ramping-up to full utilisation50 over
three years. This represents what the business case for a small station might be in
a mature market.
We validated our margins by checking that they showed this model to be
commercially viable. We defined commercially viable as having a discounted
payback period of eight years.
The margins used as a result of this validation are shown in Table 5.15, and the
specific process of determining the assumption for each fuel is described in the
following sections.
Table 5.14: Modelled fuel costs, revenues and margins
(€)

Electricity (per kwh)
CNG (per kg)

50

Wholesale
cost,
including
distribution
0.09
0.54

Margin

Operator
Revenue
0.12
0.30

Consumer
Price*
0.21
0.84

0.25
1.13

By ‘full utilisation’ we mean full utilisation at peak demand, having accounted for the
spread of demand through the day and applied a small safety buffer
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LNG (per kg)
Hydrogen (per kg)

0.86
4.00

0.11
4.00

0.97
8.00

1.28
9.60

* Consumer price assumes 20% sales tax for all fuels and €0.10 excise duty for natural gas. These are
representative and vary across Member States.
Source: Steer Davies Gleave analysis

Electricity
The cost of electricity to commercial users for medium sized businesses is set out
in Table 5.15. This is likely to be the cost paid by an EV station operator without
any special incentive scheme.
Table 5.15: Commercial and Domestic electricity price (2015)
Member State
Belgium
Bulgaria
Czech Republic
Denmark
Germany
Estonia
Ireland
Greece
Spain
France
Croatia
Italy
Cyprus
Latvia
Lithuania
Luxembourg
Hungary
Malta
Netherlands
Austria
Poland
Portugal
Romania
Slovenia
Slovakia
Finland
Sweden
United Kingdom
EU 28 Average

Commercial Price
(€/kWh)
0.09
0.07
0.08
0.06
0.08
0.08
0.13
0.10
0.11
0.08
0.09
0.09
0.13
0.09
0.08
0.08
0.08
0.16
0.07
0.07
0.08
0.10
0.07
0.07
0.11
0.06
0.06
0.14
0.09

Domestic price
(€/kWh)
0.21
0.09
0.13
0.31
0.30
0.13
0.24
0.18
0.23
0.16
0.13
0.25
0.20
0.16
0.13
0.18
0.11
0.13
0.20
0.20
0.14
0.23
0.13
0.16
0.15
0.16
0.19
0.21
0.21

Margin (€/kWh)
0.12
0.03
0.05
0.25
0.21
0.05
0.11
0.07
0.12
0.09
0.04
0.15
0.06
0.07
0.04
0.09
0.03
-0.03
0.12
0.13
0.06
0.13
0.06
0.09
0.04
0.09
0.12
0.07
0.12

Source: Eurostat

The customer price of fast charging is currently uncertain. Currently many
operators are not charging anything during an introductory period. The range of
charges is shown in Table 5.16. One indicator of the price in a stable, competitive
market is the price of domestic electricity. This will be the cost to the consumer of
slow charging at home. Table 5.16 shows this price and the margin of this above
the commercial price. In Denmark and Germany it is above €0.20 but in many
states, such as France or Finland, it is below €0.10.
It is likely that consumers will accept some premium for the convenience of fast
charging but, as yet, there is little evidence of what this is. The prices of Fastned
and Clever indicate this might be significant, but also show this is a developing not
yet competitive market, where there is not a commonly accepted price range.
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Table 5.16: Example fast charging tariffs (current in Q1 2016)
Company

Tariff (per
kWh)

Fastned (average
revenue per kWh)51

€0.36

Ecotricity52

Free [updated
in Q3 2016 to
£6.00 / hr
(equivalent to
€0.28/kwH
for charging a
30kwH Nissan
Leaf)]

Tank und Rast
Clever (no-subscription
rate)

€0.74 (kr.
5.50)

Member State

Netherlands

Local
commercial
price (€ per
kWh)
0.07

Local
domestic
price (€ per
kWh)
0.20

0.14

0.21

Germany
0.06

0.08
0.31

UK

Free
Denmark

Allego GmbH operates a different charging structure, with varying rates across chargers,
and charging per minute (€0.30 - €0.39) plus a connection cost (€0.50 - €2.95)53. This
equates to around €0.50 to €0.70 per kWh.
(Germany, Netherlands, Denmark)
Fortum (Denmark) also charge per minute. €0.33 per minute at a 43kWh charger is
equivalent to €0.45 per kWh
Source: Steer Davies Gleave analysis

In the medium term, the margin achievable on fast charging is highly uncertain,
and is dependent on the regulatory and tax structure, the competitive state of the
market, and consumer preferences which are yet to be fully revealed. A low end
estimate is the average difference between commercial and domestic electricity
prices: €0.12 per kWh. A high end estimate is the margin currently achieved by
Clever or Allego: €0.50 per kWh, once sales tax has been excluded.
We used the lower end of the range, €0.12 per kWh, as the starting point for our
validation. This showed a discounted payback within eight years so we have used
that margin throughout our modelling. It may be that, in the short term, higher
margins could be achieved.
CNG
There is an established market for CNG in several Member States which allows us
to examine the cost, revenue and margin available to retailers of the fuel.

51

Fastned Annual Report

52

Clever
website
shop
(as
https://shop.clever.dk/package.aspx?id=10214

53

of

19

Feb

2016),

Allego Gmbh website (as of 19 Feb 2016), https://www.allego.eu/e-driver/electrictransport/costs/
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In Table 5.17 we show the pump cost of CNG, the wholesale cost of natural gas,
and the excise duty and VAT. From this we calculate the revenue received by the
retailer and therefore the margin. We show figures for the six Member States with
more than one hundred fuelling stations.
Table 5.17: CNG cost, revenue, duties and margins across Member States (as of
Q1 2016)
Member State

Austria
Bulgaria
Germany
Italy
Netherlands
Sweden

Pump
Price54

VAT55

Excise
(€/kg)56

Retailer
revenue
(€/kg)

1.05
0.92
1.09
0.98
1.05
1.38

20%
20%
19%
22%
21%
25%

0.09
0.02
0.21
0.00
0.25
0.34

0.75
0.71
0.68
0.76
0.58
0.69

Wholesale
natural
gas
(€/kg)57
0.46
0.46
0.53
0.49
0.41
0.54

Implied
margin
(€/kg)
0.29
0.25
0.14
0.27
0.18
0.15

Source: Steer Davies Gleave analysis and CNGprices.com

The pump cost is taken from a mid-range estimate of prices at all stations in the
Member State, taken from CNGprices.com. This showed a significant range of
prices within a Member State, with prices €0.10 higher or lower than mid-range
estimate. This shows that the market is not as price competitive as the
conventional fuel market, and that margin will change dependent on location.
It can also be seen that the excise rate varies significantly between countries,
which in turn has an effect on the pump price and the competitiveness relative to
other fuels. Italy, which has the highest number of CNG stations has the lowest
excise duty. Directive 2003/96/EC states a minimum excise duty of €2.6 per
gigajoule, which translates to €0.14 per kilogram58.
In our validation process we found that the upper end of the range of implied
margins, €0.30 per kg gave a small CNG station a discounted payback period of
eight years. We have then used this value throughout our modelling.
We understand that some CNG stakeholders have suggested that a business case
for a wider rollout of CNG infrastructure already exists in the EU (utilising
partnerships between vehicle manufacturers, fleet operators and infrastructure
providers).
LNG
The pump price for LNG is likely to be similar to that for CNG as it can be derived
from the same base product and has similar fuel efficiency for users. For example,

54

CNGprices.com; http://www.cngprices.com/station_map.php; (as of 19 Feb 2016)

55

Excise duty tables - Part II Energy Products and Electricity; European Commission;
January 2016

56

Ibid.

57

Gas prices by type of user (ten00118); Eurostat; data for 2015;

58

Assumed 1GJ of natural gas is equivalent to 18.59kg based on Tax Information Sheet:
Conversion Factors for Fuel; British Colombia Ministry of Finance; May 2013;
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in 2014, the cost of CNG (excluding VAT) from public access third party sites
ranged from 75p/kg to £1.05/kg whilst LNG ranged from 88p/kg to £1.06/kg59.
The wholesale cost of LNG is higher than CNG as it has already been
compressed/liquefied and, as it is distributed by tanker rather than pipeline, has
higher distribution costs. Conversely it does not have cost of compression. The
breakdown of LNG fuel costs is shown in the following table.
Table 5.18: Components of LNG wholesale cost
Component
Base natural gas cost
Liquefaction
Transport (by tanker)
Total

Value (€)
0.50
0.16
0.20
0.86

Source
Eurostat (EU 28 average)
Report for Low CVP60
Report for Low CVP

Source: Steer Davies Gleave analysis

There is little evidence on the pump price of LNG in a commercial market. We
therefore calculated the margin based on our validation exercise. This gave a
margin of €0.11 per kg. If we assume the same excise and VAT as CNG this gives
a higher pump price of €1.28 rather than €1.13 for CNG. However, in some
Member States there is less taxation on LNG which would result in similar pump
prices.
Hydrogen
Hydrogen is not currently produced at a cost where it can be sold at the pump for
a price that is attractive to consumers. For example the hydrogen supplied at CEP
refuelling stations is priced at a fixed €9.50 per kg which they state is an initial,
politically motivated price based on an approximately equivalent cost to
conventional fuel in terms of energy cost per km driven) rather than a commercial
price that covers costs61.
We used our validation process to determine a price of fuel. We imposed different
requirements for Hydrogen. As it is at an early stage of development the capital
costs of stations are so high that they are not expected to be commercial. We
therefore validated against a scenario in which the capital costs were halved. This
led to a margin of €4 per kg which we used in the modelling.
If we assume the pump price of €9.50 per kg discussed above, this would require
the cost of hydrogen to the operator to reduce to between €4 and €5, depending
on the tax structure. We assume for our modelling a wholesale cost of €4/kg, a
margin of €4/kg and VAT of 20% leading to a pump price of €9.60/kg. This
wholesale cost is in line with the lowest end of estimates for the cost of supplied
hydrogen in a mature market. For example a University of California study62
estimated a supply cost of €4/kg when produced from biomass. However, the

59

Low Carbon Truck and Refuelling Infrastructure Demonstration Trial Evaluation; Atkins;
July 2015

60

Biomethane for Transport- HGV cost modelling; Prepared for LowCVP by TTR; October
2011

61

Clean
Energy
Partnership
Website;
19
February
2016;
https://cleanenergypartnership.de/en/faq/hydrogen-infrastructure/?scroll=true

62

The Hydrogen Transition; Ogden et al.; July 2014.
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current cost is closer to €15/kg and a more central estimate for the medium term
is €10/kg63.

63

A portfolio of power-trains for Europe: a fact-based analysis; McKinsey & Company et
al; 2010
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5.4.

Task G: Identify Existing Alternative Fuels Infrastructure Business Models

In the following tables we describe some of the alternative fuels infrastructure business models that we have reviewed from the literature
and through stakeholder interviews. For each we describe the location, investors, costs, sources of funding, assets, IT offer, operating
model, revenue model, complimentary products offer and other information. We draw down from these business models when illustrating
possible strategies to implement across a TEN-T infrastructure network.
Table 5.19: Project summaries (EV)
Fuel Type
Location
Investors

Costs

Sources of funding

Fastned
EV

Tank und Rast
EV

Allego GmbH
EV

Germany

Tesla
Combined vehicle and
infrastructure EV
United States and Europe

The Netherlands and
Germany
Dutch independent EV
provider, private
investment from family
funds and high profile
individuals. Also have a
crowdfunding like model
where small investors can
buy certificates which are
tradable on the stock
exchange
The station installation cost
of €250K covers canopy
and grid connection.
Financed through secured
and convertible-loans from
private investment
companies (BBVA and
Flowfund); private equity
and small amount of equity
on SME stock exchange.

German Government

Investors

Operational and
maintenance costs are fully
incurred by Tank und Rast
In order to support the
deployment of electric
vehicle infrastructure, the
German government are
providing 50% co-funding
towards the installation of
400 fast chargers and the
petrol station operator
Tank & Rast. This initiative
is in partnership with RWE,

Costs

Dutch independent EV
provider, private
investment from family
funds and high profile
individuals. Also have a
crowdfunding like model
where small investors can
buy certificates which are
tradable on the stock
exchange
The station installation cost
of €250K covers canopy
and grid connection.
As part of “Electromobility
Connects” Bavaria-Saxony
showcase sponsored by the
German government, a
consortium formed by
BMW, E.ON and Siemens
installed 8 fast-charging
stations on the A9
motorway between Munich
and Berlin. At the end of

Significant equity from
founders
Common Stock and Mezzanine
Equity
convertible senior notes due
2018 (2018 Notes) in a public
offering

Germany

Fastned

Assets

Rapid Charger Stations.
The original Fastned
stations only have 150KW
power connection capacity.
However, they are now
installing up to 400kW or
600kW sites, thereby
futureproofing for superfast
charge.
Land provided by
Government on concession
basis for 15 year
concessions. This is crucial
for the business model as it
allows payback time.

IT offer

Their app is free to
download and register, and
enables users to start
charging within a few
minutes. Introduced to
reduce barrier to users and
has added benefit of
providing a customer
database.
Interoperable Rapid
Charger stations.
Distinctive branded

Operating model

Tank und Rast
the German electric utility
company, and Nissan
where the cost of chargers
and their installation will be
shared between the project
partners.
Autobahn Tank und Rast is
the major service station
concessionaire on the
German motorway
network. Assets will be the
installation of 400 fast
chargers at their existing
network of stations.

Tesla

Allego GmbH
October 2015, Berlin-based
Allego GmbH took over
commercial operations of
the eight charging stations.

Has network across Europe
– total of 155 stations (mid
2015) offering thin
coverage but cars have
good range and can also be
charged at most other fast
chargers.

8 fast-charging stations.
The stations are located at
intervals of 90kms,
enabling long-distance
journeys along the 430km
stretch on the German
Autobahn network. In
accordance with the EU
Directive on the
Deployment of
Infrastructure for
Alternative Fuels and the
standardization roadmap of
the National Platform for
Electromobility, each
column can be accessed
via CCS (50 kW DC) and
IEC type 2 (22kW AC).
Offered payment methods
are via Hubject, an eroaming platform, but also
as a contract-less pay-asyou-go solution via SMSpayment.

Provides ‘superchargers’
solely for use of Tesla
owners, with free

At the end of October
2015, Berlin-based Allego
GmbH took over

Not yet clear

In September 2015, the
German Ministry of
Transport and Autobahn
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Revenue model

Complimentary products
offer

Fastned
stations with solar panel
canopies, maximising
recognition. Located on the
highway network often
near existing services.
Initial network focussed on
high traffic level locations
on the highway network.

Tank und Rast
Tank und Rast announced
to cooperate in the buildup of a network of 400 fast
charging stations at Tank
und Rast service stations
by 2018 (press release
Ministry of Transport). The
implementation will benefit
from economies of scales
and complimentary
products.

Premium subscription
offers unlimited charging.
Lower subscription + cost
per kWh also available.
High margin on cost of
electricity due to fast
charge and renewablysourced electricity.
Deal with Nissan gives
Nissan EV purchasers 4
years of free charging at
Fastned.
Also have operating cost
guarantee up to December
2018 which should prove
attractive to investors.
Offer wifi, will consider
other complimentary
products in the future

The press release says that
in the initial phase
charging will be free of
charge.
We assume that after the
initial phase commercial
rates for charging will be
introduced.

Tank und Rast, have the
complimentary products
provided at their existing
service stations. The
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Tesla
electricity. These are much
more powerful (125KW)
than current competitors
(<= 60KW). Tesla cars can
also be charged at most
other fast chargers.
Offer resale value
guarantees or similar buyback terms to all
customers who purchase a
Model S
For vehicle sales they offer
loans and leases in North
America, Europe and Asia
primarily through various
financial institutions
Tesla has a strategy of
direct customer sales and
owning its own stores
Sale of zero emission
vehicle credits to other
automakers, including
Honda,
Free at point of use for
TESLA operators
Non-TESLA users cannot
currently use this
infrastructure.

Allego GmbH
commercial operations of
the eight charging stations.
In addition, the stations
have been connected to a
trans-regional charging
roaming system.

The vehicle and
infrastructure is tied and
complementary.
Tesla do not see their

None

Fast DC charging is offered
at a cost of €3 for each 10
minutes charging time,
while slower AC charging
costs €2 for every 30
minutes charging time.

Fastned

Other information

They foresee fast charging
up to 6x faster than today
(ie 150kW by 2018 and
possibly 300kW by 2020).
Fastned looking to expand
across Europe using same
model. But only interested
where they can get
economies of scale. 10, 20,
30 sites minimum needed
in a country – preferably
more.

Tank und Rast
complimentary revenues
from visit will provide a
contribution to running
costs.
Applied for but were not
awarded CEF funding.
Tank und Rast declined to
participate in the
stakeholder engagement of
the study

Tesla
business model as energy
sales and look to the wider
benefits.

E-Clearing
Consolidator Europe’s
largest e-roaming platform
(clearing house)
Germany, Netherlands,
cross-Europe

Ecotricity
EV (renewable electricity
and fast charger
infrastructure provider)
United Kingdom, chargers
located on the Motorways
Services network

Allego GmbH

In October 2015, Tesla
Motor announced the
company is negotiating
with the Chinese
government on producing
cars domestically

Source: Stakeholder interviews, published reports

Table 5.20: Project summaries (EV)
Fuel Type
Location

Autolib/ Bollore
EV (Car sharing with
provision of charging
network infrastructure)
France, Paris: Bollore
Group is also applying this
car sharing model to Lyon,
Bordeaux and Indianapolis
though these schemes are
in the initial stages.
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Auchan
EV Infrastructure provider
France

Investors

Autolib/ Bollore
It is public-private joint
venture between the
Bollore Group (a large
French conglomerate
involved in Electricity
Storage) and the Council of
Paris.

Costs

Sources of funding
Assets

EIB provided financing of
€75m in 2012 to support
the scheme.
As of 6 March 2015 the
network consisted of
c.5,000 charging stations
and 3,080 vehicles

IT offer

Operating model

E-Clearing
It is a non-profit
organisation, supported by
the German Federal
Ministry for Economic
Affairs and Energy (BMWi)
and the Dutch Ministry of
Economics (EZ)
Platform and IT
development costs.

The scheme includes the
deployment of full electric
cars (bluecar) and the
supporting service
network.

Platform to share
necessary data for user
authentication, billing, and
real-time monitoring of
activities at charging points
It is Europe’s largest eroaming platform (clearing
house), bringing together
ten partner companies with
a total of about 8,000
online-compatible charging
points
Partners use the platform
to share necessary data for
user authentication, billing,
and real-time monitoring of
activities at charging points
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Ecotricity
Not for dividend
organisation. Main
company offer (renewable
electricity) is profitable and
expanding.

Estimates of £250k-£1
million per grid connection
on the UK motorway
network
Significant funding input
from Nissan (100% funding
for c. 200 fast chargers)
200 fast charger network
located on the UK
Motorway network (2015)

Fast charger infrastructure.
Out of 22,000 EV signups
to Ecotricity only 3,000 use
their network regularly.
Ecotricity want to remove
range anxiety from the
conversation at the EV
dealership. Refuelling with
100% green energy.

Auchan
Joint venture between
Auchan (a French
supermarket chain) and
Nissan

Nissan provided 100% of
the capital costs for the
chargers.
Have installed 130 fast
chargers in the car parks of
Auchan supermarkets
(2015).

Charger locations are
intended to support intercity travel

Revenue model

Autolib/ Bollore
74,500 annual paying €120
p.a. plus usage fees.

E-Clearing
The platform fee per
partner is arranged in
three classes. The fees for
the year 2015 are: 5.000 €
(small) - 10.000 €
(medium) - 15.000 €
(large)

Complimentary products
offer

Other Information

Ecotricity
Was free to use for all EVs.
OFGEN prescribe that 29p
kwh is the maximum price
chargeable. Have switched
to a Pay As You Go model
as of August 2016.

Auchan

Suggests likely benefits to
Ecotricity are either
building position of market
dominance in rapid charge
provision and/or crossmarketing for their main
renewable energy
business.
Incremental revenue at
service station is around
£8.50 per charge (i.e.
people spend £8.50 on
other products whilst they
are waiting around to
charge)
Furthermore, intending to
launch car-sharing scheme
in London.

Partners so far: Bosch,
BMW, DKV, E.ON,
Estonteco, EVBox, EVnetNl,
ladenetz.de, Smartics, and
The New Motion.
Partners have the
possibility to agree on
bilateral roaming
agreements amongst each
other, but are not obliged
to do so; e-roaming
provides standard
agreements for this
purpose
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Sodetrel (a subsidiary of
French utility EDF)
provides supervision and
maintenance of the
chargers. Believe Auchan
pay for this service but
need to confirm.

Source: Stakeholder interviews, published reports

Table 5.21: Project summaries (EV)
Fuel Type
Location
Investors
Costs
Sources of funding
Assets
IT offer
Operating model
Revenue model
Complimentary products
offer
Other information

Fortrum
EV (Fast and Slow charging network)
Norway, Sweden Finland
Energy provider in Nordic countries
Agreed to provide subject to confidentiality agreement
50% of investment cost originally covered by public funding.
Fortum Charge & Drive is the largest electric vehicle charging network in the Nordic countries.
As of late 2015 the network included more than 500 charging units, 200 of them are fast chargers with the
remainder a mix of semi-fast and slow chargers.
Fortum Charge & Drive is a complete, cloud-based business system for all the processes needed to operate charging
stations for electric vehicles. The business system is based on an open and standardised architecture, which enables
us to cooperate with the best hardware suppliers on the market.
Fast charging concentrated where demand is higher, slow charging is a solution for less dense areas. For the second
case they prefer to locate stations where there are some services/shops. McDonalds is one of their key partners.
Energy provider.
Fortum has been granted funds to fill the main thoroughfares of southern Norway with 77 new fast chargers, to help
EV users travel between Norway’s biggest cities.
Earlier this year Enova, a Norwegian government enterprise responsible for promotion of environmentally friendly
production and consumption of energy, advertised grants for construction of charging stations along six national
transport corridors in Norway. Fortum has now been granted the funds for all six highway stretches, for a total
funding of 10.5 million NOK (about 1.1 MEUR).
Each location will enable charging for all types of electric vehicles.
Enova’s requirements entail that Fortum must establish charging locations every 50 kilometres. In total, 77 new fast
chargers will be installed in 44 different locations. In 37 of the locations there are no charging possibilities today, the
rest will be extended from one to two chargers. Fortum’s Norwegian charging network currently has more than 320
chargers, of which 160 are fast chargers.
Exact locations of all chargers will be made official by May 1st 2016.

Source: Stakeholder interviews, published reports
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Table 5.22: Project summaries (Gas)
Fuel Type
Location
Investors

CNGservices
CNG Gas

E.ON Gas Mobil
CNG Gas

Flughafen Wien
CNG Gas

United Kingdom
Currently privately
funded (by directors
essentially) and some
additional funding
from high net worth
individuals also an
unsecured corporate
note with a high
coupon.
Considering a number
of funding models for
the future.

Germany
E.On Gas is one of the
largest Gas
generators,
distributors and
retailers in Europe
with its main base in
Germany.

Austria
Vienna airport and
Austrian Airlines in
cooperation.
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Low Carbon Truck trial
CNG/ LNG Gas, small
number of vehicles
using cooking oil
United Kingdom
The Department for
Transport (DfT), the
Office for Low
Emission Vehicles
(OLEV) and Innovate
UK (formerly the
Technology Strategy
Board, TSB)

ENGIE
CNG/LNG + also
looking at Hydrogen
France
Commercial
organisation:
electricity and gas
distribution network.

Costs

CNGservices
£1.5m for a refuelling
station (mother
station). £400-500K
for daughter stations
(trailers to refill at
public mothers and
then supply fleets at
private sites, e.g. bus
or fleet depots)

E.ON Gas Mobil

Flughafen Wien
Investments about
€760,000 for 37 CNG
VW Caddys EcoFuel
(about €20,000 each;
so far without any
regional or state-wide
eco-funding)
Annual running costs
minus 40 to 50 per
cent compared to
diesel and petrol
kilometres
Also Austrian Airlines
purchase initially 40
CNG vehicles
Infrastructure:
Investments €650,000
for gas stations and
connecting pipelines
(from Erdgas Mobil
GmbH alone)
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Low Carbon Truck trial
In 2014, the cost of
CNG (excluding VAT)
from public access
third party sites
ranged from 75p/kg
to £1.05/kg. LNG
ranged from 88p/kg
to £1.06/kg. The
average cost of BioCNG was 7p/kg more
than fossil CNG. The
average cost of bioLNG was 1p/kg more
than fossil LNG.
On average the
biomethane blend into
natural gas used
across the trial
vehicles is 7% in LNG
and 4% in CNG. This
varies from fleets
using an average of
0% biomethane blend
up to 26% in LNG and
40% in CNG.

ENGIE

Sources of funding

CNGservices
The new station at
Leyland was partly
funded by National
Grid funding/UK
innovation funding.
They have benefitted
from Horizon 2020
Phase 1 funding for
the mother/daughter
station concept
Have been in
discussions with
Lloyds and Santander
but not yet gained
access, as want more
project history to base
lending upon.
Are looking at
potential leaseback
options to build up the
network
Speaking to structural
finance providers.
Didn’t apply for CEF
funding as 20%
contribution with 80%
upfront provided by
self is too high a
barrier.

E.ON Gas Mobil

Flughafen Wien
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Low Carbon Truck trial
Received £11.5 million
UK Government
contribution

ENGIE

Assets

CNGservices
Operates 2 high
pressure grid
connection CNG
stations (for trucks)
1 at Crewe (100
trucks/day capacity +
capability to fuel
‘daughter stations’)
currently getting 1020 visits per day.
Profitable at these
levels (if you ignore
financing capex).
New station at
Leyland (500
trucks/day capacity,
just opened a few
weeks ago, can refuel
daughters also)
around 100+ visits
per day. Profitable at
these levels (if ignore
financing costs again)

E.ON Gas Mobil
120 CNG refuelling
stations in Germany.

Flughafen Wien
Vehicles and refuelling
station

IT offer
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Low Carbon Truck trial
363 trucks, of which
348 dual fuel
gas/diesel (317
operational as of
December 2014), 18
trailers (18
operational)
26 refuelling stations
(10 operational as of
December 2014)

ENGIE

Operating model

Revenue model

Complimentary
products offer

CNGservices
Fuelling of CNG trucks
using a Mother (fixed)
and Daughter
(mobile) station
concept.

Business model is to
not be reliant on grant
funding – to create
stations where the
economic work.
None

E.ON Gas Mobil
E.ON Gas Mobil (a
subsidiary of EON)
operate 100 CNG
stations (50 of which
are on motorways)
The CNG pumps are
installed at public
petrol stations

Flughafen Wien
Between 2008 and
2010, Vienna
International Airport
replaced 68 gasolinedriven cars (different
models) with CNGdriven cars (VW
Caddy).
The aim of this
measure was to
reduce the CO2
emissions of the
airport, as well as to
reduce the costs for
maintenance and fuel.

Not applicable aim
was emissions savings

Installed at public
service stations so
complimentary sales
on visit during the
time taken for
refuellling

Not applicable
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Low Carbon Truck trial
13 projects were
provisionally accepted
for funding including a
majority of dual fuel
vehicles, some
dedicated gas vehicles
and some vehicles
running on used
cooking oil. Projects
also included
proposals for
refuelling stations.

ENGIE
Tied fleet and
infrastructure
whereby fixed fuel
supply contracts made
with fleets to
guarantee a certain
level of income. Three
levels of difficulty:
easy (bus companies),
quite easy (garbage
truck fleets), harder
(truck
haulage/logistics.
Haulage/logistics is
harder because
difficult to bring
together enough truck
companies that need
fuel service at the
same location.
Can have a positive
business case with no
subsidy: 100 buses
works – 10 vehicles is
not enough.

Other information

CNGservices
Other information
600-700 CNG trucks
in UK (start of 2016)
Planning to develop 24 new stations over
next 12-14 months.

E.ON Gas Mobil
Germany has a total
of c.900 CNG stations

Flughafen Wien

Low Carbon Truck trial

ENGIE

Source: Stakeholder interviews, published reports

Table 5.23: Project summaries (Hydrogen)
Airliquide Hydrogen
Fuel Type
Location

Hydrogen
Focused in Northern EU
countries
(Norway/Sweden/Denmark
) considering Germany,
Belgium and Netherlands.
Starting in France.

Investors

Air Liquide is a French
multinational company
which supplies industrial
gases and services to
various industries including
medical, chemical and
electronic manufacturers.
It is a Hydrogen producer.

Costs

CHIC Clean energy in
European Cities
Hydrogen
Buses and a fuelling
stations per city in five
cities (and number of
buses in operation):
London (8), Aargau (5),
Bolzano (5), Milan (3),
Oslo (5)
City regional authorities
EU through FCH JU.
23 partners including from
the private sector, car/bus
manufactures, gas, petrol
and electricity providers,
local transport companies
and universities.

Total budget of €81.8
million with €25.8 million
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H2ME 1

H2 Mobiity

Hydrogen
10 countries (Austria,
Belgium, Denmark, France,
Germany, Iceland,
Netherlands, Norway,
Sweden and the UK)

Hydrogen
United Kingdom and France

H2ME is based around an
alliance between the four
national hydrogen mobility
projects: H2ME – DE,
Mobilité Hydrogène France,
Scandinavian Hydrogen
Highway Partnership and
H2ME – UK
Consists o includes fuel cell
and car manufacturers,
infrastructure providers
and data monitoring
organisations
Project budget is €68m
with €32 million from the

A private sector initiative
comprising partners from
the automobile, hydrogen,
petrol sectors, but also
fleet operators

The capital investment for
the first phase is estimated

Airliquide Hydrogen

Sources of funding

On average they rely
between 50% to 60% on
public funds to support
investment.
In most of the cases they
are relying on public
grants/subsidies. There are
very few initiatives where
they have developed
privately funded
infrastructure. (they have
received funding from the
European Fuel Cells and
Hydrogen Joint
Undertaking and the
Danish ForskEL program).
They rely on different types
of funds: regional funds,
state funds, EU ones.
They have looked at EIB
financial tools but as far as
they are aware, Airliquide
never applied for financial
support from the EIB on H2
as they were not able to
fulfil
requirement/conditions.

CHIC Clean energy in
European Cities
of FCH JU co-funding
See above
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H2ME 1

H2 Mobiity

Fuel Cells and Hydrogen
Joint Undertaking (FCH JU)
See above

to about £62 million.
In October 2014 UK
Government and industry
funding worth a total of
£11 million towards public
sector hydrogen fuel cell
vehicles and a new
refueling network in order
to boost air quality and cut
carbon emissions.
The UK has been chosen as
one of car manufacturer
Toyota’s first markets for
its hydrogen fuel cell
electric vehicles when they
go on sale next year, and
ahead of this the
government will invest
£3.5 million in establishing
a network of 15 hydrogen
car refueling stations by
the end of 2015.
Hydrogen vehicles, such as
these buses which have
been running in London
since 2011, produce zero
emissions to air
This £3.5 million
government money will
also be matched by
industry, which will fund 4
to 7 new refueling stations,
Another £2 million
government funding will go

Airliquide Hydrogen

Assets

IT offer
Operating model

Revenue model
Complimentary products
offer
Other information

Hydrogen stations,
refuelling points and
vehicles

Facilitates access to
hydrogen energy by the
roll-out of an hydrogen
distribution network using
high-pressure hydrogen
supply and charging
stations to supply vehicles
powered by fuel cells.
The Group has created
hydrogen stations that can
recharge the fuel tanks of
vehicles with hydrogen gas
in less than five minutes
with a pressure of 700 bar.
It is a Hydrogen producer.

CHIC Clean energy in
European Cities

Buses and fuelling stations
co located in each city.

Not required
Co-location of refuelling
points and fleets of buses

H2ME 1

By 2019, aims to deploy
200 fuel cells cars, 125 fuel
cell range-extended vans
and 29 hydrogen refuelling
stations.

Aims to provide a core
network of refuelling
stations and to test various
vehicle deployment models

None

Located in Denmark, the
HyBalance project aims at
producing hydrogen for
transportation by water
electrolysis. It will be the
first project to demonstrate
the complete value chain
from hydrogen renewable

H2ME 2, a complementary
project, was launched in
May 2016. In total the
projects aim to deploy over
1,500 hydrogen vehicles
and 49 refuelling stations.
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H2 Mobiity
towards upgrading 6 to 8
hydrogen refueling station.
Envisages the build-up of
65 small-sized hydrogen
refuelling stations by 2020,
and 1,200 mostly medium
sized with some large-sized
refuelling stations by 2030
The H2Mobility UK project
team estimates that this
infrastructure will be
sufficient to create an early
adopters demand of
10,000 vehicles per year
by 2020.
As vehicle costs decrease
and the hydrogen
infrastructure develops,
annual vehicle sales will
increase to about 300,000
in 2030, according to
H2Mobility UK.

Airliquide Hydrogen

CHIC Clean energy in
European Cities

energy production to end
users including existing five
hydrogen charging stations
and more than 60 Fuel Cell
Electric Vehicles in
circulation. Air Liquide is
leading this €15 million
project supported by the
European Fuel Cells and
Hydrogen Joint
Undertaking and the
Danish ForskEL
programme.
Source: Stakeholder interviews, published reports
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5.5.

Task H: Development of Financial Evaluation

Overall objective and approach
We developed a three stage process to evaluate the ability of alternative fuels
infrastructure to support commercial business models over time.


Stage 1: The operating model calculates revenues generated, costs incurred and
capital investment required, based on the infrastructure deployment assumptions
in Chapter 3, and the cost and revenue assumptions described earlier in this
chapter.



Stage 2: The financial model tests the ability of the cash flow to meet debt and
equity investor requirements under three policy support scenarios for each of the
potential Business Models.



Stage 3: The results of the tests are used to identify the pipeline of projects that
could be supported in each of the three policy support scenarios and implemented
before 2030.
The results of this three stage analysis are detailed later in Task I. The remainder
of this section describes the combinations of infrastructure/business model and
demand scenarios that were developed and tested

Infrastructure/business model scenarios
Two infrastructure scenarios were developed and described in Chapter 3:


Nodal model



Network model

Nodal model
The Nodal model is a scenario where it is assumed that at particular locations
(such as population centres or transport & logistics hubs/ports) demand for
alternative fuels would be concentrated – and that providing refuelling stations at
these locations would somewhat mitigate the speed of demand ramp-up for
alternative fuels.
Network model
The Network model provides full alternative fuels mobility across the TEN-T
Corridors. It assumes stations are built across the TEN-T Corridors according to
the minimum spacing requirements identified in Task A. This is a more capital
intensive model than the Nodal model as it does not concentrate stations on urban
or freight centres of high demand, but looks to build out a network of stations
across the TEN-T corridors. This model will require a higher level of vehicle uptake
in order to overcome the loss of demand density that supports the Nodal model.
Early experimental testing revealed that in some cases neither the Nodal nor
Network models were commercially sustainable in certain combinations of fuel,
country and corridor in the short term – specifically because of the time needed
for demand ramp up for alternative fuels. To mitigate this, an additional scenario
was developed (based on the Nodal scenario) which utilises an innovative
business model that is currently being deployed in some geographies:
Tied vehicle/infrastructure model (based on nodes and centres of population)
The Tied vehicle/infrastructure model – like the Nodal model - assumes that
particular locations – e.g. urban or transport nodes – will have the highest density
of public demand for alternative fuels. However, to mitigate the demand ramp-up
for alternative fuels, it examines the case where a certain level of demand for the

infrastructure can be assumed from Day 1 through a partnership arrangement
with a vehicle fleet operator (often a public authority).
Electricity, CNG and hydrogen are more likely to be used by passenger mobility
vehicles e.g. taxi fleets, and are therefore evaluated against nodes in urban areas
with high population density.
LNG is evaluated against nodes at sea ports and inland ports, as it is most likely
to be used by a freight operator. The number of freight (sea and inland ports) and
urban nodes in each of the Member States can be found in below. Further details
of potential locations of these nodes can be found in Appendix D.
Table 5.24: Number of freight and urban nodes in each Member State
Member State
Austria
Belgium
Bulgaria
Croatia
Cyprus
Czech Republic
Denmark
Estonia
Finland
France
Germany
Greece
Hungary
Ireland
Italy
Latvia
Lithuania
Luxembourg
Malta
Netherlands
Poland
Portugal
Romania
Slovakia
Slovenia
Spain
Sweden
United Kingdom

EV/CNG/Hydrogen
Urban Nodes

LNG
Sea Port

LNG
Inland Port

1
2
1
1
1
2
2
1
2
8
13
3
1
2
9
1
1
1
1
2
8
2
2
1
1
8
3
9

0
4
1
1
1
0
2
3
5
8
6
4
0
3
16
2
1
0
2
5
4
3
2
0
1
13
6
21

2
7
3
0
0
5
0
0
0
11
18
0
2
0
3
0
0
1
0
11
2
1
4
2
0
1
0
0

LNG
Sea + Inland
Ports
2
11
4
1
1
5
2
3
5
19
24
4
2
3
19
2
1
1
2
16
6
4
6
2
1
14
6
21

Source: TENtec Public Portal

The Tied model assumes an initial guaranteed level of demand through a
contracted service with a passenger mobility operator e.g. taxi fleet operator or a
freight logistics operator providing a minimum base line of demand at a lower
margin. This is especially useful to fill the gap in the initial years before public
demand ramps up. The assumptions in Table 4.25 below are used to calculate
revenue provided by the tied contract in addition to that generated by public
demand.
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Table 5.25: Tied vehicle/infrastructure model assumptions
Fuel type

Fleet size

Fuel
efficiency

Mileage (km
per day)

Electricity

100
passenger
mobility
vehicles (e.g.
taxis)
100
passenger
mobility
vehicles (e.g.
taxis)
100 freight
vehicles (e.g.
lorries)
100
passenger
mobility
vehicles (e.g.
taxis)

5.37 km per
kWh

150

25 km per kg

150

€0.15
50% discount

3.8 km per kg

150

€150
50% discount

131.58 km
per kg

150

€2,000
50% discount

CNG

LNG

Hydrogen

Sources:
Steer
Davies
Gleave
analysis,
http://www.nap.edu/read/18736/chapter/7#61

see

Task

D

for

fuel

Margin (€,
discount
offered to
tied operator)
€0.06
50% discount

efficiency

sources,

Possible strategies to pursue
We have considered what strategies could be pursued to improve the business
models for alternative fuels infrastructure. These strategies are tested in the
operating model, with a subset of the strategies selected to assess the likely build
out of the alternative fuels network through the financial model.
Base Take Up Strategy
Concept
A conventional, commercial business model is applied where the revenues
received from the sale of the alternative fuel are required to cover the
infrastructure costs, operating costs, financial return and debt service required
to operate the alternative fuels infrastructure.
Examples
This is the base case, where the business case is conventional and the take up of
vehicles is based on industry expectations presented in the Chapter 3 (the
medium case demand scenario).
Accelerated Take Up Strategy
Concept
Measures are taken through the implementation of business models to
accelerate the vehicle uptake and therefore improve the cash flows and
business economics of the roll out of the infrastructure.
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Examples
This strategy uses the high case demand scenario. There are a number of
examples that have been developed in other parts of the world and that have
been suggested by the literature as ways of accelerating the take up of alternative
fuels vehicles and therefore improving the economics of the business case:


Legislation: mandating a minimum provision of alternative fuels vehicles as a
proportion the total fleet, by manufacturer. This approach has been followed by
the State of California, USA.



Incentives: through government policy to differentiate alternative fuel vehicles
from conventional fuel vehicles, for example no purchase tax, no VAT, access to
cities without charge, free parking, free charging facilities, no road tax, use of bus
lanes, etc. This policy has been implemented in Norway.



Tied vehicle purchase and alternative fuels provision: for example in the NRG
eVGo model applied in the United States which provides a high level of integration
including the installation and upkeep of charge points as well as unlimited
charging (subject to fair use) in a public infrastructure subject to a suitable
monthly fee.



Company fleet cars: large numbers of vehicles are bought to support company
marketing and sales representatives. If all, or a high proportion of these were
mandated to be alternative fuels vehicles there would be a significant step change
increase in uptake through two related mechanisms: initially the bulk introduction
of new vehicles and then the subsequent number of second hand vehicles coming
on to the market at the end of the 1-3 year lease agreements.



Subscription car sharing/ car clubs: for example the Paris Autolib scheme where
fleets of alternative fuel vehicles are leased on a short term basis to consumers by
car clubs through a car sharing process. This avoids some of the risk to the
consumer of high purchase prices and uncertain resale values. Payment is through
a subscription and marginal charge on use beyond an agreed level of use.



Sharing fleet vehicle fuelling points with the public: where vehicle fuelling points
are primarily for fleets of buses or governmental vehicles, the charging points
might be made available to the general public.

Improved Margin Strategy
Concept
Measures are taken to improve the business case by enabling a higher margin
on fuels costs to be recovered from vehicle users.
Examples


Monopoly rents: where a certain provider is granted a geographical monopoly it
may be able to charge higher than competitive level margins on its fuel.



Brand rents: Tesla has tried to position itself as the ‘Apple of the automotive
industry’ by promoting its brand to enable higher margins on car sales, by
providing a package of vehicle and fuels sales.



Product leader: Fastned argues that is will be able to charge significant margins
on its cost of fuel as it is providing convenience and the fastest charging available
in the market.
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Reduced Costs Strategy
Concept
Measures are taken to cover some of the costs through either third party
contributions or the proceeds of revenues from complimentary products or sales
to vehicle owners during the refuelling process.
Examples
There are a number of examples of how this could be implemented drawing upon
existing SME alternative fuel infrastructure projects and concepts found in the
literature:


EU or Member State level subsidies/ grants/ low interest loans: for the
provision of alternative fuels infrastructure.



Original Equipment Manufacturer (OEM) or fuel supplier contributions: to the
provision of alternative fuels infrastructure. Examples include Nissan’s
contributions to the infrastructure deployment of Ecotricity in the UK, or Renault’s
to the Fortum network in Scandinavia.



Complimentary products revenues: cross-subsidising the costs of the
provision of alternative fuels infrastructure. For example through the sales of
food, drink and other products during the refuelling process as in the existing
business model of petrol/diesel sales which run on low margins on fuels and
higher margins on other products and services sold at fuelling stations.



Technology led solutions: through billing platforms and use of mobile devices
that reduce the costs per sale and maximise the utilisation of charging points.



Benevolence: a number of entrepreneurs, such as Elon Musk at Tesla, have
invested significant levels of their own money in developing alternative fuels
infrastructure. Other examples from the United States include groups of local
businesses contributes annually to a funding pool that subsidises the cost of
deploying a charging network in Washington State linked to the tourism industry.

Strategies tested in the financial model
Not all combinations of infrastructure scenarios and business model strategies are
taken through the full process of operating model AND financial model
assessment.
The Network model is tested against each of the Base Take Up, Accelerated Take
Up, Improved Margin and Reduced Costs strategies in the operating model. Only
the Base Take Up and Accelerated Take Up strategies are used to assess the likely
build out of the alternative fuels network in the financial model.
There are two cases for the Nodal and Tied models. These are:


Best Case: based on a rapid ramp up to full utilisation of small stations at nodes
over a three year period to show what the business case would be if demand was
high enough



Current Use Case: based on a current utilisation and ramp up of demand at
nodes over a longer period.
Both the Best Case and the Current Use Case are tested in the Tied and Nodal
operating models, though only the Current Use Case is used to assess the likely
build out of the alternative fuels network in the financial model.
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Each of the infrastructure models: Tied, Nodal, and Network are examined
discretely, reflecting that they are likely to be developed by different parties, with
the Tied model likely to involve public authorities (e.g. for refuse vehicles, bus or
taxi fleets), the Nodal model involving promoters and local government, and the
Network model requiring involvement of Member States even though the delivery
might include private sector contractors.
The analysis to assess the likely build out of the alternative fuels network
evaluates which strategy is available for deployment under three policy
environment scenarios. These include a pure commercial investment environment
(Scenario 1) and then add supply side policy measures (Scenario 2) and finally
supplement these with demand side policy measures (Scenario 3). The scenarios
and the assumptions used to test them are outlined in Table 4.26 below.
Table 5.26: Assumptions used to test policy environment scenarios
Scenario

Scenario 1: No grant
funding: Pure commercial
operating environment
Scenario 2: Maximum
Grant funding according to
current CEF rules by
Member States (20%, 80%
and 85%): Balanced
Financing Plus Supply Side
Policy Support
Scenario 3: High uptake
combined with grant:
Balanced Financing Plus
Supply and Demand Side
Policy Support

Capital structure of
non-grant funded
portion of initial
station and capacity
construction
70% Debt
30% Equity

Grant
available

Traffic

No

Base Take Up

50% Debt
50% Equity

Yes (see Table
4.27)

Base Take Up

50% Debt
50% Equity

Yes (see Table
4.27)

Accelerated Take
Up

Source: Steer Davies Gleave analysis

Scenario 1 represents a purely commercial model, where no grant funding is
provided. Scenario 2 adds some supply side policy support through making grants
available to partially fund the initial station and capacity investment. This grant
funding is assumed to be provided through the Connecting Europe Facility.
Countries containing predominantly less developed and transition regions are
assumed to have access to additional funding from the Cohesion 64. Table 4.27
below contains the number of less developed, transition and more developed
regions in each country. Each Member State is allocated to the category which
contains the highest number of regions in that State. That number is identified in
bold text in the table to identify the classification allocated to each Member State.
Although Cyprus is shown as a single more developed region, Annex V of Decision
C(2014) 974, which sets out the list of more developed, less developed and
transition regions as well as the list of Member States eligible for funding from the
Cohesion Fund, declares that Cyprus has been afforded temporary status as a
transition region65

64

http://ec.europa.eu/transport/themes/infrastructure/ten-t-guidelines/projectfunding/cef_en.htm

65

Decision C(2014) 974 of 18 February 2014 setting out the list of regions eligible for
funding from the European Regional Development Fund and the European Social Fund
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Table 5.27: Maximum grant allocation for each Member State
Member State

Number of less
developed
regions

Number of
transition
regions

Austria
Belgium
Bulgaria
Croatia
Cyprus
Czech Republic
Denmark
Estonia
Finland
France
Germany
Greece
Hungary
Ireland
Italy
Latvia
Lithuania
Luxembourg
Malta
Netherlands
Poland
Portugal
Romania
Slovakia
Slovenia
Spain
Sweden
United Kingdom

6
2
7
1
5
5
6
5
1
1
15
5
6
3
1
1
2

1
4
1
10
8
6
3
1
1
1
5
11

Source: European Commission , , Steer Davies Gleave analysis67

Number of
more
developed
regions
8
7
1
1
1
4
5
12
31
2
1
2
13
1
12
1
2
1
1
1
13
8
24

Grant %

20%
20%
85%
85%
80%66
85%
20%
85%
20%
20%
20%
80%
85%
20%
20%
85%
85%
20%
80%
20%
85%
85%
85%
85%
85%
20%
20%
20%

68

Scenario 2 also includes a less ambitious financing structure for the remainder of
the project using 50% debt and 50% equity for the project costs not covered by a
grant.
Scenario 3 combines the supply side policy support described above with
additional demand side support to support the high uptake scenario. This could

and of Member States eligible for funding from the Cohesion Fund for the period
2014-2020
66

Cyprus has been afforded temporary transition status as per Annex V of Decision
C(2014) 974 of 18 February 2014

67

Decision C(2014) 974 of 18 February 2014 setting out the list of regions eligible for
funding from the European Regional Development Fund and the European Social Fund
and of Member States eligible for funding from the Cohesion Fund for the period
2014-2020

68

Commission Regulation (EU) No 1316/2013 of 11 December 2013 establishing the
Connecting Europe Facility, amending Regulation (EU) No 913/2010 and repealing
Regulations (EC) No 680/2007 and (EC) No 67/2010
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involve a range of policy interventions and incentives at EU and Member state
level.
In the following sections, the three stages of the financial assessment are
described in more detail.
Stage 1: Operating model
The model is segmented into three dimensions:


Fuel Type: Electricity; CNG; LNG and Hydrogen



Geography: We split the TEN-T corridors by the Member States they pass
through. This gives fifty two geographic sections. From this we were able to
aggregate across corridor or Member State.



Scenarios: We modelled roll-out strategies under the three policy environment
scenarios described above.
4.106 For each of these segments, we start by considering the demand for the
amount of fuel used. From this we directly calculate the fuel costs and revenues,
and also use it to calculate the infrastructure requirements to meet this demand.
The assumptions used to calculate the amount of infrastructure required are
shown in Table 5.28. Once we have the infrastructure requirements we can
calculate the capital costs each year. These calculations are based on the costs
shown in Tasks E and F and a multiplier such as:



The number of new greenfield or brownfield stations;



The existing number of greenfield or brownfield stations;



The number of new chargers of each type installed;



The number of chargers requiring renewal;



The number of operational chargers of each type; and



Equivalents for the other fuel types.

Table 5.28 : Modelling assumptions
Assumption
Modelled period
Start year
Minimum capacity

Capacity expansion

Maximum capacity
Spare capacity /
utilisation
Renewals

Description
We modelled for fifteen years from 2016 until 2030.
The majority of results are shown for these fifteen years, due to
the uncertainty of demand forecasts after this point.
We assume that all stations required are built and opened in
2016.
We assume a minimum level of capacity is installed initially at
each station:
Electricity: 2 * 50kw chargers
CNG: 1,000kg/day
LNG: 2,000kg/day
Hydrogen: 500kg/day
We assume that further capacity is installed at the same stations
as required. In the case of EV this is done one charger at a time,
and for the other-fuels it is done pro-rata. For individual stations
this is inappropriate but it reflects the average station across
each segment.
No maximum capacity per station was assumed. However, it was
checked that the modelled station sizes were reasonable.
For all fuels we assumed that the capacity per day required was
10% greater than the average fuel provided per day to reflect
day to day variation.
We assume that EV chargers have to be replaced after 10 years.
We assume that no other infrastructure needs renewal within
the modelled period of thirty years.
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Assumption
Indexing of costs and
revenues
Existing stations

Spread of demand

Electric supply
requirements

Common geographic
sections
Tied
Vehicle/Infrastructure
model assumptions

Description
We assume that costs and revenues grow in line with the ECB
inflation forecast (unless otherwise stated under Task E or F).
We do not model cost or revenues at existing stations.
However, we assume that some of the newly generated demand
will use them, in line with the relative proportion of new and
existing stations in the segment.
We assume demand is spread equally across stations in a
segment. This is appropriate for modelling the segment as a
whole but means that the business case for the lowest demand
station will be worse than those presented.
We assume that all stations have an electricity supply that can
service two 50kW chargers. We assume that no station currently
has a supply that can service 400kW of charger. We spread the
cost of the new supply uniformly between these two points.
The maximum supply modelled does not exceed 1,000kw, which
is the assumed capacity of the new supply.
Some sections of road are on multiple TEN-T corridors. We show
these fully as part of each corridor, but only once when showing
values for the whole network. This means that the sum of values
for the eight corridors does not equal the network total.
The tied vehicle/infrastructure scenario assumes an initial level
of guaranteed demand for example a subsidised bus or taxi
service. It assumes for CNG 500 kg per day per station is
guaranteed at a margin of €0.1 per kg (compared to a margin of
€0.3 per kg for public sale) and for LNG 1,000 kg per day per
station is guaranteed at a margin of €0.05 (compared to a
margin of €0.11 for public sale).

These calculations result in the annual expenditure or revenue from each item for
each segment. These are grouped into net fuel revenue (fuel revenue minus the
price of purchase including distribution), operating costs and capital costs. We
then aggregate these across segments as required to show totals or averages for
a corridor, Member State, or total across the Network.
In addition to these general modelling assumptions and the approach stated
above, we use specific cost and revenue assumptions for each fuel. These are
summarized in the following four tables, having been discussed in detail in the
previous two sections. These assumptions are consistent across scenarios.
Table 5.29: Summary of cost and revenue assumptions – electricity
Assumption
Station costs
Connection to grid
Electricity supply upgrade
Civils costs
Civils elements

Specification
Greenfield
Brownfield
1000 kVA upgrade
Greenfield
Brownfield
Brownfield
Greenfield

Chargers
Charger cost

50kw

€5,000
€10,000
€335,000
€241,000
€58,000
Professional fees and
permits, signage, project
management
As above + earthworks,
fencing, drainage and
access road. (No canopy or
buildings)
€30,000
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Assumption

Specification
€60,000
50kw until 2017, 100kw
from 2018 onwards
8 years
€5,000
5% real decrease in
charger costs per year for
first five years.
All other costs constant in
real terms.

100kw
Charger implementation
Charger lifespan
Charger installation cost
Change in costs through time

Operating Costs
Charger maintenance per
charger
Staff costs
Site utilities and operational
costs
Revenue
Operator margin on
electricity sales (per kWh) –
modelling based on a fixed
margin so assumed
wholesale and retail
prices/sales taxes do not
affect results
Non-fuel revenue for
operator

50kw

€2,000

100kw
Brownfield

€4,000
None
None

Greenfield

€25,000

Conventional take-up
strategy; accelerated takeup strategy; High-use
network scenario

€0.12

None

Table 5.30: Summary of cost and revenue assumptions – CNG
Assumption
Station costs
Gas equipment costs

Civils costs
Civils elements

Specification
First 1,000kg per day of
capacity
Additional 1,000kg per day
of capacity
Greenfield
Brownfield
Brownfield

Greenfield

Change in costs through time
Operating Costs
Equipment maintenance

Staff costs
Site utilities and operational
costs

First 1,000kg per day of
capacity
Additional 1,000kg per day
of capacity

€270,000
€90,000
€261,000
€111,000
Professional fees and
permits, signage, project
management, connection
to gas main
As above + earthworks,
fencing, drainage and
access road. (No canopy or
buildings)
All costs constant in real
terms.
€38,000
€16,000
None
None

Brownfield
Greenfield

€25,000
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Assumption
Revenue
Operator margin on gas sales
(per kg) – modelling based
on a fixed margin so
assumed wholesale and retail
prices/sales taxes do not
affect results
Non-fuel revenue for
operator

Specification
Conventional take-up
strategy; accelerated takeup strategy; High-use
network scenario

€0.30

None

Table 5.31: Summary of costs and revenues – LNG
Assumption
Station costs
Gas equipment costs

Civils costs
Civils elements

Specification
First 2,000kg per day of
capacity
Additional 3,000kg per day
of capacity
Greenfield
Brownfield
Brownfield
Greenfield

Change in costs through time
Operating Costs
Equipment maintenance

Staff costs
Site utilities and operational
costs
Revenue
Operator margin on gas sales
(per kg) – modelling based
on a fixed margin so
assumed wholesale and retail
prices/sales taxes do not
affect results
Non-fuel revenue for
operator

First 2000kg per day of
capacity
Additional 1000kg per day
of capacity

€250,000
€280,000
€244,000
€61,000
Planning costs, utilities and
other civils
As above + earthworks,
fencing, drainage and
access road. (No canopy or
buildings)
All costs constant in real
terms.
€49,000
€12,000

Brownfield

None
None

Greenfield

€25,000

Conventional take-up
strategy; accelerated takeup strategy; High-use
network scenario

€0.11

None

Table 5.32: Summary of costs and revenues – Hydrogen
Assumption
Station costs
Hydrogen equipment costs
Civils costs
Civils elements

Specification
100kg per day of capacity
Greenfield
Brownfield
Brownfield
Greenfield
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€1,000,000
€241,000
€58,000
Professional fees and
permits, signage, project
management
As above + earthworks,

Assumption

Specification
fencing, drainage and
access road. (No canopy or
buildings)
5% real decrease in
equipment costs per year
for first five year.
All other costs constant in
real terms.

Change in costs through time

Operating Costs
Equipment maintenance
Staff costs
Site utilities and operational
costs
Revenue
Operator margin on
hydrogen sales (per kg) –
modelling based on a fixed
margin so assumed
wholesale and retail
prices/sales taxes do not
affect results
Non-fuel revenue for
operator

100kg per day of capacity
Brownfield

€50,000
None
None

Greenfield

€25,000

Conventional take-up
strategy; accelerated takeup strategy; High-use
network scenario

€4.00

None

Operating model outputs
The profile of fuel revenues, operating and capital costs through time is the basic
output of the modelling. An example of this is shown in Figure 5.1 showing the
average cashflow for the ten electric charging stations that would be built on the
Belgian part of the North Sea – Baltic corridor assuming Accelerated Take Up
strategy.
Figure 5.1: Cashflow profile; Average European EV station; Accelerated Take-Up
Strategy

Source: Steer Davies Gleave analysis

The negative blue bars show the capital expenditure which occurs in the first year
and then again later in the project when more chargers need to be installed, the
electricity supply needs to be upgraded and the initial chargers need to be
renewed. The smaller negative green bars show the operating costs, which
increase with the increased number of chargers. The positive orange bars show
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net fuelling revenue (payment received minus the wholesale cost of electricity)
which increase in line with demand.
The black line shows the discounted cash flow position. This is the sum of all costs
and revenues up to that point, with those in later years discounted by the cost of
capital. More detail on this and the other financial measures used is shown in
Table 5.33: Financial evaluation tests.
Stage 2: Financial model
The finance module analyses the operating cash flows for each fuel type,
geography and scenario, and determines the extent to which the investment in
alternative fuel stations can be financed by the private sector i.e. using debt and
equity. The attractiveness of each model in each corridor has been tested against
a specified financial structure, detailed in Table 5.33 below, rather than
necessarily a fully optimised financial structure. In order to be attractive to private
investment, the cash flows need to pass three tests: the project needs to be
attractive irrespective of financing mix; have the ability to meet financial
covenants; and residual cash flows need to generate attractive returns for equity
holders.
Table 5.33: Financial evaluation tests
Test
Project Internal Rate of
Return (“IRR”)
Equity IRR

Threshold
IRR of net cash flow after
investments less tax
IRR of dividends less equity
financing
Debt service (commitment
fee + interest repayment +
principal repayment) / Cash
Flow Available for Debt
Service (“CFADS”)
Project IRR, equity IRR and
DSCR all above threshold

10%
15%

Debt Service Cover Ratio
(“DSCR”)

1.4x

Commercial attractiveness

-

Source: Steer Davies Gleave analysis

There are two overarching drivers that determine whether or not these tests are
successful. The first is demand for specific fuel types along the corridor – stronger
demand profiles are more likely to result in higher cash flows and thereby greater
returns for investors. This in turn will result in an increased ability to exploit
larger, more profitable operations, through removing dependence on a tied fleet
operator, and expand the network across the TEN-T corridor.
The second driver is the funding requirement – projects with higher investment
levels will require stronger cash flow profiles to provide attractive returns to
investors. The rest of this section will provide an overview of how this funding
requirement is calculated and tested against cash flows.
All capital projects are assumed to require external funding or financing i.e. cash
generated in the business is not used to fund capital expenditure. In the first year,
this relates to the construction of stations and related infrastructure including
charging points and storage capacity. The model also assumes that the number of
chargers and storage capacity grows in line with demand. This capacity expansion
to meet demand is the key driver of funding requirement from the second year
onwards.
The model starts by analysing options for funding the initial construction capex
before addressing the demand driven expansion capex. In Scenarios 2 and 3,
grant funding, as detailed in Table 5.34, is assumed to be available to support the
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initial station and capacity construction at the start of the project. The remaining
funding gap is filled with debt and equity in the proportions detailed in Table 5.26.
Subsequent demand driven capex is assumed to be funded by debt and equity
only.
Table 5.34: Financing/funding assumptions

Grant available

Debt portion of non-grant
funded investment
Loan term
Grace period
Base rate69
Margin above base rate

Initial station and capacity
financing
Grant available in Scenarios
2 and 3 only. See Table
4.27 for details of the level
of grant assumed for each
Member State.
As per Table 4.26.
12 years
2 years
0.56%
8.00%

Capacity expansion
No grant available

70% of funding
requirement
12 years
No grace period
0.56%
6.00%

Sources: Steer Davies Gleave analysis, Bloomberg

The interest margin above the base rate assumption of 0.56% reflects a measure
of risk associated with the project. Policies aimed at providing more flexible
finance for investors in alternative fuel infrastructure could reduce the debt
service burden significantly through providing financing at lower margins, though
this has not been explored as a scenario in the current specification of the model.
Task K contains further discussion on additional funding and financing options that
could be explored.
The final five parameters in the table above are used to identify interest and
principal repayments for debt financing used to fill part of the funding
requirement. Debt is always assumed to be drawn to finance part of the initial
station construction and subsequent capacity expansion projects. The project is
determined to be debt financeable if the cash flows available for debt service are
at least 1.4 times the debt service requirement in each period where interest and
principal repayments need to be made.
The capacity expansion programme would typically be serviced by multiple
drawdowns from a single debt facility large enough to service the entire debt
portion of the programme’s funding mix. In addition to interest and principal
repayments, a commitment fee would typically be charged on the undrawn portion
of this debt facility, though commitment fees are not included in the model.
Equity is injected pari-passu with debt in this capacity expansion phase, with 70%
of the capital injection debt financed and the remaining 30% financed via an
equity injection. The model assumes dividends are locked up for 5 years under the
terms of the loan used to finance the initial station construction. Thereafter, all
surplus cash up to the company’s retained earnings position is returned to equity
holders. Table 4.35 below contains additional high level assumptions used to
model depreciation and corporation tax used to calculate net income and thereby
retained earnings.

69

10 year UK government bond yield of as at 17 August 2016
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Table 5.35: Financial cash flow assumptions
Financial cash flow assumptions
Useful economic life of infrastructure
Depreciation policy
Corporation tax rate

30 years
Straight line
20%

Source: Steer Davies Gleave analysis

Stage 3: Investment timeline
The commercial attractiveness of each fuel type in each corridor or country is
analysed in both the base case and high use Network models and the base case
Nodal and Tied vehicle/infrastructure models. The commercial attractiveness of a
given corridor or country is measured based on the project IRR, equity IRR and
debt service to cover ratio. For a corridor or country to be commercially attractive
all three of these tests have to pass the minimum threshold detailed in
Table 5.33.
A timeline profile is then built for each country or corridor that shows in what time
periods it would be commercially attractive for each given type of business model
to operate.
To determine whether a particular corridor in the TEN-T Network is commercially
attractive all countries within the corridor must pass the given thresholds outlined.
For the Tied vehicle/ infrastructure and Nodes model this is based on the country
itself, whereas for the Network model this will be determined by the particular
corridor within the country (with some countries having more than one corridor on
the TEN-T Network e.g. Germany).
5.6.

Task I: Financial Analysis of Ten-T Infrastructure Scenarios

Operating model
In this section we show the results from the operating model testing the potential
strategies presented in Task H. We show the capital costs required and how these
relate to the profile of operating costs and projected fuel revenues. The analysis is
based on the assumptions presented in Chapter 3 and earlier in this chapter. This
offers an indication of the relative financial feasibility of different fuels, strategies
and corridors.
We start by describing the Network Model with the Base Take Up Strategy, and
discuss at a high level, the challenges to commercially financing this business
model over a conventional time-horizon. We then examine the extent to which
different strategies can improve this situation.
We then show the Nodal Model under two scenarios. The Best Case assumes the
stations built are almost fully utilised. In this scenario, using best case
assumptions conventional financing for all fuels would be available. We also
present the Current Use Case which assumes a starting point equivalent to current
utilisation of existing fuelling stations then ramping up to full utilisation over a
longer period than the Best Case.
In the operating model analysis we have used high level inputs and assumptions
for the initial analysis as shown below.
Term
Project Period

Value
15 years

Notes
This is the period used to calculate the
NPV and IRR of the project. This is the
longest period that commercial
financiers might consider the project
over.
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Term
Weighted Average Cost of Capital
(WACC)

The return required for equity will
be much higher than this
meaning that a project showing a
positive NPV does not mean that
it could attract solely commercial
equity financing but rather
assumes a mixed financing of
debt and equity.
Net Present Value
(NPV)

Value

Notes

5%

This is the cost of borrowing assumed
for discounting future revenues and
costs. It is used to calculate the
discounted payback year and the NPV.

N/A

This is the sum of discounted cash flows
(costs and revenues) across the project
period. They are discounted to the first
year of the project (2016).

Source: Steer Davies Gleave analysis

Financial model
We have further developed our analysis with more detailed assumptions and
financial forecasts described in Task H, applied to each of the potential business
models and funding scenarios considered.
Operating Model Analysis
Network Infrastructure Model
The Network Model is designed for installation of alternative fuels infrastructure at
regular intervals along the TEN-T corridors, as described in Chapter 4 of the
report. Table 5.36 shows the headline financial results for each fuel under the
Base Take Up Strategy.
Table 5.36: Financial Returns by Fuel; Network total; Base Take-up strategy
Total Capex
(€ millions)
EV
CNG
LNG
Hydrogen

703
173
93
662

First year of
net
operating
profit
2021
2025
Never
2027

Discounted
Payback
Year
2033
Never
Never
Never

Fifteen Year
IRR
No
No
No
No

return
return
return
return

Fifteen Year
NPV (€
millions)
(175)
(195)
(160)
(692)

Source: Steer Davies Gleave analysis

None of the fuels generate a positive return over fifteen years. The details of this,
and how different strategies address it, are discussed throughout the chapter. The
common theme across all fuels and strategies is that the key determinant of the
success of the business case for a station is its utilisation. Under the Base Take-Up
Strategy the proportion of alternative fuel cars on the Corridors is too low for too
long a period to use the capacity provided by the stations, even if only small
capacity stations are initially installed. Without a reasonably high utilisation, there
is insufficient revenue to repay the capital expenditure.
To illustrate the case for different fuels and scenarios at a high level, we have
shown the financial figures for the network as a whole, or the average fuel station
from it. There will, however, be variation between stations and between corridors.
This variation is mainly driven by three factors:
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Alternative fuel-vehicle take-up: This will vary between Member States and
regions and impact the utilisation and so revenue of the station.



Traffic on corridor: The level of traffic on the corridor will affect the demand for all
fuel, including alternative fuel. This will also impact on revenue.



Brownfield site available: If there are not appropriate brownfield sites on the
corridor entirely new stations will need to be built, raising the initial capital cost.
We have not shown results by Member State in this section. These can be seen in
Appendix D.

Electricity
The business case for electric fuelling infrastructure, like other fuels, is
determined by utilisation. This is demonstrated in Figure 5.2, where the black line
shows cash flow, discounted using an assumed WACC of 5%. We have shown this
over a longer timescale than we would otherwise consider70 to show how the
model can generate profit, but only once vehicle take-up has increased
dramatically.
Figure 5.2: Cash flow profile; Average European EV station; Base Take-Up
strategy

There are three stages to the model:


Initial low utilisation. A basic two charger station is installed in 2016. Until 2025
there is so little demand that there is a small operating loss and capital costs
cannot be repaid.



Expansion. EV vehicle take-up increases dramatically and so charger demand
increases rapidly between 2025 and 2030. There is significant additional capital
expenditure to upgrade the power supply and install extra chargers. Revenue
broadly covers these capital costs.



High operating profits. Once the station is expanded, with high utilisation there is
a high annual operating profit which can quickly repay the initial capital
expenditure.
The length of the initial low utilisation stage means that the station will be unable
to repay debt or provide a return on equity for fifteen to twenty years. To provide

70

Due to uncertainty, we assume the percentage EV take-up remains fixed after

2030.
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a model that could bring forward this repayment and attract private investment,
either the station needs to be implemented later or the demand expansion
brought forward. These strategies are discussed later in the section.
Table 5.37 shows the financial metrics across the different corridors. There is
some initial variation in demand between Corridors, shown by significant variation
between initial EV traffic. However, the discounted payback period is primarily
determined by the rapid uptake in the late 2020s, which is assumed to be
consistent across corridors.
Table 5.37: Financial Returns by Corridor over a 15 year period; Electricity; Base
Take-Up strategy
Capex per
station (€
thousands)

Total Capex
(€ millions)

660
660

Baltic-Adriatic
North SeaBaltic
Mediterranean
Orient/EastMed
ScandinavianMediterranean
Rhine-Alpine
Atlantic
North SeaMediterranean
Rhine-Danube
Total

Discounted
payback
Year

Fifteen Year
IRR

80
85

First year of
net
operating
profit
2022
2020

2033
2032

No return
No return

660
450

149
82

2021
2023

2032
2034

No return
No return

700

145

2021

2032

No return

870
480
760

46
77
92

2017
2022
2018

2031
2033
2031

4%
No return
2%

600
590

85
703

2021
2021

2032
2033

No return
No return

Source: Steer Davies Gleave analysis

Capital expenditure by station over fifteen years is determined primarily by when
additional chargers and electricity supply are required. Initial capital expenditure
per station is similar across corridors, and the total is dependent on the number of
stations. The capital expenditure per station varies between corridors dependent
on the demand, with corridors with higher capex being those where more chargers
need to be installed per station.
Alternative Strategies
We discussed above three types of strategy which might be used to improve the
business case of infrastructure provision. The financial implications of these are
shown in Table 5.38.
Table 5.38: Financial Returns by Strategy; Network total; Electricity
Total Capex
(€ millions)

Base Take-Up
Accelerated
Take-Up
Reduced Costs
Improved
Margin

Discounted
payback
Year

Fifteen Year
IRR

Fifteen Year
NPV (€
millions)

703
1064

First year of
net
operating
profit
2021
2018

2033
2027

No return
16%

(175)
362

352
703

2021
2020

2029
2030

9%
7%

59
50

Source: Steer Davies Gleave analysis
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The Accelerated Take-Up Strategy partially addresses the problem of low early
utilisation and leads to a positive return over fifteen years at a WACC of 5%. The
cash flow for this strategy over fifteen years is shown in Figure 5.3. When,
compared with Figure 5.2, which showed the Conventional Take-up Strategy, it
shows that the initial low utilisation stage is reduced to four years. The expansion
stage, and associated capital costs, are drawn out over a longer period, so these
are more than covered by operating revenue.
Figure 5.3: Cash flow profile; Average European EV station; Accelerated Take-Up
Strategy

Source: Steer Davies Gleave analysis

Under this strategy, the differences between Corridors reflect those in the
Conventional Take-up Strategy. This means some Corridors, such as the RhineAlpine offer discounted payback as early as 2024 reflecting the high traffic
utilisation projected on that corridor.
The Reduced Costs Strategy does not address the key problem shown in
Figure 5.2, which is the length of the initial low utilisation stage. It does reduce
the initial capital expenditure, but this is still not covered by the near zero net
operating revenue until the utilisation expansion stage begins. Once the expansion
stage begins, the capital expenditure is repaid sooner as it is smaller, bringing
forward discounted payback from 2033 to 2029. The cash flow for this strategy is
shown in the figure below.
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Figure 5.4: Cash flow profile; Average European EV station; Reduced Costs
Strategy

Source: Steer Davies Gleave analysis

This strategy will reduce the total investment that needs to be found through
commercial financing, but does not significantly improve the prospect for
obtaining it.
The Improved Margin Strategy, similarly, does not address the long initial low
utilisation stage, as shown in Figure 4.5 Net revenue in this period is increased,
but the change is small in absolute terms. Again the significant change comes
after the expansion stage when net operating profits increase, which will only
have impact on financing strategies with a long time horizon.
Figure 5.5: Cash flow profile; Average European EV station; Improved Margin
strategy

Source: Steer Davies Gleave analysis

In summary the analysis confirms that addressing the uncertainties around
utilisation of the infrastructure is the most important factor in the design of
financial instruments.
Natural Gas
Like with EV infrastructure, the key challenge with natural gas is utilisation of the
infrastructure. In the case of both LNG and CNG, this is exacerbated by higher
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fixed operating costs and a higher proportion of the capital expenditure being
required at the start of the project.
As discussed above, we assume that 1,000kg/day capacity CNG stations are
installed. This is small and inefficient for a CNG station but, in terms of the power
supplied, is equivalent to a large EV station with seven chargers. The station
accordingly has high operating costs associated with maintenance, warranty and
operation of its gas compressors, regardless of the amount of gas actually sold.
This leads to operating losses in early years, as shown in Figure 5.6.
Figure 5.6: Cash flow profile; Average European CNG station; Base Take-Up
Strategy

Source: Steer Davies Gleave analysis

The cash flow diagram shows that the Base Take-Up strategy, as a whole, is not
nearly a commercial proposition over the fifteen year time period. There is
variation between different Corridors and Member States, with some areas already
having a significant CNG presence. However, as shown in Table 5.39, most
Corridors fail to provide a return over fifteen years.
Table 5.39: Financial Returns by Corridor over a 15 year period; CNG; Base
Take-Up Strategy

Baltic-Adriatic
North Sea-Baltic
Mediterranean
Orient/East-Med
ScandinavianMediterranean
Rhine-Alpine
Atlantic
North SeaMediterranean
Rhine-Danube
Total

Capex per
station (€
thousands)

Total Capex
(€ millions)

Discounted
Payback
Year

18
19
28
24
28

First year of
net
operating
profit
2025
2025
2024
2027
2018

400
400
400
390
410

2045
Never
2044
Never
2033

No
No
No
No

430
390
420

7
23
25

2020
2027
2023

2032
Never
2038

2%
No return
No return

410
390

18
173

2024
2025

Never
Never

No return
No return

Source: Steer Davies Gleave analysis
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Fifteen Year
IRR
return
return
return
return
2%

Particular sections of these Corridors would be more successful. For example, we
model that we add four CNG stations to the seven existing on the Italian section
of the Baltic-Adriatic Corridor. These provide a return over twelve years.
The situation for LNG is similar, but worse. A small LNG station is 2,000kg/day but
has a similar capital cost, and lower operating costs to a CNG station. However,
the higher wholesale cost of LNG – due to liquefaction and distribution costs –
means that a lower margin can be charged. Furthermore, most importantly, there
is much less LNG sold per station than CNG in the Base Take Up Scenario. In the
Accelerated Take-Up strategy this is reversed.
The financial situation for the different corridors is shown in Table 5.40. As
expected, there is no return on any corridor. However, due to the lower number of
stations required, and relatively low capital cost per station of €310,000 the total
capital cost of funding the network is low. The stations would then have to have
financial support to cover operating costs.
Table 5.40: Financial Returns by Corridor over a 15 year period; LNG; Base
Take-Up Strategy
Capex per
station (€
thousands)

Total Capex
(€ millions)

310
310
310
310
310

Baltic-Adriatic
North Sea-Baltic
Mediterranean
Orient/East-Med
ScandinavianMediterranean
Rhine-Alpine
Atlantic
North SeaMediterranean
Rhine-Danube
Total

Discounted
Payback
Year

8
13
13
15
16

First year of
net
operating
profit
Never
Never
Never
Never
Never

Fifteen Year
IRR

Never
Never
Never
Never
Never

No
No
No
No
No

310
310
310

3
11
12

Never
Never
Never

Never
Never
Never

No return
No return
No return

310
310

9
93

Never
Never

Never
Never

No return
No return

return
return
return
return
return

Source: Steer Davies Gleave analysis

Alternative Strategies
Alternative strategies need to be considered to provide a return over the whole
network. Table 5.41 shows the financial returns for the three strategies we
consider for CNG, and Table 5.42 for LNG.
Table 5.41: Financial Returns by Strategy; Network total; CNG
Total
Capex
(€ millions)
Base Take-Up
Accelerated
Take-Up
Reduced Costs
Improved Margin

Discounted
Payback
Year

Fifteen Year
IRR

Fifteen Year
NPV

173
265

First year of
net
operating
profit
2025
2019

Never
2027

No return
11%

(195)
149

87
173

2025
2021

2040
2035

No return
No return

(109)
(103)

Source: Steer Davies Gleave analysis
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Table 5.42: Financial Returns by Strategy; Network total; LNG
Total
Capex
(€ millions)
Base Take-Up
Accelerated
Take-Up
Reduced Costs
Improved Margin

Discounted
Payback
Year

Fifteen Year
IRR

Fifteen Year
NPV

93
211

First year of
net
operating
profit
Never
2019

Never
2030

No return
6%

(160)
14

46
93

Never
Never

Never
Never

No return
No return

(113)
(149)

Source: Steer Davies Gleave analysis

The Accelerated Take-Up Strategy contains materially higher natural gas
vehicle take up assumptions. The higher infrastructure utilisation that this leads to
means, for both CNG and LNG, that operating costs are covered by 2020 and
consequently there is a small positive return over fifteen years.
This strategy could attract some private financing in some form but the return is
low and over a long time period meaning that it will not be, on its own, be a
commercial proposition. This is discussed further in Chapter 6.
The Reduced Costs Strategy has relatively little effect on the financial position
of the model, as it only reduces capital expenditure and does not alter the fact
that there is a net operating loss for the first ten years of operation for CNG, and
for the entire modelled period (thirty years) in the case of LNG.
The Improved Margin Strategy, does improve the financial position for CNG,
and has a significant effect once higher utilisation is achieved. However, the low
early utilisation means that operating costs are not covered until 2023, and there
is no return over fifteen years. In the case of LNG, this strategy has little impact
due to low amount of fuel sold.
Both these strategies may have a role in particular sectors of Corridors for CNG,
where there is a higher early utilisation.
Hydrogen
Hydrogen is currently at an earlier stage of development and implementation as a
road fuel. For this reason there is little value in examining the financial position of
a potential infrastructure network beyond examining the initial capital costs.
Table 5.43 shows the financial position for the different strategies.
Table 5.43: Financial Returns by Strategy; Network total; Hydrogen
Total
Capex
(€ millions)
Base Take-Up
Accelerated
Take-Up
Reduced Costs
Improved Margin

Discounted
Payback
Year

Fifteen Year
IRR

Fifteen Year
NPV

662
1195

First year of
net
operating
profit
2027
2025

Never
Never

No return
No return

(692)
(821)

331
662

2027
2025

Never
2044

No return
No return

(401)
(593)

Source: Steer Davies Gleave analysis
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Across the strategies, revenue may 71 be able to cover operating costs by the mid2020s. However, these revenues are very small compared to the capital cost,
which is over one million Euros for each 100kg/day station. This size of station is
roughly equivalent in terms of power provided to a four fast charger EV station or
half of a small CNG station which both would have less than one fifth of the cost.
In terms of the relative costs of implementation across Corridors, the most
important considerations are the number of stations required and any existing
stations. This is discussed in Chapter 4.
Nodal Infrastructure Model
In the Network Infrastructure Model we saw that low utilisation meant there was
no clear commercial basis for delivering an alternative fuelling infrastructure
without intervention. We therefore developed the Nodal Infrastructure Model in
which fewer stations are placed at points where they will have more demand (see
Chapter 3 for further detail).
For this model we have developed two cases:
a)
The Best Case is used to show the financial viability of small stations if there
were sufficient demand to fully utilise them. It does not represent a plausible scenario
given current trends and expectations.
b)
The Current Use Case is based on demand currently seen on nodal based
networks. Demand is then assumed to ramp up to the high case traffic scenario over a
number of years.
Best case
In this case, we assume that for each alternative fuel station implemented,
demand ramps up to fully utilise the station over a period of three years. The size
of the stations implemented are the minimum level considered in Chapter 4.
Therefore the scenario represents a near best case for a small station, high use
network, given our base assumptions around costs and revenue margins.
In Table 5.44 we show, for each fuel, the total capex required to finance this
scenario and financial indicators for the business case for the total network over
the fifteen year period.
Table 5.44: Financial Returns over a 15 year period; Nodes Model Scenario; Best
Case

EV
CNG
LNG
Hydrogen

Capex per
station (€
thousands)

Total Capex
(€ millions)

950
390
310
1,020

84
34
36
91

First year of
net
operating
profit
2016
2016
2016
2016

Discounted
Payback
Year

Fifteen Year
IRR

2019
2023
2023
2033

87%
17%
16%
3%

Source: Steer Davies Gleave analysis

The table shows a positive return for each fuel. This is because of our ‘best case’
utilisation which does not reflect current demand or expectations. All the fuels
make an operating profit in the first year, when they are around half utilised. This
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As discussed in Task F, the assumptions around net fuel revenue and operating costs
are optimistic and uncertain.
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is due to our assumptions (see Task E) that many of the operating costs are
covered by the host service station or retailer where the stations are situated.
There is little variation between different corridors, Member States or stations as
we assume that utilisation ramps-up to the same level after three years.
For electricity, we saw in the Network Model scenario that rapid charging stations
are profitable once utilisation is high enough. In this Nodes Model scenario,
utilisation is high from the start, leading to a potentially commercially profitable
model.
The cash flow for an average station is shown in Figure 5.7. There is a total capital
cost for each station of €950 thousand. This is spread over the first three years as
chargers are introduced to meet demand, and the supply is upgraded. Net Fuel
Revenue covers operating costs from the first year and there is a discounted
payback period of six years. This model could attract commercial financing
through debt or equity, provided that there was confidence in the revenue
forecasts. (This is discussed further in Chapter 6).
Figure 5.7: Cash flow profile; Average European EV station; Nodes Model
Scenario; Best Case

Source: Steer Davies Gleave analysis

The profile of revenues and costs is similar for the other fuels, except that for
these all the capital would be required in the first year. The difference between
the fuels is in the relative sizes of the net revenue, Opex and Capex.
For both CNG and LNG, the capital cost of a station is lower, but there are also
lower net operating profits, leading to a lower rate of return over the fifteen year
period. The exact return will depend on the margin that the operator is able to
charge. As discussed earlier in this chapter, this is dependent on location,
competitive position, the price of different natural resources and the local tax
structure. The margins we assumed were validated against the assumption that
this scenario should give a commercial business case.
Hydrogen is currently in a different position to the other fuels. The very high costs
of refuelling infrastructure mean that, even if it is fully utilised, a 100kg/day
stations cannot repay its capital cost over a fifteen year period. This is modelled
under optimistic assumptions about net revenue and operating costs achievable.
Larger stations are projected to be more competitive, but these would need even
higher vehicle uptake to be fully utilised.
Current Use Case
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The Current Use Case aims to reflect demand currently observed on nodal based
networks, and use this, along with our high case fleet growth forecasts, to show
the potential business case for a nodal network.
For Electricity the base position is based on the Netherlands where, in 2015, EVs
made up around 1% of the vehicle fleet and this meant that the two charger
stations in the busiest locations were reasonably, but not fully utilised. From this
we projected how infrastructure usage would grow with the EV fleet size, and how
it would vary between Member States.
For CNG, we followed the same principle using the north of Italy as our base. For
LNG and Hydrogen, where there is not currently the same level of use, we
assumed a similar relationship between fleet and usage as CNG, and then
matched this to our uptake projections from the high traffic case.
Under this high use scenario, the stations will need to expand as demand grow. As
we are assuming that the stations are based at brownfield sites, we cap this
expansion at a twelve charger EV station, 5000kg/day natural gas stations and a
500kg/day hydrogen station.
This leads to a financial position between the Accelerated Take Up Strategy shown
for the Network Model, and the Best Case for the Nodal Model. For Electricity, CNG
and LNG, we see operating profits within the first four years and then a positive
return over fifteen years. Hydrogen is a few years behind in terms of demand, and
also has higher capital costs, meaning that there is no return over the project
period.
Table 5.45: Financial Returns over a 15 year period; Accelerated Take Up Nodes
Model Scenario; Current Use Case

EV
CNG
LNG
Hydrogen

Capex per
station (€
thousands)

Total Capex
(€ millions)

950
810
630
3,500

85
72
118
312

First year of
net
operating
profit
2018
2018
2019
2023

Discounted
Payback
Year

Fifteen Year
IRR

2025
2027
2028
2043

19%
16%
12%
No return

Source: Steer Davies Gleave analysis

Figure 5.8 below shows the cash flow for the average CNG station under the
Current Use Case. Initial low demand means operating costs are not met until
2018, despite only a small station being installed. Then, as demand grows rapidly,
there is more capital cost as the station is expanded, adding more compressors,
storage tanks and dispensers. At a particular station this capital expenditure
would be in more discrete chunks, whilst the graph shows the average across all
stations.
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Figure 5.8: Cash flow profile; Average European CNG station; Accelerated Take
Up Nodes Model Scenario; Current Use Case

Source: Steer Davies Gleave analysis

The profile for the other fuels is similar, with demand expanding rapidly leading to
high revenues later in the period covering initial capital expenditure and losses.
Hydrogen is different in that the initial low demand period is longer and the capital
costs higher.


The figures presented in Table 5.45 are for the entire network across Europe.
There will be variation between Member States where they have different starting
positions in terms of alternative fuel vehicle usage. For instance, a CNG station in
Italy or a EV station in the Netherlands will have an operating profit in the first
year – noting that we are using the low operating cost assumptions discussed in
Task E.

Financial model results
This section of the report includes testing of the financial viability of each of the
three potential business models (Tied, Nodal and Network) under three funding
scenarios, as described in Section H. It should be noted that the evaluation tested
financial viability discretely for each potential business model. As described in
Task H, Scenarios 2 and 3 include grant funding according to CEF rules. Increasing
grant funding from 20% to 50% for Member States that do not have access to
additional funding from the Cohesion Fund would enable the adoption of more
intensive investment models in certain scenarios. The analysis by Member State is
shown by fuel type for each funding scenario in the sections below.
Electricity
Scenario 1: No grant funding
This scenario considers the case where no grant is available to subsidise the initial
station and capacity investment. 70% of the initial construction cost is debt
financed.
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Figure 5.9: Electricity results in Scenario 1 at Member State level
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The results above demonstrate the impact of concentrating investment in areas
with high demand and supplementing public demand with demand from a tied
fleet operator. Without these initiatives, private investment would only be
undertaken in the Netherlands from the mid-2020s. Adding the initiatives
mentioned above would sufficiently increase the commercial attractiveness of
investing in electricity fuel infrastructure to enable private investment according to
the Tied model specification in all Member States.
Public demand is forecast to grow, with this growth being sufficient by 2020 to
enable private investment in electricity fuel infrastructure without dependence on
demand from a tied fleet operator in all Member States except Malta. Malta has
non-existent public demand for electric vehicles, resulting in only the Tied model
being financially viable during the evaluated time period.
As mentioned in Task A, electricity as an alternative fuel source for vehicles is at
its most developed stage in the Netherlands, compared to the rest of the Member
States on the TEN-T corridor. This elevated level of public demand suggests that
the nodal model could be supported on a purely commercial basis in the
Netherlands from 2016, with a network business model being supported from
2025.
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Figure 5.10: Electricity results in Scenario 1 at corridor level
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Source: Steer Davies Gleave analysis

Figure 5.10 above shows a summary of the strategies available at each corridor
across the evaluated timeline. Appendix E contains a breakdown of each corridor
by Member State. The overall summary is consistent with that observed at
Member State level. Portions of the North Sea-Baltic and North Sea-Mediterranean
corridors that pass through the Netherlands have the ability to support the
Network model from 2016, with the portion of the Rhine-Alpine corridor that
passes through the same country able to support the Network model in 20162020.
Scenario 2: Maximum Grant funding according to current CEF rules by Member
States
This scenario considers the case where the maximum grant funding according to
current CEF rules is available to Member States to subsidise the initial station and
capacity investment. The base grant availability of 20% of the initial construction
cost available to all Member States is increased to 80% and 85% for Member
States containing predominantly transition and less developed regions
respectively. 50% of the non-grant funded portion of the initial construction cost
is debt financed.
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Figure 5.11: Electricity Results in Scenario 2 at Member State level
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The long term picture in Scenario 2 is similar to that in Scenario 1. Adding grant
funding and a lower debt-equity ratio for the non-grant funded portion of the
funding requirement, however, would enable adoption of the Nodal model in
multiple Member States from 2016. The Netherlands is also able to support the
Network model from 2016 in this scenario.
Figure 5.12: Electricity results in Scenario 2 at corridor level
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Source: Steer Davies Gleave analysis

The results for Scenario 2 are the same as Scenario 1 at the corridor level, though
more portions of corridors would be able to support the Network model with the
initiatives assumed in Scenario 2, as can be seen in Appendix E.
The part of the Rhine-Alpine corridor that passes through the Netherlands joins
the parts of the North Sea-Baltic and North Sea-Mediterranean corridors passing
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through the same country in being able to support the Network model from 2016.
The part of the latter corridor that passes through Belgium can also support the
Network model from 2016 and parts of the Baltic-Adriatic (Austria), Rhine-Alpine
(Germany) and Rhine-Danube (Austria) corridors can operate the Network model
in the 2016-2020 period. The full corridor breakdowns by Member State can be
found in Appendix E.
Scenario 3: Accelerated Take Up combined with grant
This scenario considers the same grant and funding assumed as per Scenario 2
and demand is set at the high traffic scenario.
Figure 5.13: Electricity results in Scenario 3 at Member State level
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This scenario, which adds demand side policy measures aimed to increase public
demand for alternative fuels, results in a much more developed network across
Member States and corridors with many Member States being able to implement
Network business models. Belgium and the United Kingdom are able to support
this model in addition to the Netherlands from 2016. The other Member States
which are able to implement the Network model are able to do so in the 20162020 period.
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Figure 5.14: Electricity results in Scenario 3 at corridor level
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Half of the corridors are expected to be able to support the Network model from
2020. The Network model can be supported in most of the other corridors in the
same time horizon, with only the parts of the North Sea-Baltic corridor that pass
through Latvia and Estonia, the parts of the Orient/East-Med corridor that pass
through Romania and Greece, the parts of the Atlantic corridor that pass through
Portugal and the parts of the North Sea-Mediterranean corridor that pass through
Luxembourg only able to support the Nodal model.
Compressed Natural Gas
Scenario 1: No grant funding
This scenario considers the case where no grant is available to subsidise the initial
station and capacity investment and the project is organised on a commercial
basis. 70% of the initial construction cost is debt financed, with the remainder by
equity and demand is set at the base traffic scenario.
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Figure 5.15: CNG results in Scenario 1 at Member State level
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The majority of Member States, with the exception of Malta, are expected to be
able to implement the Tied or Nodal CNG model in 2020-2025, though no State
has the scope to implement the Network model at Member State level by 2030.
Italy and Bulgaria have the ability to implement CNG at the Nodal model from
2016 in this scenario and Sweden would be able to support a Tied model from
2016. Demand growth in Sweden in 2016-2020 would reduce the dependence on
demand from tied fleet operators and enable the operation of the Nodal model.
Other Member States, however, would have to rely on a much larger tied fleet in
order to generate sufficient cash flow to meet debt service requirements under the
Tied model from 2016.
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Figure 5.16: CNG results in Scenario 1 at corridor level
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Source: Steer Davies Gleave analysis

Figure 5.16 above shows a summary of the strategies available at each corridor
across the evaluated timeline. The overall summary is consistent with that
observed at Member State level. All corridors are able to start supporting the Tied
model throughout the entire corridor in the 2020-2025 period, though none are
able to operate the full corridor in either the Nodal or Network models.
The Baltic-Adriatic, Orient/East-Med, Scandinavian-Mediterranean, Rhine-Alpine
and Rhine-Danube Corridors are able to operate at the Nodal model in the
majority of the Member States that it passes through, though others will still
require public demand to be supported by a tied fleet operator to fulfil debt
service obligations and provide an attractive return to investors.
The Mediterranean Corridor is also notable as it is the only Corridor that can
support the Network model in part of the Corridor, the section that passes through
Italy, from 2016.
Appendix E contains a full breakdown of each corridor by Member State.
Scenario 2: Maximum Grant funding according to current CEF rules by Member States
This scenario considers the case where the maximum grant funding according to
current CEF rules is available to Member States to subsidise the initial station and
capacity investment. The base grant availability of 20% of the initial construction
cost available to all Member States is increased to 80% and 85% for Member
States containing predominantly transition and less developed regions
respectively. 50% of the non-grant funded portion of the initial construction cost
is debt financed and demand is set at the base traffic scenario.
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Figure 5.17: CNG results in Scenario 2 at Member State level
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With the addition of grant funding in Scenario 2, more Member States can
implement CNG through a Tied or Nodal model in 2016 and Sweden is able to
implement the Nodal model in 2016, whereas it relied on demand from a tied fleet
operator to make investment commercially viable in Scenario 1.
This scenario highlights the importance of grant funding and especially the
importance it plays in structural and transition Member States that receive a much
higher grant funding proportion of 80%-85% of the initial station and capacity
construction, compared to non-structural Member States which are eligible for
20% grant funding. The Czech Republic, Estonia, Greece and Slovakia, which can
now implement the Tied model from 2016, are defined as either structural or
transition Member States, as per Task H, and so benefit from the additional grant
funding. The non-structured Member States, which only receive grant funding of
20% of the initial construction cost, would only be able operate at the Tied model
from the outset with a much larger fleet of passenger mobility vehicles, in the
region of three or four hundred, or with a substantially reduced discount offered to
the fleet operator. All structural or transition Member States, with the exception of
Malta, are also able to operate the Nodal model from the 2020-2025 period,
whereas many Member States that only receive 20% grant funding are only able
to adopt the Tied model in this scenario.
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Figure 5.18: CNG results in Scenario 2 at Corridor level
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Figure 4.18 above shows a summary of the strategies available at each corridor
across the evaluated timeline. Appendix E contains a breakdown of each corridor
by Member State. The significant changes, when considering roll-outs across the
entire corridor, are in the Baltic-Adriatic and Orient/East-Med corridors, where the
Tied model becomes available in the 2016-2020 period. This is a result of the
findings at Member State level, showing the impact of the grant funding in the
initial years.
Sections of the Baltic-Adriatic (Italy and Slovakia), Mediterranean (Italy),
Scandinavian-Mediterranean (Italy) and Rhine-Alpine (Germany and Italy)
corridors are able to support the Network model. More corridors are able to
operate at the Tied level in at least part, if not the entire, corridor in 2016-2020
compared to Scenario 1. The North Sea-Mediterranean Corridor is the only
Corridor that is unable to support even the Tied model in any part of the route
until the 2020-2025 period.
Scenario 3: Accelerated Take Up combined with grant
This scenario considers the grant and funding assumptions as per Scenario 2. with
demand set at the high traffic scenario.
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Figure 5.19: CNG results in Scenario 3 at Member State level

Source: Steer Davies Gleave analysis

With the introduction of the high demand scenario, some Member States are able
to operate the Network model by 2030. Italy is able to operate at the Network
model from the year 2016 at a national level, while 10 additional Member States
are now able to implement the Network model in the 2016-2020 period.
The high traffic scenario has a much larger impact on developed Member States
such as the United Kingdom or Germany when compared with structural/transition
Member States such as the Czech Republic, whose profile remains the same as in
scenario 2.
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Figure 5.20: CNG results in Scenario 3 at corridor level
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Figure 5.20 above shows a summary of the strategies available at each corridor
across the evaluated timeline. Appendix E contains a breakdown of each corridor
by Member State.
The Rhine-Alpine corridor is able to support the Network model across the corridor
from 2016-2020. The remaining corridors, except the North Sea-Baltic,
Orient/East-Med and Atlantic corridors, would also be able to support the Network
model if policies were extended to the 1 or 2 Member States that require
additional support to fulfil the debt service obligations of the Network model.
Liquefied Natural Gas
Scenario 1: No grant funding
This scenario considers the case where no grant is available to subsidise the initial
station and capacity investment. 70% of the initial construction cost is debt
financed and demand is set at the base traffic scenario.
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Figure 5.21: LNG results in Scenario 1 at Member State level
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Source: Steer Davies Gleave analysis

The majority of Member States are expected to be able to implement the Tied
model in the 2020-2025 period in this scenario. Bulgaria and Italy will both be
able to support the Nodal model from 2016. Sweden is able to support the Nodal
model from the 2016-2020 period, though as with both Bulgaria and Italy, is not
able to progress through to the full Network model in this scenario before 2030.
Demand in Malta, in this scenario, is insufficient to cover even the operating costs
in the Tied model.
As mentioned in task A, LNG has very few existing stations among Member
States, with only 51 in total. For this reason many Member States do not have the
capacity for LNG in any of the models above until 2020-2025, when they can
support the Tied model. Due to the low number of existing stations most Member
States need to spend a significant amount on initial capex resulting in a delayed
initial investment to 2025 for the tied model to be effective.
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Figure 5.22: LNG results in Scenario 1 at corridor level

Source: Steer Davies Gleave analysis

Figure 5.22 above shows a summary of the strategies available at each Corridor
across the evaluated timeline. Appendix E contains a breakdown of each Corridor
by Member State. The overall summary is consistent with that observed at
Member State level. All Corridors can support the Tied model across the full
Corridor from 2025 period, but none are able to operate the Nodal or Network
models across by the year 2030. As observed above this is due to the low level of
public demand as well the high initial construction cost.
Scenario 2: Maximum Grant funding according to current CEF rules by Member States
This scenario considers the case where the maximum grant funding according to
current CEF rules is available to Member States to subsidise the initial station and
capacity investment. The base grant availability of 20% of the initial construction
cost available to all Member States is increased to 80% and 85% for Member
States containing predominantly transition and less developed regions
respectively. 50% of the non-grant funded portion of the initial construction cost
is debt financed and demand is set at the base traffic scenario.
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Figure 5.23: LNG results in Scenario 2 at Member State level
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Source: Steer Davies Gleave analysis

Adding grant funding in Scenario 2 has a similar effect as mentioned with CNG,
where more Member States are able to operate the Nodal model, with a
particularly marked impact on structural and transition Member States with access
to additional grant funding. All Member States are able to operate the Tied model
from 2016, with Italy and Bulgaria able to operate the Nodal model in 2016 as in
Scenario 1. The long term outlook is similar to Scenario 1 as all Member States
can operate the Tied or Nodal models by 2030. There is still no scope, however,
for any Member States to service the Network model by 2030.
Figure 5.24: LNG results in Scenario 2 at corridor level
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Source: Steer Davies Gleave analysis
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Figure 5.24 above shows a summary of the strategies available at each corridor
across the evaluated timeline. Appendix E contains a breakdown of each corridor
by Member State. The overall summary is consistent with that observed at
Member State level. All corridors can operate the Tied model across the full
corridor from 2016, though none are able to support the Nodal or Network models
by 2030. Parts of all corridors, except the North Sea-Mediterranean one, can
operate without relying on demand from a tied fleet operator in this scenario.
Scenario 3: Accelerated Take Up combined with grant
This scenario considers the same grant and financing assumptions as per Scenario
2 and demand is set at the high traffic scenario.
Figure 5.25: LNG results in Scenario 3 at Member State level
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Source: Steer Davies Gleave analysis

The additional demand assumed in Scenario 3 has a marked long term effect with
7 Member States able to implement the Network model from 2020.
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Figure 5.26: LNG results in Scenario 3 at corridor level
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Figure 5.26 above shows a summary of the strategies available at each corridor
across the evaluated timeline. Appendix E contains a breakdown of each corridor
by Member State. No corridors are able to support the Network model through the
entire corridor, though this model can be implemented in parts of all corridors
except the Orient/East-Med one.
The Rhine-Alpine corridor would be able to operate the Network model if policies
were extended to enable the roll-out of the Network model in the Netherlands,
which is only expected to be able to support the Tied model in this scenario. The
sections that pass through Germany and Italy can support the Network model
from 2016, with the Belgian section also able to operate the Network model in
2016-2020.
The Network model can be adopted across the majority of the Baltic-Adriatic and
North Sea-Mediterranean corridors from 2016-2020, though support will need to
extended in Slovenia and Slovakia (Baltic-Adriatic corridor) and France and
Luxembourg (North Sea-Mediterranean corridor) which will still only be able to
support a cluster of stations at freight nodes. The sections of the North SeaMediterranean corridor passing through France and Luxembourg would also need
this more fragmented approach to be supplemented with tied demand from a fleet
of freight vehicles (the Tied model).
Hydrogen, all scenarios
The results for hydrogen are shown in the figure below for all scenarios as the
results are the same in each scenario.
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Figure 5.27: Hydrogen results in all scenarios at Member State level
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Source: Steer Davies Gleave analysis

Hydrogen does not pass the test for commercial attractiveness in any Member
State for any model during the evaluated timeline. This is due to hydrogen having
a very high initial capital cost and very low initial demand, as detailed in Chapter
4.
The main barrier is that forecast operating cash generation is insufficient to cover
the high capital expenditure costs. However, we note that the detailed corridorby-corridor results shown later in Chapter 8 show the potential for hydrogen
business models to cover debt repayments in the late 2020s – and if greater cost
reductions are achieved in the capital expenditure requirements than are assumed
in our modelling, then the business models may become substantially more
attractive over time.
Figure 5.28: Hydrogen results in all scenarios at corridor level
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Figure 5.28 above shows a summary of the strategies available at each corridor
across the evaluated timeline. Appendix E contains a breakdown of each corridor
by Member State. For the same reasons as in the breakdown by Member State, no
State can operate any of the three business models for hydrogen and hence no
corridor can either.
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6.

FINANCIAL FEASIBILITY
6.1.

Overview

In this chapter we investigate the options for financing and funding Alternative
Fuels infrastructure:


Firstly, we identify the potential sources of funding and financing for Alternative
Fuels infrastructure deployment, drawing upon existing arrangements as well as
potential future sources;



We then identify other sources of funding and finance that might be applicable;



We identify the risk profile and lending criteria for different potential sources of
funding, financing using the cashflow analysis developed in Chapter 5;



Finally we suggest options for mitigation of some of these risks, and identify
potential funding and financing options to investigate further in the next part of
the project.
6.2.

Task J: Identify Sources of Funding and Financing for Alternative
Fuels Infrastructure Deployment

The diagram below outlines the current funding and financing sources that have
been used for alternative fuel infrastructure. Each of these sources are described
below. In the case of alternative fuels to move towards bankable projects it is
highly likely that they will need to ‘blend’ grants with financial instruments as a
way of efficiently using public funds and involving the private sector.
Figure 6.1: Sources of funding for alternative fuel deployment

Source: Steer Davies Gleave

European Union
To date the primary source of funding for alternative fuel infrastructure from the
European Union has been provided through the Connecting Europe Facility (CEF)
and Horizon 2020 (H2020) programme in the form of grants. An additional source
of funding is through Structural Funds (European Structural and Investment Funds
(ESIF)).
Connecting Europe Facility
The Regulation introducing CEF (Regulation (EU) 1316/2013) was adopted by the
Council of the European Union and European Parliament in late 2013. It sets out
the rules for awarding EU financial support to the transport, energy and
telecommunications sectors during the 2014-2020 financing period. The CEF
offers grants and also financial instruments such as guarantees (the Loan
Guarantee for TEN-T projects) and project bonds.
Under CEF, €33.2bn of funds will be made available over this period, with €26.2bn
earmarked for transport projects of the Trans European Network as well as
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Horizontal Priorities including alternative fuel infrastructure which is covered under
the Horizontal Priority ‘new technology and innovation in all transport modes’. Of
the €26.2bn, €14.9bn will be made available to all EU Member States and €11.3bn
will be transferred from the Cohesion Fund to be allocated exclusively to projects
in Member States eligible for this support (the Czech Republic, Estonia, Cyprus,
Latvia, Lithuania, Hungary, Malta, Poland, Slovenia and the Slovak Republic). By
2016 a significant proportion of the CEF funding has already been awarded.
Annex I Part IV(b) of the Regulation states an indicative percentage of 5% of the
€26.2bn for “ensuring sustainable and efficient transport systems” where the
Commission cannot deviate from this indicative percentage by more than 5% as
stated in Article 4. In January 2014, the Commission published a Communication72
on ‘Building the Transport Core Network: Core Network Corridors and Connecting
Europe Facility’, which included an indicative figure of €250-400m for new
technologies and innovation for all modes. Figure 6.2 outlines the funding for
alternative fuels under CEF.
Figure 6.2: Funding of alternative fuels under CEF

Article 10(2) of the CEF Regulation sets out the grant co-funding rates which will
apply for alternative fuel infrastructure developments under CEF. For ‘studies’
which includes alternative fuel pilot schemes, the maximum grant funding is 50%
of the eligible costs. The only exception to this ceiling is for funds allocated from
the Cohesion Fund where the rate of co-funding can be raised to 85%.
The Commission has provided details on 18 alternative fuel pilot schemes that
have been allocated grants through CEF with a total investment of €111m. These
projects obtained between 50% and 85% grant funding for the eligible costs.

72

http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legalcontent/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:52013DC0940&from=EN
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Funding through CEF is provided on completion of the project which could lead to
cashflow issues which was noted by many of those consulted as a significant
barrier.
Horizon 2020
H2020 is a research and innovation programme established by the EU in
December 2013 with a €77bn budget over the period 2014-2020. The fund has
three priorities, one of which is ‘Societal Changes’ which has an indicative budget
of €29.6bn. Within this priority €6.3bn been earmarked for investment in ‘smart,
green and integrated transport’ and €5.9bn earmarked for ‘secure, clean and
efficient energy’ both of which cover alternative fuels73.
Despite being a research and innovation fund, the H2020 Regulation (Regulation
(EU) 1291/2013) specifies the areas eligible for investment extend past traditional
R&I activities such as research and knowledge transfer and include market based
activities such as pilot projects, market take-up actions and supporting
standardisation. Furthermore, specific objectives within ‘smart, green and
integrated transport’ include the development of clean vehicles, the exploration
into alternative fuel infrastructure and the optimisation of planning and use of
clean fuel infrastructure while ‘secure, clean and efficient energy’ includes market
uptake of energy innovation which builds on the activities undertaken by the
Intelligent Energy Europe programme which aims to stimulate demand for
alternative fuels among other objectives. Figure 6.3 outlines the funding for
alternative fuels under H2020.
Figure 6.3: Funding of alternative fuels under H2020

The grant co-funding rates available through H2020 depends on the type of action
undertaken. This is outlined in Table 6.1.
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http://eurlex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=OJ:L:2013:347:0104:0173:EN:PDF
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Table 6.1: H2020 Maximum Grant Contributions
Type
Research &
innovation
actions
(RIA)

Description
Funding Rate Eligibility
To support basic and applied 100%
At least three legal entities
research, technology
in different EU Member
development and
State or H2020 associated
integration, testing and
countries
validation on a small-scale
prototype in a laboratory
Innovation
To support prototyping,
70% (100%
See RIA
actions (IA)
testing, demonstrating,
for not-forpiloting, large-scale product
profits)
validation and market
replication
Coordination To support accompanying
100%
At least one legal entity in a
& support
measures such as
Member State or H2020
actions
standardisation,
associated country
(CSA)
dissemination, awarenessraising and communication,
networking, coordination or
support services
The Commission has provided details of 5 alternative fuel projects that have been
allocated grant funding from H2020 with a total investment of €88m. Hydrogen
technologies, including transport infrastructure, have their own dedicated funding
stream under Horizon 2020 via the Fuel Cells and Hydrogen Joint Undertaking
(FCH JU).
European Structural and Investment Funds (ESIF)
In October 2011, the European Commission (EC) published their proposals for the
2014-2020 funding period. The Commission proposed that the European
Structural and Investment Funds (ESI) should be closely aligned with the Europe
2020 goals of smart, sustainable and inclusive growth, and closely aligned with
each other. ESIF has a budget of €454 billion for 2014-2020 period. In particular
monies may be available to support Alternative Fuel network development
through the Cohesion Fund and European Regional Development Fund, as well as
the CEF and Horizon 2020 programmes discussed above. Financial support can be
provided through a number of incentives including grants, awards, contracts,
repayable assistance and financial instruments.
For the 2014-2020 period, the Cohesion Fund concerns Bulgaria, Croatia, Cyprus,
the Czech Republic, Estonia, Greece, Hungary, Latvia, Lithuania, Malta, Poland,
Portugal, Romania, Slovakia and Slovenia.
The ERDF focuses on the following key priority areas relevant to alternative fuels:
Innovation and research; Support for small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs);
and The low-carbon economy.
The support for financial instruments aims to enhance the leverage effect of EU
investments by attracting additional resources from public and private investors.
European Investment Bank
The European Investment Bank (EIB) is the bank of the European Union owned
entirely by the Member States. They provide various different services to support
infrastructure developments across Europe including loans, financial instruments
and advisory services. In 2014 they approved financing/loans of €20.6bn in
strategic infrastructure and €19.1bn in climate action.
The higher multiplier effect of financial instruments when compared to grant
funding (where the multiplier effect is the ratio of private finance that can be
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supported through public funds) means financial Instruments have the potential to
incentivise and stimulate the private sector into investing in the deployment in
alternative fuel infrastructure on a larger scale.
One of the programmes run by the EIB to support the EU’s climate change
objectives is the European Local Energy Assistance (ELENA). ELENA does not
directly finance the investment project but provides a part of the technical
assistance to ensure the projects implementation e.g. studies or staffing etc.
ELENA is funded by the European Commission through its Intelligent EnergyEurope programme with the goal of helping local authorities in the EU fund large
energy efficiency projects. 46 projects have qualified for ELENA funding since
2010, 5 of which were urban transit schemes. ELENA’s contribution which across
the five schemes amounts to a around €9-10 million facilitated the development of
much large projects. Table 6.2 contains a brief description of the transport
projects that received funding under this programme.
Table 6.2: Transport projects that have received funding through ELENA
Project

Country

Description

Year

MADEV –
Madrid
Electric
Vehicles
Electrobus

Spain

Purchase of 1,400 electric vehicles
and 1,870 charging points.

2011

Size of
project
€53.4m

Spain

2011

€163.9m

SPIS Spårvagnar i
Skåne
(Tramway in
Skåne)
The Zero
Emission
Buses

Sweden

Establish a new bus network,
implement LED technology into the
traffic light system and convert 220
existing buses into hybrid buses.
Construct new tramway lines in
Malmö, Helsingborg and Lund

2011

€170.5m

2012

€587m

Aarhus LRT
(Aarhus
Light Rail
Transit
project)

Denmark

Replace the complete fleet of diesel
buses currently used in North
Brabant and Limburg with 626 zero
emission buses. The funding will also
be used to construct and related
charging infrastructure.
Upgrade, integrate and electrify two
older railway lines and construct
12km of new double tracks from
Aarhus Central Station to Lisbjerg
and Lystrup.

2013

€230.2m

The
Netherlands

Source: European Investment Bank website, accessed March 2016

The EIB is investigating the potential use of an EU-backed financial instrument to
address a market gap or risk such as the traffic demand profile in alternative fuels
infrastructure projects. In the first instance the EIB is targeting the cleaner
transport sector in cities and urban areas.
Member States
In order to increase the use of alternative fuel vehicles, some European Union and
non-European countries offer financial incentives on alternative fuel vehicles,
install and/or financially support the deployment of infrastructure networks, and
implement other supporting policies to promote alternative fuel vehicle
deployment.
Figure 6.4 and Figure 6.5 below outline the number of electric vehicle chargers
per capita and number of CNG stations per capita respectively for a series of
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European and non-European countries/ States. The Hydrogen and LNG station
infrastructure across Europe is very limited.
Figure 6.4: Electric Vehicle Charging Infrastructure per Capita

Sources: Global EV Outlook, OECD/IEA, 2015; California Energy Commission – Tracking Progress, State of
California Energy Commission, 2015

Figure 6.5 : CNG Station Infrastructure per Capita

Source: Provided by NGVA Europe

Norway
Norway has the highest percentage of electric vehicle sales in Europe at 14%. In
October 2015 over 74,000 electric vehicles were on the road greatly surpassing
their 2018 target of 50,000. The high uptake of electric vehicles is in line with the
electric vehicle incentives provided by the state which are some of the strongest
worldwide.
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The most significant financial incentives are exemptions from the normal valueadded tax (VAT) and the one-time registration fee on electric vehicle purchase
with the one-off subsidy on an electric vehicle purchase estimated as €15,395 in
2014. The Norwegian government policies on tax exemptions have recently been
prolonged until 2017, with a gradual phase-out scheduled from 2018.
Electric vehicle owners obtain further cost reductions through fuel savings due to
Norway’s relatively high prices for traditional fuels. Furthermore, Norway provide
additional incentives to electric vehicles including free toll roads, access to bus
lanes and free parking which has also provided time saving benefits to electric
vehicle owners such that 64% of the 1,859 respondents felt that their electric car
saved them time in a survey by the Norwegian EV Drivers Association. The
municipalities within Norway administer and fund many of these incentives such
as free parking in all municipal spaces.
In regard to supporting the deployment of charging infrastructure, in 2009 the
Norwegian government funded a national project to roll-out EV charging
infrastructure at a cost of €6.3m (NOK60m). By the end of 2014 Norway had over
5,600 Level 2 public charging locations (6,500 including private charging points).
Norwegian municipalities have also contributed to the deployment of charging
infrastructure with the city of Oslo funding the installation of 900 chargers within
the city as of 2014.
Recently Enova, a Norwegian government enterprise responsible for promotion of
environmentally friendly production and consumption of energy awarded the
contract for the construction and operation of 77 new fast chargers to Fortum
Charge & Drive, the largest electric vehicle charging network in the Nordic
countries. This consisted of circa €1.1m (NOK 10.5m) at a rate of 50% cofunding. The rate of 50% co-funding from the Norwegian government was also
provided to Nissan, who supported the installation of electric chargers at KIWI the
Norwegian discount store.
However, in Norway, the land use contracts for charging stations typically cover 5
years which is significant shorter than the length of payback when compared with
the Netherlands which typically has 15 year contracts.
United Kingdom
The UK has a strategic goal to increase the electric vehicle market share to 5% by
2020 as compared to an estimated market share in 2014 of 0.6%.
To reach this target, the UK government have pledged €645m (£500m) from
2015-2020 for ultra-low emission vehicles (ULEVs) which covers electric vehicles,
hydrogen vehicles and the supporting infrastructure. In regard to consumer
grants, at least €258m (£200m) has been earmarked for the plug-in car grant
which currently offers 35% off the cost of a car with less than 75 gCO2 /km
emissions, capped to a maximum of £5,000. The Government has introduced a
change to the plug-in car grant as of March 2016 that has reduced the maximum
grant to between £4,500 and £2,500 depending on the type of low emission
vehicle.
At least €41m (£32m) has been earmarked for new EV infrastructure which is
intended to support the installation of 500 rapid chargers across the country plus
other charge points in different settings. During the Plugged in Places scheme
between 2010-2014 the government provided 60% co-funding towards the cost of
public charging infrastructure and currently 75% co-funding is available for the
installation of private charging infrastructure.
Other areas of investment from the UK government include: €26m (£20m) to
support a new generation of ultra-low emission taxis; €39m (£30m) for low
emission buses; €129m (£100m) for research and development; and €45m
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(£35m) is available for cities schemes to support 2 to 4 cities in introducing
innovative local incentives, such as free parking, access to bus lanes and ULEV car
clubs.
In regard to hydrogen, the UK government have not specified how much of the
€645m (£500m) funding will be available for hydrogen infrastructure construction.
In 2014, the UK government earmarked €7.0m (£5.5m) grant funding for the
deployment of hydrogen infrastructure which is expected to leverage a further
€4.5m (£3.5m) funding from the private sector. This was intended to fund 4 to 7
new hydrogen refuelling stations and upgrade 6 to 8 already within the UK. In
May 2016 the government launched a £2m programme to promote fuel cell
vehicle uptake in public and private fleets. However, this remains significantly
lower than the amount of funding allocated to electric mobility.
Germany
In 2015, Germany had an electric vehicle stock of circa 24,000 and has previously
stated goals for 1 million electric vehicles by 2020, and 5 million by 2030.
In regard to electric mobility, the focus of the government funding to date has
been towards research and development which received €1bn of the €1.5bn spent
over 2010-2014. In particular, less focus has been placed on financial subsidies on
vehicle purchase by the German federal government, compared to Norway and
the UK. However, although Germany has not used consumer purchasing tax
credits or rebates to reduce the initial vehicle costs, the country has offered an
exemption from the annual vehicle circulation tax, and as with many EU countries,
the higher fuel prices provide a further incentive for electric vehicles. Other
incentives by the German government include permitting municipalities to offer
free or dedicated parking, use of bus lanes, and access to restricted areas for
electric vehicles and hydrogen vehicles.
Between 2010 and 2014, the German government invested €180m in four
showcase regions for targeted support, visibility, and stakeholder collaboration
with vehicle demonstrations, charging infrastructure, and car-sharing programs.
The showcase regions were estimated to generate a total of €300m including
private investment where, for instance, Berlin-Brandenburg obtained additional
funding of €16m from the state and c.€31m from private investments on top of
the €36m invested federally.
In order to support the deployment of electric vehicle infrastructure, the German
government are providing 50% co-funding towards the installation of 400 fast
chargers by the petrol station operator Tank & Rast. This initiative is in
partnership with RWE, the German electric utility company, and Nissan where the
cost of chargers and their installation will be shared between the project partners.
In July 2015 there were 18 public hydrogen stations in Germany where the target
is for 50 hydrogen stations by the end of 2016. Following this H2 Mobility
Germany which constitutes a collection of industry partners will look to continue
the hydrogen infrastructure deployment and are targeting 100 refuelling stations
by 2018. Financial support for the majority of the first 100 stations will come from
public-private partnership, National Innovation Programme Hydrogen and the Fuel
Cells and Hydrogen Joint Undertaking.
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Estonia
With the distance between quick chargers of 40-60km, Estonia have one of the
most established national charging networks in Europe. The national network was
fully funded by the Estonian government using €10m generated from the sale of
carbon credits to Mitsubishi in 2011.
The Estonian government also offered 50% subsidy on car purchase with a cap of
€18,000 between 2010 and 2014.
Croatia
Within Croatia there are two CNG stations. Information on the two CNG stations
was provided by the Ministry of Maritime Affairs, Transport and Infrastructure
(MPPI) which were installed in Zagreb and Rijeka for circa €1m each. The
installation of these stations was funded by the cities of Zagreb and Rijeka
respectively.
California
California has a high uptake of electric vehicles with the market share reaching
3.2% of total new car sales in 2014. A major driver of this uptake is the ZEV
(Zero Emission Vehicle) regulation which has been in place since 1998. The
regulation requires car manufactures to sell a minimum percentage of clean fuel
vehicles. Over 2014 to 2017, the required percentage of sales is set at 14%,
where OEMs are fined for failure to meet this requirement.
Several consumer incentives are also in place in California including tax rebates
which start at circa €2,250 ($2,500) for an electric vehicle and circa €4,500
($5,000) for hydrogen vehicles. These rebates can also increase depending on the
individual’s salary. A federal tax credit ranging from circa €2,250 ($2,500) to circa
€6,700 ($7,500) is also available.
Between 2009 and mid-2015, California state has invested circa €35m ($39m)
grant funding and €1.8m ($2m) in loans to support the deployment of charging
infrastructure.
In regard to hydrogen infrastructure, as of June 2015, 5 refuelling stations were
open within California and 44 public hydrogen stations were forecast to be in
operation by the end of 2015. The State of California is co-funding the initial
network of hydrogen fuelling stations and will have provided €83m ($92m) by the
end of 2015 for the funding of the 44 hydrogen stations. Tax credits for hydrogen
infrastructure are also available and are currently set to 30% and capped at
$30,000 per station (recently reduced from $200,000 per station). The state also
offer ongoing grants for operating and maintenance costs of hydrogen station
operators of up to $100,000 per year for up to three years.
Japan
In 2014, Japan had the highest national market alternative fuels share of new car
sales outside of Europe at 1.06%.
The Japanese government offers subsidies on vehicle purchases of about two
thirds of the price difference between the low emission vehicle and a comparable
ICE vehicle with a cap of circa €6,800 (0.85m Yen) for electric vehicles and circa
€16,100 (2.02m Yen) for hydrogen vehicles. Both are also exempt from purchase
taxes (automobile acquisition tax, motor vehicle tonnage tax, and automobile
tax).
In 2013, METI (the Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry) issued an electric
charger deployment plan, earmarking €750m and issued a call for proposals for
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the installation of the charging infrastructure with METI subsidising two thirds of
capital costs. The Japanese car manufacturers (Toyota, Nissan, Honda and
Mitsubishi) formed a company Nippon Charge Service and offered to compensate
the remaining third of the capital costs which was partially funded by the
Development Bank of Japan - a state owned bank. As of 2015, Japan has c10,000
public chargers including c.3,000 fast chargers.
In regard to hydrogen infrastructure the Japanese government currently provide
50% co-funding for refuelling station construction and have earmarked circa
€425m to support this with €50m being spend in 2014. The Japanese government
also partially subsidise hydrogen station operational expenses.
In addition to this, Toyota, Nissan, and Honda have formed a partnership ‘Joint
Hydrogen Infrastructure Support Project’, and offer subsidy for a third of the
annual operating expenses up to a cap of €88,000 (11m Yen).
At the end of 2014, 31 hydrogen refuelling stations had secured government
funding with the intention to have 35 operational by 2020.
China
The Chinese government has set a target of reaching cumulative production of 5m
electric vehicles by 2020 with annual sales targets of 1m in 2020 and 3m in 2025.
The total electric vehicle production stock in China was close to 120,000 at the
end of 2014, up from circa 35,000 in 2013. As of April 2015, they had invested
€5.2bn (37bn Yuan) in electric mobility including €1.6bn (11bn Yuan) towards
charging infrastructure.
China started to offer R&D incentives in 2009 as part of its attempts to grow the
domestic electric vehicle market. As of 2015, it had extended over €750m ($1bn)
in R&D loans and grants at the national level, which were supplemented by a
further €750m ($1bn) in local government and industry funding. It has since
supplemented these with regulatory and consumer incentives, public vehicle
procurement, production subsidies and investment in public charging
infrastructure.
The government has proposed offering passenger car purchasing incentives of
€4,000-7,500 (32,000-55,000 Yuan) for 2016-2020. This is reduced from the
35,000-60,000 Yuan offered up to 2015. However, the government has provided
VAT exemptions for the purchase of battery electric vehicles, plug-in hybrids and
fuel cell electric vehicles from 2014 to 2017 to mitigate the reduction in grant.
The national government was also aiming to boost infrastructure with a target of
constructing up to 400,000 charge points between 2011 and 2015. Local
governments have also been looking at increasing the charging infrastructure
through partnerships with local providers. There were approximately 28,000
charge points in China at the end of 2014.
China has looked to develop the electric vehicle market in pilot regional cases,
starting with regions where there is greater environmental urgency e.g. Beijing,
Tianjin, Hebei, Yangtze River Delta and Pearl River Delta. These pilot regions have
benefitted from enhanced incentives with some regions receiving double the
national consumer incentives and enhanced industry partnerships and charging
infrastructure plans.
Chine overtook the US in 2009 and is now has the world’s largest automotive
market. Given the size of this market, if there is significant uptake alternative fuel
vehicles, potentially supported by financial and non-financial government
incentives, this may lead to cost savings in the production of alternative fuel
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vehicles due to the economics of scale. This cost saving could be passed onto the
consumer leading to increased uptake in European countries.
Intergovernmental initiatives
In addition to providing domestic initiatives to increase the use of alternative
fuels, governments have also collaborated with each other to, inter alia, share
knowledge, file international patents and establish common standards. This has
resulted in the formation of multilateral bodies and bilateral agreements between
countries. Table 6.3 contains a summary of selected international collaboration
projects.
Table 6.3: Summary of selected international initiatives
Initiative
Clean Energy Ministerial:
Electric Vehicle Initiative
(EVI)

Participants
17 countries

International Energy Agency:
Hybrid & Electric Vehicle
Implementing Agreement
(IA-HEV)

18 countries

C40: Low Emission Vehicles

Almost a third of the 83
affiliated cities

Partnership on Sustainable
Low Carbon Transport
(SLoCaT): The Urban Electric
Mobility Vehicles Initiative
(UEMI)

Over 90 international
institutions, trade bodies
and companies

Green eMotion
Sino-German Electric Vehicle
Strategic Partnership
Framework
U.S.-China Clean Energy
Research Center
China-U.S. Zero Emission
Vehicle Policy Lab

China and Germany –
government agencies and
research groups
China and the USA –
government agencies and
research groups
China and the USA –
research groups

Objectives
Facilitate the global
deployment of 20m EVs by
2020 through knowledge
sharing (of experiences and
R&D) and engaging private
sector stakeholders.
Supply objective
information to government
policy makers and decision
makers, and facilitate
international R&D
collaboration.
Share best practices on
promoting the use of low
emission vehicles.
Obtain commitments from
cities and industry to
Increase the share of EVs
to 30% by 2030 and
thereby reduce CO2
emissions in urban areas
by 30% by 2050.
Collaborate on research
and harmonise charging
standards.
Share information and file
international patents.
Collaborate on policy
activity.

Source: Transition to a Global Zero-Emission Vehicle Fleet: A Collaborative Agenda for Governments; ICCT
September 2015, Websites

Third Party
Two third parties that have been particularly active in supporting the deployment
of alternative fuel infrastructure are car manufacturers (OEMs) and energy
companies. Both groups have a commercial incentive in the increased uptake of
alternative fuels with OEMs benefiting from increased vehicle sales while energy
companies benefiting from increased energy sales.
Several projects that have received CEF funding (of between 50%-85%) have
received the remaining funding from energy companies and OEMs. From
consultation with Nissan we understand funding is usually split as 50% funding
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from the EU, 25% from the main investor and operator, and remaining 25% split
between OEMs, such as, Renault, Nissan, BMW and VW. Nissan in particular have
provided funding for the projects: RCN, Corri-door, Fast-E, Unit-E and Great.
Furthermore there are examples of cross industry investment, such the projects
Corri-door and Unit-E which along with EU support received funding from the
energy company EDF and OEMs such as Nissan and Renault.
Aside from EU funded projects, Nissan have also financially supported the roll-out
of Ecotricity’s Electric Highway in the UK, Auchan the French supermarket in the
deployment of EV charges at 100 locations (operated by Sodetrel) and Fortum
with the aim of installing chargers at 50 Kiwi stores in Norway. The terms of
providing funding to the operator will usually include an arrangement to provide
Nissan vehicles with free charging. For instance, Fastned received funding from
Nissan and agreed to provide Nissan EVs with 4 years of free charging at Fastned
stations.
Private Equity
With development of alternative fuels still being at a relative early stage, funding
from private equity investment may be a solution. Private equity however requires
high returns from high risk investments which often arise from high growth in the
future cash flow. At present an example of such investment is Fastned who won a
15 year concession to operate many of the charging stations on highways.
Fastned have received €4.3m from private equity which consists of €1.3m from
founders and personnel and €3.0m through NPEX (a Dutch stock exchange for
small and medium sized enterprises) which is a crowdfunding model where small
investors can buy certificates which are tradeable on the stock exchange.
Investment from larger private equity firms is yet to occur.
Private Investment Company
Currently investment from private investment companies into alternative fuel
infrastructure is very limited. Fastned have received €10.5m in the form of
secured convertible loans. This consists of €8.25m from a Dutch investment
company BBVA and €2.5m from Flowfund. The interest rate is set at 6% and
collateral is provided by the fast charging stations. At the start of 2016, both
BBVA and Flowfund converted the interest accumulated until the 31st of
December 2015 into certificates of shares of Fastned at a price of 10 euro apiece.
The 15 year concession to operate the charging sites is a significant factor in this
investment as the length of concession secures future fuel sale revenue by
removing the risk of local competition, making investment in Fastned more viable.
National Development Banks
National development banks are government owned and operated. They have a
public mandate to sponsor development projects and the fact that lenders have
recourse to the government in the event of default enables them to benefit from
strong credit ratings e.g. KfW, owned by the German government, has a AAA
credit rating. This in turn means that national development banks are able to
borrow at lower rates compared to commercial banks.
This was exemplified in KfW’s 5 ‘green’ bond issues in 2015. The bonds raised a
total of €3.7bn in 2015, with interest rates between 0.125% (EUR denominated)
and 2.40% (AUD denominated). The status of the bonds as ‘green’ bonds ensures
that the amounts raised are directed to environment and climate protection
investments.
KfW has two further advantages of its status as a public entity: it does not pay
corporate taxes and it does not need to remunerate shareholders through, for
example, the payment of dividends. KfW is thus able to extend loans at lower
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interest rates, helping it support development projects that may not be viable
investments for commercial banks with higher cost bases.
The combination of a relatively cheap source of funding combined with publicly
mandated development objectives make national development banks a potentially
attractive source of financing alternative fuel projects. KfW has several
programmes which these projects could access, including ‘Investment Loans for
Municipal and Social Enterprises’ programme. The programme offers up to 30 year
term loans with a maximum value of €50m and interest rates starting at 1.26%
APR. However, although National Development Banks have many advantages they
usually need projects that are “bankable”, with relatively low risk. We know of an
example where a full loan guarantee from government would be required by the
relevant development bank in order to invest. Such requirements will need to be
considered when determining their role for alternative fuel network roll outs.
6.3.

Task K: Identify Other Sources of Funding and Financing that may be
Applicable

This section outlines how the involvement of funding and financing sources could
grow in the future and highlights other potential sources that are not yet active in
investing in alternative fuel infrastructure.
EIB
The two key sources of EU financing that offer investment through financial
instruments for alternative fuel stations is the Connecting Europe Facility (CEF)
and Horizon 2020 (H2020). The EIB can use these funds alongside its own
financial instruments to provide additional funding into the alternative fuels
industry.
CEF
The overall contribution to financial instruments through CEF is limited to €3.3bn
or, to 8% up to 10% of the total CEF budget. However this could be raised to 20%
if the pilot phase of the Project Bond Initiative is successful and the take up of
financial instruments exceeds 8%. Financial instruments from the Cohesion Fund
will also be available but only from 2017.
Under CEF, debt can either facilitate access to bank financing (e.g. loans and
guarantees) or facilitate access to project bonds. The financial instruments that
facilitate access to bank financing can take the form of subordinated debt or
senior debt where subordinated debt is ranked behind senior debt but ahead of
equity. For these instruments, the limit of the subordinated debt provision under
CEF is 30% of the total senior debt while the limit of the senior debt provision is
50% of the total senior debt.
Although yet to be used for alternative fuels the Project Bond Credit Enhancement
(PBCE) and the Loan Guarantee Instrument for Trans-European Transport
Network Projects (LGTT) both have attributes that could be beneficial to
alternative fuel deployment. These are outlined below.
Project Bond Credit Enhancement (PBCE).
PBCE provides credit enhancement to project bonds. PBCE consists of
subordinated debt that acts as a protective layer to senior debt where the
subordinated debt is either provided in the form of a loan (funded PBCE) or a
contingent credit line (un-funded PBCE). Both result in credit enhancement to the
project bond (the senior debt) as funded PBCE reduces the amount of senior debt
required while un-funded PBCE provides funds to service senior debt when income
is not sufficient or construction costs exceed the amount budgeted. It was
estimated in an ad-hoc audit by EY that the interest rate improvement with the
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involvement of PBCE was at least 50bps.74 PBCE funding is available for the full
project lifecycle.
In relation to alternative fuel infrastructure, PBCE could reduce financing costs
and furthermore could protect the operator during the ramp up phase as financing
and operating costs during a period of reduced utilisation could be funded by the
PBCE facility. However, the EIB recognises that when alternative fuels projects
have weak credit rating, bonds cannot be issued in the market and therefore PBCE
would not be an applicable mechanism.
Loan Guarantee Instrument for Trans-European Transport Network Projects (LGTT).
The LGTT was designed to cover the risk of traffic revenue shortfalls during the
ramp-up phase as a result of lower than forecast traffic volumes as users discover
the infrastructure. It is similar to PBCE (which was largely based on LGTT)
however there are key differences. Firstly through LGTT the EIB and the EC jointly
provide a guarantee to commercial banks who in turn provide the subordinated
debt as opposed to the EIB and the EC providing the debt directly. Secondly, LGTT
is only available for the first 7 years of the project as opposed to the full project
cycle. Therefore, as with PBCE, LGTT could protect the operator during the ramp
up phase of utilisation however it is limited to only cover the first 7 years of the
project. The EIB recognises that long term traffic volume/ revenue uncertainty in
many alternative fuels projects last for a period of more than 7 years and
therefore some adaptation of the LGTT would be required for these projects.
H2020
H2020 has earmarked 3.69% of the total budget or €2.7bn (net of administrative
costs) to be provided through debt finance (such as risk-sharing loans and
guarantees) and equity where H2020 Regulation states that “financial instruments
shall be the main form of funding for activities close to market”.
The financial instruments available under H2020 are grouped under Innovfin
which consists of a series of financial tools and advisory services. The types of
financial instruments offered differ for SMEs (less than 500 employees), Mid cap
companies (less than 3,000 employees) and Large Cap companies (more than
3,000 employees). Table 6.4 outlines the financial instruments available through
Innovfin.
Table 6.4: Financial Instruments available under Innovfin
Name
SME
Guarantee

Description
Guarantee provided to a financial
intermediary for debt financing

SME Venture
Capital
Mid-Cap
Guarantee

Equity finance provided venture capital
funds that finance enterprises in their early
stage
Guarantee provided to a financial
intermediary for debt financing

Mid-Cap
Growth

Senior or subordinated debt to innovative
businesses for 5-7 years tenure.

Limit of Financing
50% per loan and max of
€25m per financial
intermediary
Max of €30m or 25% of
total commitments per
venture capital fund
50% per loan and max of
€50m per financial
intermediary
Max of €25m per loan

74

http://ec.europa.eu/dgs/economy_finance/evaluation/pdf/mid_term_eval_pbi_pilot_p
hase_en.pdf
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Name
Finance

Description

Limit of Financing

Large
Companies

Senior
or
subordinated
debt
and
guarantees provided for up to 10 years

Min of €25m and max of
€300m
per
loan
or
guarantee

The InnovFin Energy Demo Projects instrument may be of particular relevance as
it has been developed to support bridging from demonstrations to
commercialisation of low-carbon energy technologies. It can provide first-of-akind financing in the renewable energy, sustainable hydrogen and fuel cell fields
as loans in the region of €7.5-70m over 15 year terms.
European Fund for Strategic Investments
The European Fund for Strategic Investments (EFSI) is an initiative launched
jointly by the EIB, European Investment Fund (EIF) and the European
Commission. It consists of a €16bn guarantee from the EU budget, complemented
by an allocation of €5bn of EIB’s capital. It is intended to offer guarantees to
higher risk investments financed by the EIB Group (the EIB and the EIF) thereby
increasing the volume of higher risk projects supported by EIB Group financing
operations. It therefore can be used to enhance the typical products offered by
the EIB and EIF, such as, senior debt and sub-ordinated loans and could allow the
EIB to invest in projects with a higher risk profile such as alternative fuel
infrastructure.
EIB instrument designed for alternative fuels
From discussion with the EIB we understand that they recognise the need to
develop financial instruments that address the traffic profile risk identified in
Chapter 5. This will draw upon their existing instruments: LGTT, PBCE, as well as
using the ability to take greater risks on lending through the InnovFin/EFSI
products and proogrammes. They assess that significant blending of
grant/benevolence as well as innovative financial instruments will be needed
alongside long term funding commitments and stability in the regulatory
environment.
Grant Funding
Availability payment from public sector
An availability payment is a payment made irrespective of demand usually by a
public body to the operator of an asset and can either be contingent on the asset
being operational or be linked to performance of the asset. Availability payments
would support the infrastructure operator during the period of low uptake ensuring
operating and financing costs are paid. This would reduce risk of default and
improve financing options. Furthermore, availability rates could be tied to
utilisation of the infrastructure, reducing as the utilisation increased.
Commercial Banks
To date there has been very limited appetite for investment from commercial
banks. The lack of a viable business model, technology risk and political
uncertainty are all constricting factors that make it challenging to deploy funds.
Lending from commercial banks will require a balance of risk and reward. Net
operating cash flows from projects must be sufficient to cover repayment of both
capital and interest before lending can be considered.
In consultation with CNG services, the UK fright CNG station operators, they
confirmed approaching Lloyds and Santander for debt financing however Lloyds
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didn’t engage while Santander were interested but declined due to the need of
more history in market.
6.4.

Task L: Identify the Challenges and Risks to Project Implementation
and Potential Solutions

In Task H we have described three potential business models to support
development of alternative fuel infrastructure, and in Task I we assessed those
business models under a variety of funding/financing scenarios. In this chapter we
identify the specific challenges and risks to implementation that alternative fuels
infrastructure projects face throughout their lifecycle. We explore:


A three phase model of the general financial status of the projects over the period
of demand ramp-up;



Specific financial challenges and risks experienced at different times throughout
the project lifecycles;



Other key risks that affect the financial viability of the projects;



Potential options to mitigate the challenges and risks including:


project structuring and specific financial instruments.

Three Phase Model of Funding Gap for Alternative Fuels Projects
The difference between annual and cumulative cash outflows and cash inflows
across a defined time period determines the ‘funding/financing gap’; this gap must
be covered by some source of funding and/or financing. The particular mix of
funding and financing determines the financial structure of the project.
Typically, as it is generally accepted that the cost of debt is lower than the cost of
equity, it is preferable to obtain as much debt for the project as possible (through
gearing). The ability to raise debt is dependent on both economic factors
impacting the availability of debt/equity and the project’s risk profile. The risk
profile is developed by assessing the project’s ability to repay debt, and service
regular interest payments (debt service) and the factors that might impact that
ability.
When assessing the project’s ability to repay debt from net cash flows the initial
view is developed by identifying the capital requirement as the basis of the total
value to be funded and the net cash flow over time that could be available to
repay debt and provide an acceptable return on equity.
Contributions from equity are driven by the attractiveness of the investment in
terms of risk and return. Although typically not requiring a guaranteed return
investors will need to have a high degree of confidence that their investment
criteria can be met. As with debt, equity requires mitigation against financial risks
in order to invest.
Grant or industry contribution funding may provide a valuable source to meet the
‘funding gap’ between equity and debt invested and total capital costs of the
project. Although typically not repayable a mechanism could be introduced such
that some recovery of investment could be made over time when projects became
profitable.
Our modelling results have shown that the funding/financing gap of the projects is
strongly related to the ramp-up of demand for each alternative fuel which drives
they key inflow of cash (revenue from fuel sales). Generally, the proportion of the
vehicle fleet using any particular alternative fuel currently (in 2016) produces only
enough demand for a relatively low level of utilisation of alternative fuels
infrastructure. Over time this demand is assumed to increase (ramp up) – and
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both the speed of the ramp up and the eventual demand level reached are
important when considering the financial viability of the infrastructure projects.
Although there are differences in timings depending on the exact inputs for any
particular business model (assumptions on demand ramp up, operating
expenditure [opex], funding and debt/equity structuring), there will be broadly
three phases of financial health of alternative fuels infrastructure projects as
demand ramps up (see Figure 6.6 below).
Figure 6.6: Demand Ramp-Up Implications for Funding Gap (three phase model)
illustration of concept

The three phases are:


Phase 1 “Operating Loss”: in this initial phase low levels of infrastructure
utilisation mean that projects do not have sufficient revenue to cover all their
opex or any of the debt required to cover the capital expenditure on the
infrastructure. Any funding/financing structure put in place will have to cover both
the operating losses and any capital funding requirements over a number of
years.



Phase 2 “Operating Profit”: in this phase demand has ramped up enough that
the project revenues are sufficient to at least cover the opex – but not yet able to
fully service any required debt repayments. Any funding/financing structure put in
place will have to cover capital funding requirements over potentially an extended
period of time.



Phase 3 “Debt Coverage”: in this phase demand has ramped up enough that the
project revenues are sufficient to cover both the opex and any required debt
repayments. Projects
Our analysis here concentrates on these first three phases, where specific funding
support and financial instruments will be required because of the gap between
cash inflows and outflows. Later phases are implied – such as when cashflows are
available to pay returns to equity investors or when demand ramp up has finished
– and the market is essentially mature. These phases – although important – are
essentially fully commercial phases where funding support and specific financial
instruments are unlikely to be required.

Risk Assessment: Demand Profile
The level of alternative fuels demand and the ramp-up profile of that demand
define the overall demand profile through time. The risks relating to the demand
profile that are perceived by investors will change over time, broadly in line with
the three phases of the project financial status as follows:


Phase 1 “Operating Loss”: at the start of this phase the demand may be close
to zero – or at least at a low enough level that there is little utilisation of the
infrastructure. The future speed of development of the alternative fuels market is
highly uncertain and dependent (broadly) on: European Commission/multi-lateral
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environmental objectives (and policy drivers/incentives), Member State priorities
and actions, technological developments, and vehicle manufacturer priorities and
actions. These uncertainties – coupled with the lack of useful data on which to
build forecasts which are ‘investment-grade’ – mean that economically driven
investors perceive the risk around future revenues as very high. This means that
even if investments look attractive over the medium-long term, investors are not
comfortable with the level of risk. To make projects in this phase investable, this
risk must be mitigated.


Phase 2 “Operating Profit”: once demand ramp-up has reached the level where
projects can at least cover their opex, the perceived risks around the demand
profile will be reduced – and there are a number of reasons for this. There will
now be a much wider database of actual and expected project utilisation across
geographies, location-types and fuels, and this demand history will perhaps allow
more plausible and evidence-based demand forecasting. It is perhaps still unlikely
that such forecasts will be ‘investment-grade’ in the sense usually perceived by
the financial industry, but the risk will certainly be materially lower. Moreover, at
this point in the alternative fuels infrastructure development cycle, the actions of
the key stakeholders that can influence the demand outcomes will be visible
(particularly the EC, MSs and vehicle manufacturers) and these (depending on
those actions) and their effect on demand ramp-up will become clearer. The
demand risk may still require mitigation in this phase.



Phase 3 “Debt Coverage”: in this phase, the revenue from the demand is
servicing both opex and debt repayment, and revenue guarantees are no longer
likely to be required. Rather, depending on project structuring, it may be
appropriate in some instances to use mechanisms that capture upside demand
risk.

Risk Assessment: Other Key Project Risks
There are a number of risks that are not specific to alternative fuels infrastructure
business models such as fluctuations in cost drivers – and these (and potential
mitigations, such as resource cost hedging) are well understood by operators,
investors and the financing community, so are not examined explicitly here.
However, there are a number of risks that are specific to the sector:




Technological change is likely to affect all fuels – but perhaps will affect EV and
Hydrogen the most. The change will create risk and opportunity as follows:


Increased charge power ratings may lead to faster charge times – and/or
ability to charge larger batteries. There is a material risk of technological
obsolescence of some existing charging equipment if consumer expectations
change to match available charge technologies (that may be offered in other
locations). This risk will be perceived by potential investors – and also if
realised would reduce the effectiveness of any public sector investment – so
requires mitigation.



Technological change will also bring opportunity; faster charge times and more
power delivery for EV would both offer the potential for new pricing models
and/or increased revenues.



Infrastructure equipment costs (and capex requirements generally) are likely
to reduce for all fuels as the size of the alternative fuels sector increases. This
may be particularly important for hydrogen; where current capex costs for the
equipment and installation are high partly because each installation is
bespoke. As turnkey solutions are developed as the industry scales the capex
requirements are likely to materially reduce.

Capacity constraints: this affects all fuel types, but is particularly important for
EV, because charge times are always likely to be longer than liquid/gaseous
refuelling times. To maximise the effectiveness of alternative fuels infrastructure
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rollout, the ability to expand the infrastructure in-line with capacity should be an
explicit consideration of the business models.


Competition: early or first movers will potentially be at a significant disadvantage
in terms of responding to new technology (so called ‘first-mover disadvantage’) –
and the increasing maturity of the alternative fuels sector. Similarly to
technological change, mitigation of this risk will improve the investability of
projects.



Policy environment: the policy environment in which alternative fuels
infrastructure operates will affect demand uptake (as discussed earlier) and
uncertainty regarding changes to the policy environment is a key concern
reported by stakeholders across the sector. Mitigation of this risk would improve
the investability of projects.
Again, the changing risk profile through time for each of these risk types can be
understood in the context of the three phases:







Phase 1 “Operating Loss”:


Technology obsolescence: high risk due to market/technology immaturity and
long remaining payback time on initial capex investment.



Capacity: zero risk due to low utilisation.



Competition: very low risk due to market immaturity and non-profitable
business models.



Policy: high risk due to dependence of demand ramp-up on policy drivers.

Phase 2 “Operating Profit”:


Technology obsolescence: medium risk because arguably the risk of large
step-changes in technology will decrease as the market/technology matures.



Capacity: risk increases from zero to low throughout this phase as demand
ramp-up starts to threaten customer service.



Competition: risk increases from very low to medium throughout this phase as
increasing demand ramp-up makes competition more viable and more likely.



Policy: risk decreases from high to medium throughout this phase as demand
ramp-up occurs.

Phase 3 “Debt Coverage”:


Technology obsolescence: Technology obsolescence: medium risk because
arguably the risk of large step-changes in technology will decrease as the
market/technology matures.



Capacity: risk increases from medium to high throughout this phase as
demand ramp-up threatens customer service and caps potential income.



Competition: risk increases from medium to very high throughout this phase
as increasing demand ramp-up makes competition increasingly likely.



Policy: risk decreases from medium to low throughout this phase as demand
ramp-up reaches commercially viable level.

Risk Summary
The key risks that we have identified and the stakeholders best placed to manage
those risks are:


Demand ramp-up profile (including policy). This risk is generally highest at the
earliest stages of the alternative fuels demand ramp up lifecycle. Policy actions
(including regulation, incentivisation, and taxation) will be one of the key drivers
of demand ramp-up – and this risk is therefore best managed by the public sector
which can influence the outcome to some extent by setting the policy
environment. In this context the public sector could include trans-national bodies
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such as the European Commission, Member State authorities, or relevant local
authorities.


Technology obsolescence. Technological innovation is challenging to forecast and
the outcome is unlikely to be influenced by stakeholder actions (except perhaps
indirectly by the amount of research and development expenditure by vehicle and
equipment manufacturers, and at a further step removed by relevant policy
drivers of such expenditure). One way of mitigating technology risk that is already
seen in practice is the work of multi-stakeholder technical groups to create
forward-looking standards for vehicle refuelling/recharging technology. One option for
managing the risk would be:





Building a facility for technology upgrading/renewal into the project lifecycle.
In the case of a step change in technology large enough that existing
infrastructure (e.g. charging equipment) became obsolete over a very short
period of time, an explicit facility (guarantee / insurance) built into the project
structure could be triggered. This would of course have a cost, but the project
would be able to leverage its existing customer base – and the sunk costs
relating to the site and back office etc. – to retain its early/first mover
advantage in the market.

Competition. In contrast to the other risks, this risk increases over time as
demand ramp-up increases to commercially viable levels. There are a number of
actions possible to mitigate the competition risk – and they are best managed by
different stakeholders:


The right to operate infrastructure in particular geographies/locations can be
regulated by the public sector to ensure an efficient distribution – with
competition for the long-term right to operate the infrastructure (such as
existing concessions for motorway service areas, roads, railways or other
transport projects).



The general risk of competition can be mitigated against through efficient
business operation/strategy to maximise revenues.

Risk Mitigation Options
The different business models (Tied, Nodes, and Network) analysed in this study
suit a phased approach to infrastructure development. In this section we discuss
potential options to mitigate the key risks in terms of project structuring and
specific financial instruments. We also include a discussion around hydrogen
specific issues, recognising that the issues are somewhat different because of the
much earlier stage of the market lifecycle.
Project Structuring: Tied Fleet Model
The Tied model offers a relatively low cost solution to build up infrastructure at
key nodes on the TEN-T network whilst mitigating key elements of demand rampup risk, technological obsolescence risk and competition risk. However, the tied
model will only be suitable where the following conditions are met:


Appropriate stakeholder partners with the desire to act as counter-parties
exist;



A fleet operator partner can be identified for whom it would be economically
advantageous to enter into a tied fleet arrangement; and



A suitable location can be found for the infrastructure that would allow both
the tied fleet and public demand to be serviced.

The tied model is therefore unlikely to be a solution for full alternative fuels
mobility on the TEN-T corridors. However, where the above conditions are met, it
is likely that a form of tied model can be made to work for EV, CNG and LNG in
most locations now – or in some cases within the next five years.
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The Tied model works because it is effectively a demand guarantee which
guarantees a minimum (or absolute) demand from the tied fleet. Having a tied
fleet also effectively mitigates technological obsolescence risk and competition
risk, because the tied fleet demand is guaranteed throughout the life of the
contracting period.
The Tied model is reliant on the guaranteed demand from the tied fleet; and
therefore the key risk is around the continued operation of the fleet and the lockin to the tied contract. Appropriate legal and financial contracting arrangements
will minimise any risk that the fleet operator would not take up the guaranteed
fuel purchase. There would remain some residual risk of continued fleet operation.
Public sector fleets would represent a low risk – whereas private sector fleets
would be more affected by market changes in the sectors they were operating
within (e.g. logistics).
The tied model could operate as a private commercial venture or as a public
private partnership (PPP) (and examples of both have been currently deployed).
With regards to infrastructure deployment on the TEN-T corridors, there is a role
for the public sector to identify and enable stakeholder partnerships in suitable
locations – whether the eventual project structure is purely commercial or a PPP.
PPP structures would need to be tailored to the project in question. In the
archetypal tied fleet model there are a number of counterparties to the contract
that could be either public or private sector:


Site provision: public sector or private sector;



Fleet operator: public sector or private sector;



Infrastructure operator: private sector;



Energy/fuel provider: private sector;



Fleet provider: private sector; and



Financer: public and/or private sector finance.

Not all Tied model projects would have counterparties in each category mentioned
above – and in some cases the counterparties may cover multiple categories (e.g.
the site for the infrastructure may be provided by the fleet operator). Variants of
the model exist with and without inclusion of the fleet provider as a counterparty.
Including fleet leasing/purchase arrangements as part of the contract may be
attractive because it significantly increases the size of the deal – potentially
making it more attractive to financiers.
Similarly, variants of the model could exist with and without the inclusion of
energy/fuel providers. Inclusion of such providers is one way to potentially hedge
against movements in energy/fuel prices.
The size of the contract may be a barrier to certain types of financing for small
tied fleet contracts. Conversely the complexity of the legal, contractual and
financial arrangements may be a barrier to arranging the contract in examples
with many counterparties. These are areas where the European Institutions (EIB
and EC) can potentially expand their current roles to find ways to remove – or at
least minimise – these barriers:


Provision of ‘off-the-shelf’ contracting structures that can be adapted easily into
appropriate PPP structures.



Provision of a single point of contact for access to European funding and financing
instruments (a ‘one stop shop’).



Provision for funding/financing arrangements appropriate for contracts ranging
from single infrastructure locations with small fleets, to multiple infrastructure
locations with large fleets.
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Financial instruments to support the tied model would include some grant funding
for up-front capital costs, which is available at EU and Member State level but also
potential public sector backing for the project to enable borrowing for the project
at close to sovereign rates (rather than commercial rates) reducing the costs (and
risks) of borrowing. We understand this instrument has been used in the
Netherlands but would require further development for more widespread
application.
Project Structuring: Tied Model Case Study: Urban Public Transport
The opportunity exists to develop tied model projects now – and it is likely that
the correct conditions exist in many urban areas for development of public
transport (e.g. buses) tied fleet projects. The incentives for such project
development could be further increased if the opportunity is taken in the
upcoming revision of Clean Vehicles Directive 2009/33 to implement progressive
mandatory targets for alternative fuelled vehicles in public sector fleets.
Projects are likely to be particularly attractive where:


There is existing and proven high demand for public transport – and particularly
with profitable operations.



There are urban air pollution issues – particularly where exacerbated/caused by
diesel buses (e.g. particulate pollution).



There are public sector (local/regional authority) partners willing to facilitate and
potentially co-sponsor tied fleet projects.



Bus fleet operators (either public or private) are willing to be involved.
Regional/national and EU-level public sector stakeholders have an important
facilitation role to ensure that potential local partners have enough information on
project structuring and funding and financing options – and it may be that
advisory support from the EIB/EC is needed to give local authority stakeholders
the confidence to proceed.
The next step will be to ensure the above pre-conditions are met – and this will
require facilitation by local authority stakeholders in MS – with support from
regional/national and EU-level public sector stakeholders.
A public transport tied fleet project would be likely to have the following
counterparties to the contract:



Site provision: probably the bus operator’s depot site (either public sector or
private sector);



Fleet operator: the bus operator (public sector or private sector);



Infrastructure operator: probably the bus operator but could in theory be a
specialist contractor/operator (public sector or private sector);



Energy/fuel provider: private sector (optional);



Fleet provider: private sector; and



Financer: public and/or private sector finance.
Depending on the contracting structure the project could be carried out almost
entirely in the public sector (with a public sector bus fleet operator and public
sector funding/financing). However, there PPP structures would also work – and
could include private sector bus operators and/or infrastructure providers and/or
fuel providers.
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These projects would be particularly suited to including vehicle purchase/leasing
arrangements as part of the contract – with financing structured to avoid large upfront
payments for new bus fleets by public local authorities. There would also be likely
economies of scale for vehicle purchase/leasing, which would favour larger bus fleets.
Project Structuring: Nodes Model
The Nodes model offers a relatively low cost solution to build up infrastructure at
key nodes on the TEN-T network whilst mitigating some of the demand ramp-up
risk. The model does not include mitigations for technological obsolescence risk
and competition risk. The Nodes model will only be suitable where the following
conditions are met:


A public sector stakeholder partner with the desire to act as sponsor/counterparty exists;



A suitable location can be found for the infrastructure that would maximise the
effective market for the fuel such that the demand could be expected to reach
financially sustainable levels of utilisation of the infrastructure over a relatively
short ramp-up period.

The Nodes model is therefore unlikely to be a solution for full alternative fuels
mobility on the TEN-T corridors. However, where the above conditions are met, it
is likely that a form of nodes model can be made to work for EV, CNG and LNG in
most locations by the mid-2020s at the latest.
The scale of Nodes model projects could vary from single node locations (which
might be sponsored by local public authorities) to multiple node locations
(sponsored by regional or national MS authorities), to projects covering all or part
of the nodes on a TEN-T corridor (perhaps requiring multi-MS or EC level
sponsorship).


Smaller nodes projects will be less complex in terms of their legal and financial
structures and stakeholder relationships – and for that reason may be readily
deployable.



Larger nodes projects will be much more complex in terms of their legal and
financial structures and stakeholder relationships (particularly if multi-lateral
agreement/action is required between multiple MS) – and for that reason may be
more challenging to deploy. However, larger nodes projects are likely to be of the
size (€10m+) that are more attractive to financiers.
The Nodes model works because it is only deployed at locations with high
potential demand density – such as urban areas, ports or other transport logistics
interchanges.
The Nodes model is however still reliant on assumptions of rapid demand ramp-up
– and does not effectively mitigate either technological obsolescence risk or
competition risk. The potential mitigations that would be required are:



Demand risk: uncertainty in alternative fuels uptake forecasts means that private
sector partners and financiers are likely to require a demand guarantee
mechanism sponsored by the public sector.



Technological obsolescence risk: a facility/insurance instrument sponsored by the
public sector that would allow for upgrading the technology when necessary to
remain relevant may be required.



Competition risk: given that nodal locations are likely to be urban, then it may be
extremely difficult to implement protection against competition for the
infrastructure operator. This element of competition risk would be covered by the
demand guarantee mechanism instead. To reduce the likelihood of the guarantees
being activated, then the contract structure should allow the operator to adapt to
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the market where possible – in terms of freedom to change product offerings and
pricing strategy.
All of these risks can be mitigated for potential projects through appropriate public
sector guarantee/insurance mechanisms.
The Nodes model (as conceived here) could only operate as a public private
partnership (PPP). The market development of all alternative fuels would be likely
to require some form of demand guarantees if these type of projects were to be
implemented in the near future (except perhaps in some very specific
circumstances in high uptake MS/locations). Because of this, there is the need for
public sector sponsorship of the projects: from identifying priority projects, to
bringing together appropriate stakeholders and then negotiating the necessary
guarantee and financing mechanisms.
PPP structures would need to be tailored to the project in question. In the
archetypal Nodes model there are a number of counterparties to the contract that
could be either public or private sector:


Site provision: public sector or private sector;



Infrastructure operator: private sector;



Energy/fuel provider: private sector; and



Financer: public and/or private sector finance.
Not all nodes model projects would have counterparties in each category
mentioned above – and in some cases the counterparties may cover multiple
categories (e.g. the site for the infrastructure may be provided by the
infrastructure operator).
Similarly, variants of the model could exist with and without the inclusion of
energy/fuel providers. Inclusion of such providers is one way to potentially hedge
against movements in energy/fuel prices.
The size of the contract may be a barrier to certain types of financing for small
nodes projects. Conversely the complexity of the legal, contractual and financial
arrangements may be a barrier to arranging the contract in examples with many
counterparties. These are areas where the European Institutions (EIB and EC) can
potentially expand their current roles to find ways to remove – or at least
minimise – these barriers:



Provision of ‘off-the-shelf’ contracting structures that can be adapted easily into
appropriate PPP structures.



Provision of a single point of contact for access to European funding and financing
instruments (a ‘one stop shop’).



Provision for funding/financing arrangements appropriate for contracts ranging
from single infrastructure locations to multiple infrastructure locations across
multiple MS.
The Nodes Model is likely to continue to require the support of grants from EC and
Member States sources. In the case of grants, longer term commitments for
smaller amounts to cover ongoing operating cashflows rather than just capital
grants may be needed. However, in addition specific guarantees of demand or
insurance facilities for technology upgrade risks will need to be further developed.
Further debt instruments with short term payment holidays to allow the build-up
of demand to be demonstrated will be useful. All these instruments require
development and tailoring for the Nodes model and support the provision of a
single point for gaining access to funding and financial instruments.
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Project Structuring: Network Model
The Network model offers the infrastructure needed for a full alternative fuels
mobility solution on individual TEN-T network corridors. It does not include
inherent mechanisms for mitigating demand risk or technological obsolescence
risk. It does however inherently protect against competition risk. The network
model will only be suitable where the following conditions are met:


A (or multiple) public sector stakeholder partner(s) with the desire to act as
sponsor/counter-party exists;



Suitable locations can be found – preferably located at existing motorway
service areas (or similar types of location close to the motorway alignments).

The key features of the Network model are scale (covering entire TEN-T corridors)
and concessioned locations (reducing the possibility of competition). The scale of
the Network model projects could vary depending on the number of stations
needed on particular corridors and would require multi-MS or EC level
sponsorship. There is also the possibility of a variant Network model covering
portions of a TEN-T Corridor which might require only a single MS (or small
number of MS) to sponsor.


Smaller network projects will be less complex in terms of their legal and financial
structures and stakeholder relationships – and for that reason may be readily
deployable. Even small network projects are likely to be at least €10m+ so will be
relatively attractive to financiers.



Larger network projects will be much more complex in terms of their legal and
financial structures and stakeholder relationships (particularly if multi-lateral
agreement/action is required between multiple MS) – and for that reason may be
more challenging to deploy. However, larger networks projects are likely to be of
the size (€20m+) that are much more attractive to financiers.
The Network model as envisaged here effectively mitigates competition risk but
not demand risk or technological obsolescence risk. The potential mitigations that
would be required are:



Demand risk: uncertainty in alternative fuels uptake forecasts means that private
sector partners and financiers are likely to require a demand guarantee
mechanism sponsored by the public sector.



Technological obsolescence risk: a facility/insurance instrument sponsored by the
public sector that would allow for upgrading the technology when necessary to
remain relevant may be required.
Both of these risks can be mitigated for potential projects through appropriate
public sector guarantee/insurance mechanisms.
The Network model (as conceived here) could only operate as a public private
partnership (PPP). The current market development of all alternative fuels is such
that operators/financiers would be likely to require some form of demand
guarantees if these type of projects were to be implemented in the short or
medium term. Because of this, there is the need for public sector sponsorship of
the projects: from identifying priority projects, to bringing together appropriate
stakeholders and then negotiating the necessary guarantee and financing
mechanisms.
PPP structures would need to be tailored to the project in question. In the
archetypal Network model there are a number of counterparties to the contract
that could be either public or private sector:



Site provision: public sector or private sector – and because the most efficient
way to deploy the infrastructure would be at brownfield locations where possible –
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which may already be concessioned motorway service areas, appropriate
agreements/contracts with the existing stakeholders would be required;


Infrastructure operator: private sector;



Energy/fuel provider: private sector; and



Financer: public and/or private sector finance.
Not all Network model projects would have counterparties in each category
mentioned above – and in some cases the counterparties may cover multiple
categories (e.g. the site for the infrastructure may be provided by the
infrastructure operator).
Similarly, variants of the model could exist with and without the inclusion of
energy/fuel providers. Inclusion of such providers is one way to potentially hedge
against movements in energy/fuel prices.
Although one of the key attractions of the Network model is the relatively large
scale of the projects (which makes them more attractive to financiers), we do
recognise that because the TEN-T corridors cover multiple MS that the challenges
in agreeing suitable PPP structures across the multiple legislative, regulatory and
policy environments may be extremely challenging. We therefore suggest that a
variant of the Network model, which covers only a portion of the corridors where
stakeholder agreement is possible, may be required.
As with the Tied and Nodes models, the size of the contract may be a barrier to
certain types of financing for small networks projects. Conversely the complexity
of the legal, contractual and financial arrangements may be a barrier to arranging
the contract in examples with many counterparties. These are areas where the
European Institutions (EIB and EC) can potentially expand their current roles to
find ways to remove – or at least minimise – these barriers:



Provision of ‘off-the-shelf’ contracting structures that can be adapted easily into
appropriate PPP structures.



Provision of a single point of contact for access to European funding and financing
instruments (a ‘one stop shop’).



Provision for funding/financing arrangements appropriate for contracts ranging
from portions of corridors to full corridor PPPs across multiple MS.
Grant funding would need to be sufficiently large and available over a long enough
period (10 years) to provide support for a large scale Network level project. This
would require an amendment to the existing CEF and Member State
arrangements.
Demand Guarantee or insurance instruments, similar to those developed for the
Nodes Model would be required.

Specific risks related to hydrogen infrastructure
The market and the infrastructure rollout for hydrogen vehicles is at a much
earlier stage in the lifecycle than the other fuels. Based on the vehicle proportions
in the European fleet we estimated earlier in Chapter 4 that the hydrogen market
was 10+ years behind the EV market.
However, there is a desire amongst many stakeholders at EU and MS level to
ensure that infrastructure planning processes include hydrogen – not least
because of the need to develop a holistic approach to the use of energy
throughout the system.
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In recognition we identify here the specific risks associated with hydrogen
infrastructure business models in this early stage of market development – and
also identify some specific actions that will be needed to support hydrogen
infrastructure rollout.
There are two key risks that together currently weaken the financial case of
hydrogen infrastructure business models:




Very early stage market development:


making low utilisation even more of a problem than for the other fuels; and



making demand ramp up risk even more of a problem than for the other fuels.

High capital expenditure requirements:


meaning that business models are not commercially sustainable even if
demand uptake was materially higher.

Other risks – such as technological obsolescence – are not likely to be a problem
with hydrogen infrastructure. Competition risk within the Hydrogen fuel industry is
also unlikely to be a problem during the early market development phase of
hydrogen over the next 10-15 years.
Mitigation of the key risks will require a combination of policy actions and
development of funding/financing packages which would potentially need to
include hydrogen-specific financial instruments.
The high capital expenditure requirements for deployment of hydrogen
infrastructure are caused by a combination of three factors:


Lack of standardisation in both equipment and site requirements means that
every installation is bespoke. A turnkey solution such as exists for conventional
fuels could materially reduce the required capital expenditure. This would come
naturally with further market development but may need acceleration with
research funding.



Lack of volume drives higher costs and this is a particular problem for hydrogen
compression, where there are few companies providing the equipment and at very
low volumes.



Lack of competition on infrastructure installations. Many hydrogen installations are
the result of partnerships between a limited number of interested stakeholders –
and this drives a lack of market competition, which removes the incentive for cost
efficiencies.
All the above factors that make hydrogen infrastructure costs higher than for
other fuels will naturally reduce as the market develops. Any policy interventions
– such as further support for research to drive down equipment costs, more
competitive tendering/procurement policies (particularly for local and MS level
deployments) will support and accelerate this process.
To support hydrogen infrastructure rollout with the current low demand and very
high demand ramp up risk, will require development of:



Hydrogen-specific funding instruments: there is likely to be a continued
requirement into the short and medium term to provide funding levels appropriate
to experimental projects.


The required funding level may be close to 100% (total including grant and
benevolent/speculative investment) because of the lack of provable financial
returns in the next 15 years.



The required funding level is likely to need to service a combination of capital
and operating expenditure.
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As the hydrogen market develops and project structuring can potentially look
more like the structuring for EV, CNG and LNG suggested in the sections above, it
will be necessary to develop a specific instrument to underwrite the continued
demand ramp up risk.
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7.

CONCLUSIONS / RECOMMENDATIONS
7.1.

Introduction

In this chapter we draw together the conclusions and recommendations building
on the research, analysis and stakeholder discussions undertaken throughout the
study. We structure this discussion through the following sub-sections:


Context: summarises the policy objectives.



Barriers: summarises the barriers to achieving the policy objectives.



Options to Address the Barriers: reports the options to address each barrier.



Pathway for Implementation: suggests a timeline of actions to be taken by the
various groups of stakeholders that would result in achieving the policy objectives.



Indicative Project Pathway: a summary of the timing of projects on the TEN-T
corridors utilising the different business models as suggested by our financial
modelling.



Summary by Fuel Type: a summary of key considerations specific to each fuel
type.



Recommendations: a table summarising the key recommendations of the study.
The discussion in this chapter is not specific to any particular geography or TEN-T
corridor. In Chapter 8 we examine in detail the timeline of financeability of the
suggested business models on each corridor and make corridor specific
recommendations based on the general recommendations made in this chapter.
7.2.

Context

The European Commission (‘the Commission’), through its Alternative Fuels
Directive 2014/94/EU (‘the Directive’) is seeking to promote the deployment of
alternative fuels infrastructure to enable an increase in the uptake of alternative
fuels vehicles and reduce Europe’s dependence on oil and oil related products.
The Commission is seeking to explore how innovative business models and
financing solutions could support increased deployment of recharging/refuelling
infrastructure on the motorways of the Trans-European Transport (TEN-T) core
network for the following alternative fuels:


High-power electric charging;



Compressed natural gas (CNG) and liquefied natural gas (LNG); and



Hydrogen.
To date the roll out of alternative fuel recharging and refuelling infrastructure has
been patchy - with some Member States close to delivering a network on their
part of the TEN-T corridors (with significant EU funding support from CEF and
H2020) but others only starting to embark on the delivery. The existing position
has been influenced by historical preferences for alternative fuel types, for
example Italy CNG, United Kingdom EV, and local policy decisions supporting
these developments.
The majority of alternative fuels infrastructure has been funded through a
combination of EU, Member State or local government grants, or through
benevolence from industry participants and entrepreneurs. The level of
commercial bank lending support is currently very low. However the emergence of
the tied or captive fleet model of delivery, as discussed below, is leading to more
opportunities for their involvement. However, to date no commercial business
models have been developed.
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The timescales described in the Directive are challenging, with milestones set in
2020 and 2025. To move from the patchy, localised existing position to a
structured network across the TEN-T corridors will require co-ordination and
planning, as well as policy interventions alongside the provision of suitable
financial instruments and continued grant funding. Although EU funding support
through CEF and H2020 has started the infrastructure rollout on the TEN-T
corridors, tailored financial instruments will also be needed to both to scale-up
deployment across the full TEN-T network and also to support infrastructure as it
moves through the investment cycle from fully grant funding to fully commercially
viable.
While there are a number of market and structural barriers to implementation,
innovative business models and financing solutions could support increased
deployment of recharging/refuelling infrastructure on the motorways of the TransEuropean Transport core network.
Stakeholder feedback
As discussed in the main sections of the report, we discussed the issues of
business models and financial instruments available to support implementation
with Member States’ representatives, promoters/ industry participants and a
range of providers of finance (EIB, national development banks, commercial banks
and private equity providers), and here we present a summary of the key
feedback.
Across the stakeholders there is widespread recognition that demand uptake risk
provides the main barrier to implementation. Financial stakeholders raised the
barriers related to project size, lack of track record, strength of balance sheet and
competition and obsolescence risk. Some financial stakeholders identified that
industry stakeholders with strong balance sheets were necessary to support
implementation and cautioned that insurance or guarantee facilities provided by
the EIB could not address the demand uptake risk until a sufficient level of base
load demand was demonstrable.
Member States in general supported the staged development of the infrastructure
and many saw their role as a facilitator to developing these projects. The role
would enable promoters and available sources of grant and financing to be
brought together, with training about applying successfully for grants/ funding for
example. Some Member States have provided significant funds to develop
infrastructure, and incentives for introducing alternative fuels vehicles, but remain
concerned that the level of demand uptake remains below commercial levels,
leading to some stranded or under-utilised infrastructure assets.
Many promoters complained of a lack of interest from commercial banks, and
concerns about the administrative challenges to applying for and receiving grants.
Others identified that low demand uptake meant they were operating their
infrastructure on a loss making basis.
Many stakeholders identified that the tied (infrastructure/ vehicle) or captive
model is the approach they are finding the most successful currently with a
number of financial stakeholders involved with reviewing new propositions on this
basis and a number of existing businesses moving towards a sustainable model.
No stakeholders have considered a corridor approach to infrastructure build out,
on the basis of a Public Private Partnership (PPP) or other funding model. Most
respondents considered that this approach would only be relevant some time into
the future as demand uptake profiles increased to a base load and allowed this
type of model to be introduced. In any event these models would likely need
support through a traffic risk sharing mechanism such as an availability payment.
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7.3.

Barriers

During the course of the study, we have identified a number of barriers to the
implementation of alternative fuels infrastructure on the TEN-T network which
would need to be addressed as part of a package of new business models, policy
actions and financing solutions. We categorise these barriers as:


Political/legal;



Market;



Financial.

Key political/legal barriers
The key political/legal barriers make project development more challenging (see
Table 7.1).
Table 7.1: Key political/legal barriers
Category

Barrier / Risk

Lack of
coordination

At the moment there is no clear
stakeholder structure to enable the
required coordinated stakeholder action
across MS and European Institutions
over a 5-15+ year time period for a
phased approach leading eventually to
full alternative fuelled mobility on the
TEN-T corridors.
Differing
Implementing complex PPP
regulatory/legal
arrangements covering multiple MS will
frameworks
bring – in each case – a unique set of
regulatory and legal compatibility issues
that may be very challenging to
overcome.
Differing
Existing concession schemes for
regulatory/legal
motorway service areas are likely to
frameworks
differ between MS (where such schemes
exist at all). Similarly, the ability or not
to make greenfield locations available
for infrastructure (and the relevant
regulatory/legal frameworks in different
MS).
Political will
In many MS there is relatively little
political will to deploy alternative fuels
infrastructure using a coordinated
approach and on a large scale.
Key market barriers

Effect on Project
Development
Fragmented approach.
Lack of project
sponsorship/development.
Inefficiency in project
deployment.

Project development
slowed/stopped.

Project development
slowed/stopped.

Fragmented approach.
Lack of project
sponsorship/development.

The speed of demand uptake ramp-up and the overall level of future demand are
the key – related – barriers to investable business models and therefore
intervention is required to fulfil the policy objectives (see Table 7.2).
Table 7.2: Key market barriers
Category
Speed of
demand uptake
ramp-up
Overall level of
demand

Barrier / Risk
Speed of demand ramp-up potentially
slow until mid-2020s. Much slower for
hydrogen which is at an earlier stage in
the life-cycle.
Beyond ramp-up speed, there is great
uncertainty about the level of uptake
that may be reached (i.e. difference
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Business Model Impact
Cannot cover operating
costs, so operating loss
AND insufficient cash
available to pay down debt.
All these factors mean that
there is very material
uncertainty about the

Category

Barrier / Risk
between base and high demand
scenarios).
There is also material uncertainty about
the proportion of fuel demand that will
be served by TEN-T located stations
(e.g. compared to, for EV, users
charging at home). Other assumptions
such as profile of demand through the
day (and hence utilisation) and fuel
consumption of future EV models are
also important and uncertain.
Key financial barriers

Business Model Impact
overall future level of fuel
sales and thereby potential
future revenue streams.

In addition there are a number of structural barriers related to the financeability
of the projects, which alongside the business model risks provide challenges to
attracting commercial finance to alternative fuels investment projects.
Table 7.3: Key Barriers to attracting commercial finance
Category
Size of project

Lack of track
record/
balance sheet

Technological
obsolescence
risks

Competition
risks

Public sector
grant and
financing
availability

Barrier / Risk
In general the alternative fuels
infrastructure projects are relatively
small in size in the region of hundreds
of thousands or a few million euros.
Many of the companies developing the
alternative fuels projects do not have a
track record or a company balance
sheet of sufficient size to underwrite a
commercial loan.
As the technologies are new, and
subject to improvements/ innovation,
there is a risk of loss of market share
(and thereby loss of future cash flows)
if the level of service/product desired
by consumers changes materially
within the lifetime of the project.
As the market develops and demand
increases, there will come a point when
‘first-mover’ projects are threatened by
more competitive late movers who can
take advantage of the market
development with lower risks and lower
costs.
The suite of grants and financing
products (CEF, structural, H2020,
InnovFin, etc.) available are not fully
coordinated.
Most of the Grants available at EU level
are for capital investment on a one-off
basis rather than on a longer time
horizon able to support operations.
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Financeability impact
Not large enough to attract
commercial sources of finance
with minimum ‘ticket’ sizes of
tens of millions of euros.
Commercial sources of finance
are unwilling to provide
finance due to the high risk
nature of the projects with no
insurance or asset guarantee
from the sponsoring company.
Higher risk to demand profiles,
leading either to commercial
sources of finance not willing
to make finance available or at
a significantly higher interest
rate or required equity return.
Higher risk to demand profiles,
leading either to commercial
sources of finance not willing
to make finance available or at
a significantly higher interest
rate or required equity return.
Lack of coordination makes it
challenging for project
sponsors to put together a
coherent funding and financing
package made up of the
appropriate grants and
instruments to cover different
risks and stages of project
lifecycles.
Limits the ability to support
operations during the early life
cycle of the project.

7.4.

Addressing the Barriers

There are a number of general types of actions required to address each of the
categories of identified barriers:




Informational/ organisational:


Need for coordination champions working across geographies and levels of
public sector authority: role could be filled by corridor co-ordinators,
Sustainable Transport Forum, and/or the EC/EIB.



Need for greater coordination of actions of the EC and EIB.

Political/Legal:




Market:




Need for coordination to address cross-border/boundary problems –
particularly in structuring and implementing PPPs: suggests a need for
flexibility to implement differently sized projects from full corridors to partial
corridors to small fleet models in local areas. There will be tradeoffs between
project size (complexity with multiple MS) vs financing (attractiveness to
financiers) vs coordination (fragmentation of delivered infrastructure).
Framework financing arrangements may be necessary to ensure different
project sizes can attract financing.
Need for coordinated action across levels of public sector (from EC to MS to
regional/local) to drive high vehicle and demand uptake: suggests a need for
policy incentives, provision of incentives, requirements and standardisations to
stimulate demand. Also need for public sector targets developed to incentivise
action by vehicle manufacturers and other stakeholders, to stimulate supply
side.

Financial:


Need for both continued funding and new (or refined) financial instruments to
deal with low initial utilisation, demand ramp up risk and technological
obsolescence risk. Blended funding packages with appropriate levels of grant
and financial instruments to support three different phases of project financial
health (operating losses, operating profits and debt coverage phases). Roles
for EIB to lead with EC involved as Guarantor and providing policy support, to
enable development towards fully commercial models over the next 10-15
years (longer for hydrogen).

There are options available to address each of these barriers to full alternative
fuelled mobility on the TEN-T corridors. In the remainder of this chapter we
provide details of these as follows:


Models of progression: describing the key features of three business models
appropriate for different phases of demand ramp up and how each removes or
mitigates fundamental barriers to infrastructure rollout;



Supporting the infrastructure rollout: describing policy options, financial
instruments and project structures that will further mitigate the barriers to
infrastructure rollout;



Summary of financial/policy interventions: a summary of the key interventions
and innovations needed;
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Models of progression
As demonstrated in earlier sections, directly related to the demand uptake, there
are three natural stages of progression in the business models that will support
the roll out of alternative fuels infrastructure:


Tied Infrastructure and vehicle (often referred to as the captive fleet model);



Urban or inter-urban nodes development (linked to population density or a
logistics hub); and



Corridor build out on the TEN-T network (providing a genuine network coverage).

Table 7.4: Models of progression and their features
Category
Tied
infrastructure
and vehicle

Urban or interurban nodes

Corridor build
out on the TEN-T
network

Barrier / Risk
These projects are already been
developed, and in places have been
implemented. The design of the project
aims to address the demand uptake risk
by guaranteeing demand for fuel
purchase through a captive fleet. This
will most often be a public fleet for
example: refuse vehicles, taxis, shared
or rental car fleet. The infrastructure
will also be available to be used by
other individuals.
Infrastructure is built where there are
areas of high vehicle demand and
uptake. These may be centred around
areas of urban or inter-urban population
and vehicle use concentration, or
alternatively around a logistics hub or
interchange.

Infrastructure is built across the
corridor, when the market demand
uptake can support the capital and
operating costs. In all cases it will take
some time to be in a position to support
the commercial case.

Financeability impact
The guaranteed revenue
stream can provide
certainty to providers of
finance about the
repayment of principal and
interest and provide
attractive equity returns.
Grant financing is often
provided alongside to
improve the financial
situation further.
The high demand provides
a proven revenue stream,
allowing some confidence
about the ability to make
repayments of principal and
interest and make
attractive equity returns.
Grant financing is often
provided alongside to
improve the financial
situation further.
The demand profile needs
to grow to provide a
revenue stream allowing
confidence in the ability to
make repayments of
principal and interest and
make attractive equity
returns. In most cases this
situation will not occur until
the 2020s and beyond.

Supporting the infrastructure rollout
Based on our research, analysis and stakeholders discussions the following policy
and financial innovations to support the development of a staged progression of
alternative fuels infrastructure are presented below:
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Table 7.5: Policy and financial instruments to support stages of progression
Stage of
progression

Policy options to support

Tied
infrastructure
and vehicle

Member State (or relevant
regional/local public authority)
facilitation of identifying suitable
project locales and then bringing
stakeholders together alongside
providers of funding and finance.
EIB and EU coordination of grant
and lending instruments.
Local policy measures to increase
attractiveness of tied fleet
projects and/or to maximise local
vehicle uptake.
Opportunities to use policy (such
as the upcoming revision of
Clean Vehicle Directive 2009/33)
to mandate public sector vehicle
targets (including for public
transport) could incentive public
sector project sponsorship at
local/regional/MS and EU levels.

Urban or
inter-urban
nodes or
ports

Member State facilitation of
identifying suitable project
locales and then bringing
stakeholders together alongside
providers of funding and finance.
EIB and EU coordination of grant
and lending instruments.
Policies at EU and Member State
level to maximise vehicle uptake,
drawing lessons from for
example California, United
States.
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Project structuring and financial
instruments to support (alongside
grant funding)
Can be implemented now where right
conditions (fleets + locales +
stakeholders) exist.
Key consideration is tradeoff between
fleet size (usage profile) and required
infrastructure capacity (capex).
PPP project structure when public
fleet or when public sector sponsors
development at specific locations.
PPP structuring manageable due to
(likely) single legislative, regulatory
and policy regime of single MS.
Options for variant structures with
more/less counterparties depending
on project specifics.
Key structuring decision is whether to
include vehicle purchase/leasing.
Commercial project structures will
work for private fleets when other
conditions are favourable.
Grant funding from EU+MS sources
for upfront capex of some projects
may be needed.
Public sector backing of loans to
enable borrowing at rates lower than
standard commercial.
Framework loan agreements at
EU/MS level (to address the issue of
the relatively small size of some
projects).
Implementation timing depends on
level of grant funding available. Later
implementation likely to lessen
demand risks and funding
requirements.
PPP project structure needed until
much later in demand ramp up life
cycle.
PPP structuring manageable due to
(likely) single legislative, regulatory
and policy regime of single MS.
Options for variant structures with
more/less counterparties depending
on project specifics.
Grant funding from EU+MS sources
for upfront capex required in most
cases.
Medium term grant funding or debt
instrument structuring with e.g.
payment holidays required to cover
some opex during demand ramp-up.
Equity investments from local or
central government to support
implementation with lower rate of
return expectations
LGTT or other traffic insurance and

Stage of
progression

Policy options to support

Corridor
build out on
the TEN-T
network

Coordination of Member States at
Corridor level.
EIB and EU coordination of grant
and lending instruments.
Policies at EU and Member State
level to maximise vehicle uptake,
drawing lessons from for
example California, United
States.

Project structuring and financial
instruments to support (alongside
grant funding)
guarantee mechanism to cope with
traffic growth risks.
Mechanism to cope with technological
obsolescence risks (such as public
sector backed facility or insurance
scheme).
Implementation timing depends on
level of grant funding available. Later
implementation likely to lessen
demand risks and funding
requirements. Base demand currently
very low for all fuels so
implementation probably minimum of
2020+.
PPP project structure needed with
concessioned locations to mitigate
competition risk.
PPP structuring complex where there
are multiple legislative, regulatory
and policy environments across
multiple MS. Complexity could be
reduced with multiple projects
covering each corridor.
Key structuring issue is provision of
suitable locations along motorways –
especially where brownfield
concessions may already exist, for
e.g. motorway service areas.
Grant funding as for nodes but larger
scale required.
Financing as for nodes but
loans/instruments likely to require
longer terms.

Summary of financial/policy interventions
The financial risks to the project, particularly relating to net operating cash flows,
would need mitigation through development of relevant financial instruments and
mechanisms, for example:


Grant/ Benevolence: reducing the level of the upfront cost that need to be
covered by financial instruments. For grants/benevolence to achieve their highest
impact, it is important that the full amount of such grants/benevolence potentially
available throughout the project is visible and, more importantly, committed at
the time when an equity/debt based financing is being structured (i.e. in the early
stages of a project). Moreover the ability of grants to fund both capital and
potentially operating costs provides more flexibility for implementation.



Equity from local or central government: equity investments from local or
central government that might require a lower than commercial rate of return.



Development/amendment of new/existing financial instruments: Existing
financial instruments from national public banks are not able to tolerate the risks
involved in the most ambitious roll-outs, especially on less developed technologies
like hydrogen. The development of new financial instruments or amendment of
existing instruments, to allow them to tolerate more risk would play a major role
in facilitating the financing of the most ambitious roll-outs.
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Policy: The single biggest obstacle to the financing (with equity and debt) of
alternative fuels infrastructure is the slow and uncertain growth of the market and
therefore of the expected revenues. Policy could play a major role in reducing
such risks by setting clear and ambitious milestones (with related
incentives/penalties) to move toward a zero emission mobility. Mandatory targets
for public sector fleets raised progressively over time (following a similar model to
China) would be helpful and there is an opportunity for this in the upcoming
revision of Clean Vehicle Directive 2009/33.



Loan repayment and grace periods: Any loan profile would need to include the
option of repayment holidays or grace periods for a substantial period of time until
sufficient cash flows are developed to meet debt service requirements.



Traffic guarantees or insurance: A form of guarantee would be required to
mitigate against reductions in revenue – resulting from lower uptake profiles. This
may take the form of financial instruments based on the principles of the EIB’s
LGTT. However the level of insurance and implied risk taken by the Bank would be
expected to be significantly higher.



Credit enhancement mechanisms: A form of credit enhancement, based on
principles similar to the EIB’s PBCE, could be introduced.



PPP arrangements with an availability payment made by the public sector
or benefactor: A form of availability payment made on the basis of the
infrastructure being available could be introduced depending on the business
model agreed. However, for corridor based schemes this would require significant
coordination across Member States.
As the financial risks to the project relate largely to the uptake of vehicles there
may be other incentives that could be introduced by stakeholders to help mitigate
risks. These might include:



Encouraging development of revenue from sources other than direct fuel
sales, for example offering other complimentary or adjacent services.



Agreeing price controls and guaranteeing tax/duty levels for alternative fuel to
ensure that margins were not quickly eroded over time as competition increased.



Encouraging economies of scale and cross-subsidisation of operating
costs across suppliers.



When considering the use of an availability payment mechanism, the
public sector could contract with the private sector on a Design & Build, Design,
Build & Finance or Design, Build, Finance and Operate (DBFO) approach to control
capital costs and reduce overall costs to the project.

Challenges to successful risk mitigation
Some of the mechanisms and approaches described above may require new
legislation and be politically challenging to introduce. The timescale for those
introductions may also not align with the timescales to increase alternative fuel
infrastructure envisaged by the Directive. As there are a number of elements to
the success of alternative fuel infrastructure projects a co-ordinated approach
involving all key stakeholders will be essential.
In addition, as described below, stakeholder feedback has indicated that some of
these financial innovations will only become relevant as the market and demand
uptake matures. To mitigate demand uptake risk – one of the key barriers to
financeable business cases – then a policy decision will be needed at European
and/or Member State level to underwrite that risk.
7.5.

Pathway to Full TEN-T Alternative Fuels Mobility

In this section we give our recommendations for the public sector stakeholder
actions that could be taken now and over the next 5-15 years to implement a
phased approach leading to the infrastructure necessary for full alternative fuels
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mobility infrastructure on the TEN-T corridors. The relevant public sector
stakeholders are:


European Institutions (EC and EIB);



TEN-T Corridor Coordinators;



Member State authorities;



Local and Regional authorities within MS.

Actions Now
The key actions required at the level of the European Institutions are:


Providing an overall framework for the phased approach to the infrastructure
rollout across the TEN-T corridors, including mechanisms to enable/optimise
project identification, structuring, funding/financing and monitoring/evaluation.




Updating the above in response to the rapidly evolving alternative fuels
market, technologies, policy and other stakeholder actions (such as vehicle
manufacturers and energy providers).

Giving coherence to existing funding opportunities and financing instruments for
alternative fuels at EU level:


Funding: European Structural and Investment Funds, JASPERS and FiCompass, INTERREG, URBACT III, Innovative actions in sustainable urban
development, LIFE, European Energy Efficiency Fund, FCH JU, CEF and
Horizon2020.



Financial instruments: EIB loans and guarantees, European Fund for Strategic
Investments, ELENA, JESSICA, COSME.



Development of funding/financing packages tailored to support projects of
different sizes, levels of complexity, and PPP structures.



Provision of expert help for project sponsors to identify appropriate
funding/financing package.
Some of these actions are already being undertaken by the European Institutions.
However, the actions are being taken by different directorates/units within the EC,
the TEN-T corridor coordinators and different departments within the EIB. A
single integrated point of contact responsible for the area that can coordinate
the actions of those different European Institutions would be extremely beneficial
to undertake all of the above actions in a coherent way.
Recognising that a move towards the integrated approach and more supportive
policy suggested would take time, there are a number of actions that can be taken
immediately by the European Institutions:



Information dissemination to inform potential partners about the attractiveness of
the tied fleet model and to encourage its deployment. The first actions relate
directly to this study and report; and we suggest that the appropriate MS
stakeholders (in the Sustainable Transport Forum) are informed of the study key
results at the earliest opportunity.



Packaging together existing financial/funding instruments specifically to support
tied fleet project deployment and working closely with potential project sponsors
to structure viable projects.
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Actions now for TEN-T corridor coordinators are:


Identifying priorities (by fuel type and by location) on each TEN-T corridor for
project development.



Ensuring best practice is shared, and that potential partners in PPPs (both public
sector, i.e. MS and local/regional authorities, and private sector actors) are
informed of the current priorities in the phased approach – and can thereby focus
efforts on the right types of projects.



Bringing together potential partners in PPPs (particularly larger scale PPPs for
nodes or corridors). There may also be a role for project sponsorship by European
Institutions for the most complex, multi-lateral corridor PPPs.
Following these actions by the European Institutions, there will then be the need
for MS stakeholders to:



Work with their regional and local partners to identify appropriate locations where
the right conditions exist for tied fleet model deployment. It is likely that locallevel MS stakeholders (such as city authorities or local/regional governments) will
need to play a key role in project identification and sponsorship.



Bring the appropriate stakeholders together (local level, municipalities, vehicle
fleet operators) and coordinate. Develop incentives if necessary to further
encourage project development.



Where funds for actions are limited, MSs should concentrate efforts on the fuel
and infrastructure which they believe will contribute most towards their own
national policy objectives in terms of reducing emissions and/or synergise with
national energy policy.
Local and regional level stakeholders in individual MS will need to:



Identify local opportunities where the right conditions exist for tied fleet model
deployment.



Bring the appropriate stakeholders together (local level, municipalities, vehicle
fleet operators) and coordinate. Develop incentives if necessary to further
encourage project development.



Potentially sponsor projects and facilitate project development through using
public sector access to local resources (to help with e.g. project management and
advisory support) and to facilitate project access to national and EU level support.
Generally there is a need for concerted policy actions across all public sector
stakeholders to:



Improve vehicle uptake over the short, medium and long term to improve the
business case of projects and to make demand guarantees less likely to be
utilised. The European Institutions and MSs are the principal stakeholders with the
ability to influence this outcome, but some coordination with local/regional level
stakeholders is also needed. The revision of the Clean Vehicle Procurement
Directive 2009/33 is one upcoming opportunity to use policy to continue to drive
uptake in public sector (and public transport) fleets.Provide the necessary funding
for the various funding and financing instruments (and demand guarantees) that
will be required if full alternative fuelled mobility on the TEN-T corridors is to be
achieved in advance of fully commercial business models being available.

Actions over the next 5 years (to 2020)
The key actions required at the level of European Institutions are:


To continue promoting tied fleet model deployment to increase coverage across
the nodes of the TEN-T networks.
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To develop appropriate funding and financing packages to support nodes model
deployment for EV, CNG and LNG (and hydrogen if enough funding is available).
The necessary instruments will include:


Demand guarantee mechanisms;



Technology upgrade facilities/insurances;



Financing, or grant funding that can cover initial operating losses and periods
where full debt coverage is not yet possible.

To start preparing for network project promotion and rollout in terms of
appropriate PPP structures and potentially framework financing facilities. Work
with TEN-T Corridor Coordinators and MS early on to identify potential for either:


Multi-MS coordinated action on complete corridors; or



Multiple smaller projects that together cover the whole corridor.

Actions now for TEN-T corridor coordinators are:



Monitor infrastructure deployment on each TEN-T corridor.
Work with the European Institutions and relevant MS to identify potential for
either:



Multi-MS coordinated action on complete corridors; or



Multiple smaller projects that together cover the whole corridor.



Where appropriate to identify and bring together relevant stakeholders that could
partner in corridor projects.



Sponsor or facilitate corridor project development, ensuring appropriate access to
support (financial and advisory) from European Institutions and MS.
MS stakeholders will need to:



Facilitate development of nodes model projects within their own MS – and in
partnership with other MS where appropriate.



Work with their regional and local partners to identify appropriate locations where
the right conditions exist for node model deployment.



Bring the appropriate stakeholders together and coordinate. Develop incentives
and provide funding if necessary to further encourage project development.
The European Institutions and MS will continue to need to provide a policy
environment that encourages ongoing ramp up of demand and also to provide the
necessary funding arrangements for financial instruments to support the rollout of
node model infrastructure projects.

Actions over the period 2020 - 2030
The key actions required at the level of European Institutions are:


Providing enough coordination to help manage the transition from collections of
individual infrastructures based on tied fleet and node models in individual MS, to
full TEN-T corridor mobility.



To develop appropriate funding and financing packages to support network model
deployment for EV, CNG and LNG (and hydrogen if enough funding is available).
The necessary instruments will include:


Demand guarantee mechanisms;



Technology upgrade facilities/insurances;



Financing and funding that can cover initial operating losses and periods where
full debt coverage is not yet possible.
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The actions for TEN-T corridor coordinators are:


Sponsoring/facilitating project development to ensure full coverage of each
corridor and this will require:


Monitoring tied/node rollout and identifying network gaps.



Championing corridor project development for individual corridors.



Identifying the appropriate timing and transition from node infrastructure to
full corridor infrastructure.



Monitoring technology changes and the implications for amount and type of
infrastructure needed for each fuel.

MS stakeholders will need to:


Facilitate development of nodes model projects within their own MS – and in
partnership with other MS where appropriate.



Work with their regional and local partners to identify appropriate locations where
the right conditions exist for node model deployment.



Bring the appropriate stakeholders together and coordinate. Develop incentives
and funding if necessary to further encourage project development.
The European Institutions and MS will continue to need to provide a policy
environment that encourages ongoing ramp up of demand and also to provide the
necessary funding arrangements for financial instruments to support the rollout of
network model infrastructure projects.
7.6.

Indicative Project Pathway Summary

In Chapter 5 we demonstrate the potential for policy intervention to influence the
speed of progression through the business models at a Member State and TEN-T
corridor level.
To do this, using illustrative financial and operating assumptions (detailed in
Chapter 4) we estimate the timing when each of the business models above are
viable using the following three scenarios:
Scenarios
Scenario 1: No grant funding: a debt equity financing structure of 70:30, using the
base case demand uptake
Scenario 2: Maximum Grant funding according to current CEF rules by Member
States (20% and 85%): financing structure of remainder mix of debt and equity using
the base case demand uptake
Scenario 3: High uptake combined with grant: As Scenario 2 but using the high case
demand uptake at the network level
Electricity
In Scenario 1: the purely commercial model, where no grant funding is provided.
The Tied model is feasible now in all MS and Nodal model becomes feasible in all
MS (except Malta) in the 2020s, with the Netherlands also able to support the
Network model by the mid-2020s. Infrastructure development on the full corridors
would be limited to the Nodal model.
In Scenario 2: where grant funding, according to the maximum available under
the CEF rules (of 20% for most Member States and 85% for Cohesion/ Structural
States), Tied models are available today with nodal models available in six MS. All
MS except Malta can support the nodal models by the 2020s. However the
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Network model can only be supported by the Netherlands. Infrastructure
development on the full corridors would again be limited to the Nodal model.
In Scenario 3: the high usage uptake means that in the early years of the analysis
Network models are available for Belgium, Netherlands and United Kingdom, with
many more MS added in the early 2020s.
At a corridor level this means the Baltic-Adriatic, Mediterranean, ScandinavianMediterranean, Rhine-Alpine and Rhine-Danube corridors support a full Network
model in the early 2020s. The Atlantic is also close (requiring Portugal).
CNG
In Scenario 1: the Nodal model is supported in Italy and Bulgaria immediately and
the Tied then Nodal model is possible in Sweden by 2020. By the mid-2020s the
Tied and Nodal Models are available across all Member States but Malta.
Infrastructure development on the full corridors would be limited to the Tied and
Nodal models.
In Scenario 2: the Tied and Nodal models are supported across many of the
Member States (except Malta) in the early 2020s. Network Models are supported
only in Italy.
In Scenario 3: with high traffic demand, Italy can support a Network model soon
across all its corridors alongside many other MS by the mid-2020s. The RhineAlpine corridor can support the full network model by the early 2020s.
LNG
In Scenario 1: Tied and Nodal models are supported in the early 2020s in
Bulgaria, Italy and Sweden. While other States can support a tied model by 2025
(with the exception of Malta).
In Scenario 2: all States can support Tied models in the coming years, with Nodal
supported in Bulgaria, Italy in that timeframe and Sweden by 2018.
In Scenario 3: by 2020 a Network Model is possible in Italy in the early years and
then in many more MS in the early 2020s with most other MS supporting nodal
models.
None of the scenarios support a full build out at a corridor level using the Network
Model, with the closest being the Rhine-Alpine in Scenario 3.
Hydrogen
In all scenarios examined, a business case using either the tied, Nodal or Network
models cannot be sustained at a Member State or Corridor level. Hydrogen
infrastructure rollout will continue to require significant funding support in terms
of grants over the next 15 years.
Overview
While these results are illustrative, and to an extent dependent upon the
assumptions, they demonstrate the potential ability of co-ordinated grant and
financing alongside innovative business models to bring forwards the build out of
alternative fuels infrastructure networks.
The speed of progression through these business models will be largely driven by
the increase in demand uptake and the coordinated efforts to provide grant and
additional sources of funding. The analysis implies that building out a Network
across a number of TEN-T corridors will be challenging, but possible in EV and
CNG if a high usage scenario can be achieved by the mid-2020s. The results for
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LNG and Hydrogen imply a more local approach to implementation may be
appropriate.
7.7.

Summary by fuel type

Based on research and discussion with stakeholders there are clearly differences
between the stages of development of the fuel types. Moreover, the expected
demand profiles over the 2020, 2025 and 2030 period influence the likely build
out by fuel type:


Hydrogen : These projects are in the early stages of development and have yet
to achieve any scale of roll-out. A high degree of demand and technology risk
would suggest that any early stage investment would be likely refinanced at the
point of greater clarity. Business models that tie both vehicle and infrastructure
provision together, guaranteeing a minimum uptake appear the most promising in
the immediate term, reflecting the work of the FCH JU. Funds from the EC may be
in the form of Horizon 2020 via the FCH JU (for research and demonstration), and
CEF funding which, as described above, supports the rollout of new technologies.
Higher levels of funding support for hydrogen infrastructure are likely to be
needed to support market development over the next 15 years.



CNG and LNG: Successful rollout of these projects would involve mechanisms
from Member States to encourage uptake of the fuel technology. Networks are
likely to build up around logistics node locations, in the absence of large scale
personal use (Italy and Germany with large-scale private CNG vehicles parcs offer
potential exceptions). With capital costs at a reasonable level the combination of
grants and guarantees of uptake protection through an instrument such as LGTT,
but perhaps requiring a longer tenure, would give potential debt investors comfort
in repayment of principal and interest. Debt financing could be obtained from
Member State banks and the EIB. As cash flows allow for a mix of debt and
equity, contribution from grants would help reduce the amount of equity required.
Equity/ benevolent grants could be provided from fuel suppliers and operators
blended with other EIB financial instruments.



EV: Successful roll-out across the TEN-T corridors of EV requires significant
capital investment over a period of 10 -15 years. Once again there is a need for
significant Member State support in terms of incentives to increase demand as the
projects would be less financially viable without the high usage. Grants and
guarantees from European sources would likely be required for investment to be
bankable. A form of guaranteed debt that can convert to equity may be attractive
given that the ramp-up period may be extended beyond initial financing.
7.8.

Recommendations

Overall strategy
Support for staged development: Through supporting the current market offer and
level of demand, and the particular circumstances at local and Member State level, to
support the staged development of the infrastructure through the Tied, Nodes and then
Corridor progression, each building on the other. The timings of each stage are
dependent on the particular conditions on each MS and corridor. In our Scenario 3 (which
represents maximum CEF funding and policy support for high alternative fuel vehicle
uptake) the ranges of times when each stage first becomes commercially feasible in
individual MSs are:


EV: Tied now, Nodes now to 2020, Corridor from now to 2030+



CNG: Tied now, Nodes now to 2030+, Corridor from 2020 to 2030+



LNG: Tied now, Nodes from 2020 to 2030+, Corridor from 2020 to 2030+



H2: from 2030+

Delivery of network infrastructure will require coordinated support from Member States,
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industry, the European Institutions (the Commission and the EIB) and the finance sector.


The staged development and timings for each stage indicated in this report for
each corridor should be adopted as a framework for project development by the
relevant stakeholders at the European Institutions, Corridor Coordinators and MS.

Policy Actions
Support the Member States in their role as a facilitator: The European Institutions
should provide information and organisational support for the Member States.
The Member States should increase their role as a facilitator to industry participants to
build out the infrastructure network through staged development of the alternative fuels
infrastructure by:


Identifying suitable opportunities/locations for project development. There is a
role here for local and regional MS stakeholders.



Coordinating with industry stakeholders to find the right partners for project
development.



Coordinating with national and European Institutions to help projects get access to
the right funding, financing and advisory support.



Incentivising project development priorities through local, regional or national
policy frameworks.



Sponsoring projects where it is not appropriate for a private partner to do so – or
where the industry partners are not yet confident/capable to do so alone.

Vehicle uptake is the largest barrier to further development, and delivering a
commercial business model. Policy at Member State and EU level needs to be
developed to support this, taking lessons from for example the requirements to OEMs
and incentives for consumers provided in California, United States of America. The
revision of the EU Clean Vehicle Directive 2009/33 is an opportunity to drive uptake
across public sector fleets (including public transport) through mandatory targets – and
tailored funding/financing from the EU/EIB for tied fleet project deployment is needed to
enable relevant project development. Efforts should be made to move towards the high
uptake scenarios used in this report to enable the ambitious timescales identified in the
Directive to be achieved.


The European Institutions should lead on the revisions of relevant EU policy.



The MS should take any opportunities to revise relevant national policy and this
could include the forthcoming provision of national policy frameworks for
alternative fuels development under the Directive 2014/94/EU. Specifically there
is a need for:





Transparent publication of national plans as soon as possible;



Mutual information sharing between the MS and the EU

Stringent implementation of existing policy including both the EU Clean Vehicle
Directive and the Alternative Fuels Directive and existing national, regional and
local policy is needed to encourage alternative fuels uptake.

Infrastructure and vehicle uptake needs to be coordinated: There are a number of
examples of stranded alternative fuels infrastructure where infrastructure has been built
but is currently underutilised so it cannot be run on a commercial basis, for example in
the EV sector in Norway, Austria and Slovenia.


The action here is for the MS (and their regional and local stakeholders) and
Corridor Coordinators to ensure that appropriate project priorities are identified
and pursued, in alignment with national policies and policy incentives, to ensure
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that project deployment is matched with actions that increase vehicle uptake.
Coordination of policy and intervention should be encouraged at a corridor
level: this could be used to support the move towards realistic timescales for project
progression as related to market demand uptake. Tied model: Member States and local
Government; Nodes Model: Member States; and Corridor: EU and multiple Member
States.


The Corridor coordinators should take a central role in this coordination, with
support from the relevant MS.

Priorities by fuel infrastructure should be considered at Corridor level: based on
the existing network, projected demand uptake and Member States’ policies, priorities for
building out the infrastructure by fuel type should be agreed.


The Corridor coordinators should take a central role in this coordination, with
support from the relevant MS.

OEMs and energy providers should be encouraged/ mandated to support the
implementation of the infrastructure: OEMs and energy providers have the strength
of track record and balance sheet to provide the basis of securing commercial financing.


OEM support for alternative fuel demand should be mandated through targets for
vehicle deployment – perhaps related to environmental specifications (such as
tailpipe emissions and/or carbon consumption).

Financial innovation actions
Greater co-ordination between EU Grant funding and financial instrument
provision from the EIB: In principle, this should be a single body responsible for both
provisions of funding and financing alongside the ability to provide EU grants and EIB
financing on the same project. This would facilitate blending through grants topped up
with financial instruments (such as used for hydrogen buses in Riga).
Grant funding needs to be available on a longer term basis, addressing both operating as
well as capital requirements. For example underpinning a 10 year loan cycle.


A single responsible body could be either the European Commission or the EIB. In
practice, a single body including representation from both organisations would
most effectively utilise the strengths of each organisation.



To maximise visibility to external stakeholders, the new single body should have
one agreed name, branding and a consistent presence and point of contact.

Support the EIB in the development of specific instruments for Alternative Fuels
Infrastructure. The key challenges that might be addressed through this instrument are
principally addressing the demand uptake risk which is crucial to commercial providers of
finance, but also potentially the size of the investments through framework loan facilities
available to the EIB. This would facilitate blending through grants topped up with
financial instruments (such as used for hydrogen buses in Riga).
The EIB should be encouraged to be ambitious, supporting the move between
business models progression from Tied to Nodal to Network. We expect this will
need grant and financial instruments that can address both long term capex payment as
well as shorter term operating losses, demand guarantees and technical obsolescence
guarantees.
Blending of grant and financial instruments to provide sustainable funding to
encourage progression and faster network roll out should be encouraged by Member
States and the EIB.
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8.

CORRIDOR RESULTS
8.1.

Overview

In Chapter 5 we presented the results of our financial analysis, showing at what
point in time each of the types of business model (Tied, Nodes and Network)
would become financially viable in terms of providing required debt servicing and
equity returns for investors over time.
Our financial analysis is of course indicative only – as it had to cover many
possible situations over multiple Member States, fuel types and business models.
The timings that individual projects actually become financially viable would be
strongly influenced by the specific assumptions underpinning those models.
In this chapter we present for each corridor, fuel type and funding/policy scenario
modelled in this study, the timings of when we would expect projects utilising the
different business models to be in the three phases of financial health described in
Chapter 6:


Operating loss;



Operating profit; and



Debt coverage.

Indicative Timings
Over the next 15 years, as alternative fuels technologies develops and matures,
and the consumer market develops and matures, we expect that many of the
uncertainties and risks perceived now will lessen – or at least be known with more
certainty. The analysis we present in this chapter allows policymakers and
potential project sponsors to understand broadly the types of projects that might
be viable through time on each of the corridors. It is almost certainly the case that
informed readers – with different views on the risk or uncertainty around key
assumptions in our analysis, will perceive that a particular type of business model
may be available sooner or later than presented here. Key assumptions that could
change the outcome are:


Demand ramp up profile of alternative fuels (the key uncertainty for all fuels and
a key driver of financial viability);



Margin charged on fuel/charging sales (particularly for EV, where charging pricing
models are still not mature, and hydrogen, where costs are likely to change as
production methods develop and demand scales);



Capex of recharging/refuelling equipment (particularly for hydrogen where there
is some stakeholder expectation of significant cost reductions in the future);



Charging power for EVs;



Tied fleet size for the Tied model. Our model assumes 100 vehicle fleets in each
case for comparability. Individual projects could have smaller or larger fleet sizes
– significantly affecting the financeability of the projects.

Corridor results
In each section below we present for each corridor and fuel type:


A table showing:


Number of infrastructure stations required under Tied, Nodes and Network
models;



Total initial funding requirement under each funding/policy scenario; and



Total grant funding requirement under each funding/policy scenario.
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The initial funding requirement represents total funding and financing that needs
to be injected in the business in 2016 to undertake the initial investment in
stations and capacity as well as fund initial losses as applicable during the demand
ramp up phase. This does not, however, include additional funding which will be
required later in the timeline to fund capacity investments necessary to service
the additional demand that is included in our forecast.
We then present a dashboard that shows the timings of when we would expect
projects utilising the different business models to be in the three phases of
financial health:


Operating loss;



Operating profit; and



Debt coverage.
The final section of this chapter reports the full infrastructure, funding
requirements and grant funding requirements to achieve full alternative fuelled
mobility across all the TEN-T corridors combined.
8.2.

Baltic-Adriatic Corridor

Electric High Power Charging Infrastructure Results
Indicative infrastructure requirements, capex and funding requirements for this
corridor under the three funding/financing scenarios modelled are shown in Table
8.1.
Table 8.1: Baltic-Adriatic Corridor: Infrastructure/Funding Requirements (€m)
Corridor
Brownfield
116

Nodes

Greenfield
Total
Number of stations
22
10
126
Funding requirement
3.5
24.0
Scenario 1
Grant funding
Funding requirement
3.5
24.0
Scenario 2
Grant funding
1.9
16.0
Funding requirement
3.5
21.9
Scenario 3
Grant funding
1.9
14.5
Figure 8.1 – 8.3 shows the timings of each phase of our phased funding/financing
model on this corridor under the three funding/financing scenarios modelled.
Figure 8.1: Baltic-Adriatic Corridor: Funding/Financing Support Phases with 0%
Funding Grant
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Figure 8.2: Baltic-Adriatic Corridor: Funding/Financing Support Phases with
Maximum Grant Funding Allowable
Tied
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Figure 8.3: Baltic-Adriatic Corridor: Funding/Financing Support Phases with
Maximum Grant Funding Allowable and High Vehicle Uptake
Tied
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CNG Infrastructure Results
Indicative infrastructure requirements, capex and funding requirements for this
corridor under the three funding/financing scenarios modelled are shown in Table
8.2.
Table 8.2: Baltic-Adriatic Corridor: Infrastructure/Funding Requirements (€m)
Corridor
Brownfield
55

Nodes

Greenfield
Total
Number of stations
22
55
Funding requirement
10.7
28.2
Scenario 1
Grant funding
Funding requirement
10.7
28.2
Scenario 2
Grant funding
6.0
19.4
Funding requirement
10.7
22.0
Scenario 3
Grant funding
6.0
15.0
Figure 8.4 – 8.6 shows the timings of each phase of our phased funding/financing
model on this corridor under the three funding/financing scenarios modelled.
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Figure 8.4: Baltic-Adriatic Corridor: Funding/Financing Support Phases with 0%
Funding Grant

Figure 8.5: Baltic-Adriatic Corridor: Funding/Financing Support Phases with
Maximum Grant Funding Allowable

Figure 8.6: Baltic-Adriatic Corridor: Funding/Financing Support Phases with
Maximum Grant Funding Allowable and High Vehicle Uptake

LNG Infrastructure Results
Indicative infrastructure requirements, capex and funding requirements for this
corridor under the three funding/financing scenarios modelled are shown in Table
8.3.
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Table 8.3: Baltic-Adriatic Corridor: Infrastructure/Funding Requirements (€m)
Nodes

Corridor
Brownfield
26

Greenfield
-

Total
Number of stations
35
26
Funding requirement
12.2
21.6
Scenario 1
Grant funding
Funding requirement
12.2
21.6
Scenario 2
Grant funding
5.8
13.9
Funding requirement
12.2
9.6
Scenario 3
Grant funding
5.8
6.1
Figure 8.7 – 8.9 shows the timings of each phase of our phased funding/financing
model on this corridor under the three funding/financing scenarios modelled.
Figure 8.7: Baltic-Adriatic Corridor: Funding/Financing Support Phases with 0%
Funding Grant

Figure 8.8: Baltic-Adriatic Corridor: Funding/Financing Support Phases with
Maximum Grant Funding Allowable
Tied
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Figure 8.9: Baltic-Adriatic Corridor: Funding/Financing Support Phases with
Maximum Grant Funding Allowable and High Vehicle Uptake
Tied
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Hydrogen Infrastructure Results
Indicative infrastructure requirements, capex and funding requirements for this
corridor under the three funding/financing scenarios modelled are shown in Table
8.4.
Table 8.4: Baltic-Adriatic Corridor: Infrastructure/Funding Requirements (€m)
Nodes

Greenfield
-

Corridor
Brownfield
52

Total
Number of stations
22
52
Funding requirement
27.9
76.3
Scenario 1
Grant funding
Funding requirement
27.9
76.3
Scenario 2
Grant funding
15.5
50.7
Funding requirement
27.9
71.1
Scenario 3
Grant funding
15.5
47.2
Figure 8.10 – 8.12 shows the timings of each phase of our phased
funding/financing model on this corridor under the three funding/financing
scenarios modelled.
Figure 8.10: Baltic-Adriatic Corridor: Funding/Financing Support Phases with
0% Funding Grant
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Figure 8.11: Baltic-Adriatic Corridor: Funding/Financing Support Phases with
Maximum Grant Funding Allowable

Figure 8.12: Baltic-Adriatic Corridor: Funding/Financing Support Phases with
Maximum Grant Funding Allowable and High Vehicle Uptake

8.3.

North Sea-Baltic Corridor

Electric High Power Charging Infrastructure Results
Indicative infrastructure requirements, capex and funding requirements for this
corridor under the three funding/financing scenarios modelled are shown in Table
8.5.
Table 8.5: North Sea-Baltic Corridor: Infrastructure/Funding Requirements
(€m)
Nodes

Greenfield
9

Corridor
Brownfield
146

Total
Number of stations
28
155
Funding requirement
4.2
24.0
Scenario 1
Grant funding
Funding requirement
4.2
24.0
Scenario 2
Grant funding
2.0
13.0
Funding requirement
4.2
21.9
Scenario 3
Grant funding
2.0
11.6
Figure 8.13 – 8.15 shows the timings of each phase of our phased
funding/financing model on this corridor under the three funding/financing
scenarios modelled.
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Figure 8.13: North Sea-Baltic Corridor: Funding/Financing Support Phases with
0% Funding Grant

Figure 8.14: North Sea-Baltic Corridor: Funding/Financing Support Phases with
Maximum Grant Funding Allowable

Figure 8.15: North Sea-Baltic Corridor: Funding/Financing Support Phases with
Maximum Grant Funding Allowable and High Vehicle Uptake

CNG Infrastructure Results
Indicative infrastructure requirements, capex and funding requirements for this
corridor under the three funding/financing scenarios modelled are shown in Table
8.6.
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Table 8.6: North Sea-Baltic Corridor: Infrastructure/Funding Requirements
(€m)
Nodes

Greenfield
-

Corridor
Brownfield
58

Total
Number of stations
28
58
Funding requirement
12.9
37.5
Scenario 1
Grant funding
Funding requirement
12.9
37.5
Scenario 2
Grant funding
6.2
25.3
Funding requirement
12.9
23.9
Scenario 3
Grant funding
6.2
14.6
Figure 8.16 – 8.18 shows the timings of each phase of our phased
funding/financing model on this corridor under the three funding/financing
scenarios modelled.
Figure 8.16: North Sea-Baltic Corridor: Funding/Financing Support Phases with
0% Funding Grant

Figure 8.17: North Sea-Baltic Corridor: Funding/Financing Support Phases with
Maximum Grant Funding Allowable
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Figure 8.18: North Sea-Baltic Corridor: Funding/Financing Support Phases with
Maximum Grant Funding Allowable and High Vehicle Uptake

LNG Infrastructure Results
Indicative infrastructure requirements, capex and funding requirements for this
corridor under the three funding/financing scenarios modelled are shown in Table
8.7.
Table 8.7: North Sea-Baltic Corridor: Infrastructure/Funding Requirements
(€m)
Nodes

Greenfield
-

Corridor
Brownfield
42

Total
Number of stations
63
42
Funding requirement
22.6
33.5
Scenario 1
Grant funding
Funding requirement
22.6
33.5
Scenario 2
Grant funding
7.5
20.5
Funding requirement
22.6
17.7
Scenario 3
Grant funding
7.5
10.7
Figure 8.19 – 8.22 shows the timings of each phase of our phased
funding/financing model on this corridor under the three funding/financing
scenarios modelled.
Figure 8.19: North Sea-Baltic Corridor: Funding/Financing Support Phases with
0% Funding Grant
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Figure 8.20: North Sea-Baltic Corridor: Funding/Financing Support Phases with
Maximum Grant Funding Allowable

Figure 8.21: North Sea-Baltic Corridor: Funding/Financing Support Phases with
Maximum Grant Funding Allowable and High Vehicle Uptake

Hydrogen Infrastructure Results
Indicative infrastructure requirements, capex and funding requirements for this
corridor under the three funding/financing scenarios modelled are shown in Table
8.8.
Table 8.8: North Sea-Baltic Corridor: Infrastructure/Funding Requirements
(€m)
Nodes
Number of stations
Funding requirement
Scenario 1
Grant funding
Funding requirement
Scenario 2
Grant funding
Funding requirement
Scenario 3
Grant funding

Greenfield
-

28
35.5
35.5
16.2
35.5
16.2

Corridor
Brownfield
56

Figure 8.23 – 8.25 shows the timings of each phase of our phased
funding/financing model on this corridor under the three funding/financing
scenarios modelled.
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Total
56
82
82.3
47.2
73.7
41.5

Figure 8.22: North Sea-Baltic Corridor: Funding/Financing Support Phases with
0% Funding Grant

Figure 8.23: North Sea-Baltic Corridor: Funding/Financing Support Phases with
Maximum Grant Funding Allowable

Figure 8.24: North Sea-Baltic Corridor: Funding/Financing Support Phases with
Maximum Grant Funding Allowable and High Vehicle Uptake

8.4.

Mediterranean Corridor

Electric High Power Charging Infrastructure Results
Indicative infrastructure requirements, capex and funding requirements for this
corridor under the three funding/financing scenarios modelled are shown in Table
8.9.
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Table 8.9: Mediterranean Corridor: Infrastructure/Funding Requirements (€m)
Nodes

Greenfield
6

Corridor
Brownfield
218

Number of stations
28
Funding requirement
4.2
Scenario
1
Grant funding
Funding
requirement
4.2
Scenario
2
Grant funding
1.2
Funding requirement
4.2
Scenario
3
Grant funding
1.2
Figure 8.25 – 8.27 shows the timings of each phase of our phased
funding/financing model on this corridor under the three funding/financing
scenarios modelled.

Total
224
39.4
39.4
19.3
36.3
17.6

Figure 8.25: Mediterranean Corridor: Funding/Financing Support Phases with
0% Funding Grant

Figure 8.26: Mediterranean Corridor: Funding/Financing Support Phases with
Maximum Grant Funding Allowable
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Figure 8.27: Mediterranean Corridor: Funding/Financing Support Phases with
Maximum Grant Funding Allowable and High Vehicle Uptake

CNG Infrastructure Results
Indicative infrastructure requirements, capex and funding requirements for this
corridor under the three funding/financing scenarios modelled are shown in Table
8.10.
Table 8.10: Mediterranean Corridor: Infrastructure/Funding Requirements (€m)
Nodes

Greenfield
-

Corridor
Brownfield
82

Number of stations
28
Initial funding requirement
13.7
Scenario 1
Grant funding
Initial funding requirement
13.7
Scenario 2
Grant funding
3.7
Initial funding requirement
13.7
Scenario 3
Grant funding
3.7
Figure 8.28 – 8.30 shows the timings of each phase of our phased
funding/financing model on this corridor under the three funding/financing
scenarios modelled.

Total
82
42.6
42.6
21.2
33.5
15.6

Figure 8.28: Mediterranean Corridor: Funding/Financing Support Phases with
0% Funding Grant
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Figure 8.29: Mediterranean Corridor: Funding/Financing Support Phases with
Maximum Grant Funding Allowable

Figure 8.30: Mediterranean Corridor: Funding/Financing Support Phases with
Maximum Grant Funding Allowable and High Vehicle Uptake

LNG Infrastructure Results
Indicative infrastructure requirements, capex and funding requirements for this
corridor under the three funding/financing scenarios modelled are shown in Table
8.11.
Table 8.11: Mediterranean Corridor: Infrastructure/Funding Requirements (€m)
Nodes

Corridor
Brownfield
45

Greenfield
Total
Number of stations
56
45
Initial funding requirement
20.2
31.6
Scenario 1
Grant funding
Initial funding requirement
20.2
31.6
Scenario 2
Grant funding
5.0
18.9
Initial funding requirement
20.2
16.2
Scenario 3
Grant funding
5.0
9.1
Figure 8.31 – 8.33 shows the timings of each phase of our phased
funding/financing model on this corridor under the three funding/financing
scenarios modelled.
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Figure 8.31: Mediterranean Corridor: Funding/Financing Support Phases with
0% Funding Grant

Figure 8.32: Mediterranean Corridor: Funding/Financing Support Phases with
Maximum Grant Funding Allowable

Figure 8.33: Mediterranean Corridor: Funding/Financing Support Phases with
Maximum Grant Funding Allowable and High Vehicle Uptake

Hydrogen Infrastructure Results
Indicative infrastructure requirements, capex and funding requirements for this
corridor under the three funding/financing scenarios modelled are shown in Table
8.12.
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Table 8.12: Mediterranean Corridor: Infrastructure/Funding Requirements (€m)
Nodes

Greenfield
-

Corridor
Brownfield
74

Total
Number of stations
28
74
Initial funding requirement
35.5
106.3
Scenario 1
Grant funding
Initial funding requirement
35.5
106.3
Scenario 2
Grant funding
9.6
54.0
Initial funding requirement
35.5
99.1
Scenario 3
Grant funding
9.6
50.2
Figure 7.34 – 7.36 shows the timings of each phase of our phased
funding/financing model on this corridor under the three funding/financing
scenarios modelled.
Figure 8.34: Mediterranean Corridor: Funding/Financing Support Phases with
0% Funding Grant

Figure 8.35: Mediterranean Corridor: Funding/Financing Support Phases with
Maximum Grant Funding Allowable
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Figure 8.36: Mediterranean Corridor: Funding/Financing Support Phases with
Maximum Grant Funding Allowable and High Vehicle Uptake

8.5.

Orient-East Mediterranean Corridor

Electric High Power Charging Infrastructure Results
Indicative infrastructure requirements, capex and funding requirements for this
corridor under the three funding/financing scenarios modelled are shown in Table
8.13.
Table 8.13: Orient-East
Requirements (€m)

Mediterranean

Corridor:

Nodes

Infrastructure/Funding

Greenfield
19

Corridor
Brownfield
166

Number of stations
24
Initial funding requirement
3.6
Scenario 1
Grant funding
Initial funding requirement
3.6
Scenario 2
Grant funding
1.7
Initial funding requirement
3.6
Scenario 3
Grant funding
1.7
Figure 8.37 – 8.40 shows the timings of each phase of our phased
funding/financing model on this corridor under the three funding/financing
scenarios modelled.

Total
185
39.4
39.4
17.7
34.1
15.1

Figure 8.37: Orient-East Mediterranean Corridor: Funding/Financing Support
Phases with 0% Funding Grant
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Figure 8.38: Orient-East Mediterranean Corridor: Funding/Financing Support
Phases with Maximum Grant Funding Allowable

Figure 8.39: Orient-East Mediterranean Corridor: Funding/Financing Support
Phases with Maximum Grant Funding Allowable and High Vehicle Uptake

CNG Infrastructure Results
Indicative infrastructure requirements, capex and funding requirements for this
corridor under the three funding/financing scenarios modelled are shown in Table
8.14.
Table 8.14: Orient-East
Requirements (€m)

Mediterranean

Corridor:

Nodes

Infrastructure/Funding

Greenfield
-

Corridor
Brownfield
73

Number of stations
24
Initial funding requirement
10.6
Scenario 1
Grant funding
Initial funding requirement
10.6
Scenario 2
Grant funding
5.2
Initial funding requirement
10.6
Scenario 3
Grant funding
5.2
Figure 8.40 – 8.42 shows the timings of each phase of our phased
funding/financing model on this corridor under the three funding/financing
scenarios modelled.
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Total
73
40.7
40.7
19.2
28.9
13.1

Figure 8.40: Orient-East Mediterranean Corridor: Funding/Financing Support
Phases with 0% Funding Grant

Figure 8.41: Orient-East Mediterranean Corridor: Funding/Financing Support
Phases with Maximum Grant Funding Allowable

Figure 8.42: Orient-East Mediterranean Corridor: Funding/Financing Support
Phases with Maximum Grant Funding Allowable and High Vehicle Uptake

LNG Infrastructure Results
Indicative infrastructure requirements, capex and funding requirements for this
corridor under the three funding/financing scenarios modelled are shown in Table
8.15.
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Table 8.15: Orient-East
Requirements (€m)

Mediterranean

Corridor:

Nodes

Infrastructure/Funding

Greenfield
-

Corridor
Brownfield
48

Number of stations
49
Initial funding requirement
17.2
Scenario 1
Grant funding
Initial funding requirement
17.2
Scenario 2
Grant funding
8.8
Initial funding requirement
17.2
Scenario 3
Grant funding
8.8
Figure 8.43 – 8.45 shows the timings of each phase of our phased
funding/financing model on this corridor under the three funding/financing
scenarios modelled.

Total
48
46.2
46.2
22.2
18.2
8.1

Figure 8.43: Orient-East Mediterranean Corridor: Funding/Financing Support
Phases with 0% Funding Grant

Figure 8.44: Orient-East Mediterranean Corridor: Funding/Financing Support
Phases with Maximum Grant Funding Allowable
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Figure 8.45: Orient-East Mediterranean Corridor: Funding/Financing Support
Phases with Maximum Grant Funding Allowable and High Vehicle Uptake

Hydrogen Infrastructure Results
Indicative infrastructure requirements, capex and funding requirements for this
corridor under the three funding/financing scenarios modelled are shown in Table
8.16.
Table 8.16: Orient-East
Requirements (€m)

Mediterranean

Corridor:

Nodes

Infrastructure/Funding

Greenfield
-

Corridor
Brownfield
69

Total
Number of stations
24
69
Initial funding requirement
30.5
106.2
Scenario 1
Grant funding
Initial funding requirement
30.5
106.2
Scenario 2
Grant funding
14.1
49.1
Initial funding requirement
30.5
97.5
Scenario 3
Grant funding
14.1
44.7
Figure 8.46 – 8.48 shows the timings of each phase of our phased
funding/financing model on this corridor under the three funding/financing
scenarios modelled.
Figure 8.46: Orient-East Mediterranean Corridor: Funding/Financing Support
Phases with 0% Funding Grant
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Figure 8.47: Orient-East Mediterranean Corridor: Funding/Financing Support
Phases with Maximum Grant Funding Allowable

Figure 8.48: Orient-East Mediterranean Corridor: Funding/Financing Support
Phases with Maximum Grant Funding Allowable and High Vehicle Uptake

8.6.

Scandinavian-Mediterranean Corridor

Electric High Power Charging Infrastructure Results
Indicative infrastructure requirements, capex and funding requirements for this
corridor under the three funding/financing scenarios modelled are shown in Table
8.17.
Table 8.17: Scandinavian-Mediterranean
Requirements (€m)

Corridor:

Nodes

Infrastructure/Funding

Greenfield
17

Corridor
Brownfield
220

Number of stations
30
Initial funding requirement
4.4
Scenario 1
Grant funding
Initial funding requirement
4.4
Scenario 2
Grant funding
0.9
Initial funding requirement
4.4
Scenario 3
Grant funding
0.9
Figure 8.49 – 8.51 shows the timings of each phase of our phased
funding/financing model on this corridor under the three funding/financing
scenarios modelled.
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Total
237
38.5
38.5
20.6
35.0
18.6

Figure 8.49: Scandinavian-Mediterranean Corridor: Funding/Financing Support
Phases with 0% Funding Grant

Figure 8.50: Scandinavian-Mediterranean Corridor: Funding/Financing Support
Phases with Maximum Grant Funding Allowable

Figure 8.51: Scandinavian-Mediterranean Corridor: Funding/Financing Support
Phases with Maximum Grant Funding Allowable and High Vehicle Uptake

CNG Infrastructure Results
Indicative infrastructure requirements, capex and funding requirements for this
corridor under the three funding/financing scenarios modelled are shown in Table
8.18.
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Table 8.18: Scandinavian-Mediterranean
Requirements (€m)

Corridor:

Nodes
Number of stations
Initial funding requirement
Scenario 1
Grant funding
Initial funding requirement
Scenario 2
Grant funding
Initial funding requirement
Scenario 3
Grant funding

30
13.3
13.3
2.7
13.3
2.7

Infrastructure/Funding
Corridor
Brownfield
102

Greenfield
-

Total
102
32.6
32.6
19.7
29.2
17.0

Figure 8.52 – 8.54 shows the timings of each phase of our phased
funding/financing model on this corridor under the three funding/financing
scenarios modelled.
Figure 8.52: Scandinavian-Mediterranean Corridor: Funding/Financing Support
Phases with 0% Funding Grant
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Figure 8.53: Scandinavian-Mediterranean Corridor: Funding/Financing Support
Phases with Maximum Grant Funding Allowable
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Figure 8.54: Scandinavian-Mediterranean Corridor: Funding/Financing Support
Phases with Maximum Grant Funding Allowable and High Vehicle Uptake
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LNG Infrastructure Results
Indicative infrastructure requirements, capex and funding requirements for this
corridor under the three funding/financing scenarios modelled are shown in Table
8.19.
Table 8.19: Scandinavian-Mediterranean
Requirements (€m)

Corridor:

Nodes
Number of stations
Initial funding requirement
Scenario 1
Grant funding
Initial funding requirement
Scenario 2
Grant funding
Initial funding requirement
Scenario 3
Grant funding

58
19.7
19.7
3.9
19.7
3.9

Infrastructure/Funding

Greenfield
-

Corridor
Brownfield
51

Total
51
44.8
44.8
25.7
17.2
10.2

Figure 8.55 – 8.57 shows the timings of each phase of our phased
funding/financing model on this corridor under the three funding/financing
scenarios modelled.
Figure 8.55: Scandinavian-Mediterranean Corridor: Funding/Financing Support
Phases with 0% Funding Grant
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Figure 8.56: Scandinavian-Mediterranean Corridor: Funding/Financing Support
Phases with Maximum Grant Funding Allowable

Figure 8.57: Scandinavian-Mediterranean Corridor: Funding/Financing Support
Phases with Maximum Grant Funding Allowable and High Vehicle Uptake

Hydrogen Infrastructure Results
Indicative infrastructure requirements, capex and funding requirements for this
corridor under the three funding/financing scenarios modelled are shown in Table
8.20.
Table 8.20: Scandinavian-Mediterranean
Requirements (€m)

Corridor:

Nodes

Infrastructure/Funding
Corridor
Brownfield
85

Total
Number of stations
30
85
Initial funding requirement
38.1
121.6
Scenario 1
Grant funding
Initial funding requirement
38.1
121.6
Scenario 2
Grant funding
7.6
68.3
Initial funding requirement
38.1
113.3
Scenario 3
Grant funding
7.6
63.7
Figure 8.58 – 8.60 shows the timings of each phase of our phased
funding/financing model on this corridor under the three funding/financing
scenarios modelled.
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Greenfield
-

Figure 8.58: Scandinavian-Mediterranean Corridor: Funding/Financing Support
Phases with 0% Funding Grant

Figure 8.59: Scandinavian-Mediterranean Corridor: Funding/Financing Support
Phases with Maximum Grant Funding Allowable

Figure 8.60: Scandinavian-Mediterranean Corridor: Funding/Financing Support
Phases with Maximum Grant Funding Allowable and High Vehicle Uptake

8.7.

Rhine-Alpine Corridor

Electric High Power Charging Infrastructure Results
Indicative infrastructure requirements, capex and funding requirements for this
corridor under the three funding/financing scenarios modelled are shown in Table
8.21.
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Table 8.21: Rhine-Alpine Corridor: Infrastructure/Funding Requirements (€m)
Nodes
Number of stations
Initial funding requirement
Scenario 1
Grant funding
Initial funding requirement
Scenario 2
Grant funding
Initial funding requirement
Scenario 3
Grant funding

26
3.9
3.9
0.8
3.9
0.8

Corridor
Brownfield
58

Greenfield
3

Total
61
8.6
8.6
5.8
8.3
5.6

Figure 8.61 – 8.63 shows the timings of each phase of our phased
funding/financing model on this corridor under the three funding/financing
scenarios modelled.
Figure 8.61: Rhine-Alpine Corridor: Funding/Financing Support Phases with 0%
Funding Grant

Figure 8.62: Rhine-Alpine Corridor: Funding/Financing Support Phases with
Maximum Grant Funding Allowable
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Figure 8.63: Rhine-Alpine Corridor: Funding/Financing Support Phases with
Maximum Grant Funding Allowable and High Vehicle Uptake

CNG Infrastructure Results
Indicative infrastructure requirements, capex and funding requirements for this
corridor under the three funding/financing scenarios modelled are shown in Table
8.22.
Table 8.22: Rhine-Alpine Corridor: Infrastructure/Funding Requirements (€m)
Nodes
Number of stations
Initial funding requirement
Scenario 1
Grant funding
Initial funding requirement
Scenario 2
Grant funding
Initial funding requirement
Scenario 3
Grant funding

26
11.6
11.6
2.3
11.6
2.3

Greenfield
-

Corridor
Brownfield
23

Total
23
7.8
7.8
4.9
7.1
4.0

Figure 8.64– 8.66 shows the timings of each phase of our phased
funding/financing model on this corridor under the three funding/financing
scenarios modelled.
Figure 8.64: Rhine-Alpine Corridor: Funding/Financing Support Phases with 0%
Funding Grant
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Figure 8.65: Rhine-Alpine Corridor: Funding/Financing Support Phases with
Maximum Grant Funding Allowable

Figure 8.66: Rhine-Alpine Corridor: Funding/Financing Support Phases with
Maximum Grant Funding Allowable and High Vehicle Uptake

LNG Infrastructure Results
Indicative infrastructure requirements, capex and funding requirements for this
corridor under the three funding/financing scenarios modelled are shown in Table
8.23.
Table 8.23: Rhine-Alpine Corridor: Infrastructure/Funding Requirements (€m)
Nodes
Number of stations
Initial funding requirement
Scenario 1
Grant funding
Initial funding requirement
Scenario 2
Grant funding
Initial funding requirement
Scenario 3
Grant funding

70
24.4
24.4
4.9
24.4
4.9

Greenfield
-

Corridor
Brownfield
12.0

Figure 8.67 – 8.69 shows the timings of each phase of our phased
funding/financing model on this corridor under the three funding/financing
scenarios modelled.
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Total
12.0
7.9
7.9
5.1
3.6
2.4

Figure 8.67: Rhine-Alpine Corridor: Funding/Financing Support Phases with 0%
Funding Grant

Figure 8.68: Rhine-Alpine Corridor: Funding/Financing Support Phases with
Maximum Grant Funding Allowable

Figure 8.69: Rhine-Alpine Corridor: Funding/Financing Support Phases with
Maximum Grant Funding Allowable and High Vehicle Uptake

Hydrogen Infrastructure Results
Indicative infrastructure requirements, capex and funding requirements for this
corridor under the three funding/financing scenarios modelled are shown in Table
8.24.
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Table 8.24: Rhine-Alpine Corridor: Infrastructure/Funding Requirements (€m)

Nodes
Number of stations
Initial funding requirement
Scenario 1
Grant funding
Initial funding requirement
Scenario 2
Grant funding
Initial funding requirement
Scenario 3
Grant funding

26
33.0
33.0
6.6
33.0
6.6

Greenfield
-

Corridor
Brownfield
21

Total
21
27.5
27.5
18.0
25.8
16.8

Figure 8.70 – 8.72 shows the timings of each phase of our phased
funding/financing model on this corridor under the three funding/financing
scenarios modelled.
Figure 8.70: Rhine-Alpine Corridor: Funding/Financing Support Phases with 0%
Funding Grant

Figure 8.71: Rhine-Alpine Corridor: Funding/Financing Support Phases with
Maximum Grant Funding Allowable
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Figure 8.72: Rhine-Alpine Corridor: Funding/Financing Support Phases with
Maximum Grant Funding Allowable and High Vehicle Uptake

8.8.

Atlantic Corridor

Electric High Power Charging Infrastructure Results
Indicative infrastructure requirements, capex and funding requirements for this
8.25.
Table 8.25: Atlantic Corridor: Infrastructure/Funding Requirements (€m)
Nodes

Greenfield
5

Corridor
Brownfield
163

Number of stations
18
Initial funding requirement
2.7
Scenario 1
Grant funding
Initial funding requirement
2.7
Scenario 2
Grant funding
0.7
Initial funding requirement
2.7
Scenario 3
Grant funding
0.7
Figure 8.73 – 8.75 shows the timings of each phase of our phased
funding/financing model on this corridor under the three funding/financing
scenarios modelled.

Total
168
28.1
28.1
12.3
25.7
11.3

Figure 8.73: Atlantic Corridor: Funding/Financing Support Phases with 0%
Funding Grant
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Figure 8.74: Atlantic Corridor: Funding/Financing
Maximum Grant Funding Allowable

Support

Phases

with

Figure 8.75: Atlantic Corridor: Funding/Financing Support
Maximum Grant Funding Allowable and High Vehicle Uptake

Phases

with

CNG Infrastructure Results
Indicative infrastructure requirements, capex and funding requirements for this
corridor under the three funding/financing scenarios modelled are shown in Table
8.26.
Table 8.26: Atlantic Corridor: Infrastructure/Funding Requirements (€m)
Nodes
Number of stations
Initial funding requirement
Scenario 1
Grant funding
Initial funding requirement
Scenario 2
Grant funding
Initial funding requirement
Scenario 3
Grant funding

18
9.0
9.0
2.5
9.0
2.5

Greenfield
-

Corridor
Brownfield
61

Figure 8.76 – 8.78 shows the timings of each phase of our phased
funding/financing model on this corridor under the three funding/financing
scenarios modelled.
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Total
61
39.0
39.0
18.3
30.0
14.0

Figure 8.76: Atlantic Corridor: Funding/Financing Support Phases with 0%
Funding Grant

Figure 8.77: Atlantic Corridor: Funding/Financing
Maximum Grant Funding Allowable

Support

Phases

with

Figure 8.78: Atlantic Corridor: Funding/Financing Support
Maximum Grant Funding Allowable and High Vehicle Uptake

Phases

with

LNG Infrastructure Results
Indicative infrastructure requirements, capex and funding requirements for this
corridor under the three funding/financing scenarios modelled are shown in Table
8.27.
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Table 8.27: Atlantic Corridor: Infrastructure/Funding Requirements (€m)
Nodes

Greenfield
-

Corridor
Brownfield
39

Number of stations
37
Initial funding requirement
14.0
Scenario 1
Grant funding
Initial funding requirement
14.0
Scenario 2
Grant funding
3.8
Initial funding requirement
14.0
Scenario 3
Grant funding
3.8
Figure 8.79 – 8.81 shows the timings of each phase of our phased
funding/financing model on this corridor under the three funding/financing
scenarios modelled.

Total
39
36.7
36.7
19.8
13.7
7.0

Figure 8.79: Atlantic Corridor: Funding/Financing Support Phases with 0%
Funding Grant

Figure 8.80: Atlantic Corridor: Funding/Financing
Maximum Grant Funding Allowable
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Support

Phases

with

Figure 8.81: Atlantic Corridor: Funding/Financing Support
Maximum Grant Funding Allowable and High Vehicle Uptake

Phases

with

Hydrogen Infrastructure Results
Indicative infrastructure requirements, capex and funding requirements for this
corridor under the three funding/financing scenarios modelled are shown in Table
8.28.
Table 8.28: Atlantic Corridor: Infrastructure/Funding Requirements (€m)
Nodes
Number of stations
Initial funding requirement
Scenario 1
Grant funding
Initial funding requirement
Scenario 2
Grant funding
Initial funding requirement
Scenario 3
Grant funding

18
22.8
22.8
6.2
22.8
6.2

Greenfield
-

Corridor
Brownfield
61

Total
61
90.2
90.2
42.1
83.6
39.0

Figure 8.82 – 8.84 shows the timings of each phase of our phased
funding/financing model on this corridor under the three funding/financing
scenarios modelled.
Figure 8.82: Atlantic Corridor: Funding/Financing Support Phases with 0%
Funding Grant
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Figure 8.83: Atlantic Corridor: Funding/Financing
Maximum Grant Funding Allowable

Support

Phases

with

Figure 8.84: Atlantic Corridor: Funding/Financing Support
Maximum Grant Funding Allowable and High Vehicle Uptake

Phases

with

8.9.

North Sea-Mediterranean Corridor

Electric High Power Charging Infrastructure Results
Indicative infrastructure requirements, capex and funding requirements for this
corridor under the three funding/financing scenarios modelled are shown in Table
8.29.
Table 8.29: North
Requirements (€m)

Sea-Mediterranean

Corridor:

Nodes

Infrastructure/Funding

Greenfield
12

Corridor
Brownfield
151

Number of stations
24
Initial funding requirement
3.5
Scenario 1
Grant funding
Initial funding requirement
3.5
Scenario 2
Grant funding
0.7
Initial funding requirement
3.5
Scenario 3
Grant funding
0.7
Figure 8.85 – 8.87 shows the timings of each phase of our phased
funding/financing model on this corridor under the three funding/financing
scenarios modelled.
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Total
163
21.6
21.6
8.2
20.1
7.6

Figure 8.85: North Sea-Mediterranean Corridor: Funding/Financing Support
Phases with 0% Funding Grant
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Figure 8.86: North Sea-Mediterranean: Funding/Financing Support Phases with
Maximum Grant Funding Allowable

Figure 8.87: North Sea-Mediterranean Corridor: Funding/Financing Support
Phases with Maximum Grant Funding Allowable and High Vehicle Uptake

CNG Infrastructure Results
Indicative infrastructure requirements, capex and funding requirements for this
corridor under the three funding/financing scenarios modelled are shown in Table
8.30.
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Table 8.30: North
Requirements (€m)

Sea-Mediterranean

Corridor:

Nodes
Number of stations
Initial funding requirement
Scenario 1
Grant funding
Initial funding requirement
Scenario 2
Grant funding
Initial funding requirement
Scenario 3
Grant funding

24
12.1
12.1
2.4
12.1
2.4

Infrastructure/Funding

Greenfield
-

Corridor
Brownfield
60

Total
60
32.8
32.8
12.2
28.1
10.5

Figure 8.88 – 8.90 shows the timings of each phase of our phased
funding/financing model on this corridor under the three funding/financing
scenarios modelled.
Figure 8.88: North Sea-Mediterranean Corridor: Funding/Financing Support
Phases with 0% Funding Grant

Figure 8.89: North Sea-Mediterranean: Funding/Financing Support Phases with
Maximum Grant Funding Allowable
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Figure 8.90: North Sea-Mediterranean Corridor: Funding/Financing Support
Phases with Maximum Grant Funding Allowable and High Vehicle Uptake

LNG Infrastructure Results
Indicative infrastructure requirements, capex and funding requirements for this
corridor under the three funding/financing scenarios modelled are shown in Table
8.31.
Table 8.31: North
Requirements (€m)

Sea-Mediterranean

Corridor:

Nodes

Infrastructure/Funding

Greenfield
-

Corridor
Brownfield
42

Number of stations
71
Initial funding requirement
26.9
Scenario 1
Grant funding
Initial funding requirement
26.9
Scenario 2
Grant funding
5.4
Initial funding requirement
26.9
Scenario 3
Grant funding
5.4
Figure 8.91 – 8.93 shows the timings of each phase of our phased
funding/financing model on this corridor under the three funding/financing
scenarios modelled.

Total
42
31.2
31.2
11.3
14.4
5.0

Figure 8.91: North Sea-Mediterranean Corridor: Funding/Financing Support
Phases with 0% Funding Grant
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Figure 8.92: North Sea-Mediterranean: Funding/Financing Support Phases with
Maximum Grant Funding Allowable

Figure 8.93: North Sea-Mediterranean Corridor: Funding/Financing Support
Phases with Maximum Grant Funding Allowable and High Vehicle Uptake

Hydrogen Infrastructure Results
Indicative infrastructure requirements, capex and funding requirements for this
corridor under the three funding/financing scenarios modelled are shown in Table
8.32.
Table 8.32: North
Requirements (€m)

Sea-Mediterranean

Corridor:

Nodes
Number of stations
Initial Funding requirement
Scenario 1
Grant funding
Initial Funding requirement
Scenario 2
Grant funding
Initial Funding requirement
Scenario 3
Grant funding

24
30.5
30.5
6.1
30.5
6.1

Infrastructure/Funding

Greenfield
-

Corridor
Brownfield
59

Figure 8.94 – 8.96 shows the timings of each phase of our phased
funding/financing model on this corridor under the three funding/financing
scenarios modelled.
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Total
59
81.3
81.3
30.5
76.1
28.5

Figure 8.94: North Sea-Mediterranean Corridor: Funding/Financing Support
Phases with 0% Funding Grant

Figure 8.95: North Sea-Mediterranean: Funding/Financing Support Phases with
Maximum Grant Funding Allowable

Figure 8.96: North Sea-Mediterranean Corridor: Funding/Financing Support
Phases with Maximum Grant Funding Allowable and High Vehicle Uptake

8.10. Rhine-Danube Corridor
Electric High Power Charging Infrastructure Results
Indicative infrastructure requirements, capex and funding requirements for this
corridor under the three funding/financing scenarios modelled are shown in Table
8.33.
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Table 8.33: Rhine-Danube Corridor: Infrastructure/Funding Requirements (€m)
Nodes

Greenfield
16

Corridor
Brownfield
131

Number of stations
28
Initial funding requirement
4.1
Scenario 1
Grant funding
Initial funding requirement
4.1
Scenario 2
Grant funding
1.5
Initial funding requirement
4.1
Scenario 3
Grant funding
1.5
Figure 8.97 – 8.99 shows the timings of each phase of our phased
funding/financing model on this corridor under the three funding/financing
scenarios modelled.

Total
147
29.3
29.3
16.2
26.1
14.5

Figure 8.97: Rhine-Danube Corridor: Funding/Financing Support Phases with
0% Funding Grant

Figure 8.98: Rhine-Danube Corridor: Funding/Financing Support Phases with
Maximum Grant Funding Allowable
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Figure 8.99: Rhine-Danube Corridor: Funding/Financing Support Phases with
Maximum Grant Funding Allowable and High Vehicle Uptake
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CNG Infrastructure Results
Indicative infrastructure requirements, capex and funding requirements for this
corridor under the three funding/financing scenarios modelled are shown in Table
8.34.
Table 8.34: Rhine-Danube Corridor: Infrastructure/Funding Requirements (€m)
Nodes
Number of stations
Initial funding requirement
Scenario 1
Grant funding
Initial funding requirement
Scenario 2
Grant funding
Initial funding requirement
Scenario 3
Grant funding

28
12.6
12.6
4.3
12.6
4.3

Corridor
Brownfield
55

Greenfield
-

Total
55
29.3
29.3
17.3
21.0
12.3

Figure 8.100 – 8.102 shows the timings of each phase of our phased
funding/financing model on this corridor under the three funding/financing
scenarios modelled.
Figure 8.100: Rhine-Danube Corridor: Funding/Financing Support Phases with
0% Funding Grant
Tied
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Figure 8.101: Rhine-Danube: Funding/Financing Support Phases with Maximum
Grant Funding Allowable
Tied
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Figure 8.102: Rhine-Danube Corridor: Funding/Financing Support Phases with
Maximum Grant Funding Allowable and High Vehicle Uptake
Tied
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LNG Infrastructure Results
Indicative infrastructure requirements, capex and funding requirements for this
corridor under the three funding/financing scenarios modelled are shown in Table
8.35.
Table 8.35: Rhine-Danube Corridor: Infrastructure/Funding Requirements (€m)
Nodes
Number of stations
Initial funding requirement
Scenario 1
Grant funding
Initial funding requirement
Scenario 2
Grant funding
Initial funding requirement
Scenario 3
Grant funding

60
21.4
21.4
7.9
21.4
7.9

Greenfield
-

Corridor
Brownfield
28

Figure 8.103 – 8.105 shows the timings of each phase of our phased
funding/financing model on this corridor under the three funding/financing
scenarios modelled.
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Total
28
24.6
24.6
15.8
10.6
6.5

Figure 8.103: Rhine-Danube Corridor: Funding/Financing Support Phases with
0% Funding Grant
Tied
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Figure 8.104: Rhine-Danube Corridor: Funding/Financing Support Phases with
Maximum Grant Funding Allowable
Tied
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Figure 8.105: Rhine-Danube Corridor: Funding/Financing Support Phases with
Maximum Grant Funding Allowable and High Vehicle Uptake
Tied
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Hydrogen Infrastructure Results
Indicative infrastructure requirements, capex and funding requirements for this
corridor under the three funding/financing scenarios modelled are shown in Table
8.36.
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Table 8.36: Rhine-Danube Corridor: Infrastructure/Funding Requirements (€m)

Nodes
Number of stations
Initial funding requirement
Scenario 1
Grant funding
Initial funding requirement
Scenario 2
Grant funding
Initial funding requirement
Scenario 3
Grant funding

28
35.5
35.5
12.0
35.5
12.0

Greenfield
-

Corridor
Brownfield
58

Total
58
86.7
86.7
51.7
80.7
48.0

Figure 7.106 – 7.108 shows the timings of each phase of our phased
funding/financing model on this corridor under the three funding/financing
scenarios modelled.
Figure 7.106: Rhine-Danube Corridor: Funding/Financing Support Phases with
0% Funding Grant

Figure 7.107: Rhine-Danube Corridor: Funding/Financing Support Phases with
Maximum Grant Funding Allowable
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Figure 7.108: Rhine-Danube Corridor: Funding/Financing Support Phases with
Maximum Grant Funding Allowable and High Vehicle Uptake

8.11. Full TEN-T Corridor Coverage
Indicative infrastructure requirements, capex and funding requirements for all
TEN-T corridors combined under the three funding/financing scenarios modelled
are shown in the tables below for EV, CNG, LNG and hydrogen.
Table 8.37: TEN-T Network: Infrastructure/Funding Requirements - Electricity
(€m)
Nodes
Number of stations
Funding requirement
Scenario
1
Grant funding
Funding requirement
Scenario
2
Grant funding
Funding requirement
Scenario
3
Grant funding

89
13.7
13.7
5.7
13.7
5.7

Greenfield
89

Corridor
Brownfield
1,221

Total
1,310
225.9
225.9
115.3
205.0
104.0

Table 8.38: TEN-T Network: Infrastructure/Funding Requirements - CNG (€m)
Nodes
Number of stations
Funding requirement
Scenario
1
Grant funding
Funding requirement
Scenario
2
Grant funding
Funding requirement
Scenario
3
Grant funding

89
44.3
44.3
18.3
44.3
18.3

Greenfield
-

Corridor
Brownfield
536

Total
536
273.7
273.7
147.8
210.7
109.4

Table 8.39: TEN-T Network: Infrastructure/Funding Requirements - LNG (€m)
Nodes

Corridor
Brownfield
308

Total
Number of stations
*187
308
Funding requirement
70.2
257.1
Scenario
1
Grant funding
Funding requirement
70.2
257.1
Scenario
2
Grant funding
25.7
141.7
Funding requirement
70.2
112.2
Scenario
3
Grant funding
25.7
60.3
*The number of nodes for LNG is higher than for other fuel types because inland port
nodes are also required for full LNG coverage.
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Greenfield
-

Table 8.40: TEN-T Network: Infrastructure/Funding Requirements - Hydrogen
(€m)
Nodes
Number of stations
Funding requirement
Scenario
1
Grant funding
Funding requirement
Scenario
2
Grant funding
Funding requirement
Scenario
3
Grant funding

89
114.7
114.7
46.0
114.7
46.0

Greenfield
-

Corridor
Brownfield
493

Total
493
717.4
717.4
379.3
664.2
347.1

The total funding requirements and grant funding requirements under each
funding/financing scenario are indicative of the relative scale of funding needed
for each fuel type and the exact requirements will depend on the mix of projects –
and also on the timing of project implementation (as well as many project specific
assumptions and the demand ramp up profile of alternative fuels in each
territory).
The total scale of the funding requirements does however indicate the scale of
investment required to reach the minimum level of infrastructure needed for full
alternative fuelled mobility across the TEN-T corridors.
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9.

ANNEX A : STAKEHOLDER CONSULTATION

A.1

THIS APPENDIX PROVIDES:


A description of the methodology followed during for the stakeholder consultation;



A synthesis of the responses obtained through the long list questionnaire;



A record of stakeholders contacted for bilateral interviews and for the long list
questionnaires.

Methodology overview
A.2
The stakeholder consultation methodology was developed and updated throughout
the study, in consideration of the Commission’s recommendations that the following
would help address the objectives of the study:


that identification of small and medium-sized enterprises currently involved in the
alternative fuels sector was needed;



that identification of other stakeholders not currently involved in alternative fuels
sector as relevant to innovative solutions may be needed;



that the focus for engagement should be on a small number/subset of
interested/relevant stakeholders rather than a long-list;



that stakeholders involved in existing projects that could potentially be up-scaled
are of particular interest; such projects might include those funded as Research
(FP7 and H2020) and through TEN-T/CEF;



that a multi-lateral engagement process with stakeholders will be needed instead
of the originally proposed interim and final workshops; and



that the workshop approach should be adapted, specifically to facilitate such
multi-lateral stakeholder engagement.

A.3
Since the submission of the Interim Report, some additional adjustments were
made to the consultation methodology to take into account of the difficulties in engaging
with some categories of stakeholders and of the need to further focus the consultation
with a higher level of engagement with a smaller number of organizations that are in the
best position to provide useful insights and information for the study.
A.4
Stakeholder Methodology
Objectives of stakeholder engagement
A.5

The stakeholder engagement had a number of objectives:


To ensure that interested stakeholders are informed of the study and have the
opportunity to be involved;



To facilitate capture of the necessary information for the study (technical,
financial, best practices, what is working, what is not working, current barriers,
potential projects) from those stakeholders directly involved in the alternative
fuels industry; and



To allow testing of potential financing solution concepts with relevant
stakeholders.

Consultation approach
A.6

Our methodology has been organized into four actions:


ACTION 1: Identification of the stakeholder list and segmentation into subsets for
different types of engagement.
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ACTION 2: Wider stakeholder engagement by email/questionnaires.



ACTION 3: Bilateral interviews.



ACTION 4: Final workshop.

ACTION 1
A.7
ACTION 1 consisted of the preparatory work started in the inception phase, and
updated during the course of the study. This action was aimed at identifying a
comprehensive list of stakeholders that should be consulted in some way to meet the
objectives of the consultation. The long list was originally segmented into a number of
subsets: those to be consulted by email/questionnaire, those initially selected for
bilateral interview, and those selected for potential inclusion in a multilateral engagement
process.
A.8
The initial selection of candidates for bilateral interviews or potentially for later
multilateral engagement has been substantially amended to take into account the advice
of the Commission, as well as to reflect the insight emerging from the study. Appendix B
provides updated lists of the entire set of stakeholders engaged in this consultation, with
an indication of how we approached each of them and of the status of engagement.
ACTION 2
A.9
ACTION 2 was aimed to reach the widest group of stakeholders and to gather
existing information. A general questionnaire designed to raise awareness of study and to
obtain information on barriers and opportunities regarding deployment of alternative
fuels infrastructure was prepared and circulated across a database of more than 400
contacts covering:


European entities;



EU and Industry Associations;



EU corridors contacts;



Member State national contacts;



National road agencies;



Road infrastructure managers;



Energy agencies;



Vehicle producers;



Clean fuel and network providers;



Service providers;



Financial institutions;



Environmental/social organisations;



Research institutes;



National associations;



Local entities;



Freight and passengers operators, and



Platforms/clusters.

A.10 Emails were circulated in November 2015, asking for a response within a month.
A total of 25 full questionnaire responses were received by January 2016 from
stakeholders established in 16 different Member States and covering the different types
of fuels.
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A.11 Appendix C reports the entire set of answers received through this process. Where
responses were labelled as confidential, we have treated them as such and not reported
them in this table, though we used the information obtained to inform our own
assessment.
A.12 Overall, the response rate obtained through ACTION 2 is consistent with similar
exercises undertaken over short time periods. Higher rates can be achieved by leaving
respondents more time – i.e. in the range of 12 weeks – to react to the consultation.
Although this action provided useful information to support our preliminary analysis and
to refine the group of key organizations to be engaged in the consultation process (a key
objective of that exercise) it became clear that engaging a small number of stakeholders
would be needed to gather the detailed information needed for defining, testing and
refining the business model solutions that we had started developing.
A.13 Therefore in January 2016 we decided to focus the consultation on ACTION 3 (the
bilateral consultation) – and to further tailor ACTION 3 to collect information and inputs
that could support the business model analysis at that time. This is discussed further
below.
ACTION 3
A.14 ACTION 3 was aimed at ensuring that the views of a smaller number of important
stakeholders that should be consulted in more detail are captured through bilateral
interviews.
A.15 The initial phase of bilateral consultation started in December 2015 and was
designed to explore technical information, business models and barriers/opportunities in
more detail with selected stakeholders.
A.16

Stakeholders were selected on the basis of the following criteria:



To fill particular information gaps still present after ACTION 2;



Because of relevance to objectives of study;



Because of potential for ongoing following involvement in study;



To cover different ranges of organisation types: from SME start-ups in particular
countries to established multinationals.

A.17 In December 2015 we undertook a small number of preliminary contacts and
bilateral interviews with industry associations (e.g. NGVA Europe, EHA), OEM
representatives (e.g. Renault/Nissan), start-ups (Spin8) and single experts. These
interviews provided us preliminary insights on issues and barriers complementing the
information that was in parallel being received through ACTION 2 and were also used as
a pilot to refine the methodology for the next steps of the consultation. For example, we
agreed with NGVA Europe to closely collaborate with them and rely on their support as
first point of contact and facilitator of the consultation to be carried on with EU gas
industry stakeholders, setting a plan on how to take this forward at first instance. At the
same time, Renault/Nissan offered assistance in engaging with other OEMs active in this
area as well as to support us in getting in touch with key infrastructure operators they
are working with closely across Europe; the support of Renault/Nissan in this respect has
proven to be very helpful in facilitating the consultation.
A.18 The following approach has been adopted to take forward ACTION 3 since January
2016:


An initial contact was made to establish relationship and introduce the study (by
email);



A first consultation interview was then made guided by tailored questionnaire (by
telephone) including:
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Discussion of questions included in the general questionnaire circulated
through the wider consultation exercise (which in many cases had already
been sent to the interviewed stakeholder back in November, but we had not
got a response back);



Discussion of tailored questions focused on the experience of the interviewed
stakeholders (built out on a case by case basis through preliminary
investigation of their role and experience);



Discussion of their interest in further involvement in study;



Discussion of confidentiality.

Further detailed follow-up interviews focused on technical/financial information
were then arranged (by telephone and/or by meeting).

A.19 Thanks to the combination of ACTION 2 and ACTION 3, the study has benefitted
from the following coverage of stakeholders by fuel type:


Electric: 39 stakeholders engaged in consultation and provided feedback and
information for the study either through long list questionnaire and/or direct
interviews



CNG-LNG: 34 stakeholders engaged in consultation and provided feedback and
information for the study either through long list questionnaire and/or direct
interviews.



Hydrogen: 22 stakeholders engaged in consultation and provided feedback and
information for the study either through long list questionnaire and/or direct
interviews.

Final Actions
A.20 Following publication of this report, we will provide the report to all stakeholders
who were contacted as part of the study, and we will invite selected stakeholders to a
final workshop event (ACTION 4), that will specifically be developed to promote project
concepts and financial solutions, and to further build momentum and interest in the
stakeholder population.
Consultation findings
A.21 The information collected through the stakeholder consultation has been used to
inform the research and analysis carried out by the study team in the different areas of
investigation.
A.22 Factual data and information collected on the state of the art of alternative fuel
infrastructure deployment in the different EU MS and information on market penetration
of electric, gas and hydrogen fuelled vehicles has been used by the study team to map
the current situation. At the same time, evidence and insight provided by stakeholders in
relation to future forecasts of infrastructure deployment or vehicle market penetration
has informed the forecasts developed across the different alternative fuels on EU road
corridors. In most of the cases this was information that stakeholders conveyed could be
made available to the general public, and as such we have treated that in its exposition
in the report.
A.23 Preliminary information collected regarding capital and operating costs of
investment in alternative fuel infrastructure has been used to inform the development of
financial business models for the different types of fuels under scrutiny. It must be
pointed out, though, that this information is often provided on a confidential basis and we
have treated accordingly.
A.24 The above mentioned information on factual data, forecasts and projections of
costs and revenues of investment in alternative fuel infrastructure has been reported in
the main text of the report to support the analysis and we do not repeat that here.
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A.25 The consultation has also provided indications on the barriers that – in the view of
stakeholders - currently limit the deployment of alternative fuel infrastructure. In some
cases, stakeholders have also advanced proposals for possible solutions that should be
explored to support further investment in this area. This information has been used by
the study team to support the investigation of business models and generate ideas in
that respect. Also in this case references to the emerging findings obtained by the
consultation are provided in the main report.
A.26 To provide a general overview of the barriers that have been pointed by consulted
stakeholders, we have produced a PESTLE analysis that synthetizes the issues emerged
from the written responses received to the questionnaire circulated and the bilateral
interviews undertaken.
A.27 The PESTLE analysis is a strategic management tool that provides the analysis of
the environment as a whole in which a business operates or tends to offer its trade. It
describes external macro-factors – political, economic, social, technological, legal and
environmental - that are beyond ones control and a company has to take into
consideration to understand market trends, business position, potential and direction for
operations.
A.28 Table A.1 below shows the PESTLE analysis for the market of road transport
infrastructure charging for electric, gas and hydrogen resulting from consultation. Please
note that we have not used the ‘environment’ category of the standard PESTLE model as
we deemed not relevant in this specific case.
A.29 In the case of electric charging, many stakeholders pointed out the need to
further intervention at policy level – EU, national or local level - to support the
development of the electric charging infrastructure and the penetration of higher rates of
electric vehicles in the market. While we have mapped all responses obtained in this
respect, we notice that if some of them are of direct interest for the development of
electric high power infrastructure charging along EU corridors, others, which are more
targeted at local level, have an indirect effect which is driven mainly by the support they
can provide to a general increase of market penetration of electric vehicles.
Table A.1: PESTLE analysis – Electric high-power charging
Political
Scarcity of
public funds
and incentives
(in particular,
TEN-T funding
delivered in
low amount
and at the end
of the project)
Lack of
national/local
plans that
identify how
to integrate
public EV
charging
network into
the transport
network
system

Lack of

Economic
Absence of business
models and high risk
for private charging
point operators

Social
Slow uptake
of electric
vehicles

Technological
High costs and
low range

Legal
Lack of
common
legislature on
CO2 taxes for
transport

High
network/infrastructure
investments

Lack of
awareness
campaigns

Low charging
speed

Legislation
hampering
public/private
partnerships
and entrance
of new
players in the
market

Low involvement of
car manufacturers
and energy utilities in

General lack
of knowledge
and trust of

Technology not
yet fully

Restrictive
policies
regarding
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Political
sufficient
incentives to
support EV
purchase

Economic
supporting investment
in the charging
network

Social
EV, due to
perceived
high vehicle
costs,
perceived lack
of
infrastructure
support and
fear of
frequent
vehicle
failures

Technological
mature

Legal
deployment
in public
areas

Lack of public
sector interest
in substituting
common
parking with
EV parking

Low cooperation by
private car parking
operators at local
level as they fear to
incur in revenue
losses due to the
installation of
charging points

Unreliable
products and
services from
some
charging point
manufacturers
that has
damaged the
reputation of
the industry
to a some
extent

Lack of
standardisation
and
interoperability
for hardware
(e.g. lack of
standardisation
on the
connectors
used by all EV
manufacturers)

Lack of an
adjustment of
EV driving
licences to
avoid the
restrictions
caused by
battery
weight

Public funding
provided
equally to
slow charging
technologies
and fast
charging ones

Short-term
permits/concessions
for land usage don't
grant pay-back

Reluctance of
drivers to pay
for public
charging

Lack of
standardisation
and
interoperability
for software
(payment
solutions)

Lack of
funding to
grant
maintenance
of public
charging
points

Lack of maintenance
contracts offering
public-access
charging. This results
in out-of-order
equipment

Lack of public
willingness to
take
responsibility
for climate
changes

Inadequate
distribution of
charging points
that obstacles
market
development

Lack of financial and
energy deals between
players to guarantee
interoperability
between Member
States
A.30 Among the issues raised, there are concerns regarding the lack of a common
framework on CO2 fuel taxation across EU MS. Another point made is that, at present,
different MS have adopted different actions at national and local level to support the
purchase of electric vehicles or to promote they use (e.g. by providing free parking, free
access to Low Emission Zones, access to dedicated bus lanes, etc.). Both of them seem
areas where stakeholders would welcome an interest of EU institutions to complement
the provision of funding and resources to support investment in this area, which is a
general claim rose by a number of consulted organizations.
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A.31 Interoperability issues have also been pointed out both for hardware and software
equipment. For example the lack of standardisation of connectors used by different EV
manufacturers has been claimed to be an issue from different respondents. At the same
time, the lack of a common payment system has been claimed as a barrier which is
particular critical to grant cross-border trips across EU Member States. Although a
number of operators are trying to address this issue, with the help, in some cases, also
of ad hoc e-charging solutions/platforms, it must be said that it is the view of some
stakeholders that in few years’ time this issue will be naturally overcome by progress in
payment systems through mobile phones that will occur to respond to an emerging need
of the market in different areas.
A.32 It seems also to be a general view of the market that at present investment in EV
charging infrastructure is not profitable and requires public funding support mainly
because of the low level of market penetration of electric vehicles, and hence, low level
of demand for EV charging at public stations. In some cases, issues regarding the
difficulties in operating and grant adequate maintenance of installed charging stations
have also been highlighted.
A.33 A preliminary discussion on the extent to different existing infrastructure charging
operators are trying to address these issues has been presented in the main text of this
report while describing the different models which are emerging in the market. It is
worth mentioning that some stakeholders also advanced some proposals for potential
solutions to be adopted to address the above mentioned issues. The ideas advanced by
consulted stakeholders are currently under scrutiny and require further investigation;
they will inform the assessment which we will propose in Phase 2 and we will present
them in that context.
A.34 The findings for natural gas seem to highlight more concerns for the business
case for LNG solutions than for CNG, due in part to the higher technological
risks/immaturity present in that case.
A.35 As for the political and legal sphere, a number of stakeholders highlight a lack of
public funding sustaining the development of gas charging infrastructure, as well as an
inadequate legal framework; others highlight a lack of a common legislature on CO2
taxes for transport.
A.36 With regard to the economic issues, a number of stakeholders point out the
business model being still underdeveloped is a key barrier to the development of the
market. Stakeholders argue that investing in gas charging still entails high investment
risks – determined, in particular, by high investments and a low initial financial payback
– matched with a difficulty in finding funding sources. Others underline that the
deployment of natural gas vehicles by car manufacturing is still limited.
A.37 Stakeholders operating in the field of freight transport argue that the
underdeveloped LNG truck aftermarket – and the consequent low residual values for LNG
trucks – add a further barrier to the diffusion of the technology in this market segment.
A.38 Other stakeholders claim the need to improve consumer awareness and consumer
acceptance of CNG and LNG technologies. With regard to the technological sphere, a
number of stakeholders point out the lack of harmonization of technical specification
across the EU Member States, as well as the current low level of maturity of the
technology, as further barriers to the development of gas charging infrastructure.
A.39 The PESTLE for hydrogen highlights strong concerns on the level of maturity of
this technology and commercial viability.
A.40 The economic sphere is the one that in the view of the stakeholders places the
major barriers to the development of the network of hydrogen refuelling stations. A
number of stakeholders underline that the market still lacks business models that would
help in facing the high investment costs while minimizing the risks. With regard to
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funding sources, stakeholders note that entrepreneurs still rely mostly on public grants
and subsidies, while public-private partnership mechanisms are still rarely used.
A.41 Stakeholders also point out that, comparing to conventional vehicles, hydrogen is
still characterized by a high cost of fuel production, storage and delivery, as well as a
high cost of vehicle production. Moreover, hydrogen vehicle models are still scarcely
deployed by car manufacturers.
A.42 Lack of public awareness about the possibility of choosing hydrogen propulsion
when buying a new car is also underlined by stakeholders. More generally, hydrogen is
not perceived as a viable alternative for engine propulsion by the public opinion. This
determines a low utilisation levels and uptake of hydrogen vehicles, in turn placing a
further barrier to the development of the refuelling station network.
A.43 With regard to the political and legal spheres, stakeholders note that hydrogen
refuelling stations are scarcely funded in comparison with others alternative fuels. The
lack of common regulation across the EU Member States is perceived as well as a barrier
placed to the development of the market.
A.44 Within the technological sphere, a number of stakeholders underline the lack of
technical standardisation and interoperability across the EU Member States in
constituting a barrier for the technology to be adopted in the market.
Table A.2: PESTLE analysis – Hydrogen
Political

Economic

Social

Technological

Legal

Lack of
enough
funding for
Hydrogen
Refuelling
Stations.

Lack of public/private
partnerships allowing
to cover the risks

Public still
does not have
sufficient
awareness of
hydrogen as
an alternative
fuel

Technology not
yet mature

Lack of EUwide
regulations
for the
permitting
and approval
process for
siting
charging
infrastructure

High costs of fuel
production, storage
and delivery

Lack of public
awareness
about the
possibility to
choose FCEV
when buying
a new car

Lack of
standardisation
and
interoperability
across EU
Member States

High costs of vehicles
in comparison with
conventional vehicles

Lack of
consumer
acceptance

Obstacles for
refuelling (e.g.
special card
requested to
access to the
service in
Germany)

Lack of financial
instruments for
supporting Industry in
deploying the needed
infrastructure before
reaching a pre-

Low utilisation
levels/vehicle
uptake

Slow/scarce
deployment of
vehicles from
car
manufacturers
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Political

Economic

Social

Technological

Legal

commercial situation
Reliance on public
grants/subsidies for
funding
A.45 As a final remark is worth noticing that the tables above show that a number of
concerns are shared across the different alternative fuels industries: the call for public
funding and incentives; interoperability issues; lack of standardization and low vehicle
updates seem to be the key ones in this respect.
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10. ANNEX B : STAKEHOLDER LISTS
B.1
Table 3.1 in the main report provides a record of the stakeholders that engaged in
bilateral interviews as part of ACTION 3 (bilateral interviews)and/or participated to
ACTION 2 (wider consultation).
B.2
The tables below provides lists of other stakeholders that were invited to take
part in ACTION 2 (wider consultation), with an indication of whether they responded or
not.
Table B.1: EU & Int associations
Entity

Organisation

Invited to wider
consultation
(ACTION 2)

Eurelectric

Association of the electricity industry
in Europe
European Association with tolled
motorways, bridges and tunnels
European Automobile Manufacturer's
Association
European Association of local and
regional energy companies
International Road Union
Federation of International
Automobiles
Industrial association representing a
major grouping of companies
working in the fuel cell and hydrogen
sector
Association of national LPG
Associations as well as distributors
and equipment manufacturers from
across Europe
Union of European Petroleum
Independents
European Renewable Ethanol
Association
The European Biodiesel Board
Hydrogen Fuel Cells and
Electromobility in European Regions
European Association of Automotive
Suppliers
European Transport Workers'
Federation
European Trade Union Association
European Engineering Industries
Association
Gas Infrastructure Europe
(Association representing the
interest of the infrastructure industry
in the natural gas business)
European Biogas Association
European Oil Industry Association
European Sea Ports Organisation
Association for Electrical, Electronic
&Information Technologies (Prüfund Zertifizierungsinstitut Gmbh)

YES

Responded to
wider
consultation
(ACTION 2)
NO

YES

NO

YES

NO

YES

NO

YES
YES

NO
NO

YES

NO

YES

NO

YES

NO

YES

NO

YES
YES

NO
NO

YES

NO

YES

NO

YES
YES

NO
NO

YES

NO

YES
YES
YES
YES

NO
YES
NO
NO

ASECAP
ACEA
CEDEC
IRU
FIA
NEW ENERGY
WORLD IG
AEGPL Europe

UPEI
Epure
EBB
HyER
CLEPA
ETF
ETUC
ORGALIME
GIE

EBA
FUELSEUROPE
ESPO
VDE
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Entity

The bus and
coach
federation
(Brussels
representative)
operators such
as Arriva, First
Group, Grupo
Barraqueiro,
Go-Ahead,
Keolis, National
Express,
Stagecoach,
Transdev

EIM
ACEM

Organisation

Invited to wider
consultation
(ACTION 2)

ECMF _European Citizens Mobility
Forum
Association of Pan-European Coachterminals
Alonso & Asociados

NO

Responded to
wider
consultation
(ACTION 2)
NO

YES

NO

YES

NO

EPTO_European Passenger Transport
Operators

YES

NO

UITP_International Association of
Public Transport
BUSINESSEUROPE
European Rail Infrastructure
Managers
The Motorcycle Industry in Europe

YES

NO

YES
YES

NO
NO

YES

NO

Table B.2: MS National Contacts
Entity

Organisation

Invited to wider
consultation
(ACTION 2)

AT

Ministry of Transport, Innovation
and Technology (Bundesministerium
für Verkehr, Innovation und
Technologies
FPS Economy, SMEs, Middle Classes
and Energy
Le Service public fédéral (SPF)
Mobilité et Transports
Ministry of Industry and Trade
Ministry of Transport
Danish Transport and Construction
Agency (Trafik- og Byggestyrelsen)
Ministry of transport
Federal Ministry for the
Environment, Nature Conservation,
Building and Nuclear Safety
Federal Ministry of Education and
Research BMBF
Department of Transport (BMWI)
Ministry of Economic Affairs and
Communications
Spanish Ministry of Public Works and
Transport
Ministere de l’Ecologie, du
Developpement Durable et de

YES

Responded to
wider
consultation
(ACTION 2)
NO*

YES

NO

YES

NO

YES
YES
YES

NO
NO
NO

YES
YES

NO
NO

YES

NO

YES
YES

NO
NO*

YES

NO

YES

NO

BE

CZ
DK

DE

EE
ES
FR
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Entity

IE
IT
CY
LV
LT
LU
HU
MT
NL

PL
PT
SI
SK

FI
SE
UK
HR
BG
RO

CH

Organisation

l’Energie
Department of Transport (DOT)
Ministry of Infrastructures and
Transport
Ministry of Energy, Commerce,
Industry and Tourism
Ministry of Transport
Ministry of Transport and
Communications
Department for Transport
Ministry of National Development
Ministry for Transport and
Infrastructure
Ministry of Economic Affairs
Ministry of Infrastructure and the
Environment NL
Ministry of Transport, Construction
and Marine Economy
Directorate General for Energy and
Geology
Ministry of Infrastructure
Ministry of Economy
Ministry of Transport,
Communications and Public Works
Ministry of Transport and
Communications
Ministry of Enterprise and
Innovation
Department for Transport
Ministry of Maritime
Affairs,Transport and Infrastructure
Ministry of Transport, Information
Technology and Communications
Ministry of Transport and
Infrastructure
Regulatory Authority for Energy
Department of the Environment,
Transport, Energy and
Communications

Invited to wider
consultation
(ACTION 2)

Responded to
wider
consultation
(ACTION 2)

YES
YES

NO
NO

YES

YES

YES
YES

YES
YES

YES
YES
YES

NO
NO
NO

YES
YES

NO
NO

YES

NO

YES

NO

YES
YES
YES

YES
NO
NO

YES

NO

YES

NO

YES
YES

NO
YES

YES

NO*

YES

NO

YES
YES

NO
NO

Table B.3: National Road Agencies
Entity

Organisation

Invited to wider
consultation
(ACTION 2)

AT
BE

Department for Roads
General Directorate of Highways and
Roads
Centers of Administration and
Maintenance of Motorways ( SSÚD )
and Centers of Administration and
Maintenance of Roads with Limited
Access ( SSÚRS )
Danish Road Directorate

YES
YES

Responded to
wider
consultation
(ACTION 2)
NO
NO

YES

NO

YES

NO

CZ

DK
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Entity

Organisation

Invited to wider
consultation
(ACTION 2)

DE

Federal Office for Transportation of
Goods (Bundesamt für
Güterverkehr)
Estonian Road Administration
General Directorate for road traffic
National roads authority
ANAS Azienda Nazionale Autonoma
delle Strade
Public Works Department
Latvijas autoceļu uzturētājs
Lithuanian Road Administration
National Roads Authority
National Transport Authority
Transport Malta
Directorate-General for Mobility and
Transport Rijkswaterstaat
General Directorate of National
Roads and Motorways
National Highway Agency
Finnish Transport Agency
Swedish Transport Administration
Highways England, BEAR Scotland,
Transport NI, South and North
Wales Trunk Road Agents

YES

Responded to
wider
consultation
(ACTION 2)
NO

YES
YES
YES
YES

NO
NO
NO
NO

YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES

YES
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO

YES

NO

YES
YES
YES
YES

NO
NO
YES
NO

EE
ES
IE
IT
CY
LV
LT
LU
HU
MT
NL
PL
SK
FI
SE
UK

Table B.4: Road infrastructure managers
Entity

Organisation

Invited to wider
consultation
(ACTION 2)

AT
HR

ASFiNAG
Croatian Association of Toll
Motorways Concessionaires (HUKA)
Sund & Bælt
Spanish Association of Construction
Companies (SEOPAN)
French Motorway companies
association (ASFA)
Hellenic Association of Toll Roads
Network (HELLASTRON)
AKA M5 Motorway
Irish Tolling Industry Association
(ITIA)
Italian Association of Toll Motorways
and Tunnels Operators (AISCAT)
Norvegfinans
Westerschelde Tunnel
Association of Portuguese
Concession Companies of Toll
Motorways or Bridges (APCAP)
Autostrada Wielkopolska S.A.
(AWSA)
Midland Expressway Limited (M6
TOLL)
Serbian Road Authority

YES
YES

Responded to
wider
consultation
(ACTION 2)
NO
NO

YES
YES

NO
NO

YES

NO

YES

NO

YES
YES

NO
NO

YES

NO

YES
YES
YES

NO
NO
NO

YES

NO

YES

NO

YES

NO

DK
ES
FR
EL
HU
IE
IT
Norway
NL
PT
PL
UK
Serbia
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Entity

Organisation

Invited to wider
consultation
(ACTION 2)

SI

Motorway Company in the Republic
of Slovenia (DARS)

YES

Responded to
wider
consultation
(ACTION 2)
NO

Table B.5: Energy & Other Agencies
Entity

Organisation

Invited to wider
consultation
(ACTION 2)

IT

ENEA Italian National Agency for
New Technologies, Energy and
Sustainable Economic Development
Lower Silesian Regional
Development Agency
Office for Low Emission Vehicles
AESS AGENZIA PER L’ENERGIA E LO
SVILUPPO SOSTENIBILE
Federal Network Agency (BNetzA)

YES

Responded to
wider
consultation
(ACTION 2)
NO

YES

NO

YES
YES

NO
NO

YES

NO

Invited to wider
consultation
(ACTION 2)

YES
YES
YES
YES
YES

Responded to
wider
consultation
(ACTION 2)
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO

YES

NO

YES

NO

YES
YES
YES
YES
YES

NO
NO
NO
YES
NO

Organisation

Invited to wider
consultation
(ACTION 2)

SHELL
ENEL
AirLNG GmbH German multinational
conglomerate company
The New Motion
New Motion
Gasrec
HONEYWELL American multinational
conglomerate company

YES
YES
YES

Responded to
wider
consultation
(ACTION 2)
NO
NO
NO

YES
YES
YES
YES

NO
NO
NO
NO

PL
UK
IT
DE

Table B.6: Vehicle producers
Entity

Organisation

Japan
SE
IT
US
DE
South Korea

TOYOTA
VOLVO
FIAT
FORD
VOLKSWAGEN
Korean Automobile Manufacturing
Association (KAMA)
Japanese Automobile Manufacturing
Association (JAMA)
Association of International Motor
Vehicle Manufacturers (VDIK)
ALSTOM SA
HONDA
IRIZAR S COOP
Solaris Bus & Coach S.A.
OPEL

Japan

FR
Japan
ES
PL

Table B.7: Clean fuel & net providers
Entity

IT
DE
NL
UK
US
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Entity

Organisation

Invited to wider
consultation
(ACTION 2)

FI
IE

NESTE OIL (Oil Refining Company)
ESB Electricity Supply Board (Energy
generation and distribution
Company)
Vattenfall ( Power Company)
NGV (Italian consortium for natural
gas in transport)
Argos Energies
Intelligent Energy
Západoslovenská energetika, a.s.
(ZSE)
CRYOSTAR, S.A.S.
DB Energie GmbH
RWE Effizienz GmbH
envia Mitteldeutsche Energie AG
Veolia
OMV REFINING & MARKETING GMBH
EDF ELECTRICITE DE FRANCE SA
ABB
swb Erzeugung AG & Co. KG
HGM Energy GmbH
Gaspol Spólka Akcyjna
FordonsGas Sverige AB
Enagás Transporte, S.A.U.
Verbund AG
Elia System Operator S.A.
HAM CRIOGÉNICA,S.L.
Öresundskraft AB
E-Mobility Provider Austria GmbH &
Co KG
AGA Gas AB
Copenhagen Hydrogen Network A/S
Oy Woikoski Ab
Linde Gas Benelux B.V
Stedin Diensten B.V.
LNG24 B.V.
Rolande LNG B.V.
AC Fordonsgas AB
E-Star ESCO Kft
GASFIN S.A.
Allego
RHEINENERGIE
ENDESA SA
IBERDROLA INGENIERIA Y
CONSTRUCCION SA
ACCIONA INFRAESTRUCTURAS S.A.
THE NOTTHINGHAM ENERGY
PARTNERSHIP LBG
SASIE Ltd
LYSE ENERGI AS
BOC
CEZ Group
Chargeyourcar
Chive

YES
YES

Responded to
wider
consultation
(ACTION 2)
NO
NO

YES
YES

NO
NO

YES
YES
YES

NO
NO
NO

YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES

NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
YES
NO
NO
NO
NO

YES
NO
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES

NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO

YES
YES

NO
NO

YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES

NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO

SE
IT
NL
UK
SK
FR
DE
DE
DE
SE
DE
FR
DE
DE
PL
SE
ES
AT
BE
ES
SE
AT
SE
DK
FI
NL
NL
NL
NL
SE
HU
DE
DE
DE
ES
ES
ES
UK
UK
NO
UK
CZ
UK
UK
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Entity

Organisation

Invited to wider
consultation
(ACTION 2)

NL
DE
UK
DE
DE
DE
SI
SI

e-laad
SMARTLAB
Podpoint
EnBW AG
EWE AG
Geschäftsführer Ubitricity
SODO
PETROL

YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES

Responded to
wider
consultation
(ACTION 2)
YES
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO

Table B.8: Service providers
Entity

Organisation

Invited to wider
consultation
(ACTION 2)

DE
UK

SIEMENS
IBM
ERTICO – ITS Europe
eMobility ICT Interoperability
Innovation Group (EMI3)
VDI/VDE-IT
GTD SISTEMAS DE INFORMACION,
S.A.
ACTIA AUTOMOTIVE
Pilotfish Networks AB
Hogia Public Transport Systems AB
TRAPEZE ITS UK LTD
INFO24 AB
Philips*
Bosch
Hager Electro GmbH & Co. KG

YES
YES
YES
YES

DE
ES
FR
SE
SE
UK
SE
DE
pan-EU
DE

Responded to
wider
consultation
(ACTION 2)
NO
NO
NO
NO

YES
YES

NO
NO

YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES

NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO

Table B.9: Env and social organizations
Entity

Organisation

Invited to wider
consultation
(ACTION 2)

EU

Transport & Environment - European
Federation for Transport and
Environment
Friends of the Earth Europe
Greenpeace
European Environment Bureau (EEB)
BEUC The European Consumer
Organisation
SYNDICAT MIXTE DES TRANSPORTS
POURLE RHONE ET L
AGGLOMERATION LYONNAISE
IG Metall (Industrial Union of
Metalworkers)
NABU Nature and Biodiversity
Conservation Union
Climate Alliance
Eurobat (Trade organization)

YES

Responded to
wider
consultation
(ACTION 2)
NO

YES
YES
YES
YES

NO
NO
NO
NO

YES

NO

YES

NO

YES

NO

YES
YES

NO
NO

FR
DE
DE
EU
BE
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Table B.9: Env and social organizations
Entity

Organisation

Invited to wider
consultation
(ACTION 2)

EU

Transport & Environment - European
Federation for Transport and
Environment
Friends of the Earth Europe
Greenpeace
European Environment Bureau (EEB)
BEUC The European Consumer
Organisation
SYNDICAT MIXTE DES TRANSPORTS
POURLE RHONE ET L
AGGLOMERATION LYONNAISE
IG Metall (Industrial Union of
Metalworkers)
NABU Nature and Biodiversity
Conservation Union
Climate Alliance
Eurobat (Trade organization)

YES

Responded to
wider
consultation
(ACTION 2)
NO

YES
YES
YES
YES

NO
NO
NO
NO

YES

NO

YES

NO

YES

NO

YES
YES

NO
NO

FR
DE
DE
EU
BE

Table B.10: Research Institutes__Consulting
Entity

Organisation

Invited to wider
consultation
(ACTION 2)

FR

IFPEN
AVL
EE Energy Engineers (Consulting
firm)
Luleå University of Technology
Weber Shandwick Company
TÜV Rheinland InterCert Kft.
hySOLUTIONS GmbH
DSB Kommerciel Innovation &
Business Development
Sweco International AB
WaterstofNet vzw
Przemyslowy Instytut Motoryzacji
(Automotive Industry Institute)
Istituto Internazionale delle
Comunicazioni
Institut des Sciences et
Technologies de Paris – ParisTech
Technical University of Denmark
FUNDACION CARTIF
FRAUNHOFER GESELLSCHAFT ZUR
FORDERUNG DER ANGEWANDTEN
FORSCHUNG EV (Fraunhofer
Society)
Vätgas Sverige Ideell Förening
(Hydrogen Sweden)
Instytut Transportu
Samochodowego (Motor Transport
Institute)

YES
YES
YES

Responded to
wider
consultation
(ACTION 2)
NO
NO
NO

YES
YES
YES
YES
YES

NO
NO
NO
NO
NO

YES
YES
YES

NO
NO
NO

YES

YES

YES

NO

YES
YES
YES

NO
NO
NO

YES

NO

YES

NO

DE
SE
US
HU
DE
DK
SE
NL
PL
IT
FR
DK
ES
DE

SE
PL
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Entity

Organisation

Invited to wider
consultation
(ACTION 2)

SE
SW
UK
FR

BioFuel Region AB
Oliver Wyman Global Risk & Trading
Cardiff Business School
CEA Chargé de mission à la
Direction Scientifique
Korea Development Institute (KDI)
University of Amsterdam Business
School
Public Research Center Henri Tudor
RWTH Aachen University
UNIVERSITA DEGLI STUDI DI ROMA
LA SAPIENZA
University of Szeged
University of Gdańsk
Automotive Industry Institute
VRIJE UNIVERSITEIT BRUSSEL
Center for Innovation In Transport
LOW CARBON VEHICLE
PARTNERSHIP
RUPPRECHT CONSULT FORSCHUNG & BERATUNG GMBH
Centre for Technical Research and
Studies
Chalmers University of Technology
PLUSERVICE SRL
UNIVERSIDAD POLITECNICA DE
MADRID
VTT Technical Research Centre of
Finland
FIT CONSULTING SRL
TIS PT, CONSULTORES EM
TRANSPORTES, INOVACAO E
SISTEMAS, SA
Institut Municipal d Informatica de
Barcelona
ICLEI
Royal Institute of Technology
UNIVERSIDAD DE NAVARRA
INSERO E-MOBILITY AS
AGT GROUP (R&D) GMBH
ANTEVERTI CONSULTING SL
BARCELONA SUPERCOMPUTING
CENTER - CENTRO NACIONAL DE
SUPERCOMPUTACION
FUNDACIO PRIVADA I2CAT,
INTERNET I INNOVACIO DIGITAL A
CATALUNYA
FUNDACIO INSTITUT DE RECERCA
DE L'ENERGIA DE CATALUNYA
URBISUP CONSULTING SL
XERIDIA S.L.
THE NOTTINGHAM TRENT
UNIVERSITY
INFOHUB Ltd

YES
YES
YES
YES

NO
NO
NO

YES
YES

NO
NO

YES
YES
YES

YES
NO
NO

YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES

NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO

YES

NO

YES

NO

YES
YES
YES

NO
NO
NO

YES

NO

YES
YES

NO
NO

YES

NO

YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES

NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO

YES

NO

YES

NO

YES
YES
YES

NO
NO
NO

YES

NO

Korea
NL
LU
DE
IT
HU
PL
PL
BE
ES
UK
DE
ES
SE
IT
ES
FI
IT
PT
ES
DE
SE
ES
DK
DE
ES
ES

ES
ES
ES
ES
UK
UK
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Responded to
wider
consultation
(ACTION 2)

Entity

Organisation

Invited to wider
consultation
(ACTION 2)

Turkey
Turkey

ANADOLU UNIVERSITY
ENERGON ENERJI VERIMLILIGI
DANISMANLIGI HIZMETI VE
TICARET LIMITED SIRKETI
STEINBEIS INNOVATION GGMBH
UNIVERSITAET STUTTGART
THE MANCHESTER METROPOLITAN
UNIVERSITY
THE UNIVERSITY OF MANCHESTER
CLICKS AND LINKS LTD
UNIVERSITETET I STAVANGER
INSTITUT PLANOVANI A ROZVOJE
HLAVNIHO MESTA PRAHY
TUV SUD IMMOWERT GMBH
CEIIA
RWTH Institute for Power Electronics
Technical Univesity of Berlin
University of Valencia
Wroclaw Research Centre EIT
Cenex
CNG Services

YES
YES

Responded to
wider
consultation
(ACTION 2)
NO
NO

YES
YES
YES

NO
NO
NO

YES
YES
YES
YES

NO
NO
NO
NO

YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES

NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO

DE
DE
UK
UK
UK
NO
CZ
DE
PT
DE
DE
ES
PL
UK
UK

Table B.11: National Association
Entity

Organisation

Invited to wider
consultation
(ACTION 2)

FR

Association Française pour
l'Hydrogène et les Piles à
Combustible
Hydrogen Link Denmark Association
National Organisation Hydrogen and
Fuel Cell Technology
Association of German Transport
Companies
Portugease association of
Automotive Suppliers
German Automotive Association.
Promotes the interests of the
German automobile industry
nationally and internationally
Central Association of German
Electrical and Information
Technology Trades
The German Association of Towns
and Municipalities
Federal Association of the Energy
and Water Industry
Association of German Cities
(Deutscher Städtetag))
EMT Madrid
Government of Rotterdam
PORTO ANTICO DI GENOVA SPA
Arnhem Municipality
Provincie Gelderland

YES

Responded to
wider
consultation
(ACTION 2)
NO

YES
YES

NO
NO

YES

NO

YES

NO

YES

NO

YES

NO

YES

NO

YES

NO

YES

NO

YES
YES
YES
YES
YES

YES
NO
NO
NO
NO

DK
DE
DE
PT
DE

DE

DE
DE
DE
ES
NL
IT
NL
NL
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Entity

Organisation

Invited to wider
consultation
(ACTION 2)

SE
DE
SE
DK

Region Skåne
Free Hanseatic City of Bremen
Stockholm Municipality
City of Copenhagen, Technical and
Environmental Administration
City of Amsterdam Environmental
and Building Department
Department for Regional
Development Northern Ireland
City of Zagreb
Riga City Council Traffic Department
Skellefteå Municipality
Sundsvalls Municipality
Örnsköldsviks Municipality
Piteå Municipality
BARCELONA DE SERVEIS
MUNICIPALS SA
KOLN Municipality
GRAZ Municipality
Suceava Municipality
CAMARA MUNICIPAL DO PORTO
CORK CITY COUNCIL
Nottingham City Council
TEPEBASI MUNICIPALITY
VALLADOLID Municipality
MANCHESTER CITY COUNCIL
EINDHOVEN MUNICIPALITY
Stavanger municipality
ROGALAND Region
SABADELL municipality
LEIPZIG municipality
BKK Centre for Budapest Transport
(Budapest)
Castellón
EMT Valencia

YES
YES
YES
YES

Responded to
wider
consultation
(ACTION 2)
NO
NO
YES
NO

YES

NO

YES

NO

YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES

NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO

YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES

NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO

YES
YES

NO
YES

NL
UK
HR
LV
SE
SE
SE
SE
ES
DE
AT
RO
PT
IE
UK
Turkey
ES
UK
NL
SE
NO
ES
DE
HU
ES
ES

Table B.13: Freight Operator
Entity

Organisation

Invited to wider
consultation
(ACTION 2)

DE
BE

DHL
International Transport Gilbert de
Clercq N.V.
CARRIER TRANSPORT AB

YES
YES

Responded to
wider
consultation
(ACTION 2)
YES
NO

YES

NO

BE

Table B.14: Passenger Operator
Entity

Organisation

Invited to wider
consultation
(ACTION 2)

FR

National society of French railways SNCF
Lufthansa

YES

Responded to
wider
consultation
(ACTION 2)
NO

YES

NO

DE
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Entity

Organisation

Invited to wider
consultation
(ACTION 2)

NL

Public transport bus company _the
Netherlands - Connexxion Openbaar
Vervoer N.V.
Public transport bus company_Riga
BREMER STRASSENBAHN AG
TRANSPORT FOR LONDON - TFL
Brussels Intercommunal Transport
Company SSF
TRANSPORTS DE BARCELONA SA
MIEJSKIE ZAKLADY AUTOBUSOWE
SP ZOO
Leipzig Transport Company
Szeged Transport Company Ltd
PRZEDSIEBIORSTWO KOMUNIKACJI
TROLEJBUSOWEJ SP. Z O.O.
BARNIM Transport Company
STOAG STADTWERKE OBERHAUSEN
GMBH
FERROVIA ADRIATICO SANGRITANA
SPA_Railway Company
RATP REGIE AUTONOME DES
TRANSPORTS PARISIENS
COMPANIA DEL TRANVIA DE SAN
SEBASTIAN SA - CTSS
STUTTGART Transport Company
VVS
START ROMAGNA SPA
KEOLIS
VASTTRAFIK AB
CONSORCIO REGIONAL DE
TRANSPORTES DE MADRID

YES

LV
DE
UK
BE
ES
PL
DE
HU
PL
DE
DE
IT
FR
ES
DE
IT
FR
SE
ES

YES

Responded to
wider
consultation
(ACTION 2)
NO

YES
YES

NO
NO
NO
NO

YES
YES

NO
NO

YES
YES
YES

NO
NO
NO

YES
YES

NO
NO

YES

NO

YES

NO

YES

NO

YES

NO

YES
YES
YES
YES

NO
NO
NO
NO

Table B.15: Platform&Clusters
Entity

Organisation

Invited to wider
consultation
(ACTION 2)

AT

TROLLEYMOTION - VEREIN ZUR
FORDERUNG MODERNER
TROLLEYBUSSYSTEME
REGIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL
CENTER FOR CENTRAL AND
EASTERN EUROPE -REC
GREATER STAVANGER ECONOMIC
DEVELOPMENT AS
STICHTING WOONBEDRIJF SWS
HHVL
ACOD - Automotive
AEI Rioja
ATC Automotive Technology Centre
Autocluster NRW
Automobil Cluster AC
Automobil-Zulieferinitiative
Rheinland-Pfalz
Automotiv Saarland

YES

Responded to
wider
consultation
(ACTION 2)
NO

YES

NO

YES

NO

YES

NO

YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES

NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO

YES

NO

HU
NO
NL
DE
ES
NL
DE
AT
DE
DE
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Entity

Organisation

Invited to wider
consultation
(ACTION 2)

DE
DE

Automotive - BW
Automotive Cluster das
Zulieferernetzwerk
Automotive Sweden
Automotive Thuringen
car eV
CARS - Automotive Cluster Stuttgart
Clustermoto
eclearing.net
Elektromobilität Süd-West (e-Mobil
BW)
EVIC - Electric Vehicles
Flanders Drive
Flemish Living Lab Electric Vehicles
IAW eV
MAHREG Automotive
Moravian-Silesian Automotive
Cluster
Mov'Eo
NoAE - Network of Automotive
Excellence
NOHAC Automotiv Cluster
PANAC
Pole MTA Platforme d'Essais
Pôle Véhicule du Futur
RAVI
Rhone Alpes Automotive Cluster
VDJ Klaszter
ACS - Automotive Cluster of
Slovenia
ASFE .Alliance for Synthetic Fuels in
Europe
EUROCITIES
German Renewable Energy
Federation (BEE)

YES
YES

Responded to
wider
consultation
(ACTION 2)
NO
NO

YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES

NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO

YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES

NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO

YES
YES

NO
NO

YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES

NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO

NO

NO

YES
YES

NO
NO

Responded to
wider
consultation
(ACTION 2)
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO

SE
DE
DE
DE
ES
DE
DE
BG
BE
BE
DE
DE
CZ
FR
DE
HU
HU
FR
FR
FR
FR
HU
SI

BE
DE

Table B.16: Others
Entity

Organisation

Invited to wider
consultation
(ACTION 2)

DE
IT
SE
SE
DE
DE

Bayern Innovativ
DIGIGROUP INFORMATICA SRL
ENVAC AB
SKANSKA SVERIGE AB
AMPIDO GMBH
STATTAUTO KOELN GESELLSCHAFT
FUER CAR SHARING MBH
DEUTSCHE
WOHNUNGSGESELLSCHAFT MBH DEWOG
YOURIS.COM
OFFICINAE VERDI SPA
Innovative Informatikanwendungen

YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES

DE
BE
IT
DE
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YES
YES
YES
YES

NO
NO
NO
NO

Entity

BE
UK
FR
UK
BG
UK
NL
FR
ES
FR
IE
DE
FI
ES
BE
UK
UK
SK
DE
DE
DE
DE

DE
DE
AT

Organisation

in Transport-, Verkehrs- und
Leitsystemen GmbH
ASSOCIATION POUR LE
REDEPLOIEMENT ECONOMIQUE DU
BASSIN SERESIEN - AREBS
APT Controls
AUTOLIB
Elektromotive
Remix Bulgaria
Air Products
Alfen ICU
Areva H2 Gen
Circontrol
DBT
EC Charging
EBG Compleo
Ensto
GIRA
Hydrogenics
ITM Power
Rolec
Slovak Liaison Office for R&D
Plugsurfing
Mennekes
Hubject
Berliner Agentur für Elektromobilität
Emo/Berlin Agency for
Electromobility
Siedlungswerk
Schwörer Hausbau
Ardan GmbH
NEFI - The Network of European
Financial Institutions for Small and
Medium Sized Enterprises
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Invited to wider
consultation
(ACTION 2)

Responded to
wider
consultation
(ACTION 2)

YES

NO

YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES

YES
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
YES
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO

YES
YES
YES
YES

NO
NO
NO
NO

11. ANNEX C : SUMMARY RESPONSES
C.1

The tables below provides the responses received through ACTION 2 (wide consultation) which have not been marked as confidential.

Respondent
Country
Type of Respondent
Fuel
Your Role in the Industry
1
What role and interest do you have in the development
of the alternative fuels (electric, CNG/LNG and hydrogen
if applicable) infrastructure for the road transport
sector?
2

Are you already or are you going to be involved in the
implementation of an alternative fuels infrastructure
project in the EU? If yes, how (directly, indirectly, in
consortium, using public financing or not…)
Assessment of current situation and future developments
The Current situation
3
What is your assessment of the alternative fuels
infrastructure networks in the EU Member States where
you operate?

DPDHL
Germany
Freight Operator
Natural gas/Electric
Deutsche Post DHL Group (DPDHL) is large fleet operator and user of
green technologies. As the world’s largest logistics service provider, we
have a special obligation to minimize the negative impact of our business
on the environment. Therefore we continously strive to identify, develop
and incubate technology solutions that enhance the carbon efficiency of
our operations.
We are involved in the EU funded CONNECT2LNG project as part of a
consortium with Unilever, CHEP, Iveco, Engie and other transport
companies. Additionally several internal non-funded projects are in place.

DPDHL operates in all EU member states, both, in domestic and
international transportation. To our perspective the current maturity of
the alternative fuel infrastructure, despite a few dedicated areas (e.g.
Sweden for HVO, Benelux for CNG/LNG) is very low and limits operational
application of respective solutions.

4

Are you aware of any specific local or national initiatives
in the EU Member States where you operate (such as
policy/legislative drivers or funding provision) being
used to help developing alternative fuels infrastructure
networks?

As a positive example for the acceleration of the deployment of alternative
fuels we recognized the tax incentives on HVO in Sweden. As direct result,
the usage of HVO in DPDHL and our subcontracted transportation grew
from 0% to 50% over ca. 3 years timeline. Additional positive effects we
saw from buyer´s premiums, e.g. for electric vehicles.

5

How many projects involving deployment of alternative
fuels infrastructure have been already undertaken in
your Member State and what level of investment by the

Since DPDHL is active in all EU members states, this question appears
difficult to answer. Generally the majority of our activities (ca. 250
projects globally) is carried out based on company own investments. In

Respondent
public sector (grant/subsidy/financing/loan guarantees)
and private sector (investment, equity, financing) has
been required for those projects?

DPDHL
pilot projects though, especially for the development of e-mobility, public
funding is involved for some initiatives, mostly at a level of ca. 35% of the
total project cost.

6

Are further projects committed to be undertaken or in
the planning stage?

Yes, project opportunities are analysed and implemented on continuous
basis. Focus areas are Biofuels (incl. Bio-LNG) for trucks and e-mobility
for vans. Though it must be mentioned, that a large scale application
beyond pilot projects always requires a suitable operational maturity and
economic feasibility of solutions.

7

In your view, are there any alternative fuels
infrastructure projects that could/should be developed
further in the next five years in the EU Member States
where you operate?

From the experiences of our fleet test programs we recommend the
further development of liquid biofuels. This covers in primarily Bio-LNG
and upper generation diesel substitutes, in particular HVO and BTL. Whilst
Bio-LNG offers significant improvements on local and global emissions, the
specific infrastructure and vehicle demands allow an application only on
very limited transport operations (with fixed routes).
HVO and BTL offer significant improvements only on global emissions. The
high compatibility with diesel and the ability to make use of the diesel fuel
infrastructure and vehicles though provides good ground for a scaling of
these solutions across all transport operations.

Barriers to network development
8
What are the main obstacles to the development of a
more comprehensive and consistent alternative fuels
infrastructure network in the EU?

In general the technical maturity of fuelling solutions is appropriate. Main
obstacles derive from the financial perspective. It needs to be taken into
account, that the deployment of a fuel infrastructure requires in parallel
an appropriate market growth of respective vehicles. From this end,
besides one technical issue, some obstacles result that affect the overall
business case and therefore market incubation. - lacking financial payback
of trucks at current low diesel price and, where applicable, high initial
invest (e.g. LNG trucks)
- technical vehicle maturity where applicable (-> e.g. low engine power of
current LNG trucks)
- vehicle availability across the entire model range (e.g. model range of
LNG trucks)
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Respondent

DPDHL
- where applicable, lacking truck aftermarket and therefore residual values
for trucks (-> e.g. LNG trucks)

9

Are there any specific administrative, technical, market
and financial barriers that in your opinion must be
addressed to facilitate development of alternative fuels
infrastructure?

For the segment of line haul fuels and primarily the operational
standpoint, the truck compatibility and accessibility of fuelling points is
important to be considered, in particular for countries and/or dedicated
fuelling stations that separate the entry for trucks and vans/cars.

10

Do you consider that Directive 2014/94/EU on the
deployment of alternative fuels infrastructure is a good
framework to secure further investments on the TEN-T
network?

Additionally on a more general basis, to make alternative technologies
attractive to line haul users, the currently negative economic impact
compared to diesel needs to be overcome. This requires an appropriate
fuel price gap between diesel and the alternative fuels, that allows for the
compensation of the higher initial invests into vehicles. Tax incentives can
support creating an appropriate price gap here and accelerate the market
incubation of alternative fuels.

11

Are there any issues of interoperability across the
emerging alternative fuels vehicles and infrastructure
networks – and if so do you have any suggestions for
addressing these?

With regards to emobility on the other hand for e.g. last mile delivery, one
of the most important regulatory barriers which must be solved to boost
the wider use is the adjustment of the driving licence: Using the same
type of car and a driver with driving license B, the electric version allows
for a much smaller load in comparison to a diesel, since the battery
weights about 700kg. In other words: while the diesel version of a vehicle
could be driven with a driver with driving license B, the electric version
loaded just the same way needed a driver with driving license C – which
discriminates e-mobility since the qualification of driving license C is
rather costy. We therefore propose an exemption clause for drivers with a
driving license B or changing the vehicle criteria for N categories and
extend N1 for electric vehicles, so that they can drive electric vehicles up
to a laden weight that compensates the weight of the battery.

Possible solutions
12
What has helped so far to support the market
penetration of alternative fuels vehicles and the
development of the adequate recharging/refueling
infrastructure networks?

Please refer to answer 4 and 9.
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Respondent
13
What would in the future help to develop a more
comprehensive
and
integrated
alternative
fuels
infrastructure across multiple Member States?

DPDHL
n/a

14

Do you think the public sector should intervene – in
addition to the provision of resources for grants and
subsidies - to further sustain private initiatives and
investments in this area? If Yes, how?

Please refer to answer 4 and 9.

15

In your view, how could provision of financial support
and instruments from public entities, beyond grants and
subsidies, (e.g. financial guarantee, debt structuring,
pseudo-equity instruments) help to mitigate the risks of
private
investments
in
alternative
fuels
infrastructure/vehicles?

Please refer to answer 4 and 9.

16

In your view, how could the establishment of consortia
agreements between different private and public
partners help to mitigate the risks of private investment
in alternative fuels infrastructure/vehicles?

A close alignment between all stakeholders (vehicle suppliers, fuel
suppliers, users and authorities) is crucial for the successful deployment of
alternative fuels. Important is a time wise and content wise
synchronization of the efforts and investments from all sides to ensure
vehicle development, fuel deployment and user demands moving into the
same direction. Additionally authorities need to ensure, that the
regulatory frameworks support and drive this direction by reducing
obstacles and creating the right incentives. Though to our perspective
these targets can be achieved in a close dialogue between all involved
parties and do not necessarily require dedicated consortia agreements.

17

In your view, how could EU institutions (European
Commission, INEA Agency, European Investment Bank
[EIB]) help facilitate this process? In particular do you
think that:

Supportive would be the provision of grants, subsidies or credits for small
and medium transport companies, that don´t have the own financial
capabilities or access to capital to finance the often higher initial invests
into vehicles.

17.a
The provision of targeted EU financial
instruments, that under certain conditions could improve
access to finance, would help to sustain investment in

see above
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Respondent
alternative fuel infrastructure?

DPDHL

17.b
The creation of the European Investment
Advisory Hub coordinated by the EIB, with the mandate
to provide information to promoters and investors on the
type of financial support they can get access to and
assist them during the different phases of the project
development, would help to sustain investment in
alternative fuels infrastructure?

Yes, in alignment with above answer, information on how to get access to
financial support for small and medium transport companies would be
supportive.

18

Please indicate us any additional actions that in your
view the public and private sectors should take in order
to further trigger private investment in the alternative
fuels sector.

n/a

19

Are you aware of any data or research studies that you
think would be useful for this study to consider?

n/a

20

Are you aware of any other local stakeholders you think
we should discuss these issues with? This might include
small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) that may be
operating in particular Member States.

We recommend to include SME retrofitting companies for alternative truck
solutions to be included into the survey. E.g. Prins (NL), Clean Air Power
(UK), CHM Trucktec (GER).
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Respondent
Country
Type of Respondent
Fuel
Your Role in the Industry
1
What role and interest do you have in the development
of the alternative fuels (electric, CNG/LNG and hydrogen
if applicable) infrastructure for the road transport
sector?

2

Are you already or are you going to be involved in the
implementation of an alternative fuels infrastructure
project in the EU? If yes, how (directly, indirectly, in
consortium, using public financing or not…)

BMW
Germany
Vehicle producers
Electric/Hydrogen
BMW has great interest in the availability of a european wide and
interoperable network of public charging stations (Combined Charging
System, CCS - AC/DC) for electrified vehicles (BEV/PHEV), as well as the
build up of hydrogen refueling stations for FCEV. BMW already offers
several electrified vehicles (BEV and PHEV) in the European Markets. An
interoperable network of public charging stations is a pre-requisite for the
customers to drive their purchase decision towards electrified vehicles.
FCEV will mainly, if not exclusively, depend on publicly accessible refueling
stations. Although we do not yet have FCEV in the market, the station
build up has to be started and accelerated now. The introduction of FCEV
into the broad market is relying on a base coverage of hydrogen refueling
stations.
Charging Infrastructure: BMW has a long history with electrified
vehicles. Since 2009 BMW is involved in several national (German) as well
as international (EU, USA, CHINA, South Korea, to provide some
examples) funded and non-funded infrastructure projects. Thereby BMW
takes the roles of a project leader or project partner, differs from case to
case. Since 2014 BMW follows an "Initiating Role"" for public charging
infrastructure. Meaning; by building up or taking part in E-Mobility
stakeholder partnerships a joint approach is present to enhance the
availability of public charging infrastructure for our customers. See below
some examples in EU where BMW actively was or is involved:
National, Germany:
DC Achsle Munich Leipzig, Target: Deployment of several DC Fast
Chargers to be able to drive from Munich to Leipzig, Project Partner
Project SLAM, Target: Deployment of 400 DC Fast charging stations,
qualification of some key locations regarding DC High-Power-Charging,
120 kW+, Project LeaderGermany, Ten-T FAST-E, Target: Deployment of
300 DC Fast Chargers, Project Partner
International EU:
Netherlands, Target: Retrofit 55 DC Charger with CCS Standard, Project
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Respondent

Assessment of current situation and future developments
The current situation
3
What is your assessment of the alternative fuels
infrastructure networks in the EU Member States where
you operate?

BMW
Partner -Portugal, Target: Retrofit 7 DC Fast Charger on Highways with
CCS, Project Partner -Spain, Target: Deployment of 20 DC Fast Chargers,
Project Partner-Denmark, Target: Deployment of 3 DC Fast Chargers,
Project Partner-UK, Ten-T RCN, Target: Deployment of 74 DC Fast
Cahrgers, Project Partner-Austria, Ten-T CNGC, Target: Deployment of 60
DC Fast Chargers, Project Partner-France, Ten-T CORRI-DOOR, Target:
Deployment of 200 DC Fast Chargers, Project Partner. Hydrogen
Refueling Stations: Indirectly as associated Partner in H2Mobility
Germany.

Charging Infrastructure for electrified vehicles: The overall
assumption is that the target of a european wide network of interoperable
public charging stations is not achieved today. There are some promising
member state examples available (Netherlands, Norway, Sweden)
whereas other member states have to make their homework on how to
improve the overall situation regarding the availability of public charging
stations. If we take a look at the development over the last two years in
general, than the overall situation has improved (we do see a double of
the amount of public charging stations deployed each year). But still the
""Chicken-Egg"" situation (Less electrified vehicles in the market - less
willingness to invest into public charging infrastructure and vice versa) is
still visible. Upcoming technological advances (e.g. Larger batteries ask
for High-Power-Charging infrastructure or enabling the full interoperability
of the charging stations) might provide additional challenges to reach the
target and do have to be considered in future public charging
infrastructure initiatives.
Hydrogen Refueling Stations: 25 stations will be in operation in
Germany at the end of 2015. As all FCEV are relying on refueling stations,
a base coverage has to be given. A relevant number of potential FCEV
customers needs to have unrestricted access to a hydrogen refueling
station. This has to be given in a customer friendly manner, which means
within common vehicle use cases no major detours should be necessary to
reach the station. This situation has definitely not been achieved and it is
a long way to go. Besides the activities in Germany corridors with a slight
station buildup can be seen across Europe.
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4

Respondent
Are you aware of any specific local or national initiatives
in the EU Member States where you operate (such as
policy/legislative drivers or funding provision) being
used to help developing alternative fuels infrastructure
networks?

5

How many projects involving deployment of alternative
fuels infrastructure have been already undertaken in
your Member State and what level of investment by the
public sector (grant/subsidy/financing/loan guarantees)
and private sector (investment, equity, financing) has
been required for those projects?

6

Are further projects committed to be undertaken or in
the planning stage?

7

In your view, are there any alternative fuels
infrastructure projects that could/should be developed
further in the next five years in the EU Member States
where you operate?

BMW
Charging Infrastructure: We are aware of national (Member State
Level) or international (EU level) initiatives that are focusing on the
improvement of the situation regarding the availability of public charging
infrastructure. The most prominent and powerful initiative are the Ten-T
Calls from the EU COM.
Hydrogen Refueling Stations: H2Mobility Germany, UK H2 Mobility:
Joint Ventures of industrial partners which have a great interest in
hydrogen mobility. The aim of these Joint Ventures is to build up stations.
Clean Energy Partnership (CEP): Coalition of industrial partners which are
active in the industrial environment of hydrogen and fuel cell technology.
The aim is R&D progress with respect to hydrogen refueling infrastructure.
Charging Infrastructure: Many initiatives regarding public charging
infrastructure have been set up since the last 10 years. The actual
number of projects and the related investments are unknown to BMW as
they were funded on national level (Germany) down to local level (City)
with many different and local E-Mobility stakeholders and BMW has taken
part in only a selected set of projects.
Hydrogen Refueling Stations: Many initiatives regarding hydrogen
refueling stations have been set up during the last 15 or 20 years. The
actual number of projects and the related investments are unknown."
Charging Infrastructure: BMW is project leader of the SLAM project in
Germany and participates as a project partner in several other projects in
Germany (see Question No. 2). There are some planning for 2016+ but
not yet confirmed.
Hydrogen Refueling Stations: H2Mobility Germany is aiming at 400
stations until 2023.
Charging Infrastructure: The focus of any future initiative should
benefit to the overall target of the availability of a european wide
interoperable network of public charging stations.
The focus should be on the deployment of DC Fast charging stations and
DC High-Power-Stations (120 kW+) along the highways and large city
regions to provide a first real network, that would dramatically reduce
range anxiety of the customers and boost the xEV market especially
supporting the day to day trips.
Hydrogen Refueling Stations: Number of hydrogen stations and
technical reliability has to be increased drastically. As a first priority, big
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Respondent

Barriers to network development
8
What are the main obstacles to the development of a
more comprehensive and consistent alternative fuels
infrastructure network in the EU?

9

Are there any specific administrative, technical, market
and financial barriers that in your opinion must be
addressed to facilitate development of alternative fuels
infrastructure?

BMW
cities should be covered with hydrogen refueling stations; secondly,
transit routes between these cities and thirdly the rural areas. In
Germany, 10 HRS are supposed to sufficiently cover a city. On the
highways, every 90 km a HRS should be located. Interconnecting several
member states and enabling trans-border traffic with FCEV has to be
addressed.
Charging Infrastructure: A missing business model is one of the major
obstacles. The lack of a plan on a national (member state level) and local
(City level as they are the smallest regulative entity that can influence the
E-Mobility system) level on how to integrate electrified vehicles and the
necessary public charging infrastructure into the traffic system is another
one. Both could be addressed through continued funding and crossindustrial partnerships (as present in nearly all Ten-T projects) together
with more concrete planning and executing to enable the best framework
conditions possible for electrified vehicles and positive impact on xEV
market uptake.
Hydrogen Refueling Stations: A missing business model is one of the
major obstacles. The partnerships mentioned above are partly addressing
this topic. Industrial partners form a coalition and try to overcome the
initial phase where massive investments are necessary but poor revenue
can be expected (chicken-and-egg-problem). As these initial phases can
easily last 10 years until number of vehicles and number of stations form
a self sustaining and self accelerating system, industrial partners will not
solve it on their own. A strong political support must be given. The costs
of fuel production, storage and delivery are currently exceeding market
prices.
Charging Infrastructure: The EU Directive on alternative fuels
infrastructure provides initial guidance for the member states what has to
be deployed in the future in an initial approach.
Now the member states have to make sure that the infrastructure can be
made available and therefore have to streamline all necessary regulations
in a way that they support public charging infrastructure deployment.
Question like: Who is allowed to sell energy? Is a retailer that operates
public infrastructure allowed to do so? Is he then treated as an energy
provider? What are the conditions that have to be met to be able to
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Respondent

10

Do you consider that Directive 2014/94/EU on the
deployment of alternative fuels infrastructure is a good
framework to secure further investments on the TEN-T
network?

11

Are there any issues of interoperability across the
emerging alternative fuels vehicles and infrastructure
networks – and if so do you have any suggestions for
addressing these?

BMW
operate public charging infrastructure? have to be answered under the
fast upcoming E-Mobility.
From a technical point of view the interoperability (eRoaming,
Intercharge) of public charging stations, so that they can be used easily
from all customers across Europe without having many different charging
cards, has to be enabled.
Hydrogen Refueling Stations: HRS should be included in payment
systems which are set in place for conventional fuels as well. Total cost of
ownership of a FCEV may not exceed the TCO of a conventional vehicle.
Business model of investors and operators of alternative infrastructure
must be created.
Charging Infrastructure: It is a first step. Translation into national
action plans is crucial and will influence the success of the overarching
DAFI.
Hydrogen Refueling Stations: It is a first step. Translation into national
action plans is crucial and will influence the success of the overarching
DAFI.
Charging Infrastructure: As mentioned before the interoperability is
one of the key enabler of a future proof public charging infrastructure.
There are two aspects of interoperability Hardware and Software.
Hardware the plug has to match with the public charging stations outlet.
Software, Why? because the public charging infrastructure is different
than todays refueling stations. It can be located inner-city, in parking
houses, at retailer locations, along highways etc. But only the connectivity
software function and the ability to remote control the charging station
enables a convenient charging services for the customers at the end. Be it
through an OEM service offer or a Chargepoint Operator offer. Typically
the customers expect a charging service (e.g. ChargeNow to mention the
biggest charging service in the world, active in 25 countries and with more
than 50.000 charging points available worldwide) from their vehicle
manufacturer. When the public charging station is than connected via
eRoaming platforms (e.g. Hubject, to name the biggest and most mature
in EU) than all other connected participants to this platform can use these
stations (e.g. the same with using a telephone in a different countries,
Roaming is also used to enable an interoperable telephone network).
Hydrogen Refueling Stations: Many relevant standards are set in place
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Possible solutions
12
What has helped so far to support the market
penetration of alternative fuels vehicles and the
development of the adequate recharging/refueling
infrastructure networks?

13

What would in the future help to develop a more
comprehensive and integrated alternative fuels
infrastructure across multiple Member States?

14

Do you think the public sector should intervene – in
addition to the provision of resources for grants and
subsidies - to further sustain private initiatives and
investments in this area? If Yes, how?

BMW
already (e.g. pressure, nozzle, etc.). HRS will be included in payment
systems which are set in place for conventional fuels as well. Today in
Germany customers of FCEV still need a special card from the CEP to be
able to refuel their vehicle.
Charging Infrastructure: Setting up coordinating entities such as the
National Platform E-Mobility (NPE) in Germany to link public and private
efforts and provide governmental advice.
Funding of R&D activities as well as rollout activities and market
stimulation (e.g. Ten-T Calls).
Hydrogen Refueling Stations: Setting up coordinating entities such as
the National Organization Wasserstoff- und Brennstoffzellentechnologie
(NOW) in Germany to link public and private efforts. Funding of R&D
activities as well as rollout activities and market stimulation.
Charging Infrastructure: Continue and enhance the Ten-T schemes on
a european and other supporting mechanisms at a national level to
support the faster market development of public charging infrastructure.
New technological developments (more energy dense batteries, high
power charging, interoperability) have to be considered and integrated
into these schemes to deploy a future proof public charging infrastructure.
The network planning should be coordinated between the relevant
member states. The focus should be with the DC Fast and High-Power
public charging infrastructure.
Hydrogen Refueling Stations: The basis for this is a technical and
financial interoperability. A consistent standardization across Europe is
progressing well.
A transnational traffic has to be enabled. The network planning should be
coordinated between the relevant member states. The locations of
hydrogen stations and their availability status should be accessible with an
european view and not separately per member state to make the planning
of a trans-border trip customer-friendly. "
Hydrogen Refueling Stations: Yes. One way could be to introduce
obligations in relation to the construction or renewal of existing gas
stations. For instance, xx % of stations which are build new or which are
fundamentally renewed have to cover certain alternative fuels.
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15
In your view, how could provision of financial support
and instruments from public entities, beyond grants and
subsidies, (e.g. financial guarantee, debt structuring,
pseudo-equity instruments) help to mitigate the risks of
private investments in alternative fuels
infrastructure/vehicles?

16

In your view, how could the establishment of consortia
agreements between different private and public
partners help to mitigate the risks of private investment
in alternative fuels infrastructure/vehicles?

17

In your view, how could EU institutions (European
Commission, INEA Agency, European Investment Bank
[EIB]) help facilitate this process? In particular do you
think that:
17.a The provision of targeted EU financial
instruments, that under certain conditions could improve
access to finance, would help to sustain investment in
alternative fuel infrastructure?
17.b The creation of the European Investment
Advisory Hub coordinated by the EIB, with the mandate

BMW
Charging Infrastructure / Hydrogen Refueling Station: Under the
light of the actual interest rate given political governments could serve as
a guarantee provider (for potential charging infrastructure investors)
when it comes to public charging stations deployment and by doing so
provide special interest rates through their finance arms like the European
Investment Bank or the KfW Kreditanstalt für Wiederaufbau (Germany).
Governments might help with providing long term lease contracts for the
locations where the public charging infrastructure is build (planning
certainty) and in parallel ask for minimum standards that have to be met
in terms of charging infrastructure hardware and interoperability. Public
entities could provide clear guidance in terms of pre-planning support
(Where? How many? charging stations are necessary?). Public entities
could help as facilitator in terms of support with regulatory questions,
formulas that have to be filled in, etc. to get all necessary approvals from
local public entities. Public entities could help bringing relevant
stakeholders together by organizing stakeholder events. Especially local
public entities (city level) can make sure that the framework conditions
are set as a Pro-E-Mobility environment, especially important when we
think of using the Car sharing effects for a city with electrified vehicles
(park space management, licenses for car sharing, resident parking,...).
Infrastructure: Key is a long term profitable business case approach. If
this is not secured then a sustainable investment under whatever
consortia will not be successful.
Hydrogen Refueling Stations: These consortia aim at overcoming the
chicken-and-egg-problem which is one main hurdle. Nevertheless
business models are not set up by simply founding a consortia.

Yes.

Slightly. Potential investors should of course get information about
available financial support in an easy manner, but in the end economic
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to provide information to promoters and investors on the
type of financial support they can get access to and
assist them during the different phases of the project
development, would help to sustain investment in
alternative fuels infrastructure?

18

Other
19
20

Please indicate us any additional actions that in your
view the public and private sectors should take in order
to further trigger private investment in the alternative
fuels sector.

Are you aware of any data or research studies that you
think would be useful for this study to consider?
Are you aware of any other local stakeholders you think
we should discuss these issues with? This might include
small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) that may be
operating in particular Member States.

BMW
aspects decide whether or not an investment is made. Offering easy
access to information about financial support is not as important as the
financial support itself. Beyond direct financial support, supporting
potential investors with financing instruments available (make them
knowledgeable), how they can use them and how these different financial
instruments might interact at different levels (EU, National, local,
company) would be helpful. Thinking especially at this end about all the
many local charging infrastructure operators maybe not having the
workforce and expertise available to evaluate scaling of the charging
business.
The end customer should always be considered to be one part of the
challenge. Apart from suitable vehicles and infrastructure itself, the
customer is the one who has to accept these alternative fuels. The
experience shows that an ecofriendly mindset is just a secondary decision
making element. Total cost of ownership is one main driver towards a
buying decision.
Integrated Fuels and Vehicles Roadmap to 2030+", by Roland Berger, will
be published in Q1/2016.
Nationale Organisation Wasserstoff- und Brennstoffzellentechnologie
(NOW), Germany.
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Country
Type of Respondent
Fuel
Your Role in the Industry
1
What role and interest do you have in the development
of the alternative fuels (electric, CNG/LNG and hydrogen
if applicable) infrastructure for the road transport
sector?

2

Are you already or are you going to be involved in the
implementation of an alternative fuels infrastructure
project in the EU? If yes, how (directly, indirectly, in
consortium, using public financing or not…)
Assessment of current situation and future developments
The current situation
3
What is your assessment of the alternative fuels
infrastructure networks in the EU Member States where
you operate?

4

Are you aware of any specific local or national initiatives
in the EU Member States where you operate (such as
policy/legislative drivers or funding provision) being
used to help developing alternative fuels infrastructure

ORKESTRA
Spain
Research Institutes Consulting
Natural gas/Electric
The Energy Chair of Orkestra – Basque Institute of Competitiveness is a
research center for energy issues related to regional development, policy
making, energy markets and industry. Following this, alternative fuels is
actually an important issue for the Orkestra’s Energy Chair, as them are
understood in our work as a vital part of future energy transition. Our
relation with alternative fuels sector is that one related to a research role
that tries to develop knowledge, which could be applied in the mentioned
lines about regional competitiveness.
As our work consists mainly in the research and academic dimension of
industry, the Energy Chair is not involved in infrastructure projects,
although we follow the changes in alternative fuels.

As Basque Institute of Competitiveness, the Member State for which our
research is focused mainly is Spain, particularly the Basque Country, as
well as Europe, although we carry out projects about several countries
and global circumstances. Electric cars in Spain are still in their beginning
point, as the 3.500 units in the whole national territory make up a market
share of 0.08%. Following this, the charging points in the country are 761
(from which 615 are for private/commercial cars). This reality is opposite
to the current manufacturing activity, as Spain produces five different
models, being one of the main manufacturers in the world. On the natural
gas vehicles side, the number of vehicles reached in 2014 the amount of
4,590, mainly buses (40%). The gas stations where these can be refueled
were 42 in total. Refueling stations in the case of hydrogen vehicles
amounts only 4 units by the moment.
The Spanish government dedicated in 2014 an amount of 10 million euros
as assistance for the purchase of electric and hybrids vehicles. This
subsidy has already finalized, but the project of Spanish General Budget
includes a new program of 15 million euros in different supporting plans.
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networks?
5
How many projects involving deployment of alternative
fuels infrastructure have been already undertaken in
your Member State and what level of investment by the
public sector (grant/subsidy/financing/loan guarantees)
and private sector (investment, equity, financing) has
been required for those projects?

6
7

Are further projects committed to be undertaken or in
the planning stage?
In your view, are there any alternative fuels
infrastructure projects that could/should be developed
further in the next five years in the EU Member States
where you operate?

ORKESTRA
Currently the Spanish State has been developing several plans driven for
implementing the purchase of efficient alternative fuels vehicles. There is
a 20% discount on a tax called IRPF (which is a Personal Income Tax) for
those professional vehicles that use alternative fuels like natural gas and
that work within the Euro6 emission limits. There is financial support, like
the “PIMA Aire 4” plan, which consists in a subsidy of 3,500 € for private
cars or 7,500 € for vans, in pursuit of replacing low efficiency vehicles
with new ones. Following this, the “PIVE8” plan has a budget of 175
million euros for subsiding the purchase of new vehicles with efficiency
categories M1 and N1. In the regional or local levels there are initiatives of
this kind as well. The regional government of Catalonia (“Generalitat”) is
carrying out the mentioned PIMA Aire 4 plan, as it has also a plan for
helping in the purchase of low emissions vehicles if these are going to be
used as taxis. This one related to taxis has a brother driven by regional
government of Madrid, which also gives support to vans category N1 (less
than 3,500 kilograms), being this 6,000 € per unit. In the case of local
government of Madrid (city, not region), there’s a 75% discount on IVTM
(a tax on mechanical traction vehicles) during the six first years of
ownership. The city also offers a special treatment to those industrial and
commercial vehicles that carry out operations of loading and downloading
in areas with priority for residents, so these vehicles can operate for 2
additional hours. There is also a 20% discount for parking in regulated
areas. In Balearic Islands Community, a plan of 300,000 is destined for
those vehicles that will have a public use. Regarding to Andalusia,
depending on the type of vehicle and its efficiency, there is a 15% subsidy
on the market price of the vehicle. Also, those gas fueled vehicles that in
a medium or small company becomes a more than 3,000 € investment,
there can be a support.
The State Government is actually looking for merging national plans into
the “Movea” plan, which would have a budget of 17 million €.
For sure the absence of points for recharging electric vehicles or refueling
gas or hydrogen is an important obstacle for developing a market. This
should be implemented at the same time a national program is started for
offering more intensive financial support for the alternative fuels,
combined as well with a campaign for giving information to general public.
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Barriers to network development
8
What are the main obstacles to the development of a
more comprehensive and consistent alternative fuels
infrastructure network in the EU?

ORKESTRA
One solution that has been driven in the Basque Country is the creation of
a company which objective is to develop a wide infrastructure of charging
points that facilitates the introduction of electric vehicles in the region.
This enterprise, called Ibil, was initiated in 2010 by the Basque
Government as part of its plan for developing electric mobility, and it is
currently managed by the Basque Energy Agency (“EVE”) in partnership
with Repsol, both of them owning the 50% of the company. The ambitious
plan of this initiative goes from the initial installation of 85 chargers in its
first operation in 2011, to reaching between 7,000 to 13,000 points by
2020, and 70,000 by 2030. This would be developed at the same time the
company gets involved in several R&D projects at regional, national and
European scales. This example of initiatives should encourage the
implementation of medium-long term projects, as a strong and steady
support is needed in the alternative fuels sector.
As it was mentioned above, if there are not enough recharging or
refueling stations, market will not get off the ground, although this fact
also works in the opposite way, as the less demand for this type of
vehicles exists, the less support or number of initiatives can appear. The
economic and market factors also join strength with the small knowledge
that general public has about this sector, generating suspicion of this way
of transport and its possibilities like autonomy or prices. There can be an
important factor related to sociology or psychology, being this that the
rising public awareness about climate change and environmental issues
can play a role against the spread of alternative fuels. On one hand, the
search of an energy model based on renewables energies may derivate in
a general identification of all fossil fuels as “bad options at the same
level”, despite natural gas is not the same as oil. On the other hand,
recharging electric vehicles have different ecological impact depending on
the power generation mix in each country, so an economy intensive in
renewable generation can be better positioned than others in convincing
general opinion about benefits in electric mobility. Considering that every
Otto cycle vehicle can be converted into a CNG fueled one, motivating the
development of gas refueling stations must be a priority in the European
and national plans for alternative fuels infrastructure. This should be
implementing attending first to the “blue corridors”, but with the intention
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9

Are there any specific administrative, technical, market
and financial barriers that in your opinion must be
addressed to facilitate development of alternative fuels
infrastructure?

10

Do you consider that Directive 2014/94/EU on the
deployment of alternative fuels infrastructure is a good
framework to secure further investments on the TEN-T
network?

11

Are there any issues of interoperability across the
emerging alternative fuels vehicles and infrastructure
networks – and if so do you have any suggestions for
addressing these?

ORKESTRA
of extending the investment in the rest of continental areas, taking
advantage of the potential changes in the Otto vehicles. On this point,
Europe has reached 2,482 public stations, having projected another 701,
with 487 private ones. The key appears in the strategy to follow, as the
introduction of new points of refueling must consider that a CNG station
can only provide gas to CNG vehicles, but a LNG station can do this for
both types, LNG and CNG. This kind of considerations should be made as
soon as possible considering the fast growth of gas vehicles during last
decade: from 4 million vehicles worldwide in 2004, the number reached
14.5 million in 2011, what was 18 million in 2013.
Speed in recharging electric cars is an example of what can be an
important barrier, so research and innovation should be a priority for
government programs. In addition to the technical issues, the difficulties
of the administration must be taken as a priority for electric vehicles and
others. There should be a regulation that facilitates the participation of
entering companies, like the mentioned Ibil, which joint effect would
promote the market, not only in large sectors, but also in the household
one.
European initiatives like this one are fundamental in harmonizing EU
Member States politics, what is essential for giving a determinant impulse
to the research in technologies and the development of infrastructures.
Without this common political willpower, the scenario for investing and
finding financial support for initiatives will be less likely to happen. In this
sense, this Directive goes in the right way.
The lack of harmonization among EU Members’ policies stops development
of interconnected infrastructures and the transnational cooperation
between initiatives. It is particularly important to reach the energy union
to reduce the impact of the heterogeneity in energy models, creating this
way a common space for developing initiatives in equal conditions. An
important point is the one related to homogeneity between chargers or
suppliers of fuels, what must be considered in the pursuit of standards
between companies sand countries requirements. One example that can
be mentioned is the intention of Scandinavian countries, which beginning
from their own models in charging stations for electric vehicles have
started initiatives to share information, experience and build a common
protocol. Nobil database, in Norway, can be mentioned as one pioneer
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Possible solutions
12
What has helped so far to support the market
penetration of alternative fuels vehicles and the
development of the adequate recharging/refueling
infrastructure networks?

13

What would in the future help to develop a more
comprehensive and integrated alternative fuels
infrastructure across multiple Member States?

14

Do you think the public sector should intervene – in
addition to the provision of resources for grants and
subsidies - to further sustain private initiatives and
investments in this area? If Yes, how?

15

In your view, how could provision of financial support
and instruments from public entities, beyond grants and
subsidies, (e.g. financial guarantee, debt structuring,
pseudo-equity instruments) help to mitigate the risks of
private investments in alternative fuels
infrastructure/vehicles?

ORKESTRA
that after starting working in one country, has been opened and shared
with neighbors giving a place for a common database.
First of all, it has been the threat of climate change that has developed a
rising awareness among general public in the recent years, giving this way
an impulse that had never seen to alternative ways of mobility. This fact,
combined with the risks of depending on fossil fuels imports in most of
developed economies, has moved attention progressively to alternative
fuels. Additionally, the regulation developed by this date in the countries
that have tried to encourage alternative fuels market has for sure been a
driving point without which the development of this sector would have
been impossible. This point supports the idea mentioned in question 9
about how political willpower is needed in building a more adequate
regulation that allows new projects to overcome the administration
barriers.
Political and energy union, harmonizing initiatives, as well as the targets
assumed by European countries in the climate fight, will for sure impact in
the possibilities of traditional fuels, moving the economy through
innovative ways of energy and mobility. A clearer regulation would allow
distributers to participate in the infrastructure.
By now the politics of subsidies have proven to be not enough to
encourage the development of alternative fuels. But this does not mean
that going further with public intervention will change the situation. The
creation of public infrastructure must take place at the same time as other
financial or supporting decisions are taken. Once the State is really
involved in achieving such a spread of infrastructures that can encourage
market to work, then it is possible to take part in private initiatives.
The current situation of public support, although it is by the moment
insufficient, it is the correct basis, as without them the general public
encourage for joining the transition would be minimum. Actually, it is a
fact that those countries with strongest initiatives from public funding are
those that in the last years have experimented the fastest growth of
alternative fuels, primarily in the cases related to electric mobility, what is
translated into more private activity. Although there are exceptions: Spain
and Greece are the only countries that with what can be considered
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16

In your view, how could the establishment of consortia
agreements between different private and public
partners help to mitigate the risks of private investment
in alternative fuels infrastructure/vehicles?

17

In your view, how could EU institutions (European
Commission, INEA Agency, European Investment Bank
[EIB]) help facilitate this process? In particular do you
think that:

17.a The provision of targeted EU financial
instruments, that under certain conditions could improve
access to finance, would help to sustain investment in
alternative fuel infrastructure?

ORKESTRA
medium-high support for electric vehicles have not developed the sector
as much as other Member States with similar policies. Even so, the
general tendency in the continent demonstrates the effectiveness of the
public policies, what creates an atmosphere for attracting private
initiatives. Funding for infrastructures, as it exists for interconnections, is
probably one of the most interesting tools that can be implemented. One
option could be that European Commission stablishes a budget that would
be divided between Member States following one criteria like, for example,
PIB per capita. Another way could be that a fraction of taxes on electricity
is assigned to infrastructures.
If the situation considered in question 14 was going to take place,
consortia agreements can be a great way of developing a public-private
collaboration, although other ways are also possible. In any case, the
coordinated participation of both sectors must happen for a deep impact
of the introduction of alternative fuels. The example mentioned in
question 7, the Ibil initiative of Basque Government with Repsol (50%
each of them) represents that a strong collaboration between both sectors
is possible for long term programs. Without this kind of partnership (public
institutions with large companies) the possibilities of developing a
potential infrastructure would be minimum.
First of all, it has been the threat of climate change that has developed a
rising awareness among general public in the recent years, giving this way
an impulse that had never seen to alternative ways of mobility. This fact,
combined with the risks of depending on fossil fuels imports in most of
developed economies, has moved attention progressively to alternative
fuels. Additionally, the regulation developed by this date in the countries
that have tried to encourage alternative fuels market has for sure been a
driving point without which the development of this sector would have
been impossible. This point supports the idea mentioned in question 9
about how political willpower is needed in building a more adequate
regulation that allows new projects to overcome the administration
barriers.
We have been seeing how the establishment of common targets and
financial instruments have partly worked to compensate imbalances
among EU members, especially in last years with the lack of financial
access with the economic crisis. Following this, the common instruments
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18

17.b The creation of the European Investment
Advisory Hub coordinated by the EIB, with the mandate
to provide information to promoters and investors on the
type of financial support they can get access to and
assist them during the different phases of the project
development, would help to sustain investment in
alternative fuels infrastructure?
Please indicate us any additional actions that in your
view the public and private sectors should take in order
to further trigger private investment in the alternative
fuels sector.

Other
19
Are you aware of any data or research studies that you
think would be useful for this study to consider?

20

Are you aware of any other local stakeholders you think
we should discuss these issues with? This might include
small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) that may be
operating in particular Member States.

ORKESTRA
can help those countries in pursuit of financing projects, as well as private
initiatives. However, this should be developed with the reach of common
policies, like the Energy Union.
The fact is that the creation of these kind of instruments is not going to
reduce the possible flow of investment that could take place. If it is not
going to have a great impact, for sure it will not be a negative effect
either. It is always positive to try to facilitate the access to knowledge and
instruments for different stakeholders, but the effects have to be
evaluated in medium-long term, so it can be decided which instrument is
the most effective.
The establishment of measures, subsidies, or any other form, like national
or regional laws, should be done for mid-long term, so only steady
circumstances can become attractive for entrepreneurs, new initiatives or
investors.
In the Energy Chair of Orkestra we are developing a project called
“Sustainable Mobility” that by the moment has been begun with a report
focused on the introduction and evolution of e-mobility in France, as we
are currently working on a new one focused on Norway. Our intention is to
continue with the study of e-mobility in Spain, considering also petroleum
and gas derivatives.
The mentioned stakeholders, Ibil and EVE (Basque Energy Agency), have
for sure a potential interest in discussing these issues and collaborating in
any project or study that the European Commission would like to develop.
In addition, companies like Iberdrola or Repsol-Petronor have a special
importance in the economy of Basque Country, so being in contact with
them represents a great opportunity for every action related to regional
industry and transport sector. If you find interesting beginning a
discussion with any of these entities, it would be a pleasure for us to help
in starting it. In addition, the Energy Chair of Orkestra would be pleased
for any collaboration with the European Commission.
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Country
Type of Respondent
Fuel
Your Role in the Industry
1
What role and interest do you have in the development
of the alternative fuels (electric, CNG/LNG and hydrogen
if applicable) infrastructure for the road transport
sector?
2
Are you already or are you going to be involved in the
implementation of an alternative fuels infrastructure
project in the EU? If yes, how (directly, indirectly, in
consortium, using public financing or not…)
Assessment of current situation and future developments
The current situation
3
What is your assessment of the alternative fuels
infrastructure networks in the EU Member States where
you operate?
4
Are you aware of any specific local or national initiatives
in the EU Member States where you operate (such as
policy/legislative drivers or funding provision) being
used to help developing alternative fuels infrastructure
networks?
5
How many projects involving deployment of alternative
fuels infrastructure have been already undertaken in
your Member State and what level of investment by the
public sector (grant/subsidy/financing/loan guarantees)
and private sector (investment, equity, financing) has
been required for those projects?
6
Are further projects committed to be undertaken or in
the planning stage?
7
In your view, are there any alternative fuels
infrastructure projects that could/should be developed
further in the next five years in the EU Member States
where you operate?

EMT Valencia
Spain
Passenger Operator
Natural gas/Electric
Project Manager Director at EMT Valencia (public bus operator).
Responsible and coordinator of research projects . Experience in new
energy technologies such as Compressed Natural Gas, Hybrid and Electric
Vehicles
Yes . Climate-Kic , CIVITAS , Cenex , TRANSFORM. Public financing

Still in Technology Foresighting, beforetransition to low carbon buses. Not
ready for commercial use.
Yes

No idea … :) I may tell you about our company projects.

We have a 10 year schedule related with new buses technolies forecast
(Hybrids, GNC , Electrics, Biodiesel ..)
Yes , electric recharge infraestructures
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Barriers to network development
8
What are the main obstacles to the development of a
more comprehensive and consistent alternative fuels
infrastructure network in the EU?
9
Are there any specific administrative, technical, market
and financial barriers that in your opinion must be
addressed to facilitate development of alternative fuels
infrastructure?
10
Do you consider that Directive 2014/94/EU on the
deployment of alternative fuels infrastructure is a good
framework to secure further investments on the TEN-T
network?
11
Are there any issues of interoperability across the
emerging alternative fuels vehicles and infrastructure
networks – and if so do you have any suggestions for
addressing these?
Possible solutions
12
What has helped so far to support the market
penetration of alternative fuels vehicles and the
development of the adequate recharging/refueling
infrastructure networks?
13
What would in the future help to develop a more
comprehensive and integrated alternative fuels
infrastructure across multiple Member States?
14
Do you think the public sector should intervene – in
addition to the provision of resources for grants and
subsidies - to further sustain private initiatives and
investments in this area? If Yes, how?
15
In your view, how could provision of financial support
and instruments from public entities, beyond grants and
subsidies, (e.g. financial guarantee, debt structuring,
pseudo-equity instruments) help to mitigate the risks of
private investments in alternative fuels
infrastructure/vehicles?
16
In your view, how could the establishment of consortia

EMT Valencia
Cost ,non mature technologies , subsidies
Yes indeed… :)

It is a fantastic document , quite complete as a catalog and as a guidance

Our main concern as public bus operator is to have a regular source
(GNC)or supply point network(electric) fullfillind europenan common
standards… and especilly a long term tax scheme to secure investments

Long term tax schemes and subsidies and finalcial help from public
administrations
Strict and detailed CEE directives and further information about the
benefits and advances of alternative fuels
Yes , there is always a demo i+d phase , a subsidied operation phase
before commercial technology phase to be assumed by private operators
There is always a demo i+d phase , a subsidied operation phase before
commercial technology phase to be assumed by private operators.
Operator are under a fixed budget and unexpected risks are not wellcome

Definitely , is a cost/risk sharing scheme
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agreements between different private and public
partners help to mitigate the risks of private investment
in alternative fuels infrastructure/vehicles?
17
In your view, how could EU institutions (European
Commission, INEA Agency, European Investment Bank
[EIB]) help facilitate this process? In particular do you
think that:
17.a The provision of targeted EU financial
instruments, that under certain conditions could improve
access to finance, would help to sustain investment in
alternative fuel infrastructure?
17.b The creation of the European Investment
Advisory Hub coordinated by the EIB, with the mandate
to provide information to promoters and investors on the
type of financial support they can get access to and
assist them during the different phases of the project
development, would help to sustain investment in
alternative fuels infrastructure?
18
Please indicate us any additional actions that in your
view the public and private sectors should take in order
to further trigger private investment in the alternative
fuels sector.
Other
19
Are you aware of any data or research studies that you
think would be useful for this study to consider?
20
Are you aware of any other local stakeholders you think
we should discuss these issues with? This might include
small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) that may be
operating in particular Member States.

EMT Valencia

A public transport operator may have little power to suggest manufacters
about new technologies

Yes , is the only way

Yes , guidances to Public administrator is the way to convince them.

Smart City and big data iniciatives

Cenex (Green Fleet Technology Study for Public Transport document) ,
TRANSFORM initiative
TMB Barcelona , EMT Madrid , Dbus San Sebastian
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Country
Type of Respondent
Fuel
Your Role in the Industry
1
What role and interest do you have in the development
of the alternative fuels (electric, CNG/LNG and hydrogen
if applicable) infrastructure for the road transport
sector?
2
Are you already or are you going to be involved in the
implementation of an alternative fuels infrastructure
project in the EU? If yes, how (directly, indirectly, in
consortium, using public financing or not…)
Assessment of current situation and future developments
The current situation
3
What is your assessment of the alternative fuels
infrastructure networks in the EU Member States where
you operate?
4
Are you aware of any specific local or national initiatives
in the EU Member States where you operate (such as
policy/legislative drivers or funding provision) being
used to help developing alternative fuels infrastructure
networks?
5
How many projects involving deployment of alternative
fuels infrastructure have been already undertaken in
your Member State and what level of investment by the
public sector (grant/subsidy/financing/loan guarantees)
and private sector (investment, equity, financing) has
been required for those projects?
6
Are further projects committed to be undertaken or in
the planning stage?
7
In your view, are there any alternative fuels
infrastructure projects that could/should be developed
further in the next five years in the EU Member States
where you operate?

EMT Madrid
Spain
Passenger Operator
Natural gas
We are urban bus operators. Our main objective in the short term is
purchaing CNG buses.

Yes, consortium. NEWBUSFUEL

There is a national project to provide 2 LNG corridos (north-south) in
Spain called "Blue corridor", that will provide LNG across the country. At
the moment, CNG is provided locally.
No, we don´t

We don´t know

We don´t know
LNG, Blue corridor.
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Barriers to network development
8
What are the main obstacles to the development of a
more comprehensive and consistent alternative fuels
infrastructure network in the EU?
9
Are there any specific administrative, technical, market
and financial barriers that in your opinion must be
addressed to facilitate development of alternative fuels
infrastructure?
10
Do you consider that Directive 2014/94/EU on the
deployment of alternative fuels infrastructure is a good
framework to secure further investments on the TEN-T
network?
11
Are there any issues of interoperability across the
emerging alternative fuels vehicles and infrastructure
networks – and if so do you have any suggestions for
addressing these?
Possible solutions
12
What has helped so far to support the market
penetration of alternative fuels vehicles and the
development of the adequate recharging/refueling
infrastructure networks?
13
What would in the future help to develop a more
comprehensive and integrated alternative fuels
infrastructure across multiple Member States?
14
Do you think the public sector should intervene – in
addition to the provision of resources for grants and
subsidies - to further sustain private initiatives and
investments in this area? If Yes, how?
15
In your view, how could provision of financial support
and instruments from public entities, beyond grants and
subsidies, (e.g. financial guarantee, debt structuring,
pseudo-equity instruments) help to mitigate the risks of
private investments in alternative fuels
infrastructure/vehicles?
16
In your view, how could the establishment of consortia

EMT Madrid
Economic barriers and international border barriers between State
Members.
We don´t know

Yes

We believe that there are no alternative fuel vehicles because there are no
alternative fuel infrastructures stations and vice-versa. We think that
alternative fuel infrastructures should be developed first in order to have
larger number of alternative fuel vehicles in the private sector.
1.- National public plans such as PIVE, MOVELE, MOVEA. 2.-Installation of
public charging infrastructure points
European investment and directives
No

Reduction of the Corporation tax (impuesto de sociedades). Public-private
collaboration

We think it is an interesting way to mitigate the risk
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agreements between different private and public
partners help to mitigate the risks of private investment
in alternative fuels infrastructure/vehicles?
17
In your view, how could EU institutions (European
Commission, INEA Agency, European Investment Bank
[EIB]) help facilitate this process? In particular do you
think that:
17.a The provision of targeted EU financial
instruments, that under certain conditions could improve
access to finance, would help to sustain investment in
alternative fuel infrastructure?
17.b The creation of the European Investment
Advisory Hub coordinated by the EIB, with the mandate
to provide information to promoters and investors on the
type of financial support they can get access to and
assist them during the different phases of the project
development, would help to sustain investment in
alternative fuels infrastructure?
18
Please indicate us any additional actions that in your
view the public and private sectors should take in order
to further trigger private investment in the alternative
fuels sector.
Other
19
Are you aware of any data or research studies that you
think would be useful for this study to consider?
20
Are you aware of any other local stakeholders you think
we should discuss these issues with? This might include
small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) that may be
operating in particular Member States.

EMT Madrid

Yes, but with higher quantities that the ones given so far

Yes, as far as the burocracy to get access to the investment becomes less
complex

Asociación Española del Gas Natural para la Movilidad (GASNAM) /
Asociación Empresarial para el Desarrollo e Impulso del Vehículo Eléctrico
(AEDIVE)
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Respondent
Country
Type of Respondent
Fuel
Your Role in the Industry
1
What role and interest do you have in the development
of the alternative fuels (electric, CNG/LNG and hydrogen
if applicable) infrastructure for the road transport
sector?
2

Are you already or are you going to be involved in the
implementation of an alternative fuels infrastructure
project in the EU? If yes, how (directly, indirectly, in
consortium, using public financing or not…)
Assessment of current situation and future developments
The Current situation
3
What is your assessment of the alternative fuels
infrastructure networks in the EU Member States where
you operate?
4

Are you aware of any specific local or national initiatives
in the EU Member States where you operate (such as
policy/legislative drivers or funding provision) being
used to help developing alternative fuels infrastructure
networks?

5

How many projects involving deployment of alternative
fuels infrastructure have been already undertaken in
your Member State and what level of investment by the
public sector (grant/subsidy/financing/loan guarantees)
and private sector (investment, equity, financing) has
been required for those projects?
Are further projects committed to be undertaken or in
the planning stage?
In your view, are there any alternative fuels

6
7

ENAGAS
Spain
Clean fuel & net providers
Natural gas
Enagás is the main natural gas infrastructure operator in Spain
(transmission, underground storage and LNG terminal operator). The
development of natural gas as an alternative fuel for transportation will
imply an increment on the gas demand, and will allow to fulfill the legal
requirements in the reduction on pollutants and GHG.
Yes, Enagás is coordinating the project CORE LNGas hive which is being
co-financed by the European Union's Connecting Europe Facility. This
project will allow to prepare the national policy framework in the maritime
sector.

In Spain there are already 43 CNG and LNG refuelling stations for road
transport (see the map: http://gasnam.es/en/estaciones/) without the
involvement of the National Authorities. However, it has been estimated
that 135 (in total) have to be developed to supply the whole country.
Then, public support must be needed due to the high investment required.
Regarding the maritime sector, Spain has 6 LNG terminals (+1 pending on
the government authorisation) being the EU Member State with the
highest capacity. Therefore, the main infrasctructure is already in place
which will help to develop the bunker supply logistic chain with the
adecuate public support. In addition, the LNG truck loading service is
offered, more than 34,800 LNG trucks were loaded in Spain during 2014.
At national level, there are some initiatives, as the Plan Movea (funding
for acquiring cars using alternative fuels) of the Ministry of Industry,
Energy and Tourism as part of the national strategy related to the
alternative fuels vehicules (Plan VEA).
Please see previous answer.
CORE LNGas hive should be continued by future proposals that will
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infrastructure projects that could/should be developed
further in the next five years in the EU Member States
where you operate?
Barriers to network development
8
What are the main obstacles to the development of a
more comprehensive and consistent alternative fuels
infrastructure network in the EU?
9

Are there any specific administrative, technical, market
and financial barriers that in your opinion must be
addressed to facilitate development of alternative fuels
infrastructure?
10
Do you consider that Directive 2014/94/EU on the
deployment of alternative fuels infrastructure is a good
framework to secure further investments on the TEN-T
network?
11
Are there any issues of interoperability across the
emerging alternative fuels vehicles and infrastructure
networks – and if so do you have any suggestions for
addressing these?
Possible solutions
12
What has helped so far to support the market
penetration of alternative fuels vehicles and the
development of the adequate recharging/refueling
infrastructure networks?
13
What would in the future help to develop a more
comprehensive and integrated alternative fuels
infrastructure across multiple Member States?
14
The national legal framework should allow the easy
development in the whole chain of the use of natural gas
as fuel.
15
In addition, it should be incentivised the harmonisation
and cooperation between Member States
16
Do you think the public sector should intervene – in
addition to the provision of resources for grants and

ENAGAS
developed the infrastructure according to the results.

The stability of the legal framework in the long-term is required in order
to develop this industry. Not only for the infraestructure deployment, but
also from the side of users (to boost demand) and from the industrial
point (to develop new vehicules by OEMs).
The main barriers have been already mentioned: stability of the legal
framework, development of the infrastructure. Development of specific
measured to solve these barriers.
Yes, it is a good strategy. However, it shall be ensured an adecuate
implementation at both European and national level.

Enagás is not aware of any interoperability issues. In addition, we fully
support the developments within CEN to harmonise this sector.

In Spain, the main drivers have been the private sector and the reduced
taxes for natural gas as a fuel.

There should be initiatives to improve the public opinion of the CNG and
LNG used as fuels.

A stronger cooperation between public-private initiatives in the transport
sector is required.
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subsidies - to further sustain private initiatives and
investments in this area? If Yes, how?
17
Stable legal framework and a tax regime for alternative
fuels that make them competitive in comparison to
traditional ones.

18

17.a The provision of targeted EU financial
instruments, that under certain conditions could improve
access to finance, would help to sustain investment in
alternative fuel infrastructure?
17.b The creation of the European Investment
Advisory Hub coordinated by the EIB, with the mandate
to provide information to promoters and investors on the
type of financial support they can get access to and
assist them during the different phases of the project
development, would help to sustain investment in
alternative fuels infrastructure?
Please indicate us any additional actions that in your
view the public and private sectors should take in order
to further trigger private investment in the alternative
fuels sector.

Other
19
Are you aware of any data or research studies that you
think would be useful for this study to consider?
20
Are you aware of any other local stakeholders you think
we should discuss these issues with? This might include
small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) that may be
operating in particular Member States.

ENAGAS

Previously to the financial instruments, it shall be needed to promote the
alternative fuels fostering the demand ensuring the business case of the
private sector.

Please check GASNAM website (http://www.gasnam.es/)
Please contact GASNAM.
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Country
Type of Respondent
Fuel
Your Role in the Industry
1
What role and interest do you have in the development
of the alternative fuels (electric, CNG/LNG and hydrogen
if applicable) infrastructure for the road transport
sector?

2

Are you already or are you going to be involved in the
implementation of an alternative fuels infrastructure
project in the EU? If yes, how (directly, indirectly, in
consortium, using public financing or not…)

Assessment of current situation and future developments
The Current situation
3
What is your assessment of the alternative fuels
infrastructure networks in the EU Member States where
you operate?

4

5

Are you aware of any specific local or national initiatives
in the EU Member States where you operate (such as
policy/legislative drivers or funding provision) being
used to help developing alternative fuels infrastructure
networks?
How many projects involving deployment of alternative
fuels infrastructure have been already undertaken in
your Member State and what level of investment by the

Gasum Oy
Finland
Clean fuel & net providers
Natural Gas
Gasum is a Finnish expert in natural energy gases (natural gas and
biogas). It imports natural gas to Finland, upgrades biogas, and transmits
and delivers these for a broad range of uses in energy production,
industry, homes, and road and maritime transport. Serving road transport
sector with CNG/CBG and LNG/LBG is in the core of Gasum's vision,
mission and strategy. Our company has already invested in 18 CBG/CBG
refuelling stations and we are right now executing a project aiming to
open 1 LNG station and 3 LNG/LCNG stations. Future investment decisions
into this market segment will be made according to increase in market
demand, Gasum has a roadmap for 35 new CNG/LNG refuelling stations.
Yes, directly. Gasum has already invested in 18 CBG/CBG refuelling
stations with own risk and we are right now executing an EU co-financed
project aiming to open 1 LNG station and 3 LNG/LCNG stations (2014-FITA-0119-S). Future investment decisions into this market segment will be
made according to increase in market demand, we have a roadmap for 35
new CNG/LNG refuelling stations.

Finland: insufficient network for all alternative fuels and on the other hand
extremely strong market position of traditional fuels - achieving market
"revolution" with alternative fuels is challenging. The development of the
CNG/LNG refuelling station network is part of the market development
and demand build-up, investments into fuel infrastructure are needed.
Responsible Ministry would be the right respondent for this. Finland:
public investment subsidies (appr. 25%) for some biogas production and
upgrading facilities (Ministry of Employment and the Economy). Lower
energy taxation on alternative fuels (The Ministry of Finance).
Responsible Ministry would be the right respondent for this.
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public sector (grant/subsidy/financing/loan guarantees)
and private sector (investment, equity, financing) has
been required for those projects?
6
Are further projects committed to be undertaken or in
the planning stage?
7

In your view, are there any alternative fuels
infrastructure projects that could/should be developed
further in the next five years in the EU Member States
where you operate?
Barriers to network development
8
What are the main obstacles to the development of a
more comprehensive and consistent alternative fuels
infrastructure network in the EU?

9

Are there any specific administrative, technical, market
and financial barriers that in your opinion must be
addressed to facilitate development of alternative fuels
infrastructure?
10
Do you consider that Directive 2014/94/EU on the
deployment of alternative fuels infrastructure is a good
framework to secure further investments on the TEN-T
network?
11
Are there any issues of interoperability across the
emerging alternative fuels vehicles and infrastructure
networks – and if so do you have any suggestions for
addressing these?
Possible solutions
12
What has helped so far to support the market
penetration of alternative fuels vehicles and the
development of the adequate recharging/refueling
infrastructure networks?

Gasum Oy

See our previous answers. Concerning our company, we have a roadmap
for 35 new CNG/LNG refuelling stations and the future investments will be
decided according to market demand.
Yes, the development of the nationwide CNG/LNG refuelling station
network is part of the market development and demand build-up,
investments into fuel infrastructure are needed.

Low market demand and therefore high investment risks. Uncertainty in
the business environment - long-term decisions on the steering
mechanisms are needed (e.g. taxation, other incentives). Otherwise the
strong position of traditional fuels will stay unchanged in mid-term and
different market actors will not invest into alternative fuels infrastructure.
Please, see our previous answers.

Yes, although it is not yet known how directive will be implemented in
practise on national level.
Standardization is a key issue - fortunately technical issues on NGVs
(Natural Gas Vehicles) are already mainly standardised or the
standardization work is underway.

Finland: Market incentives (lower energy taxation), increase in
environmental consciousness. The fact, that NGVs already fulfill customer
demand and there are competitive NGVs on the market and refuelling
station network is developing. Local political decisions to use bio/natural
gas in public transport (citybuses). Market demand and infrastructure
(should) go hand in hand.
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Respondent
13
What would in the future help to develop a more
comprehensive and integrated alternative fuels
infrastructure across multiple Member States?

14

Do you think the public sector should intervene – in
addition to the provision of resources for grants and
subsidies - to further sustain private initiatives and
investments in this area? If Yes, how?

15

In your view, how could provision of financial support
and instruments from public entities, beyond grants and
subsidies, (e.g. financial guarantee, debt structuring,
pseudo-equity instruments) help to mitigate the risks of
private investments in alternative fuels
infrastructure/vehicles?
In your view, how could the establishment of consortia
agreements between different private and public
partners help to mitigate the risks of private investment
in alternative fuels infrastructure/vehicles?
In your view, how could EU institutions (European
Commission, INEA Agency, European Investment Bank
[EIB]) help facilitate this process? In particular do you
think that:
17.a The provision of targeted EU financial
instruments, that under certain conditions could improve
access to finance, would help to sustain investment in
alternative fuel infrastructure?
17.b The creation of the European Investment
Advisory Hub coordinated by the EIB, with the mandate
to provide information to promoters and investors on the
type of financial support they can get access to and
assist them during the different phases of the project

16

17

Gasum Oy
Actions to increase the market demand! Market actors will invest into the
infrastruture if there is demand and the business environment is stable
enough. In the early phase investment subsidies for infrastructure are
also needed in order to build up a adequate basic refuelling station
infrastructure to enable market emergence. And of course standardisation
of technical issues.
Public entities should emphasize environmental aspects and alternative
fuels in their own procurements (e.g. city buses, garbage trucks, other
transportation services, etc.). Local authorities should take alternative
fuels into consideration in land use planning (sites for refuelling services).
Public sector could also take stronger role in communications and
disseminate objective information on alternative fuels.
Public entities should emphasize environmental aspects and alternative
fuels in their own procurements (e.g. city buses, garbage trucks, other
transportation services, etc.). Local authorities should take alternative
fuels into consideration in land use planning (sites for refuelling services).

Please, see previous answers.

Yes, of course.

Yes, of course.
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development, would help to sustain investment in
alternative fuels infrastructure?
18
Please indicate us any additional actions that in your
view the public and private sectors should take in order
to further trigger private investment in the alternative
fuels sector.
Other
19
Are you aware of any data or research studies that you
think would be useful for this study to consider?

Gasum Oy

20

-

Are you aware of any other local stakeholders you think
we should discuss these issues with? This might include
small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) that may be
operating in particular Member States.

-

-
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Respondent
Country
Type of Respondent
Fuel
Your Role in the Industry
1
What role and interest do you have in the development
of the alternative fuels (electric, CNG/LNG and hydrogen
if applicable) infrastructure for the road transport
sector?

NISSAN WEST EUROPE SAS
France
Vehicle producers
Electric
What role and interest do you have in the development of the alternative
fuels (electric, CNG/LNG and hydrogen if applicable) infrastructure for the
road transport sector? Renault Nissan is the world leader in battery
electric vehicles sales.
In Europe, our role in the development of EV infrastructure has been
significant, and critical.
Since 2009 we have been active, and have never stopped investing, in the
deployment of EV charging infrastructure across Europe. Our role is most
active in the following activities:
• Standardization (IEC, EN, etc…)
• Hardware certification and validation processes (ZE Ready, CHAdeMO,
etc…),
• Supporter of multi-standard quick charging (CHAdeMO, COMBO, AC
Quick),
• Deployment of Electro Mobility Operators (EMO) across Europe, whose
role is to install EV charging “wall boxes” at home and in businesses,
• Direct investors, or co-investors, in key European projects
• EU-funded project leaders, and supporters, of many TeN-T and CEF
projects,
• Promoters of inter-operability schemes (HUBJECT, GIREVE, etc...),
shareholder of GIREVE, co-financing schemes (ELCTRIC HIGHWAY in the
UK, AUCHAN network in France, KIWI network in Norway, etc…) and key
cross-EV OEMs cooperation schemes.
• Synchronization of Battery EV sales and infra deployment,
• Dissemination, Promotion and Communication,
• In 2015 this work resulted in over 1,500 multi-standard quick charging
stations being installed, placing Europe as the clear world leader in multistandard charging network.
• Initiation of Smart Charging solution, and more recently “Vehicle to
Home V2H”, and Vehicle to Grid V2G systems.
• Renault and Nissan have invested directly in charging infrastructure :
o In the dealer network: in France alone, Renault dealers offer around
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Respondent

2

Are you already or are you going to be involved in the
implementation of an alternative fuels infrastructure
project in the EU? If yes, how (directly, indirectly, in
consortium, using public financing or not…)
Assessment of current situation and future developments
The Current situation
3
What is your assessment of the alternative fuels
infrastructure networks in the EU Member States where
you operate?

4

Are you aware of any specific local or national initiatives
in the EU Member States where you operate (such as
policy/legislative drivers or funding provision) being
used to help developing alternative fuels infrastructure
networks?

NISSAN WEST EUROPE SAS
800 charging points that in the dealerships that are open to the public.
Nissan has invested in over 500 dealerships across Europe.
o At the workplace: Renault has invested in around 1,000 charging
stations in its different sites for visitors and employees. Similarly Nissan
has installed EV charging points in all European locations and provided
attractive EV leasing schemes to employees.
Yes, the Renault Nissan is already involved in a large number of EU
funded projects (TEN-T and CEF) and will continue to do so. In particular,
Nissan is project leader in the RCN project and the Alliance is co-investing
in CEGC, CORRIDOR, UNIT-E, FAST-E, and GREAT.

Conductive charging:
Publicly accessible normal charging: low 10% of base scenario
• Home Charging / Normal: low (<5%)
• Home Charging / Smart: low (<5%)
• Quick Charging (50KW) networks in corridors: medium : 50% of base
scenario
• Super Quick Charging (>100KW) networks in corridors: Not started
expect TESLA proprietary network.
• Quick Charging network in urban centers: low: 10% of base scenario
• V2H/V2X: Not started
Inductive charging
• Static normal charging: Not started
• Static quick charging: Not started
• Dynamic quick charging: Not started
Battery Quick Drop Stations: Stopped in ISR and DK
Geographic coverage: see map for quick charging network
National Co-funding schemes:
• UK/OLEV: 75% co-funding (Home charging and multi-standard quick
charging networks)
• Norway/Novatrans-Enova: 50% co-funding (multi-standard quick
charging networks)
• Estonia: National CHAdeMO quick charging network
• Portugal: National charging network (MOBI.E)
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5

How many projects involving deployment of alternative
fuels infrastructure have been already undertaken in
your Member State and what level of investment by the
public sector (grant/subsidy/financing/loan guarantees)
and private sector (investment, equity, financing) has
been required for those projects?

NISSAN WEST EUROPE SAS
• Ireland: National multi-standard quick charging network
• Germany: 50% co-funded scheme (multi-standard quick charging
networks): SLAM project, Tank & Rast.
• France: 50% co-funded scheme (mostly normal charging networks):
ADEME
• NL: Highway rest area network / FASTNED
Norway:
• KIWI network – Private / Kiwi-Nissan
• McDonalds/Fortum – Private
• GroonKontact – Private/Public
• Lyse, BKK, Arctic Highway, etc - Private/Public
Denmark:
• E-On – Private
• Clever – Private
Estonia:
• National Public Network
Germany:
• SLAM - Private/Public
• Tank und Rast - Private/Public
• RWE – Private
• Allego – Private/public
Austria:
• Smatrics – Private/Public
UK:
• Ecotricity – Private/Public
• POLAR – Private/Public
• CYC – Private/Public
• Source London/Autolib - Private
France:
• Auchan – Private/Public
• Sodetrel – Private/Public
• CNR – Private/Public
• Autolib – Private/Public
• IKEA – Private/Public
• Leclerc – Private/Public
Ireland:
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6

Are further projects committed to be undertaken or in
the planning stage?

7

In your view, are there any alternative fuels
infrastructure projects that could/should be developed
further in the next five years in the EU Member States
where you operate?

Barriers to network development
8
What are the main obstacles to the development of a
more comprehensive and consistent alternative fuels
infrastructure network in the EU?
9

Are there any specific administrative, technical, market
and financial barriers that in your opinion must be
addressed to facilitate development of alternative fuels
infrastructure?

10

Do you consider that Directive 2014/94/EU on the
deployment of alternative fuels infrastructure is a good
framework to secure further investments on the TEN-T
network?
Are there any issues of interoperability across the
emerging alternative fuels vehicles and infrastructure
networks – and if so do you have any suggestions for
addressing these?

11

Possible solutions
12
What has helped so far to support the market

NISSAN WEST EUROPE SAS
• ESB / eCar network: Public.
Yes,
• CEF projects,
• GV8 projects & consortia
• Private networks (confidential today)
• V2H/V2G projects.
Yes, there is a clear need to further strengthen the EV charging networks
as follows:
• Normal Charging in parking locations, public building, restaurants,
hotels, etc…
• Quick charging (corridors, urban location, etc…)
• Market size: Number of EV’s on the road. -> we need more EV
• Access to locations (Public & Private) -> Unblock access to charging
infrastructure, avoid any restrictions.
• Lower cost barriers (Access to energy)"
• Location: Easy access to high visibility public & private grounds.
• Power: Easy and affordable access to power, low demand charges, etc…
• Chademo Standards needs full recognition in National legislation to
support confidence and uptake to EV sales
• For Private charging : reduce administrative burden to put chargers in
condominium/co-owned building
Safety Regulation: do not overregulate charging station implementation in
public parking as EVs are as safe as ICE cars.
The CPT is a good starting point. The transposition is critical.
The investment support provided by the TEN-T however is perceived as
uncertain and/or as candidate for termination/significant reduction.
Private investors need a longer term commitment to step in.
The interoperability is twofold: hardware and software.
Hardware: multi-standard quick charging should not be blocked as it is the
only way to offer a charging solution in line with the mix of the market.
Software: The market is reaching a solution step by step, but regulation
can help to accelerate."
The development of the battery electric vehicle market has been the
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penetration of alternative fuels vehicles and the
development of the adequate recharging/refueling
infrastructure networks?
13

What would in the future help to develop a more
comprehensive and integrated alternative fuels
infrastructure across multiple Member States?

14

Do you think the public sector should intervene – in
addition to the provision of resources for grants and
subsidies - to further sustain private initiatives and
investments in this area? If Yes, how?

15

In your view, how could provision of financial support
and instruments from public entities, beyond grants and
subsidies, (e.g. financial guarantee, debt structuring,
pseudo-equity instruments) help to mitigate the risks of
private investments in alternative fuels
infrastructure/vehicles?
In your view, how could the establishment of consortia
agreements between different private and public
partners help to mitigate the risks of private investment
in alternative fuels infrastructure/vehicles?
In your view, how could EU institutions (European
Commission, INEA Agency, European Investment Bank
[EIB]) help facilitate this process? In particular do you
think that:
17.a The provision of targeted EU financial
instruments, that under certain conditions could improve
access to finance, would help to sustain investment in

16

17

NISSAN WEST EUROPE SAS
strongest motivation for investors.
The investment seeding projects made by Nissan has shown the way and
proven the feasibility
The TENT-T projects have given the needed acceleration"
Yes, especially at this critical stage. Public sector support is essential. The
deployment of sustainable mode of transport is a priority and should not
be solely relying on the private sector to make it happen.
For example: support in parking area in cities, develop multimodal electro
mobility transport…
Support through incentives and communication take up of Zero Emission
Vehicles sales"
Yes, especially at this critical stage. Public sector support is essential. The
deployment of sustainable mode of transport is a priority and should not
be solely relying on the private sector to make it happen.
For example: support in parking area in cities, develop multimodal electro
mobility transport…
Support through incentives and communication take up of Zero Emission
Vehicles sales"
The idea of Private/Public consortiums providing long term support could
be one effective solution.

Some investors have the vision, and plans, but not enough initial cash or
assets, credentials, to convince the traditional financial institutions (and
even EIB).
In that sense the consortium could act a supporting platform for young
start-ups and investors in general.
Yes, good idea. Provided a holistic approach in taken (EV + infrastructure)
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alternative fuel infrastructure?
17.b The creation of the European Investment
Advisory Hub coordinated by the EIB, with the mandate
to provide information to promoters and investors on the
type of financial support they can get access to and
assist them during the different phases of the project
development, would help to sustain investment in
alternative fuels infrastructure?
18
Please indicate us any additional actions that in your
view the public and private sectors should take in order
to further trigger private investment in the alternative
fuels sector.
Other
19
Are you aware of any data or research studies that you
think would be useful for this study to consider?
20
Are you aware of any other local stakeholders you think
we should discuss these issues with? This might include
small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) that may be
operating in particular Member States.

NISSAN WEST EUROPE SAS
Yes indeed, but more importantly, financial support is essential. Not just
information.

When considering consortium, one should look at closer cooperation
between the energy sector and EV automotive sector.

Yes, this type of research has been presented at the TEN-T event in
RIGA.
Yes, indeed. SME’s, and representatives of the EU energy sector.
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Country
Type of Respondent
Fuel
Your Role in the Industry
1
What role and interest do you have in the development
of the alternative fuels (electric, CNG/LNG and hydrogen
if applicable) infrastructure for the road transport
sector?
2

Are you already or are you going to be involved in the
implementation of an alternative fuels infrastructure
project in the EU? If yes, how (directly, indirectly, in
consortium, using public financing or not…)

Assessment of current situation and future developments
The Current situation
3
What is your assessment of the alternative fuels
infrastructure networks in the EU Member States where
you operate?
4

Are you aware of any specific local or national initiatives
in the EU Member States where you operate (such as
policy/legislative drivers or funding provision) being
used to help developing alternative fuels infrastructure
networks?

Ministry of Maritime Affairs,Transport and Infrastructure (MPPI)
Croatia
MS National Contacts
Natural gas/Electric
Independent department for the European Affairs of the Ministry of the
maritime affairs, transport and infrastructure is responsible for
preparation of National Policy Framework. We are interested to transpose
Directive 2014/94/EU in Croatian legislation. Moreover, we would like to
resolve open technical, regulatory, economic and operational issues.
Currently, we are not involved in the implementation of alternative fuels
infrastructure project in EU. However, Croatia intends to construct
alternatives fuels infrastructure in line with its National policy framework
and Directive 2014/94/EU. Preparation of National policy framework is
ongoing.

The alternative fuels infrastructure is proportional with number of vehicles
in use at the moment. Further development of the infrastructure network
will depend on interest of private sector for investment as well as on state
subsidies and availability of EU funds for financing.
Croatia currently follows “Third national action plan for energy efficiency
for the period 2014 – 2016” concerning energy efficiency. Public transport
on alternative fuels in urban areas, including related infrastructure, has
been considered in that document. Moreover, preparation of our National
policy framework on the deployment of alternative fuels infrastructure and
development of alternative fuels market is ongoing. Public consultations
have been conducted in the period between 15 July and 15 August 2015.
Croatia is currently fine-tuning its national policy framework. At local
level Croatia has 21 counties that have developed action plans for
improvement of energy efficiency, including as well transport sector.
Following those plans, several Croatian cities such as Zagreb, Rijeka,
Split, Osijek and Pula installed pilot infrastructure for recharging of
Electrical Vehicle, free of charge.
Moreover, Zagreb and Rijeka supported construction of gas stations for
use of natural gas, CNG. CNG has been used by public transport
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5

6

7

How many projects involving deployment of alternative
fuels infrastructure have been already undertaken in
your Member State and what level of investment by the
public sector (grant/subsidy/financing/loan guarantees)
and private sector (investment, equity, financing) has
been required for those projects?
Are further projects committed to be undertaken or in
the planning stage?

In your view, are there any alternative fuels
infrastructure projects that could/should be developed
further in the next five years in the EU Member States
where you operate?

Barriers to network development
8
What are the main obstacles to the development of a
more comprehensive and consistent alternative fuels
infrastructure network in the EU?
9
Are there any specific administrative, technical, market
and financial barriers that in your opinion must be

Ministry of Maritime Affairs,Transport and Infrastructure (MPPI)
companies (buses).
Although, Croatia considers development of infrastructure for hydrogen
infrastructure investments are currently not foreseen for that alternative
fuel.
Over 50 electricity recharge station have been installed in 20 cities and
towns in Croatia, in the approx. value of 400.000 EUR. 10 stations out of
50 have been financed by EU financial instruments, in the approx. valueof
40.000 EUR (grant). 2 CNG stations have been installed in Zagreb and
Rijeka, approx. value 1MEUR per station. The installation has been
financed by Cities of Zagreb and Rijeka.
Yes. Indicative project pipeline has been identified during preparation of
the National policy framework. Croatia intends to install recharging
electrical stations on every 50 km of our motorways (TEN-T) as well as in
the towns with 20.000 inhabitants and more until 2020. Moreover, we
tend to install such stations at maritime ports, inland waterway ports,
airports and railway stations in the same period. Furthermore, Croatia
intends to install additional 19 natural gas stations, CNG stations, on its
motorways (TEN-T) and roads (on every 150km) as well as in towns of
Pula, Rijeka, Zadar, Šibenik, Split, Dubrovnik, Karlovac, Sisak, Osijek,
Varaždin, Čakovec and Zagreb, at least on 13 locations until 2025.
Yes. Croatia intends to install recharging electrical stations on every 50
km of our motorways (TEN-T) as well as in settlements with 20.000
inhabitants and more until 2020. Moreover, we tend to install such
stations at maritime ports, inland waterway ports, airports and railway
stations in the same period. Furthermore, Croatia intends to install
additional 19 natural gas stations, CNG stations, on its motorways (TENT) and roads (on every 150km) as well as in towns of Pula, Rijeka, Zadar,
Šibenik, Split, Dubrovnik, Karlovac, Sisak, Osijek, Varaždin, Čakovec and
Zagreb at least on 13 locations until 2025.
Yes, Croatia intends to install LNG station at its TEN-T maritime port
Rijeka until 2025 if demand for LNG fuel raises.
Strengthening of administrative capacity would be required at national
level concerning market and infrastructure alternative fuels issues. As
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addressed to facilitate development of alternative fuels
infrastructure?
10

11

Do you consider that Directive 2014/94/EU on the
deployment of alternative fuels infrastructure is a good
framework to secure further investments on the TEN-T
network?
Are there any issues of interoperability across the
emerging alternative fuels vehicles and infrastructure
networks – and if so do you have any suggestions for
addressing these?

Possible solutions
12
What has helped so far to support the market
penetration of alternative fuels vehicles and the
development of the adequate recharging/refueling
infrastructure networks?
13
What would in the future help to develop a more
comprehensive and integrated alternative fuels
infrastructure across multiple Member States?
14

15

16

Do you think the public sector should intervene – in
addition to the provision of resources for grants and
subsidies - to further sustain private initiatives and
investments in this area? If Yes, how?
In your view, how could provision of financial support
and instruments from public entities, beyond grants and
subsidies, (e.g. financial guarantee, debt structuring,
pseudo-equity instruments) help to mitigate the risks of
private investments in alternative fuels
infrastructure/vehicles?
In your view, how could the establishment of consortia
agreements between different private and public

Ministry of Maritime Affairs,Transport and Infrastructure (MPPI)
operation of infrastructure and market should be at certain degree
standardised at European level concerning interoperability, a common
guidelines for market, technical and operational issues would be useful.
Yes, currently it is a good framework.

In our opinion, we deal with demanding cross border operational and
technical issues as technology of vehicles and market conditions are
developing and changing fast. Therefore, deployment of alternative fuels
infrastructure should be the project of the European common interest
(PCI) in order to ensure interoperability at European level taking into
consideration cross border technical, operational and administrative
issues.
State subsidies have helped. State financial subsidies have been offered to
citizens and companies by Croatia concerning purchase of electrical
vehicles.
In our opinion, Member States should prepare projects of European
common interest related to alternative fuel infrastructure in order to
ensure interoperability in Europa. These projects should be co-financed by
EU.
Yes, public sector should intervene. In our opinion feasibility studies, cost
benefit analyses and strategic environmental assessment should be
prepared. The financial gap should be calculated based on those
documents. The financial gap could be covered by public sector.
No. In our opinion, potential risks should be clearly defined in an early
phase. Our intention is to make this type of transport competitive as much
as possible. Directive 2014/94/EU does not foresee additional financial
burden for Member States.
In our view, consortia between private and public partners would ensure
proportional ownership and better understanding of risks of private
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partners help to mitigate the risks of private investment
in alternative fuels infrastructure/vehicles?
17

18

In your view, how could EU institutions (European
Commission, INEA Agency, European Investment Bank
[EIB]) help facilitate this process? In particular do you
think that:
17.a The provision of targeted EU financial
instruments, that under certain conditions could improve
access to finance, would help to sustain investment in
alternative fuel infrastructure?
17.b The creation of the European Investment
Advisory Hub coordinated by the EIB, with the mandate
to provide information to promoters and investors on the
type of financial support they can get access to and
assist them during the different phases of the project
development, would help to sustain investment in
alternative fuels infrastructure?
Please indicate us any additional actions that in your
view the public and private sectors should take in order
to further trigger private investment in the alternative
fuels sector.

Other
19
Are you aware of any data or research studies that you
think would be useful for this study to consider?

Ministry of Maritime Affairs,Transport and Infrastructure (MPPI)
investment by public partners. In such situations public partner would be
able to make faster regulatory modifications (if required) and faster
decision making process due to better flow of information and
coordination between private and public partners.

Yes, faster and simplified access to EU financial instruments would help to
sustain investment in alternative fuels. Proportionality principle should be
applied in our opinion. Preparation of a risk assessment could help.
Yes, creation of the European Investment Advisory Hub would help to
sustain investment in alternative fuels infrastructure.

No additional actions to propose.

Yes. In our opinion Croatian strategic documents concerning energy
efficiency and decarbonisation should be considered as follows: LowCarbon Development Strategy Croatia (Strategije niskougljičnog razvoja
RH), 21 county plans for energy efficiency, 3rd National Action Plan for
energy efficiency for the period 2014-2016 (Treći Nacionalni akcijski plan
energetske učinkovitosti RH za razdoblje od 2014. do 2016.), Draft of
National policy framework for the deployment of the infrastructure of
alternative fuels in transport and market development of alternative fuels
in the transport sector of the Republic of Croatian (Nacionalni okvir
politike za uspostavu infrastrukture za alternativna goriva u prometu i
razvoj tržišta u pogledu alternativnih goriva u prometnom sektoru
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20

Are you aware of any other local stakeholders you think
we should discuss these issues with? This might include
small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) that may be
operating in particular Member States.

Ministry of Maritime Affairs,Transport and Infrastructure (MPPI)
Republike Hrvatske).
Yes, . In our opinion following companies could be contacted: Local
electricity supply company "HEP- Hrvatska elektroprivreda", consulting
companies "Energetski institut Hrvoje Požar" and "Savjetura" d.o.o.,
Croatian Agency for Energy Market Regulation "HERA- Hrvatska
energetska regulatorna agencija".
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Country
Type of Respondent
Fuel
Your Role in the Industry
1
What role and interest do you have in the development
of the alternative fuels (electric, CNG/LNG and hydrogen
if applicable) infrastructure for the road transport
sector?
2
Are you already or are you going to be involved in the
implementation of an alternative fuels infrastructure
project in the EU? If yes, how (directly, indirectly, in
consortium, using public financing or not…)
Assessment of current situation and future developments
The Current situation
3
What is your assessment of the alternative fuels
infrastructure networks in the EU Member States where
you operate?
4
Are you aware of any specific local or national initiatives
in the EU Member States where you operate (such as
policy/legislative drivers or funding provision) being
used to help developing alternative fuels infrastructure
networks?
5
How many projects involving deployment of alternative
fuels infrastructure have been already undertaken in
your Member State and what level of investment by the
public sector (grant/subsidy/financing/loan guarantees)
and private sector (investment, equity, financing) has
been required for those projects?
6
7

Are further projects committed to be undertaken or in
the planning stage?
In your view, are there any alternative fuels

Istituto Internazionale delle Comunicazioni
Italy
Research Institutes__Consulting
Natural gas/Electric
Our Institute IIC (International Institute for Communications) has been
involved in some EU financed projects regarding electric vehicles and LNG
distribution on land and portsIIC is a partner of UNIT-E project, CEF 2014, for setting up a network of
fast recharging stations for electric cars in France, Belgium, UK and Italy.
IIC has been cooperating with Livorno Port Authority in the SEATERMINALS project financed by EU under TEN-T 2012, for defining the
best logistics structure in the Port of Livorno for LNG distribution to ships
and trucks.

As for elecrtic cars recharging, networks, are being set up in most EU
countries, Germany leading, followed by France, Spain and Iotaly. As for
LNG, the med area is less developed than Baltic.
The Italian Government is undertaking the development of a National Plan
for alternative energies which is beimg developed by MISE in cooperation
with MIT, the deadline being June 2016. The Plan will include ports
selected for LNG service.
As for elecrtic cars recharging, at least two projects were submitted to
DG MOVE for funding; UNIT-E already mentioned, led by EDF France, and
a similar project led by ENEL Italy. The latter was not approved. In the
field of LNG, 5 integrated projects were submitted covering all aspects of
LNG distribution on land and by sea. The projects went all under the
acronym GAINN, all of them were approved except GAINN-4-IN, on port
distribution by barges, which is going to be re-submitted this year under
the Multiannual CEF Call.
GAINN will have a follow up at the present CEF Call
Ports and Ships should be equipped with LNG capabilities in the MED,
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infrastructure projects that could/should be developed
further in the next five years in the EU Member States
where you operate?
Barriers to network development
8
What are the main obstacles to the development of a
more comprehensive and consistent alternative fuels
infrastructure network in the EU?
9

10

Are there any specific administrative, technical, market
and financial barriers that in your opinion must be
addressed to facilitate development of alternative fuels
infrastructure?

Do you consider that Directive 2014/94/EU on the
deployment of alternative fuels infrastructure is a good
framework to secure further investments on the TEN-T
network?
11
Are there any issues of interoperability across the
emerging alternative fuels vehicles and infrastructure
networks – and if so do you have any suggestions for
addressing these?
Possible solutions
12
What has helped so far to support the market
penetration of alternative fuels vehicles and the
development of the adequate recharging/refueling
infrastructure networks?
13
What would in the future help to develop a more
comprehensive and integrated alternative fuels
infrastructure across multiple Member States?
14
Do you think the public sector should intervene – in
addition to the provision of resources for grants and
subsidies - to further sustain private initiatives and
investments in this area? If Yes, how?

Istituto Internazionale delle Comunicazioni
otherwise the operators already active in the Baltic will have a competitive
advantage when eventually the MED amrket will develop.

The present situation can be summarized as follows: ship-owners do not
convert ships to LNG because in their opinion ports are not equipped, and
ports do not start their plans on LNG logistics since they claim the no ship
is presently requiring service: a classical "impasse" situation.
Cetrainly the size of the investment required is delaying the practical
availability of LNG services in ports (but also along highways) A good
solution, which our Institute evaluated under SEA TERMINALS, is to
gradually develop the market using flexible, low-cost solutions. One good
example is the CRYO-ISO-container which enables the low-cost transfer of
small-to-medium quantities of LNG to ports and inland terminals, without
significant investment in infrastructure.
The "impasse" as said befor can only be overcome by compulsive
Regulations. EU and IMO should lead the game, and the National
Regulations will follow.
While LNG stations will supply the same product in all EU member States,
for Electric Charging stations a problem of interoperability arises. Our
UNIT-E project will use the same system in all 4 Coutries involved
(FR,BE,UK,IT).
IMO regulations EU Directives and EU financed projects.

Only mandatory Regulations for ports, ships and land stations
One example: the National Strategic Plan on alternative fuel will define
the network of ports for LNG distribution: a port will be selected only if it
has demostrated to be able to develop an integrated structure for storage
and distribution.
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15
In your view, how could provision of financial support
and instruments from public entities, beyond grants and
subsidies, (e.g. financial guarantee, debt structuring,
pseudo-equity instruments) help to mitigate the risks of
private investments in alternative fuels
infrastructure/vehicles?
16
In your view, how could the establishment of consortia
agreements between different private and public
partners help to mitigate the risks of private investment
in alternative fuels infrastructure/vehicles?
17
In your view, how could EU institutions (European
Commission, INEA Agency, European Investment Bank
[EIB]) help facilitate this process? In particular do you
think that:
17.a The provision of targeted EU financial
instruments, that under certain conditions could improve
access to finance, would help to sustain investment in
alternative fuel infrastructure?
17.b The creation of the European Investment
Advisory Hub coordinated by the EIB, with the mandate
to provide information to promoters and investors on the
type of financial support they can get access to and
assist them during the different phases of the project
development, would help to sustain investment in
alternative fuels infrastructure?
18
Please indicate us any additional actions that in your
view the public and private sectors should take in order
to further trigger private investment in the alternative
fuels sector.
Other
19
Are you aware of any data or research studies that you
think would be useful for this study to consider?
20
Are you aware of any other local stakeholders you think
we should discuss these issues with? This might include
small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) that may be

Istituto Internazionale delle Comunicazioni
Public aid is very important in the set-up phase: then free market rules
will decide who are winners and losers

Presently, the economics of LNG diffusion depend largely on the global
trends on the price of oil. LNG should be protected from being put out of
the market by dumping actions from OPEC countries. The price of LNG
should be correlated to the price of oil.

YES, SURE

The diffusion of information would be absolutely necessary. Ship-owners
in particular should know axactly what type of provision, and for how
many years, they can count on for new ship construction

The National Strategic Plans should contain also financial provisions for
operators. So far, they have been more startegy -oriented rather than
finance-oriented.

I would suggest to keep in touch with GAINN coordinator for Italy (MIT
supported by RINA),for LNG, and with EDF for electric
In Italy the ports that have been more active in LNG are Genoa, Spezia,
Livorno, Civitavecchia, Venezia and Trieste. A private company very active
in LNG is Gas&Heat in Livorno.
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operating in particular Member States.

Istituto Internazionale delle Comunicazioni
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Country
Type of Respondent
Fuel
Your Role in the Industry
1
What role and interest do you have in the development
of the alternative fuels (electric, CNG/LNG and hydrogen
if applicable) infrastructure for the road transport
sector?

2

Are you already or are you going to be involved in the
implementation of an alternative fuels infrastructure
project in the EU? If yes, how (directly, indirectly, in
consortium, using public financing or not…)
Assessment of current situation and future developments
The Current situation
3
What is your assessment of the alternative fuels
infrastructure networks in the EU Member States where
you operate?
4

5

Are you aware of any specific local or national initiatives
in the EU Member States where you operate (such as
policy/legislative drivers or funding provision) being
used to help developing alternative fuels infrastructure
networks?
How many projects involving deployment of alternative
fuels infrastructure have been already undertaken in
your Member State and what level of investment by the
public sector (grant/subsidy/financing/loan guarantees)
and private sector (investment, equity, financing) has
been required for those projects?

Ministry of Transport and Communications LRV
Lithuania
MS National Contacts
Natural gas/Electric
Until 2020 Lithuania has an interest in developing the infrastructure for
recharging of EV and CNG/LNG. The development of the alternative fuels
infrastructure is the starting point for the wider use of renewable energy
and decarbonization of the transport sector. The main responsible
Lithuanian authorities are Ministry of Transport and Communications
(MoTC), Ministry of Energy, Lithuanian Road Administration under the
Ministry of Transport and Communications (LRA) and oth.
LRA - directly, using public financing and EU funding.

In Lithuania alternative fuels infrastructure network is under development.
Currently, coverage of EV recharging points network is poor. Also there
are 3 CNG public refuelling stations in main cities (Vilnius, Šiauliai,
Klaipėda).
Lithuania applies excise duty exemption for CNG use in public transport.
Lithuania is using ""soft"" measures for EV owners (e. g. free parking, the
use of public transport lanes, free charging, etc.)

The development of EV charging infrastructure is guided by the traffic
rules approved by the Government of the Republic of Lithuania – the term
""electric vehicle“ is used, as well as three new road signs: road sign No
735, representing a location place for electric vehicles and other electric
motor powered vehicles to charge, an additional table No 855, which
states that road signs is not valid for electric vehicles, and an additional
table No 854, which states that the parking place is reserved for electric
vehicles and other electric motor powered vehicles recharge. Also,
municipalities are encouraged to open up more shutter transport lanes for
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6

Are further projects committed to be undertaken or in
the planning stage?
7
In your view, are there any alternative fuels
infrastructure projects that could/should be developed
further in the next five years in the EU Member States
where you operate?
Barriers to network development
8
What are the main obstacles to the development of a
more comprehensive and consistent alternative fuels
infrastructure network in the EU?
9
Are there any specific administrative, technical, market
and financial barriers that in your opinion must be
addressed to facilitate development of alternative fuels
infrastructure?

10

Do you consider that Directive 2014/94/EU on the
deployment of alternative fuels infrastructure is a good
framework to secure further investments on the TEN-T
network?
11
Are there any issues of interoperability across the
emerging alternative fuels vehicles and infrastructure
networks – and if so do you have any suggestions for
addressing these?
Possible solutions
12
What has helped so far to support the market
penetration of alternative fuels vehicles and the
development of the adequate recharging/refueling
infrastructure networks?
13
What would in the future help to develop a more
comprehensive and integrated alternative fuels
infrastructure across multiple Member States?
14
Do you think the public sector should intervene – in

Ministry of Transport and Communications LRV
EV (designated ""A"" letter and additionally marked with the symbol of
EV).
It is possible already to find the EV charging access maps of LT in the
internet , which can be seen at address: https://chargemap.com/"
Currently there are about 15 normal power recharging points and 3 high
power recharging points in Lithuania. In autumn 2014 LRA installed two
public recharging points in the state highway E-85, in the section VilniusKaunas.
Poor initiatives for private business. Business can't receive the profit from
EV recharging infrastructure. Lack of common legislature on CO2 taxes for
transport.
There are some issues but not from perspective of charging infrastructure.
In our opinion major issues are related to low range and irrational price of
EVs.
If alternative fuels to be widely accepted, financial support is needed to
address the obstacles of higher price of such transport/fuels, as well as
the lack of infrastructure.
The Directive urges countries to set national targets of building alternative
fuels infrastructure, which is a kick-off point of any further use of
alternative fuels.
E. g. different EV charging standards.

Directive 2014/94/EU on the deployment of alternative fuels
infrastructure, EU funding.
Further standardization of EV charging stations and plugs. Stronger
coordination from the European Commission.
Yes, by developing EV infrastructure. Also public and private sectors
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addition to the provision of resources for grants and
subsidies - to further sustain private initiatives and
investments in this area? If Yes, how?
15
In your view, how could provision of financial support
and instruments from public entities, beyond grants and
subsidies, (e.g. financial guarantee, debt structuring,
pseudo-equity instruments) help to mitigate the risks of
private investments in alternative fuels
infrastructure/vehicles?
16
In your view, how could the establishment of consortia
agreements between different private and public
partners help to mitigate the risks of private investment
in alternative fuels infrastructure/vehicles?
17
In your view, how could EU institutions (European
Commission, INEA Agency, European Investment Bank
[EIB]) help facilitate this process? In particular do you
think that:
17.a The provision of targeted EU financial
instruments, that under certain conditions could improve
access to finance, would help to sustain investment in
alternative fuel infrastructure?
17.b The creation of the European Investment
Advisory Hub coordinated by the EIB, with the mandate
to provide information to promoters and investors on the
type of financial support they can get access to and
assist them during the different phases of the project
development, would help to sustain investment in
alternative fuels infrastructure?
18
Please indicate us any additional actions that in your
view the public and private sectors should take in order
to further trigger private investment in the alternative
fuels sector.
Other
19
Are you aware of any data or research studies that you
think would be useful for this study to consider?

Ministry of Transport and Communications LRV
should co-operate to insure the wider use of alternative fuels across EU.
No further suggestions.

No opinion.

No comments.

Yes.

No further suggestions.

No.
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20
Are you aware of any other local stakeholders you think
we should discuss these issues with? This might include
small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) that may be
operating in particular Member States.

Ministry of Transport and Communications LRV
No further suggestions.
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Country
Type of Respondent
Fuel
Your Role in the Industry
1
What role and interest do you have in the development
of the alternative fuels (electric, CNG/LNG and hydrogen
if applicable) infrastructure for the road transport
sector?

2

Are you already or are you going to be involved in the
implementation of an alternative fuels infrastructure
project in the EU? If yes, how (directly, indirectly, in
consortium, using public financing or not…)

Assessment of current situation and future developments
The Current situation
3
What is your assessment of the alternative fuels
infrastructure networks in the EU Member States where
you operate?

4

Are you aware of any specific local or national initiatives
in the EU Member States where you operate (such as
policy/legislative drivers or funding provision) being
used to help developing alternative fuels infrastructure
networks?

Ministry of Transport
Latvia
MS National Contacts
Natural gas/Hydrogen/Electric
Ministry of Transport of the Republic of Latvia acts as governmental
institution in developing the alternative fuels introduction plan. The
working group on deployment of alternative fuels infrastructure in Latvia
is established where is participating representatives from Ministry of
Economics, Ministry of Environmental Protection and Regional
Development, Ministry of Finance and representatives from organizations
dealing with alternative fuels (CNG, Hydrogen, Electric).
At this moment it is planned that Ministry of Transport will be involved in
developing EV national charging network. According to Electromobility
Development Plan it is planned to build approximately 235 charging
stations in following years. Ministry of Transport will take the main
responsabilty for this project. This project will be co-financed by
European Regional Development and Latvia's State budget.

So far we don't have any experience in international projects for
alternative fuel development and we haven't received any inquiry or
remarks from industry regarding this question. The development of
alternative fuels infrastructure is at the beginning stage and we recognise
that much efforts should be made in this sphere. At this moment in Latvia
there are 15 EV refuelling stations and more than 200 refuelling stations
for LPG. At the same time there are no any publicly accessible refuelling
station for CNG, LNG and Hydrogen.
So far we are not aware about this kind of initiatives in others EU Member
States. In Latvia's case, according to current legislation following
initiatives for EV are foreseen: no annual Operational Tax and Car and
Motorcycle Tax, Liepājas' municipal parking lots are free of charge, there
is no entrance fee to Jūrmala, as well as EV is allowed to use public
transport lines. In the near future it is planned to develop and introduce
exceptions also for other alternatively fuelled vehicles, but this issue at
this moment is under examination.
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How many projects involving deployment of alternative
fuels infrastructure have been already undertaken in
your Member State and what level of investment by the
public sector (grant/subsidy/financing/loan guarantees)
and private sector (investment, equity, financing) has
been required for those projects?
6
Are further projects committed to be undertaken or in
the planning stage?
5

7

In your view, are there any alternative fuels
infrastructure projects that could/should be developed
further in the next five years in the EU Member States
where you operate?

Barriers to network development
8
What are the main obstacles to the development of a
more comprehensive and consistent alternative fuels
infrastructure network in the EU?

Ministry of Transport
Project related the development of EV refuelling infrastructure; The
development of environment friendly public transport infrastructure. Both
projects are co-financed by EU funds and State budget.

It is necessary to develop support measures for encouragement of other
alternative fuels. At the moment at the planning stage is National plan
for alternative fuel development.
Projects facilitating use of CNG, LNG and Hydrogen as an alternative fuel
should be developed further in the next five years. Organization dealing
with CNG has informed on its project intended to reach a "starting level"
of the CNG refuelling infrastructure in Latvia - 8 small CNG refuelling
stations, done as per innovative compression/storage/dispensing
technology (Developer for the project - "Hygen" is planning 6 stations - in
Riga and 2 stations- along TEN-T corridor on the E67 road). The project is
economically viable and can be based either on private financing, or EU
funds. So far we don't have any experience in international projects for
alternative fuel development.
"In order to achieve successful entry of renewable fuels in automobile
market and strengthening of the positions thereof, elimination of several
obstacles and/or reduction of their negative influence shall be achieved.
Moreover, development of an infrastructure for Alternative fuels for cars
and trucks is one of factors to be taken into account in the reduction of
CO2 emissions and fortifying the independence of energy sector, and
introducing more efficient and sustainable mobility. Nonetheless, due to
technological and political obstacles, and also other type of obstacles,
such as average age for the vehicle fleet in Latvia and in the cities the use
of residential buildings areas (where charging station would have
important) the process of introduction of alternative fuels is not going as
rapidly as it would be desired by the participants of this new industry.
The above mentioned primary obstacles are as follows:


fuel manufacturers still feeling comfortable with existing situation, as
they are not planning high level investments in the development of
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9

Are there any specific administrative, technical, market
and financial barriers that in your opinion must be
addressed to facilitate development of alternative fuels
infrastructure?
10
Do you consider that Directive 2014/94/EU on the
deployment of alternative fuels infrastructure is a good
framework to secure further investments on the TEN-T
network?
11
Are there any issues of interoperability across the
emerging alternative fuels vehicles and infrastructure
networks – and if so do you have any suggestions for
addressing these?
Possible solutions
12
What has helped so far to support the market
penetration of alternative fuels vehicles and the
development of the adequate recharging/refueling
infrastructure networks?
13
What would in the future help to develop a more
comprehensive and integrated alternative fuels
infrastructure across multiple Member States?
14

Do you think the public sector should intervene – in
addition to the provision of resources for grants and
subsidies - to further sustain private initiatives and

Ministry of Transport
such infrastructure;

Alternative fuel vehicle technological properties (such as average
mileage) and first purchase price;

Construction of infrastructure network (charging stations for electric
cars, fuel stations for CNG, LNG, H2)

Habits of consumers (comfort level and limited driving range).
Regarding directly to natural gas than traditional technologies of gas
compression "tie" refuelling stations to the gas lines, but not to the
transportation lines - roads and highways. New of-pipeline solutions are to
be applied, where refuelling station can be located elsewhere than close to
the pipeline."
In Latvia as a barrier should be mentioned average age of vehicle fleet
which is relatively high (15 years), as well as purchasing power parity
should be taken account.
Yes, Directive 2014/94/EU creates a very important ground facilitating
harmonised development of alternative fuels throughout EU.
Our national organizations dealing with alternative fuels have proposed to
develop all three alternative infrastructures (gas, electricity, hydrogen)
together as one unique infrastructure on the basis of the existing
conventional fueling stations
Financial support for the first purchase (only for battery electric vehicles),
exemptions defined by legislation, like tax privileges and development of
electric vehicle charging infrastructure.
The infrastructure can be developed only on the basis of economically
viable projects. The development of such economically viable projects is
be a good information exchange about their national projects - as a good
way to use common structure and not to do the same mistakes.
It is possible to attract private investors, if the new technologies,
providing economical viability, will be applied
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investments in this area? If Yes, how?
15
In your view, how could provision of financial support
and instruments from public entities, beyond grants and
subsidies, (e.g. financial guarantee, debt structuring,
pseudo-equity instruments) help to mitigate the risks of
private investments in alternative fuels
infrastructure/vehicles?
16
In your view, how could the establishment of consortia
agreements between different private and public
partners help to mitigate the risks of private investment
in alternative fuels infrastructure/vehicles?
17
In your view, how could EU institutions (European
Commission, INEA Agency, European Investment Bank
[EIB]) help facilitate this process? In particular do you
think that:
17.a The provision of targeted EU financial
instruments, that under certain conditions could improve
access to finance, would help to sustain investment in
alternative fuel infrastructure?
17.b The creation of the European Investment
Advisory Hub coordinated by the EIB, with the mandate
to provide information to promoters and investors on the
type of financial support they can get access to and
assist them during the different phases of the project
development, would help to sustain investment in
alternative fuels infrastructure?
18
Please indicate us any additional actions that in your
view the public and private sectors should take in order
to further trigger private investment in the alternative
fuels sector.

Ministry of Transport
Clear, forward looking, strategic, sustainable and firm excise tax policy for
natural gas, hydrogen and electric vehicles.

Targeted financial instruments for innovative, almost market ready
technologies. Focus the mandates of EU venture capital industry
supported by EC for preferable investment condition in this field.
Higher co-financing rate for implementing the new technologies with
objective to make the solution (all value chain) more cost effective,
demand adjustable and convenient for end users.
-

Yes.

1) Long term Excise Tax policy for all fuels (with a reasonable adjustable
component in formulas; 2)Base load from vehicles owned or operated
under a mandate of public sector (Strategy for municipal bus fleets, waste
trucks, LVDs, other municipal service providers; 3) "Green" public
tenders insuring the real cost of vehicles throughout the assessment of
the real costs of local emissions are counted in the price of the vehicle; 4)
Insuring the clear and accessible PPP structure, diminishing the
investment risk for businesses

Other
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19
Are you aware of any data or research studies that you
think would be useful for this study to consider?
20
Are you aware of any other local stakeholders you think
we should discuss these issues with? This might include
small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) that may be
operating in particular Member States.

Ministry of Transport
Project "Baltic Biogas Bus" by the company "Gasliner"
Gasliner Latvia Ltd (Pilot project with 10 buses and virtual pipeline CNG
delivery to bus depot) info@gasliner.com, www.gasliner.com; Latvian
Hydrogen Association- www.h2lv.eu; Zero Emission Mobility Support
Society - http://www.bimab.lv/
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Country
Type of Respondent
Fuel
Your Role in the Industry
1
What role and interest do you have in the development
of the alternative fuels (electric, CNG/LNG and hydrogen
if applicable) infrastructure for the road transport
sector?
2
Are you already or are you going to be involved in the
implementation of an alternative fuels infrastructure
project in the EU? If yes, how (directly, indirectly, in
consortium, using public financing or not…)
Assessment of current situation and future developments
The Current situation
3
What is your assessment of the alternative fuels
infrastructure networks in the EU Member States where
you operate?
4

5

6
7

Are you aware of any specific local or national initiatives
in the EU Member States where you operate (such as
policy/legislative drivers or funding provision) being
used to help developing alternative fuels infrastructure
networks?
How many projects involving deployment of alternative
fuels infrastructure have been already undertaken in
your Member State and what level of investment by the
public sector (grant/subsidy/financing/loan guarantees)
and private sector (investment, equity, financing) has
been required for those projects?
Are further projects committed to be undertaken or in
the planning stage?
In your view, are there any alternative fuels
infrastructure projects that could/should be developed
further in the next five years in the EU Member States

Baerte deBrey_Stedin
Netherlands
Clean fuel & net providers
Electric
I work for a DSO (grid operator) and study the impact of alternative
fueled vehicles on the electricity grid.

No, not yet

Member states are deploying their own infrastructure, but lack a
consisting framework of standardization and interoperability. Not the best
& userf riendly techniques are deployed, but techniques developed by
local firms. The result is an scatterd, expensive and unfriendly-to-use
network of charging infrastructure
Yes

I don't know exactly, but I have the feeling the projects aren't very visible
as being funded by the EU

Yes
Yes, the roll-out of the infrastructure which is needed to charge/fuel the
new generation of alternative cars
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where you operate?
Barriers to network development
8
What are the main obstacles to the development of a
more comprehensive and consistent alternative fuels
infrastructure network in the EU?
9

Are there any specific administrative, technical, market
and financial barriers that in your opinion must be
addressed to facilitate development of alternative fuels
infrastructure?

10

Do you consider that Directive 2014/94/EU on the
deployment of alternative fuels infrastructure is a good
framework to secure further investments on the TEN-T
network?

11

Are there any issues of interoperability across the
emerging alternative fuels vehicles and infrastructure
networks – and if so do you have any suggestions for
addressing these?

Baerte deBrey_Stedin

different standards within and between member states, the unwillingness
(conservatism) of the automotive industry, different market models / tax
incentives between member states, unawareness of customer behaviour
in each specific member state
Yes. Separate the grid operators from the energy producers. Ban the
Ladensaulverordnung in Germanny, a typical example of giving incentives
for your own car industry. Force the automotive industry to share their
data of energy need of the vehicle, so the energy compagnies can
fuel/charge them on the right time with the lowest social costs
Yes, but it is highly focused on numbers. It is a policy document.
Customer behaviour is totally neglected. Member states (and their civil
servants) should first learn the voice of their customers, and based on the
research of local differences (there probably aren't: people if Brussels are
not so different then in Bratislava; everybody wants cheap, convenient
and accessible infrastructure) deploy an infrastructure. Now policy makers
in the member states try to help their own industries, not their own
customers
1. Real interoperability means also interoperability between sectors: the
automotive should open-up to the energy sector.
2. Competition is not a competition of winning standards, it is about giving
your customer the cleanest, cheapest, most convenient solution.
3. Ban the Ladensaulenverordnung. It is a wolf in sheepscloth: says it is
promoting interoperability, but excluding Asian, French and American
techniques from the german market
4. Give the market sometime to develop, but have a clear vision on the
end solution: interoperability. This can be done by a roadmap we use in
the Netherlands:
Roadmap to interoperability:
- Unified procedures
- Harmonization (reducing burdens for operating businesses)
- Standardization (the process of developing and implementing technical
standards)
- Interoperability (the ability of making systems and organizations work
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Possible solutions
12
What has helped so far to support the market
penetration of alternative fuels vehicles and the
development of the adequate recharging/refueling
infrastructure networks?
13
14

15

16

17

What would in the future help to develop a more
comprehensive and integrated alternative fuels
infrastructure across multiple Member States?
Do you think the public sector should intervene – in
addition to the provision of resources for grants and
subsidies - to further sustain private initiatives and
investments in this area? If Yes, how?
In your view, how could provision of financial support
and instruments from public entities, beyond grants and
subsidies, (e.g. financial guarantee, debt structuring,
pseudo-equity instruments) help to mitigate the risks of
private investments in alternative fuels
infrastructure/vehicles?
In your view, how could the establishment of consortia
agreements between different private and public
partners help to mitigate the risks of private investment
in alternative fuels infrastructure/vehicles?
In your view, how could EU institutions (European
Commission, INEA Agency, European Investment Bank
[EIB]) help facilitate this process? In particular do you
think that:
17.a The provision of targeted EU financial
instruments, that under certain conditions could improve
access to finance, would help to sustain investment in
alternative fuel infrastructure?
17.b The creation of the European Investment
Advisory Hub coordinated by the EIB, with the mandate

Baerte deBrey_Stedin
together)
- Homologation (the granting of approval by an official authority
In the Netherlands:
Tax incentives for customers,
Separation of energy producers and grid operators. The last helped
municipalities deploying infrastructure at a low cost, because they have a
much longer depreciation of the cost of the infrastructure"
more coöperation between energy sector and automotive, a EU-roadmap
to interoperability (see question # 11), separation of energy producers
and grid operators
No, a sustainable market is also financial sustainable and should have a
business case without grants and subsidies
Longer depreciation of assets

R&D is always insecure. By teaming up, you lower the risk

Longer depreciation of assets

Good!

Hopefully not too bureaucratic. Give this Advisory Hub a target in which
they have to deside on a request.
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to provide information to promoters and investors on the
type of financial support they can get access to and
assist them during the different phases of the project
development, would help to sustain investment in
alternative fuels infrastructure?
18
Please indicate us any additional actions that in your
view the public and private sectors should take in order
to further trigger private investment in the alternative
fuels sector.
Other
19
Are you aware of any data or research studies that you
think would be useful for this study to consider?
20

Are you aware of any other local stakeholders you think
we should discuss these issues with? This might include
small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) that may be
operating in particular Member States.

Baerte deBrey_Stedin

-

see page 6 for an English summary:
http://www.ce.nl/?go=home.downloadPub&id=1670&file=
CE_Delft_4E83_goedkopere_stroom_door_slim_laden_van_EVs_def.pdf
Fastned, EV-box
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Country
Type of Respondent
Fuel
Your Role in the Industry
1
What role and interest do you have in the development
of the alternative fuels (electric, CNG/LNG and hydrogen
if applicable) infrastructure for the road transport
sector?
2
Are you already or are you going to be involved in the
implementation of an alternative fuels infrastructure
project in the EU? If yes, how (directly, indirectly, in
consortium, using public financing or not…)

Assessment of current situation and future developments
The Current situation
3
What is your assessment of the alternative fuels
infrastructure networks in the EU Member States where
you operate?
4

5

6
7

Are you aware of any specific local or national initiatives
in the EU Member States where you operate (such as
policy/legislative drivers or funding provision) being
used to help developing alternative fuels infrastructure
networks?
How many projects involving deployment of alternative
fuels infrastructure have been already undertaken in
your Member State and what level of investment by the
public sector (grant/subsidy/financing/loan guarantees)
and private sector (investment, equity, financing) has
been required for those projects?
Are further projects committed to be undertaken or in
the planning stage?
In your view, are there any alternative fuels

University of Amsterdam Business School
Netherlands
Research Institutes__Consulting
Electric
I'm interested from a research perspective. I'm researching the transition
towards more sustainable mobility systems and business models for
sustainable technologies (e.g. for electric cars, vehicle to grid
technologies, demand-response via electric cars)
I'm engaged in various projects regarding alternative fuel infrastructure
projects. For instance in the Netherlands I'm the WP leader for the WP
"Business model development" within the national research project
'Vehicle-to-grid' (partners: Mitsubishi, Cofely, Alliander, Endesa, HvA).
Also, I was part of the H2020 project EMPOWER in the business model
work package. I'm currently in the application process for an ERA-NET
Smart City application.

Since I'm located in Amsterdam and Lisbon I have two perspectives. In
the Netherlands, particularly Amsterdam, the infrastructure is really
advanced. Also the EV charging infrastructure in Lisbon is rather
developed, unfortunately not used sufficiently.
-

-

-
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infrastructure projects that could/should be developed
further in the next five years in the EU Member States
where you operate?
Barriers to network development
8
What are the main obstacles to the development of a
more comprehensive and consistent alternative fuels
infrastructure network in the EU?
9
Are there any specific administrative, technical, market
and financial barriers that in your opinion must be
addressed to facilitate development of alternative fuels
infrastructure?
10
Do you consider that Directive 2014/94/EU on the
deployment of alternative fuels infrastructure is a good
framework to secure further investments on the TEN-T
network?
11
Are there any issues of interoperability across the
emerging alternative fuels vehicles and infrastructure
networks – and if so do you have any suggestions for
addressing these?
Possible solutions
12
What has helped so far to support the market
penetration of alternative fuels vehicles and the
development of the adequate recharging/refueling
infrastructure networks?
13
What would in the future help to develop a more
comprehensive and integrated alternative fuels
infrastructure across multiple Member States?
14
Do you think the public sector should intervene – in
addition to the provision of resources for grants and
subsidies - to further sustain private initiatives and
investments in this area? If Yes, how?
15
In your view, how could provision of financial support
and instruments from public entities, beyond grants and
subsidies, (e.g. financial guarantee, debt structuring,
pseudo-equity instruments) help to mitigate the risks of

University of Amsterdam Business School

-

-

-

-

Supporting technologies in niches to help actors learn from the
technologies.
Open / unified technological standards with regard to charging, more
transparent overview for users of charging infrastructure
Yes, tax fossil fuel to make sustainable technologies more attractive

Provide risk capital for entrepreneurs to give them the opportunities to
realize innovative infrastructure ideas
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private investments in alternative fuels
infrastructure/vehicles?
16
In your view, how could the establishment of consortia
agreements between different private and public
partners help to mitigate the risks of private investment
in alternative fuels infrastructure/vehicles?
17
In your view, how could EU institutions (European
Commission, INEA Agency, European Investment Bank
[EIB]) help facilitate this process? In particular do you
think that:
17.a The provision of targeted EU financial
instruments, that under certain conditions could improve
access to finance, would help to sustain investment in
alternative fuel infrastructure?
17.b The creation of the European Investment
Advisory Hub coordinated by the EIB, with the mandate
to provide information to promoters and investors on the
type of financial support they can get access to and
assist them during the different phases of the project
development, would help to sustain investment in
alternative fuels infrastructure?
18
Please indicate us any additional actions that in your
view the public and private sectors should take in order
to further trigger private investment in the alternative
fuels sector.
Other
19
Are you aware of any data or research studies that you
think would be useful for this study to consider?
20
Are you aware of any other local stakeholders you think
we should discuss these issues with? This might include
small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) that may be
operating in particular Member States.

University of Amsterdam Business School

-

-

-

-

-
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Country
Type of Respondent
Fuel
Your Role in the Industry
1
What role and interest do you have in the development
of the alternative fuels (electric, CNG/LNG and hydrogen
if applicable) infrastructure for the road transport
sector?
2
Are you already or are you going to be involved in the
implementation of an alternative fuels infrastructure
project in the EU? If yes, how (directly, indirectly, in
consortium, using public financing or not…)

Assessment of current situation and future developments
The Current situation
3
What is your assessment of the alternative fuels
infrastructure networks in the EU Member States where
you operate?
4

5

Are you aware of any specific local or national initiatives
in the EU Member States where you operate (such as
policy/legislative drivers or funding provision) being
used to help developing alternative fuels infrastructure
networks?
How many projects involving deployment of alternative
fuels infrastructure have been already undertaken in
your Member State and what level of investment by the
public sector (grant/subsidy/financing/loan guarantees)
and private sector (investment, equity, financing) has
been required for those projects?

Solaris Bus & Coach S.A.
Poland
Vehicle producers
Natural gas/Hydrogen/Electric
No direct role in infrastructure, but as a manufacturer of public transport
buses using alternative fuels (electric, CNG and hydrogen) we welcome
the existance/installation of infrastructure as this ensures markets for our
products.
We are involved in demonstration projects that make use of alternative
fuels infrastructure (e.g. Hydrogen refuelling station in Hamburg), but to
date are not directly involved in the creation of new infrastructure.
However, we are in talks with potential project partners in Poland with a
view to building a project consortium that could advance the installation of
hydrogen fuelling stations along the TEN-T corridors in the country. We
envisage that we would be a potential supplier of hydrogen-fuelled buses
to cities and their bus operators, which would in turn provide a
guaranteed usage level for the new fuelling infrastructure.

CNG fuelling networks are sufficiently advanced in all countries we
operate, although varying local interest is reflected. Hydrogen fuelling
infrastructure needs to be developed, particularly in CEE member states.
Electric charging points with sufficient power and capacity for buses are
lacking in all member states where we are active.
Yes. The German Ministry of Transport and Digital Infrastructure is about
to follow its NIP programme with the successor programme NIP 2.0. It will
include provisions for the development of hydrogen fuelling infrastructure.
In Poland, the Gazela programme is taking place and will be followed by
the Gazela BIS programme. This is aimed at CNG/LNG. No suitable
programmes yet for electric and hydrogen.
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Are further projects committed to be undertaken or in
the planning stage?
7
In your view, are there any alternative fuels
infrastructure projects that could/should be developed
further in the next five years in the EU Member States
where you operate?
Barriers to network development
8
What are the main obstacles to the development of a
more comprehensive and consistent alternative fuels
infrastructure network in the EU?
9
Are there any specific administrative, technical, market
and financial barriers that in your opinion must be
addressed to facilitate development of alternative fuels
infrastructure?
10
Do you consider that Directive 2014/94/EU on the
deployment of alternative fuels infrastructure is a good
framework to secure further investments on the TEN-T
network?
11
Are there any issues of interoperability across the
emerging alternative fuels vehicles and infrastructure
networks – and if so do you have any suggestions for
addressing these?
Possible solutions
12
What has helped so far to support the market
penetration of alternative fuels vehicles and the
development of the adequate recharging/refueling
infrastructure networks?
13
What would in the future help to develop a more
comprehensive and integrated alternative fuels
infrastructure across multiple Member States?
14
Do you think the public sector should intervene – in
addition to the provision of resources for grants and
subsidies - to further sustain private initiatives and
investments in this area? If Yes, how?
15
In your view, how could provision of financial support
6

Solaris Bus & Coach S.A.
See above re Gazela BIS.
In Poland, we see a strong need for hydrogen infrastructure along the
TEN-T core corridors. This could in turn benefit the decarbonisation of
local bus services in the major cities along the corridors if this
infrastructure were to be used to fuel buses in those cities.
Lack of coherent national policy and lack of national interest in some
member states.
None that are not currently addressed by the Directive 2014/94/EU.

Yes.

There is a lack of a standard for plugs suitable for high power electric
charging (200 kW or more), such as is necessary to charge buses and
coaches. This needs to be addressed to facilitate a wider roll-out of
electric buses.
Targeted funding aimed at market activation and the build up of
sufficiently large fleets of vehicles to make infrastructure investment
financially viable by providing a stable demand base.
Better harmonisation of national policies, plus standardisation of
interfaces (physical - see above re plugs - as well as communication).
Further market activation funding would be highly helpful in building up
the critical volume to bring about scale effects that will lead to commercial
viability.
Financial guarantees could help business cases by providing low-interest
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and instruments from public entities, beyond grants and
subsidies, (e.g. financial guarantee, debt structuring,
pseudo-equity instruments) help to mitigate the risks of
private investments in alternative fuels
infrastructure/vehicles?
16
In your view, how could the establishment of consortia
agreements between different private and public
partners help to mitigate the risks of private investment
in alternative fuels infrastructure/vehicles?
17
In your view, how could EU institutions (European
Commission, INEA Agency, European Investment Bank
[EIB]) help facilitate this process? In particular do you
think that:
17.a The provision of targeted EU financial
instruments, that under certain conditions could improve
access to finance, would help to sustain investment in
alternative fuel infrastructure?
17.b The creation of the European Investment
Advisory Hub coordinated by the EIB, with the mandate
to provide information to promoters and investors on the
type of financial support they can get access to and
assist them during the different phases of the project
development, would help to sustain investment in
alternative fuels infrastructure?
18
Please indicate us any additional actions that in your
view the public and private sectors should take in order
to further trigger private investment in the alternative
fuels sector.
Other
19
Are you aware of any data or research studies that you
think would be useful for this study to consider?
20
Are you aware of any other local stakeholders you think
we should discuss these issues with? This might include
small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) that may be
operating in particular Member States.

Solaris Bus & Coach S.A.
loan opportunities in places where the necessary funds are not
immediately available through existing channels.

No view on this.

Yes, decidedly so.

Yes.

No view on this as the urban bus sector in which we operate is not
commonly based on private funding.

No.
No.
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Country
Type of Respondent
Fuel
Your Role in the Industry
1
What role and interest do you have in the development
of the alternative fuels (electric, CNG/LNG and hydrogen
if applicable) infrastructure for the road transport
sector?
2
Are you already or are you going to be involved in the
implementation of an alternative fuels infrastructure
project in the EU? If yes, how (directly, indirectly, in
consortium, using public financing or not…)

Assessment of current situation and future developments
The Current situation
3
What is your assessment of the alternative fuels
infrastructure networks in the EU Member States where
you operate?

4

Are you aware of any specific local or national initiatives

MOBI.E
Portugal
Clean fuel & net providers
Natural gas/Electric
MOBI.E is the officially appointed entity responsible for managing the
electric mobility system in Portugal. This system manages over 1300
plugs in approximately 500 sites throughout the entire Portuguese
territory.
Mobi.E is responsible for managing the network of publicly available
charging points for electric vehicles in Portugal. This network currently has
around 1300 plugs in 500 different sites throughout the country. We are
currently working with other national and European (private and public)
partners in the preparation of an application to the Connecting Europe
Facility Programme. This programme supports trans-European networks
and infrastructures in the sectors of transport, telecommunications and
energy. In the specific case of this partnership the aim is to establish a
trans-European electric vehicle charging system in order to enable long
distance trips between Portugal, Spain and France. At the present
moment, besides the European Commission grants, it is not yet clear if
the remainder of the funds required are public (national) or private,
although a combination of the two is perhaps the most probable solution.

The EV charging infrastructure is quite developed but in need of further
expansion in order to satisfy the growing number of EV users in smaller
cities and towns. The large majority of EV charging points available today
are the result of the initial pilot project (MOBI.E) that in 2011 installed
approximately 1200 charging points mostly within the major cities/towns.
Additionally, LPG is also widely available throughout the country in around
300 service stations. Recent national legislation has had a positive impact
on the use of LPG vehicles, by reducing the limitations on the use of this
type of vehicles (e.g. parking in closed spaces).
EVs have specific incentives at the local and national level. At a local level,
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in the EU Member States where you operate (such as
policy/legislative drivers or funding provision) being
used to help developing alternative fuels infrastructure
networks?

5

6

7

How many projects involving deployment of alternative
fuels infrastructure have been already undertaken in
your Member State and what level of investment by the
public sector (grant/subsidy/financing/loan guarantees)
and private sector (investment, equity, financing) has
been required for those projects?
Are further projects committed to be undertaken or in
the planning stage?

In your view, are there any alternative fuels
infrastructure projects that could/should be developed
further in the next five years in the EU Member States
where you operate?
Barriers to network development
8
What are the main obstacles to the development of a
more comprehensive and consistent alternative fuels
infrastructure network in the EU?

MOBI.E
many municipalities offer free parking for EVs (for all parking spaces
available within city limits). At the national level, tax reductions for private
and fleet electric vehicles and plug-in electric vehicles are in place. More
specifically, with the abatement of an old vehicle, the private buyer of a
new EV receives a 4500 euro incentive. In the case of a plug-in hybrid the
value is reduced to 3250 euro. Companies benefit from a VAT reduction
when buying a EV (100% reduction), a plug-in hybrid (100% reduction) or
a LPG vehicle (50% reduction). These benefits only apply to new vehicles
that do not exceed specific price limits defined for each type of
powertrain. Additionally, EVs are exempt from circulation tax, plug-in
hybrids benefit from a 75% reduction and LPG have a 60% reduction in
this tax. Company cars also benefit from a reduction in company income
tax in comparison to conventional vehicles. LPG fuel has less (fuel) tax
when compared to diesel or gasoline (1/3 of the tax on diesel and 1/5 of
the tax on gasoline).
To establish the network of publicly-available EV charging stations, a large
percentage of the investment was directly or indirectly supported by
public funds, namely grants. In relation to the LPG stations, the
investment has basically been supported by the private sector because
supplying LPG is a potentially lucrative activity.
Yes. An expansion of the EV charging infrastructure is currently on the
way. This expansion includes normal and fast charging points. The normal
charging points are mainly in the cities whereas the fast chargers are on
highways and on the major roads connecting cities. The plan includes an
additional 46 fast chargers and 124 normal charge points.
Yes. EV charging in border areas between European countries. In these
border areas, additional public support may be required due to the added
difficulty in achieving economic sustainability of the operations.

Interoperability issues must be talked earlier on in the deployment of new
and innovative fuel infrastructure. This interoperability includes the
settlement (financial and energy) between players in different member
states in Europe because traditional payment solutions (money or
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9

Are there any specific administrative, technical, market
and financial barriers that in your opinion must be
addressed to facilitate development of alternative fuels
infrastructure?

10

Do you consider that Directive 2014/94/EU on the
deployment of alternative fuels infrastructure is a good
framework to secure further investments on the TEN-T
network?
Are there any issues of interoperability across the
emerging alternative fuels vehicles and infrastructure
networks – and if so do you have any suggestions for
addressing these?

11

Possible solutions
12
What has helped so far to support the market
penetration of alternative fuels vehicles and the
development of the adequate recharging/refueling
infrastructure networks?
13

14

15

What would in the future help to develop a more
comprehensive and integrated alternative fuels
infrastructure across multiple Member States?
Do you think the public sector should intervene – in
addition to the provision of resources for grants and
subsidies - to further sustain private initiatives and
investments in this area? If Yes, how?
In your view, how could provision of financial support
and instruments from public entities, beyond grants and
subsidies, (e.g. financial guarantee, debt structuring,
pseudo-equity instruments) help to mitigate the risks of
private investments in alternative fuels

MOBI.E
credit/debit cards) are not adequate means of payment for EV charging
(even more so when considering cross-border trips).
As previously mentioned, interoperability issues are very relevant to the
deployment of new infrastructure. Additionally, in what concerns electric
mobility, further integration of the electricity sector in Europe is required
in order to guarantee that the electricity used by EV is, as much as
possible, from renewable energy resources.
Yes because it is sufficiently flexible to ensure that each member state
follows its own specific path considering its specificities (e.g. greater
availability of green electricity in some countries may favour electric
mobility).
Interoperability issues must be talked earlier on in the deployment of new
and innovative fuel infrastructure. This interoperability includes the
settlement (financial and energy) between players in different member
states in Europe because traditional payment solutions (money or
credit/debit cards) are not adequate means of payment for EV charging
(even more so when considering cross-border trips).
Grants and tax reductions have a very positive impact on the sales of
alternative fueled vehicles. Infrastructure availability is also crucial to the
potential buyer of these kinds of vehicles. Free parking in cities with
extensive paid parking zones is a major incentive to alternative fueled
vehicles.
Tackle interoperability issues earlier on.

Yes. Although private initiative is very important in the creation of new
infrastructure, the absence of the public sector may lead to competition in
areas that require a joint approach and standardization before large scale
deployment of these solutions.
By simultaneously increasing the taxes on conventional fuels and vehicles
with emissions above a certain level (e.g. 100g CO2/km) and applying
these taxes to incentivize the purchase and use of zero emissions
vehicles. Simultaneously, by creating or extending zero emissions zones in
city centers. These measures must be accompanied by support to public
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infrastructure/vehicles?
16
In your view, how could the establishment of consortia
agreements between different private and public
partners help to mitigate the risks of private investment
in alternative fuels infrastructure/vehicles?
17
In your view, how could EU institutions (European
Commission, INEA Agency, European Investment Bank
[EIB]) help facilitate this process? In particular do you
think that:
17.a The provision of targeted EU financial
instruments, that under certain conditions could improve
access to finance, would help to sustain investment in
alternative fuel infrastructure?
17.b The creation of the European Investment
Advisory Hub coordinated by the EIB, with the mandate
to provide information to promoters and investors on the
type of financial support they can get access to and
assist them during the different phases of the project
development, would help to sustain investment in
alternative fuels infrastructure?
18
Please indicate us any additional actions that in your
view the public and private sectors should take in order
to further trigger private investment in the alternative
fuels sector.
Other
19
Are you aware of any data or research studies that you
think would be useful for this study to consider?
20

Are you aware of any other local stakeholders you think
we should discuss these issues with? This might include
small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) that may be
operating in particular Member States.

MOBI.E
transport.
This type of partnership can contribute to a better alinement of public
policy with the effective needs of the industry (private entities) in a phase
when public policy is essential to the uptake of new technologies.

Not really. The main issue seems to be the uncertainty in the uptake, by
the public in general, of alternative technologies and the impact that has
on the return on the investments made by the companies.
Yes, because only a select number of organizations actually have a
comprehensive understanding of the overall measures of support available
and the different combinations of the same. At the same time, avoiding
inadvertently breaching national and European rules associated to the
simultaneous use of different incentives/grants is also not a
straightforward task for many companies.
Strengthen EU support to public procurement of alternative technologies
(e.g. EVs and chargers) and mandate minimum % of low (or zero)
emissions vehicles in public procurement processes.

Added attention should be given to user surveys addressing the effective
behavior of users of alternative powertrain vehicles (e.g.
http://www.nextgreencar.com/news/7151/survey-reveals-importance-ofpublic-ev-charging-network) when defining public policy.
Yes, with some of the major players in electric mobility in Portugal,
namely CEIIA – Centro para a Excelência e Inovação na Indústria
Automóvel (management systems) and EFACEC (major international
player in EV chargers)
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Country
Type of Respondent
Fuel
Your Role in the Industry
1
What role and interest do you have in the development
of the alternative fuels (electric, CNG/LNG and hydrogen
if applicable) infrastructure for the road transport
sector?
2

Are you already or are you going to be involved in the
implementation of an alternative fuels infrastructure
project in the EU? If yes, how (directly, indirectly, in
consortium, using public financing or not…)

Assessment of current situation and future developments
The Current situation
3
What is your assessment of the alternative fuels
infrastructure networks in the EU Member States where
you operate?

4

5

Are you aware of any specific local or national initiatives
in the EU Member States where you operate (such as
policy/legislative drivers or funding provision) being
used to help developing alternative fuels infrastructure
networks?
How many projects involving deployment of alternative
fuels infrastructure have been already undertaken in

Stockholm Municipality
Sweden
Local Entities
Natural gas/Hydrogen/Electric
The City of Stockholm's objective is to contribute to the establishment of
10 pcs new fuel stations with renewable fuels mainly for heavy traffic until
the 2019. We make no priority but let the market take care of the
establishment of fuel facilities and what renewable products they want to
sell. Stockholm has also a program for the deployment of 200 normal
charging poles and an expanded faster charging infrastructure.
Currently, the City of Stockholm are not involved in an EU project that
aims for renewable fuels. But we have just completed an EU Life +
project, the Clean Truck (2010-2014) who demonstrated three new
vehicle technologies and two new vehicle fuels for heavy traffic. Methane
diesel (LNG / LBG), Ethanol truck (ED95) and electric-hybrid truck. Now
we run Growsmarter (www.grow-smarter.eu) which includes the running
freight with trucks with renewable technologies as well as some other
solution for renewable mobility and fast charging infrastructure. We have
also just close a smaller ERA-Net project called E-fakt how have had
demonstrated electromobility and charging.

Vehicle gas network is well developed in southern and central Sweden
incl. big citys Malmö, Gothenburg and Stockholm, however, is the
expansion poor in northern Sweden. The expansion of LNG / LNG (blue
corridors) is poor in Sweden and it´s same for hydrogen. Other renewable
fuel for heavy traffic is not good. Ethanol E85 is developed in wohle
Sweden.
Yes, there are a lot of projects that rolls across Horizon 2020 in Sweden,
Norway and Denmark, mainly focused on automotive gas (CNG / CBG)
and Electrical vichle.
I know three projects focusing on infrastructure for renewable fuels. BiMe
Truck 2009-2013, Clean Truck 2010-2014 and BioGaC 2012-2015. These
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your Member State and what level of investment by the
public sector (grant/subsidy/financing/loan guarantees)
and private sector (investment, equity, financing) has
been required for those projects?
6
Are further projects committed to be undertaken or in
the planning stage?
7

In your view, are there any alternative fuels
infrastructure projects that could/should be developed
further in the next five years in the EU Member States
where you operate?
Barriers to network development
8
What are the main obstacles to the development of a
more comprehensive and consistent alternative fuels
infrastructure network in the EU?
9
Are there any specific administrative, technical, market
and financial barriers that in your opinion must be
addressed to facilitate development of alternative fuels
infrastructure?
10
Do you consider that Directive 2014/94/EU on the
deployment of alternative fuels infrastructure is a good
framework to secure further investments on the TEN-T
network?
11
Are there any issues of interoperability across the
emerging alternative fuels vehicles and infrastructure
networks – and if so do you have any suggestions for
addressing these?

Possible solutions
12
What has helped so far to support the market
penetration of alternative fuels vehicles and the
development of the adequate recharging/refueling
infrastructure networks?

Stockholm Municipality
projects have been supported by the EU, VINNOVA, the Swedish Energy
Agency, municipalities and counties, but also the local business. Normally
for this project is that 50% founding is necessary.
We have started a discussion with various parties about Call GV-01-2017
Optimisation of heavy vehicles for alternative fuel use. And we have done
an application for a Civitas project called Eccentric.
See question 6, Infrastructure for Ethanol for diesel engines (ED95) and
LNG / LBG for freight must be developed.

The tax issue for renewable fuels, and ILUC requirement.
CO2 certification of trucks in the EU, EU competition law, which means
that a Member State must not favor a fossil-free fuel at the expense of
fossil fuels.
Yes, but Sweden has decided to be independent of fossil fuels in 2030,
and fossil-free 2050, as Directive 2014/94 / EU is a bit week in Sweden.
HVO and Biodiesel has a very low threshold effect for the consumers, but
will have problems with ILUC requirements and palm oil debate. LNG and
CNG is not a fossil free, LBG / CBG is under construction but requires
capital and support (founding). Electrical vehicles require huge
infrastructure investments and hydrogen are still too expensive. Ethanol is
cheap, the infrastructure is still there in Sweden, and can be produced
from waste.
Demonstration projects, procurement requirements and standardization.
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13
What would in the future help to develop a more
comprehensive and integrated alternative fuels
infrastructure across multiple Member States?
14
Do you think the public sector should intervene – in
addition to the provision of resources for grants and
subsidies - to further sustain private initiatives and
investments in this area? If Yes, how?
15
In your view, how could provision of financial support
and instruments from public entities, beyond grants and
subsidies, (e.g. financial guarantee, debt structuring,
pseudo-equity instruments) help to mitigate the risks of
private investments in alternative fuels
infrastructure/vehicles?
16
In your view, how could the establishment of consortia
agreements between different private and public
partners help to mitigate the risks of private investment
in alternative fuels infrastructure/vehicles?
17
In your view, how could EU institutions (European
Commission, INEA Agency, European Investment Bank
[EIB]) help facilitate this process? In particular do you
think that:
17.a The provision of targeted EU financial
instruments, that under certain conditions could improve
access to finance, would help to sustain investment in
alternative fuel infrastructure?
17.b The creation of the European Investment
Advisory Hub coordinated by the EIB, with the mandate
to provide information to promoters and investors on the
type of financial support they can get access to and
assist them during the different phases of the project
development, would help to sustain investment in
alternative fuels infrastructure?
18
Please indicate us any additional actions that in your
view the public and private sectors should take in order
to further trigger private investment in the alternative

Stockholm Municipality
EU certification of CO2 emissions on trucks and tax exemptions for
renewable fuels.
The public sector is of great importance for the transition to a fossil free
transport market, and procurement tool has even the most effective, both
when procuring vehicles, transportation services and other services when
transport is included.
It provides the market long game rules

See 15

-

We believe that renewable fuels and vehicles must continue to be helped
into the market and when needed financial instruments and grants are
needed.
The administrative burden in EC-founded project is very high. Very many
public and private organisations hesitates to participate. Local grant found
has much less administration and easier to manage. For as the investment
of the European Investment advisory than would only make the work even
more complex.
New job opportunities, many of the new renewable fuels can with the right
policies, create many future jobs and security of supply.
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fuels sector.
Other
19
Are you aware of any data or research studies that you
think would be useful for this study to consider?
20
Are you aware of any other local stakeholders you think
we should discuss these issues with? This might include
small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) that may be
operating in particular Member States.

Stockholm Municipality

no
no
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Country
Type of Respondent
Fuel
Your Role in the Industry
1
What role and interest do you have in the development
of the alternative fuels (electric, CNG/LNG and hydrogen
if applicable) infrastructure for the road transport
sector?
2
Are you already or are you going to be involved in the
implementation of an alternative fuels infrastructure
project in the EU? If yes, how (directly, indirectly, in
consortium, using public financing or not…)
Assessment of current situation and future developments
The Current situation
3
What is your assessment of the alternative fuels
infrastructure networks in the EU Member States where
you operate?
4
Are you aware of any specific local or national initiatives
in the EU Member States where you operate (such as
policy/legislative drivers or funding provision) being
used to help developing alternative fuels infrastructure
networks?
5
How many projects involving deployment of alternative
fuels infrastructure have been already undertaken in
your Member State and what level of investment by the
public sector (grant/subsidy/financing/loan guarantees)
and private sector (investment, equity, financing) has
been required for those projects?
6
Are further projects committed to be undertaken or in
the planning stage?
7

In your view, are there any alternative fuels
infrastructure projects that could/should be developed
further in the next five years in the EU Member States
where you operate?

Ministry of Infrastructure MZI
Slovenia
MS National Contacts
Natural gas/Hydrogen/Electric
Ministry of Infrastructure of the Republic of Slovenia is Responsible for the
Strategy of alternative fuels implementation in accordance of the Directive
2014/94.
At the moment construction of 26 recharging points for electric vehicles in
the TEN-T network in Slovenia is on-going.

In 2015 in Slovenia are 3 CNG refuelling points, 1 hydrogen refuelling
points and couple of hundred electric recharging points (approx.. 200).
Government of the Republic of Slovenia already appointed interministerial
working party which has to prepare Strategy in this field (as defined in the
Directive 2014/94).
There is no exact evidence of the type of investors.

Project described under point 2 will be finished at the beginning of next
year. In addition, couple of studies are planned as support for the
Strategy preparation in our Country.
Yes
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Barriers to network development
8
What are the main obstacles to the development of a
more comprehensive and consistent alternative fuels
infrastructure network in the EU?
9
Are there any specific administrative, technical, market
and financial barriers that in your opinion must be
addressed to facilitate development of alternative fuels
infrastructure?
10
Do you consider that Directive 2014/94/EU on the
deployment of alternative fuels infrastructure is a good
framework to secure further investments on the TEN-T
network?
11
Are there any issues of interoperability across the
emerging alternative fuels vehicles and infrastructure
networks – and if so do you have any suggestions for
addressing these?
Possible solutions
12
What has helped so far to support the market
penetration of alternative fuels vehicles and the
development of the adequate recharging/refueling
infrastructure networks?
13
What would in the future help to develop a more
comprehensive and integrated alternative fuels
infrastructure across multiple Member States?
14

15

Do you think the public sector should intervene – in
addition to the provision of resources for grants and
subsidies - to further sustain private initiatives and
investments in this area? If Yes, how?
In your view, how could provision of financial support
and instruments from public entities, beyond grants and
subsidies, (e.g. financial guarantee, debt structuring,
pseudo-equity instruments) help to mitigate the risks of
private investments in alternative fuels
infrastructure/vehicles?

Ministry of Infrastructure MZI
Proportion between number of registered vehicles and alternative fuels
infrastructure development; latter in relation with infrastructure costs.
The best would be if users of vehicles on alternative fuels and suppliers of
alternative fuels would find common interest and advantages.

Yes, because all Member states are pushed to do steps in this field at the
same time (with the same deadline).
-

Subsidies, tax policy, growing number of recharging points (electricity)
and higher number of sellers of (especially) electric vehicles.
Comprehensive and coordinated set of measures: subsidies, tax policy,
better offer of alternative fuel vehicles and more acceptable price of these
vehicles, developed alternative fuels infrastructure and as a consequence
financial benefits for users (lower costs on general)
Yes for the beginning to motivate private sector for infrastructure and
user for vehicles. After the initialisation public sector should withdraw its
support.
-
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16
In your view, how could the establishment of consortia
agreements between different private and public
partners help to mitigate the risks of private investment
in alternative fuels infrastructure/vehicles?
17
In your view, how could EU institutions (European
Commission, INEA Agency, European Investment Bank
[EIB]) help facilitate this process? In particular do you
think that:
17.a The provision of targeted EU financial
instruments, that under certain conditions could improve
access to finance, would help to sustain investment in
alternative fuel infrastructure?
17.b The creation of the European Investment
Advisory Hub coordinated by the EIB, with the mandate
to provide information to promoters and investors on the
type of financial support they can get access to and
assist them during the different phases of the project
development, would help to sustain investment in
alternative fuels infrastructure?
18
Please indicate us any additional actions that in your
view the public and private sectors should take in order
to further trigger private investment in the alternative
fuels sector.
Other
19
Are you aware of any data or research studies that you
think would be useful for this study to consider?
20
Are you aware of any other local stakeholders you think
we should discuss these issues with? This might include
small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) that may be
operating in particular Member States.

Ministry of Infrastructure MZI
-

-

YES

YES if promoter and investors will be informed of the possibility of such a
help.

To facilitate communication between alternative fuels suppliers, users,
state policy (plans) and to present benefits of using this type of fuels.

You can contact municipality of Ljubljana and Maribor (our biggest cities),
Centre of energy solutions (http://www.cer-slo.si/), Chamber of
Commerce (https://eng.gzs.si/), Chamber of craft and small business of
Slovenia (http://www.ozs.si/ozseng/Aboutus.aspx), Energy suppliers
(Petrol, OMV, Butane gas, ...)
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Country
Type of Respondent
Fuel
Your Role in the Industry
1
What role and interest do you have in the development
of the alternative fuels (electric, CNG/LNG and hydrogen
if applicable) infrastructure for the road transport
sector?
2
Are you already or are you going to be involved in the
implementation of an alternative fuels infrastructure
project in the EU? If yes, how (directly, indirectly, in
consortium, using public financing or not…)
Assessment of current situation and future developments
The Current situation
3
What is your assessment of the alternative fuels
infrastructure networks in the EU Member States where
you operate?
4

Are you aware of any specific local or national initiatives
in the EU Member States where you operate (such as
policy/legislative drivers or funding provision) being
used to help developing alternative fuels infrastructure
networks?

5

How many projects involving deployment of alternative
fuels infrastructure have been already undertaken in
your Member State and what level of investment by the
public sector (grant/subsidy/financing/loan guarantees)

APT Controls
UK
Clean fuel & net providers
Electric
APT Technologies is a leading supplier of EV charging hardware into the
UK market (35% of the UK market). We have an interest in developing
(installing, maintaining and funding) EV charging networks.
Yes, we will be directly (and have previously been directly) involved in
mostly UK projects on EV charging infrastructure funded privately, by local
Government (i.e. Councils) or by UK central Government (Office for Low
Emission Vehicles).

EV charging infrastructure is fairly well developed in the UK with some
9,500 charging points at 3,500 locations (source; Zapmap). The issue at
the moment is interoperability between network operators (under
development). We mostly work in the UK, but our partners, Circontrol,
are involved in Spain and Germany, amongst other countries.
In the UK, national Government, is funding charging infrastructure and
has a marketing campaign for alternatively fuelled vehicles and their
infrastructure (Office for Low Emission Vehicles and the Go-Ultra Low
Campaign, respectively). Most EU Governments have support for EV
purchase, but not that many have support for the infrastructure (or, at
least, they do not openly advertise it outside of their own country). The
UK Department for Environment and Rural Affairs (DEFRA) has also
supported infrastructure. Local Councils in the UK have also used Local
Sustainable Transport Funding (LSTF) from the Department for Transport
to support EV charging infrastructure. We know of some European
Regional Development Funding (ERDF) that UK Councils have used to help
with infrastructure.
The Office for Low Emission Vehicles (OLEV) in the UK has funded various
projects since 2010. 2010-2013 - plugged-in places where organisations
representing eight regions obtained funding for charging point capital
projects to interested Councils and the public sector in general. 2013-
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and private sector (investment, equity, financing) has
been required for those projects?

6

Are further projects committed to be undertaken or in
the planning stage?

APT Controls
2014 - OLEV centrally administered funding to the public and public sector
nationally for EV rapid chargers, public sector estate and train station fast
chargers and homechargers, with varying degrees of success. The
homecharger scheme was very successful, but some installers took
advantage of it resulting in OLEV clamping down on the requirements to
obtain this funding, which has made it more difficult for charging point
suppliers to help homeowners meet the funding requirements. The rapid
charger scheme was a success in areas where Councils politically bought
into it and had good project management. Others were less successful
due to legal agreement issues and lack of resources amongst Councils to
see projects through (e.g. a County Council bought into it, but some
boroughs and districts in the County's jurisdiction did not or did not have
the resources to commit to it; this resulted in time-out of such projects).
This resulted in some of the promised money not actually being used. The
latest level of funding is sector specific with OLEV funding Ultra-LowEmission Vehicle (ULEV) taxis and Low Emission Buses (LEBs) in two
national schemes where Councils and vehicle operators apply for the
money. A third scheme is where 2-4 cities/areas will obtain funding
(effectively devolved OLEV funding) to increase ULEV uptake in their areas
to improve air quality by a variety of measures suggested by the Councils
responsible for the bids. In most of the recent cases, the funding will be
held and administered by the Councils with the Councils covering off any
State Aid issues. The LEB, ULEV taxi and GUL cities schemes are yet to
start, the winners are to be announced in the new year (2016) and the
schemes run for 3-5y to around 2020. Most OLEV funding has been 75%
of the capital cost of the infrastructure excluding maintenance, warranty,
data collection and project management costs (i.e. excluding revenue
costs). Councils either top this money up themselves (by using other
funds/grants) or ask for a third party to do this. Typically, the 25% comes
from a charging point supplier or operator in return for an operation
contract for 3-15y and the ability to apply an EV charging tariff to the
equipment so that the user is fairly billed for their charging events (Pay As
You Go billing). For the exact funding values deployed by OLEV, please
contact OLEV.
See above
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In your view, are there any alternative fuels
infrastructure projects that could/should be developed
further in the next five years in the EU Member States
where you operate?

Barriers to network development
8
What are the main obstacles to the development of a
more comprehensive and consistent alternative fuels
infrastructure network in the EU?

APT Controls
Funding for wireless charging projects at home or for dynamic motorway
systems. Funding to ensure all of the wireless systems under development
are interoperable (same frequency, same communications protocol and
alignment sensor technologies). Funding for ensuring that interoperability
of charging point networks is achieved cross-border and within each state
in order to make roaming and charging access a lot easier for EV drivers
(rather than having several network memberships). Each EU state, and
between states, there are several network operators, some of which are
willing to co-operate internationally and others that may do so if they can
obtain funding to help with development/testing costs. Funding for realtime information systems to tell the driver that charging infrastructure is
available so that they can plan their journeys more efficiently. Funding for
information systems for e- mobility and i-mobility to bring the live
charging point information (and other transport information) into the car.
No doubt, some of this is already happening.
From a UK perspective: 1) General public lack of knowledge or lack of
trust of new EV technologies due to range anxiety, perceived higher
vehicle cost, perceived lack of charging point infrastructure support and
perceived inconvenience of the vehicles (charging, range etc); 2) Public
acknowledgement that climate change, air quality and emissions are
problems, but a disconnect or lack of willingness to do their part/take
responsibility and switch to more sustainable transport modes (mainly on
cost and convenience grounds). 3) Government cut-backs on general
Council resources (recession aftermath and defecit reduction by central
Gov't and other influences). Charging point projects are not high priority
for Councils resulting in fewer applications for funding and fewer projects
that are awarded funding actually being completed. 4) Several charging
point networks which results in interoperability issues and EV drivers with
several network accounts (collaboration has started though). A lot of
charging point operators have heavily invested in their own back office
systems (to provide access and billing) and so will want to get the best
value for their investment by using their systems for as long as possible.
5) Unreliable products and services from some charging point
manufacturers that has damaged the reputation of the industry to a some
extent. 6) Lack of maintenance contracts taken up by Councils or
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9

10

11

Are there any specific administrative, technical, market
and financial barriers that in your opinion must be
addressed to facilitate development of alternative fuels
infrastructure?
Do you consider that Directive 2014/94/EU on the
deployment of alternative fuels infrastructure is a good
framework to secure further investments on the TEN-T
network?

Are there any issues of interoperability across the
emerging alternative fuels vehicles and infrastructure
networks – and if so do you have any suggestions for
addressing these?

APT Controls
companies offering public-access charging. This results in out-of-order
equipment. 7) Lack of public sector interest/ability in enforcement of the
EV parking and charging bays resulting in occupation of the bays by
conventional vehicles (this presents a negative image to the EV user
because they cannot rely on a spaces being available to charge even
though the charging points are not in use). 8) UK Councils and private car
park operators perceive the installation of charging points as a loss of
revenue on parking despite the EV driver paying for parking (i.e. EV
parking bays are not free to use). 9) Reluctance of EV drivers to pay for
EV charging in public despite the benefits in the increased reliability of the
service with revenue generation (i.e. if equipment is down, it represents
lost revenue for the site and the operator meaning that the equipment is
likely to be monitored more and fixed more quickly). 10) A lack of
standardisation on the connectors used by all EV manufacturers. This
increases the cost of installations in order to cater for all EV/EREV/PHEV
types (e.g. having three rapid charger connectors).
See above. Investor confidence is hampered by the fact that some sites
are unwilling to offer operation contracts greater than 3y.
Moving towards specific connector standards is good, but the Directive is
rather non-prescriptive on connectors in that it mentions having at least
Type 2 connectors for lower power charging and at least the Combo
connector for high power DC charging. Most of the UK infrastructure
meets this already. Vehicle manufacturers need to adopt one standard for
DC and one standard for AC conductive charging in order to reduce the
cost of EV charging infrastructure. This is not something that the directive
covers. Having member states adopt policies in the support of EV charging
infrastructure is good, as long as it filters down to Local Authority level
and causes Councils to make sure infrastructure investment is made.
See above, please note that the businesses in the EV charging point
sector are relatively small (in the UK) and cannot afford to fully fund
interoperability work themselves (after heavily investing in back office
systems themselves). APT Technologies is not in this position because we
are back office agnostic having tested and worked with most of the UK
charging point network operators. The only way that interoperability will
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Possible solutions
12
What has helped so far to support the market
penetration of alternative fuels vehicles and the
development of the adequate recharging/refueling
infrastructure networks?
13

What would in the future help to develop a more
comprehensive and integrated alternative fuels
infrastructure across multiple Member States?

14

Do you think the public sector should intervene – in
addition to the provision of resources for grants and
subsidies - to further sustain private initiatives and
investments in this area? If Yes, how?

15

In your view, how could provision of financial support
and instruments from public entities, beyond grants and
subsidies, (e.g. financial guarantee, debt structuring,
pseudo-equity instruments) help to mitigate the risks of
private investments in alternative fuels
infrastructure/vehicles?

16

In your view, how could the establishment of consortia
agreements between different private and public
partners help to mitigate the risks of private investment
in alternative fuels infrastructure/vehicles?

APT Controls
work is if UK or EU Government funding support is available for
development and testing of network/back office interoperability.
Government funding intervention for both vehicles and infrastructure.
Availability of EV and charging point standards (albeit with some grey
areas open to interpretation). Willingness of EV OEMs to develop and
continually develop EV/EREV and PHEVs. Government funded awareness
campaigns such as Go-Ultra Low.
Funding for back office interoperability and awareness campaigns for
drivers. Awareness and training campaigns for Councils, particularly for
parking, planning, procurement and fleet management departments (in
order to influence political buy-in and improve their knowledge). Mandate
that new developments need charging infrastructure and that enforcement
of the bays is also mandatory.
"In the UK, a lot of Councils already try to help in providing sites for EV
charging, but they do not have the resources to maintain support due to
Government cut-backs. Several Council departments need to be on-board
to make EV charging point projects work. Those departments that know
the most and are proponents of EV charging (i.e.
Instruments such as the ability to award charging point operation
contracts spanning up to 15y would help secure more private funding and
offer some stability to investors. APT, through one of its partners, is able
to offer private funding for charging infrastructure networks. Finance of
peppercorn rent for each EV charging parking space would be helpful in
convincing Council parking departments or private car park owners to
install charging points. Rights of ownership or 3-15y land leasing of the
charging spaces and land on which the charging point is installed would
also be useful. Charging infrastructure bonds could be a new way of
funding installations (in a similar way to the renewables sector). These
could be fixed for 5-15y.
PPP's may work well to cover off all aspects of charging point installation
projects. Often, the link between charge point supplier/installer/funder
private businesses and the public sector is not as strong as it could be
which can lead to stalled projects. Bringing the sectors together would be
useful. However, the public sector needs a better understanding of the
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17

18

In your view, how could EU institutions (European
Commission, INEA Agency, European Investment Bank
[EIB]) help facilitate this process? In particular do you
think that:
17.a The provision of targeted EU financial
instruments, that under certain conditions could improve
access to finance, would help to sustain investment in
alternative fuel infrastructure?
17.b The creation of the European Investment
Advisory Hub coordinated by the EIB, with the mandate
to provide information to promoters and investors on the
type of financial support they can get access to and
assist them during the different phases of the project
development, would help to sustain investment in
alternative fuels infrastructure?
Please indicate us any additional actions that in your
view the public and private sectors should take in order
to further trigger private investment in the alternative
fuels sector.

Other
19
Are you aware of any data or research studies that you
think would be useful for this study to consider?

APT Controls
commercial issues, risks and requirements for investor interest around the
funding and operation of charging point networks. This could be done
within a PPP or as an EU funded education programme with Councils
before forming PPPs. The item that requires the most effort is finding
sites, securing them and finalising agreements between the site owners,
the Council and the charging point operator. Anything that will ease this
process is useful. A PPP where the agreement between the Council and
the charging point supplier or operator is already formed, will reduce the
burden of this step.
-

Green investment bank funding availability for charging point operators
and installers to grow, operate and maintain networks. Availability of
charging infrastructure bonds would also help to increase public
awareness and interest in the infrastructure. Loans, coupled with Gov't
funding would help.
This would be helpful, particularly for in-experienced investors in this
area. This advice should be available to all though (i.e. charging point
companies, their affiliates, investors in general and companies that deal in
stocks, shares and bonds) and should draw upon experience from
companies in the sector. The service would need to be free or subsidised
and the resultant funding from new investors should be available to all
companies in the sector, not just a subset.
Please see answers above.

There are a number of American studies on the effect of PAYG tariff on EV
charging point usage. OLEV will be a good source for funding and charging
point usage data. Cenex and Cardiff University have produced a research
paper on the usage of charging infrastructure in the UK Midlands that
might help (if this type of information is needed; for more information,
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20

Are you aware of any other local stakeholders you think
we should discuss these issues with? This might include
small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) that may be
operating in particular Member States.

APT Controls
please contact Erotokritos Xydas - XydasE@Cardiff.ac.uk). The UK Electric
Vehicle Supply Equipment Association (UKEVSE) is also a good source of
information and recently published a procurement guide that runs through
a lot of the features of the UK industry. This can be downloaded from
ukevse.org.uk .
Please see above.
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Country
Type of Respondent
Fuel
Your Role in the Industry
1
What role and interest do you have in the development
of the alternative fuels (electric, CNG/LNG and hydrogen
if applicable) infrastructure for the road transport
sector?

2

Are you already or are you going to be involved in the
implementation of an alternative fuels infrastructure
project in the EU? If yes, how (directly, indirectly, in
consortium, using public financing or not…)

Assessment of current situation and future developments
The Current situation
3
What is your assessment of the alternative fuels
infrastructure networks in the EU Member States where
you operate?

4

Are you aware of any specific local or national initiatives
in the EU Member States where you operate (such as
policy/legislative drivers or funding provision) being
used to help developing alternative fuels infrastructure

ITM Power
UK
Clean fuel & net providers
Hydrogen
We are a manufacturer of PEM electrolysers and hydrogen refuelling
stations (HRS) which generate hydrogen on-site ('electrolyser-HRS') for
refuelling fuel cell vehicles. The electrolyser-HRS are manufactured as
containerised systems, which are then transported to site for
straightforward connection to mains water and electricity supplies,
requiring a minimum of civil works. Our approach lends itself well to
achieving rapidly a wide geographical roll out of stations in order to create
and consolidate the emerging market for FC cars, vans, buses etc.
At present we are installing electrolyser-HRS in the UK and California, and
in some cases we are the station operator and seller of the hydrogen to
the vehicle user. We are involved in all aspects from electrolyser-HRS
technology development, to site layout design, to permitting, to selling
hydrogen to FCEV drivers. We also manufacture and implement power-togas systems which inject hydrogen or synthetic methane into the gas grid.

There are some useful national hydrogen mobility programmes which
have identified roll out strategies for developing a hydrogen infrastructure
for an increasing number of FCEV out to 2030. There is no agreed plan as
such and no coherent approach across the EU to establishing a hydrogen
infrastructure for FCEV refuelling. There have been past examples of
rollouts concerning alternative fuels which have had limited or no success
(e.g. LPG and CNG in the UK) and it is important that a hydrogen
infrastructure rollout is handled in a much more effective manner by
national and EU governments. The 'step change' opportunity afforded by
hydrogen with respect to transport sector decarbonisation warrants
special attention and an effective policy framework EU-wide.
Yes the UK Dept for Transport has part funded a small number of stations
in the UK via its Office of Low Emission Vehicles (OLEV); the FCHJU has
funded projects to establish small numbers of stations in Scandinavia,
Germany, France and the UK; CEF and TEN-T have recently identified
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networks?

5

How many projects involving deployment of alternative
fuels infrastructure have been already undertaken in
your Member State and what level of investment by the
public sector (grant/subsidy/financing/loan guarantees)
and private sector (investment, equity, financing) has
been required for those projects?

6

Are further projects committed to be undertaken or in
the planning stage?

7

In your view, are there any alternative fuels
infrastructure projects that could/should be developed
further in the next five years in the EU Member States
where you operate?

ITM Power
hydrogen infrastructure as relevant to their funding mission. The general
problem is the economic case for providing match funding to fit within the
funding rules of these agencies, when the early market for hydrogen
mobility is uncertain/unprofitable in commercial terms. The emerging
challenge is where do we go from here (i.e. from a handful of stations per
country to a serious number that will really facilitate the development
FCEV market, stimulate interest among the public and hence provide
profitability for station). operators).
Two ongoing, and a further one to start in 2016. There is one UK project
funded by OLEV for HRS construction. There is one FCHJU project across 4
countries including the UK for FC car refuelling (H2ME). There will be a
second FCHJU project commencing in 2016, subject to contract. OLEV has
so far spent a very modest £7.5m on part funding HRS construction in the
UK. In 2014 OLEV announced £500m was available for low emission
vehicle support between 2014 and 2020 and implied some of this would
be available for FCEV and hydrogen infrastructure (with the majority for
EV support), but OLEV has not made clear how much funding will be made
for future hydrogen infrastructure construction and is at present very
cautious about hydrogen. The EU needs to help motivate and boost the
confidence of national governments to invest in a hydrogen infrastructure,
especially at this early stage of the market.
At present we are building 3 electrolyser-HRS for sites in London and are
commissioning 2 in California. We have secured funding for a further 4
electrolyser-HRS in the UK and are at the stage of seeking site planning
permission. Subject to contract we expect to build a further 4 electrolyserHRS for sites in the UK and France.
The UKH2Mobility project identified a requirement for 65 hydrogen
stations by 2020, and 1150 by 2030. OLEV expects to have 15 stations
operational in the UK by Dec 2016. The obvious next step is a project to
build the remaining 50 stations by 2020, if the 2020 target number is to
be achieved. Within this ambition some stations ought to be positioned to
enable cross border travel to Ireland, France, Belgium, Holland etc. The
opportunity to realise such (inter)national objectives depends entirely on
the availability of finance, rather than being a technical or R&D challenge,
so it all boils down to how much and how often funding will be made
available to enable station rollout and hence hydrogen utilisation. We
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Barriers to network development
8
What are the main obstacles to the development of a
more comprehensive and consistent alternative fuels
infrastructure network in the EU?

9

Are there any specific administrative, technical, market
and financial barriers that in your opinion must be
addressed to facilitate development of alternative fuels
infrastructure?

10

Do you consider that Directive 2014/94/EU on the
deployment of alternative fuels infrastructure is a good
framework to secure further investments on the TEN-T
network?
Are there any issues of interoperability across the
emerging alternative fuels vehicles and infrastructure

11

ITM Power
support the achievement of the national mobility programme targets and
the principle of ensuring adequate links between adjacent countries to
promote easy travel by FCEV. But the level of funding support needs to be
scaled up considerably in the near future (beyond the project by project
approach) if such ambitions are to be achieved.
National governments need to be placed under an EU Directive on
hydrogen to achieve minimum levels of hydrogen mobility by 2020, 2025,
2030 etc. There is too much emphasis on EV's at present and not enough
on supporting FCEV and HRS. A much greater emphasis needs to be
placed on hydrogen because unlike a BEV, a FCEV has the attributes of
long range and short refuelling times which makes it fundamentally more
acceptable to the majority of the car buying population - a genuine
'market pull' for FCEV can be accessed (without range anxiety or long
recharging worries) if hydrogen is positioned closer to the centre of the
Alternative Fuels stage and fostered appropriately.
Administrative - the national/EU approach to hydrogen mobility needs to
win the trust of the public who are almost entirely in the dark. This
presents an important opportunity for policymakers and regulators to get
things right from the outset, so people begin to believe in hydrogen as an
alternative to petrol/diesel and choose FCEV when buying a new car. The
governance, communication and to some extent the orchestration of this
needs to be well handled by national/EU government so things proceed in
a balanced and authoratitive manner. Financial - the national H2mobility
programmes have shown that the early market will be unprofitable for
HRS operators until the early 2020's, so there is a financial gap of 6-8
years that needs to be filled with financial support if a genuine H2mobility
market is to materialise. We need clever financial support solutions to be
developed.
We would like to see something much more specific on hydrogen. It
represents the major opportunity for a step change in emissions without
requiring any change in the normal routine of consumers/drivers, so is a
very good option for achieving the 2050 decarbonisation trajectory.
The hydrogen requirements of FCEV are clear with respect to hydrogen
quality, pressure and refuelling protocols, with ISO standards under
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networks – and if so do you have any suggestions for
addressing these?

Possible solutions
12
What has helped so far to support the market
penetration of alternative fuels vehicles and the
development of the adequate recharging/refueling
infrastructure networks?

13

What would in the future help to develop a more
comprehensive and integrated alternative fuels
infrastructure across multiple Member States?

14

Do you think the public sector should intervene – in
addition to the provision of resources for grants and
subsidies - to further sustain private initiatives and
investments in this area? If Yes, how?

ITM Power
development. The status of achieving planning permission for HRS sites
varies with country and this needs to be eased so good practice in one
country readily transfers to other countries without major delays. There is
a need for the EU to ensure that all FCEV and all HRS built in Europe are
compatible with each other for refuelling.
The FCHJU with respect to funding hydrogen mobility RD&D projects and
the vision of DG's Energy, Move and R&D to assist hydrogen technology
implementation. The development of hydrogen implementation plans by
member states and the H2Mobility programmes that have been funded by
industrial stakeholders. It needs to be more widely understood that
achieving the necessary hydrogen refuelling infrastructure is at least as
important as the vehicles themselves.
Roll out plans and targets, presented seriously, and despite all the worries
about how to solve the hydrogen 'chicken and egg' problem, supported by
national and EU government funding (preferably with them co-funding the
roll out across the 2016-2025 period). Greater awareness and ownership
of hydrogen within national governments. A central EU H2Mobility portal
for information about the ongoing rollout of hydrogen stations and the use
of hydrogen by FCEV to inform and educate citizens, promote cross border
travel, facilitate and map early market growth until HRS are commonplace
in each country (say 2030). However, it is important to recognise that the
EU is not homogenous and to tailor support programmes to suit national
differences.
It’s a pre-requisite. A hydrogen infrastructure will not materialise without
government funding support and a vision for hydrogen mobility, simply
because there is no first mover advantage for a commercial player.
Because low FCEV numbers and low station utilisation will characterise the
early market until a good geographic spread of HRS is established and the
popularity of FCEV is established, hydrogen mobility is an unattractive
proposition to commercial players. The funding gap needs to be met at
least partly from public sources, else hydrogen mobility will remain a
classic chicken-and-egg problem. So a funding formula is needed (such as
50% from national govt, 25% from EU government and 25% from other
sources) to ensure a hydrogen infrastructure emerges in each country.
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15
In your view, how could provision of financial support
and instruments from public entities, beyond grants and
subsidies, (e.g. financial guarantee, debt structuring,
pseudo-equity instruments) help to mitigate the risks of
private investments in alternative fuels
infrastructure/vehicles?

16

In your view, how could the establishment of consortia
agreements between different private and public
partners help to mitigate the risks of private investment
in alternative fuels infrastructure/vehicles?

17

In your view, how could EU institutions (European
Commission, INEA Agency, European Investment Bank
[EIB]) help facilitate this process? In particular do you
think that:

ITM Power
There is a need for Capex support to get the electrolyser-HRS
manufactured and operational on site - this should be the main priority so
that a good spread of stations are active within a few years, else the car
buying public will simply delay their FCEV purchase and that will
exacerbate market growth. There is also a need for a form of Opex
support to ensure station operators are not penalised in the early years by
the low utilisation levels implicit in having a small number of FCEVs on the
road - some form of underutilisation payment could be made from the
public purse as a function of station utilisation during the preceding year
(analagous to curtailment payments made to wind farms when they are
curtailed due to lack of demand at various times).
If the PPP relies on corporate money we don’t believe this approach will
succeed due to institutional inertia and incompatibility with early market
development. The PPP needs to access and involve private (i.e.
stockmarket) money. There are approximately 16 stock markets in Europe
and the future hydrogen infrastructure programme needs to be at a
sufficient scale for providers to access private money in each
country/stockmarket to use alongside government funds.
Set up a massive European Trust Fund as an initiation fund for hydrogen
infrastructure to leverage private (stock market) money. We recognise
that it is not the role of government to finance the commercialisation of
FCEVs and hydrogen infrastructure, and we recognise JV's between large
corporates will not materialise in each country, but it is necessary for it to
finance the leap up from the small projects of today if private money is to
be attracted in order to subsequently achieve commercialisation. This is
best done in the form of very large projects in each country (e.g. to build
100 or 200 stations in one step). The scale must be sufficient to attract
interest from the local stock market as the pre-requisite stage to enabling
market forces to develop and thereby enable subsequent access to much
more private finance as will be required subsequently to build several
hundred or thousands of stations per country in order to achieve
commercialisation and national coverage. Government needs to recognise
this will be a long haul and arange support mechanisms appropriate to
each stage until commercialisation is realised in the early/mid 2020's,
whereupon the prospects for achieving the 2050 decarbonisation targets
for transport will look a lot rosier.
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17.a The provision of targeted EU financial
instruments, that under certain conditions could improve
access to finance, would help to sustain investment in
alternative fuel infrastructure?
17.b The creation of the European Investment
Advisory Hub coordinated by the EIB, with the mandate
to provide information to promoters and investors on the
type of financial support they can get access to and
assist them during the different phases of the project
development, would help to sustain investment in
alternative fuels infrastructure?

18

Please indicate us any additional actions that in your
view the public and private sectors should take in order
to further trigger private investment in the alternative
fuels sector.

Other
19
Are you aware of any data or research studies that you
think would be useful for this study to consider?

20

Are you aware of any other local stakeholders you think

ITM Power
Yes if well focused and of sufficient scale. A fund that makes a specific link
between energy storage/grid balancing and hydrogen transport fuel would
be a good focus. Similarly, a public procurement mechanism for rolling out
FCEV fleets and hydrogen infrastructure to refuel them would be a good
focus.
Perhaps, but most providers are sufficiently savvy to access money when
they need to. One central problem is whether the scale of the proposed
development and government support for it is deemed to be of sufficient
importance and interest to the stockmarket to win the necessary financial
backing. A further problem is the institutional inertia of the big corporates
who are best suited to being involved later on and tend to cause delays
and market failure at the early stage. The EC needs to recognise the
distinctions between winning stockmarket finance, winning corporate
finance and taking on bank loans and map it appropriately onto the stage
of development of hydrogen, to ensure a progressive roll out.
If national government moves first to propose that it will co-fund a good
number of HRS (say 100-200 in the UK), then the investment community
will wake up and see it as a significant opportunity. Similarly if the EC
proposes to co-fund a good number (say 1000-2000 across Europe) then
private investment and industrial money will be more forthcoming. If the
EIB can help manage the risk then a more ambitious strategy can be
adopted looking towards 2030 (aiming to build say 1000 stations in the
UK) where the initial support level is high but it decrements as the
number of HRS increases and the new sector moves into profit). Aim big
then we will get over the short term hurdle. However, do not assume that
loan money will be sufficient to enable the roll out of a full national
hydrogen infrastructure from the early stage; it may come into play later
and be more effective then once the early market is better known.
UKH2Mobility report. H2Mobility France report. If "Alternative Fuels"
extends to considering what gas we should be circulating in the future gas
grid then there are a number of reports concerning power-to-gas systems,
which should be consulted, e.g. see http://www.itm-power.com/newsitem/major-new-european-report-on-power-to-gas-energy-storage
Element Energy. HyOP. Symbio Fuel Cells. The H2Mobility projects in each
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we should discuss these issues with? This might include
small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) that may be
operating in particular Member States.

ITM Power
country.
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Country
Type of Respondent
Fuel
Your Role in the Industry
1
What role and interest do you have in the development
of the alternative fuels (electric, CNG/LNG and hydrogen
if applicable) infrastructure for the road transport
sector?
2
Are you already or are you going to be involved in the
implementation of an alternative fuels infrastructure
project in the EU? If yes, how (directly, indirectly, in
consortium, using public financing or not…)
Assessment of current situation and future developments
The Current situation
3
What is your assessment of the alternative fuels
infrastructure networks in the EU Member States where
you operate?
4
Are you aware of any specific local or national initiatives
in the EU Member States where you operate (such as
policy/legislative drivers or funding provision) being
used to help developing alternative fuels infrastructure
networks?
5
How many projects involving deployment of alternative
fuels infrastructure have been already undertaken in
your Member State and what level of investment by the
public sector (grant/subsidy/financing/loan guarantees)
and private sector (investment, equity, financing) has
been required for those projects?
6
Are further projects committed to be undertaken or in
the planning stage?
7
In your view, are there any alternative fuels
infrastructure projects that could/should be developed
further in the next five years in the EU Member States
where you operate?

Fuelseurope
EU
EU & Int associations
Natural gas
FuelsEurope also represents the retail activity of our members who are
refiners of crude oil in the EU.

We are already involved in the implementation of alternative fuels
infrastructure as for example with the biofuels, gaseous fuels and in some
cases hydrogen.

We understand that the current infrastructure is a result of the demand
(fuels, vehicles and consumer acceptance) for the alternative fuels
supplied.
Implementation varies across member states. Best practice is considered
to be solutions that have a public support and coordinates infrastructure
development with vehicle and fuel development. Natural gas has been
successfully implemented for bus fleets through coordinated initiatives for
infrastructure and vehicles/buses.
-

An effective and efficient transition to alternative transport fuels where
there is a potential for a self sustaining market, including the build-up of
alternative fuels infrastructure, will require an integrated approach,
involving changes in vehicles and vessels, fuels and infrastructure, and
consumer acceptance. Incentives will be required to stimulate demand
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Barriers to network development
8
What are the main obstacles to the development of a
more comprehensive and consistent alternative fuels
infrastructure network in the EU?

9

Are there any specific administrative, technical, market
and financial barriers that in your opinion must be
addressed to facilitate development of alternative fuels
infrastructure?

10

Do you consider that Directive 2014/94/EU on the
deployment of alternative fuels infrastructure is a good
framework to secure further investments on the TEN-T
network?

11

Are there any issues of interoperability across the
emerging alternative fuels vehicles and infrastructure
networks – and if so do you have any suggestions for
addressing these?

Possible solutions
12
What has helped so far to support the market

Fuelseurope
along with infrastructure. Mandates focused solely on infrastructure
providers, while well intentioned, risk unintended consequences and would
hinder market development and efficient allocation of capital
The main obstacles are 1) focus on only one of the three pillars : fuel,
infrastructure and consumer and 2) a fragmented approach across
Europe. FuelsEurope supports the development and adoption of
guidelines and standards for refuelling infrastructures. We believe that
standardisation of refuelling technology/infrastructure to ensure a single
internal market is one of the most important actions to fast track
alternative fuels growth in the EU, and should be a priority for political
agreement.
The barriers are technical (logistics, distribution , number of fuels
increasing), market (need for a harmonization across Europe) as well as
financial related to the risk associated with new alternative fuels
infrastructure. Infrastructure must be developed together with vehicle and
fuels. This is required as consumers will not buy alternative fuelled
vehicles if the infrastructure is not available and refuelling infrastructure
will only be commercially viable if there are customers.
We consider that the Directive 2014/94/EC puts the right emphasis on the
need for a European standardization in the area of transport fuels and
provide an adequate flexibility to allow business cases to be developed (no
mandatory targets on alternative fuels infrastructure). Alternative
infrastructure policy should be technology neutral and ensure cost
efficiency.
An effective and efficient transition to alternative transport fuels, including
the build-up of alternative fuels infrastructure, will require an integrated
approach, involving changes in vehicles and vessels, fuels and
infrastructure, and consumer acceptance. Incentives will be required to
stimulate demand along with infrastructure. Mandates focused solely on
infrastructure providers, while well intentioned, risk unintended
consequences and would hinder market development and efficient
allocation of capital.
We understand that the development of common standards and
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penetration of alternative fuels vehicles and the
development of the adequate recharging/refueling
infrastructure networks?
13
What would in the future help to develop a more
comprehensive and integrated alternative fuels
infrastructure across multiple Member States?
14
Do you think the public sector should intervene – in
addition to the provision of resources for grants and
subsidies - to further sustain private initiatives and
investments in this area? If Yes, how?
15
In your view, how could provision of financial support
and instruments from public entities, beyond grants and
subsidies, (e.g. financial guarantee, debt structuring,
pseudo-equity instruments) help to mitigate the risks of
private investments in alternative fuels
infrastructure/vehicles?
16
In your view, how could the establishment of consortia
agreements between different private and public
partners help to mitigate the risks of private investment
in alternative fuels infrastructure/vehicles?
17

In your view, how could EU institutions (European
Commission, INEA Agency, European Investment Bank
[EIB]) help facilitate this process? In particular do you
think that:
17.a The provision of targeted EU financial
instruments, that under certain conditions could improve
access to finance, would help to sustain investment in
alternative fuel infrastructure?
17.b The creation of the European Investment
Advisory Hub coordinated by the EIB, with the mandate
to provide information to promoters and investors on the
type of financial support they can get access to and
assist them during the different phases of the project

Fuelseurope
specifications are key to ensure a proper harmonization across the EU.
See response to question 9. Alternative fuels for fleets can be a way to
gain valuable experiences in an early market introduction phase.
See response on question 12
We are of the opinion that interventions in the market should be very
limited and if applied they should be time and capital limited.
-

"The joint approach of companies involved across the whole alternative
fuels value chain ensure that there is coordinated activities for the
ramping up of vehicles, fuels and infrastructure. Public support is crucial
This will overcome the risk of market failure through joint cross-industry
action until infrastructure build up is commercially viable. Inclusion of
governments provides stability through active support and participation.
"

-

-
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development, would help to sustain investment in
alternative fuels infrastructure?
18
Please indicate us any additional actions that in your
view the public and private sectors should take in order
to further trigger private investment in the alternative
fuels sector.
Other
19
Are you aware of any data or research studies that you
think would be useful for this study to consider?
20
Are you aware of any other local stakeholders you think
we should discuss these issues with? This might include
small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) that may be
operating in particular Member States.

Fuelseurope

-

If not consulted yet, we would recommend to involve consumer
organizations.
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Country
Type of Respondent
Fuel
Your Role in the Industry
1
What role and interest do you have in the development
of the alternative fuels (electric, CNG/LNG and hydrogen
if applicable) infrastructure for the road transport
sector?
2
Are you already or are you going to be involved in the
implementation of an alternative fuels infrastructure
project in the EU? If yes, how (directly, indirectly, in
consortium, using public financing or not…)
Assessment of current situation and future developments
The Current situation
3
What is your assessment of the alternative fuels
infrastructure networks in the EU Member States where
you operate?
4

5

6
7

Are you aware of any specific local or national initiatives
in the EU Member States where you operate (such as
policy/legislative drivers or funding provision) being
used to help developing alternative fuels infrastructure
networks?
How many projects involving deployment of alternative
fuels infrastructure have been already undertaken in
your Member State and what level of investment by the
public sector (grant/subsidy/financing/loan guarantees)
and private sector (investment, equity, financing) has
been required for those projects?
Are further projects committed to be undertaken or in
the planning stage?
In your view, are there any alternative fuels
infrastructure projects that could/should be developed
further in the next five years in the EU Member States

Gas Infrastructure Europe (Association representing the interest
of the infrastructure industry in the natural gas business)
EU
EU & Int associations
Natural gas
Gas Infrastructure Europe (GIE) is an association representing the
interests of European natural gas infrastructure operators active in natural
gas transmission, storage and LNG regasification. GIE supports the
development of CNG/LNG in the maritime and road transport sector.
GIE members, especially the LNG terminal operators, have realised (or
are evaluating to realise) projects to support the development of smallscale LNG as, for example, truck and bunkership loading facilities. Some
of the projects have received public funds.

Referring to the use of LNG as fuel, the GIE Small-Scale LNG Map 2015
shows a lack of LNG infrastructure for transport (existing, under
construction, planned) in Europe and indicates an increasing development
of facilities and services from the East to the West.
As GIE operates on European level it focuses its answer on topics and
recommendations targeted at European level, and leave specific
comments about the situation on each country/region to individual GIE
members.
See response no. 4.

See response no. 4.
See response no. 4.
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where you operate?
Barriers to network development
8
What are the main obstacles to the development of a
more comprehensive and consistent alternative fuels
infrastructure network in the EU?

9

Are there any specific administrative, technical, market
and financial barriers that in your opinion must be
addressed to facilitate development of alternative fuels
infrastructure?

10

Do you consider that Directive 2014/94/EU on the
deployment of alternative fuels infrastructure is a good
framework to secure further investments on the TEN-T
network?

Gas Infrastructure Europe (Association representing the interest
of the infrastructure industry in the natural gas business)

The two main barriers to be overcome to boost the alternative fuels
infrastructure network are the availability of the infrastructure and the
legal framework. Also a clear, quick and integrated permitting process is
important to boost the development of LNG supply chain.
For (Bio) LNG, it is also important to incentivise heavy-duty truck owners
to order LNG trucks, so that OEMs starts manufacturing high-horsepower
LNG dual-fuelled and dedicated engines (Otto cycle) truck models
efficiently on a large scale.
For (Bio) CNG, it is also important to raise consumer awareness, by
displaying a liter-of-petrol equivalent price for CNG in public refuelling
stations (as is the case in Switzerland and as is described in Art. 7 of the
Alternative Fuels Directive).
Referring to CNG/LNG, existing related infrastructures (i.e. LNG plants,
gas pipelines) should be integrated, as much as possible, into the supply
chain of alternative fuels (natural gas) in order to avoid unnecessary
investments which would be reflected on the final price assumed by
customers. The LNG value chain needs innovation and investment in order
to be able to increase small scale LNG volumes.
In general, LNG has not been handled in small quantities in populated
areas and near the general public. Consequently, there has been no need
to develop legislation that governs this type of operations. In most
countries, this means that project specific risk analysis, operational
procedures, etc. need to be developed. This is an extra burden on a
project, and may often be time consuming, especially because most
Authorities will have a quite a steep learning curve to climb before they
can make reasonably sound judgements on the matter. It is
recommended that further research is undertaken into potential policy
measures and how they should be implemented in the EU to achieve the
desired results.
The EU directive for the deployment of alternative fuel infrastructure
paves the way to further increase the penetration of LNG and CNG in the
transportation sector (especially maritime and heavy-duty vehicle). The
number of vehicles running on natural gas (exceeding already one million
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11

Are there any issues of interoperability across the
emerging alternative fuels vehicles and infrastructure
networks – and if so do you have any suggestions for
addressing these?

Possible solutions
12
What has helped so far to support the market
penetration of alternative fuels vehicles and the
development of the adequate recharging/refueling
infrastructure networks?

13

What would in the future help to develop a more
comprehensive and integrated alternative fuels
infrastructure across multiple Member States?

Gas Infrastructure Europe (Association representing the interest
of the infrastructure industry in the natural gas business)
in the EU) and the number of current refuelling CNG/LNG stations in place
are just a sign that, with the right incentives, this market can develop
much more and replace the more polluting and more carbon-intensive oilbased fuels in a cost-efficient way.
For CNG, it is also important to raise consumer awareness, by displaying a
liter-of-petrol equivalent price for CNG in public refuelling stations (as is
the case in Switserland and as is described in Art. 7 of the Alternative
Fuels Directive).
The development of the LNG chain can support an additional improvement
in the CNG chain: the LNG can reach easily CNG fuelling station not
connected to the national grid. The LNG can be offered as is or can be
regasificated and offered as CNG.
For LNG, there is a lack of high-horsepower EURO 6 LNG dual-fuelled and
dedicated engines truck models. Therefore, it is important to incentivise
heavy-duty truck owners to order LNG trucks, so that OEMs starts
manufacturing high-horsepower LNG dual-fuelled and dedicated engines
(Otto cycle) truck models efficiently on a large scale.
Small-scale LNG services offered by GIE members, port initiatives as well
as initiatives by other associations and companies (e.g. Blue Corridor
project) as well as the legislative framework (Clean Power for Transport
Package) and financial support (CEF) have supported the development of
alternative fuels.
The sulphur and NOx emission limits have kick-started the use of LNG as
a fuel for ships in the North Sea. Therefore, LNG is now already available
there on a smaller scale for ships, close to small scale demand for LNG as
a fuel for trucks.
It is important to take into account the tax on fuels. This parameter is of
paramount importance in the economic calculation of fuels. Tax regime for
alternative fuels must make them competitive in comparison to traditional
fuels. In addition, the actual legislation needs to be improved to create
common standards at a national and European level, to help the market in
appreciating LNG solutions and in keeping the economic advantage in
using the LNG rather than traditional fossil fuels, to align and simplify the
permitting procedures. On the other side the main weakness is that
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14

15

16

17

Do you think the public sector should intervene – in
addition to the provision of resources for grants and
subsidies - to further sustain private initiatives and
investments in this area? If Yes, how?
In your view, how could provision of financial support
and instruments from public entities, beyond grants and
subsidies, (e.g. financial guarantee, debt structuring,
pseudo-equity instruments) help to mitigate the risks of
private investments in alternative fuels
infrastructure/vehicles?
In your view, how could the establishment of consortia
agreements between different private and public
partners help to mitigate the risks of private investment
in alternative fuels infrastructure/vehicles?
In your view, how could EU institutions (European
Commission, INEA Agency, European Investment Bank
[EIB]) help facilitate this process? In particular do you
think that:

17.a The provision of targeted EU financial
instruments, that under certain conditions could improve
access to finance, would help to sustain investment in
alternative fuel infrastructure?

17.b

The creation of the European Investment

Gas Infrastructure Europe (Association representing the interest
of the infrastructure industry in the natural gas business)
despite the maturity of the available technologies, currently the logistic
infrastructure is missing: for example more investments to increase the
number of LNG fuelled vehicles and of distribution points are needed.
Establishment of an unique of technical procedures and standards as
reference for the whole LNG supply and distribution chain could facilitate
the investments and diffusion of Small Scale LNG services all over Europe.
GIE encourages a stronger cooperation between public-private initiatives
in the transport sector. At EU level there should be a higher degree of
impulse to favour industrial partnerships. A strong synergy between public
and private is crucial to receive good results.
-

-

To favour the mobility across boundaries, the coordination of national
policy frameworks and their coherence at Union level should be supported
by a closer cooperation between Member States and EU Commission along
with an assessment and a regular report made by the Commission.
There should be an increased coordination and cooperation in terms of
transport legislation and exchange of best practices at national and EU
level.
The CEF / TEN-T frameworks for funding/financing transport projects are
much appreciated.
The funding for the development of alternative fuels and refuelling
stations should be increased, notably via the Juncker plan.
It is important to avoid any taxation on alternative fuels, vehicle purchase
and vehicle operations.
-
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18

Advisory Hub coordinated by the EIB, with the mandate
to provide information to promoters and investors on the
type of financial support they can get access to and
assist them during the different phases of the project
development, would help to sustain investment in
alternative fuels infrastructure?
Please indicate us any additional actions that in your
view the public and private sectors should take in order
to further trigger private investment in the alternative
fuels sector.

Other
19
Are you aware of any data or research studies that you
think would be useful for this study to consider?

20

Are you aware of any other local stakeholders you think
we should discuss these issues with? This might include
small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) that may be
operating in particular Member States.

Gas Infrastructure Europe (Association representing the interest
of the infrastructure industry in the natural gas business)

The achievement of integrated markets at the European level implies the
coordination of national policies.
The revision of ETS system should include an extension of the scope to
the transport sector.
Some European major cities have strong concerns regarding air quality
and consider introducing CNG/Bio, CNG/LNG for large fleets of urban
buses and/or trucks. It could be useful that Member States share their
best practices.
Reduction of noise as well as reduced impact on health should be taken
into account.
"1) 2015 GIE Small Scale LNG Map and Database
http://www.gie.eu/index.php/maps-data/gle-sslng-map
2) 2013 Shell study “Natural gas - a bridging technology for future
mobility?”
http://s08.static-shell.com/content/dam/shellnew/local/country/deu/downloads/pdf/shell-erdgaskraftstoffstudie-2013english.pdf
3) GasNaturally Air Quality 2013 Infographic
http://www.gasnaturally.eu/uploads/Modules/Publications/airqualityfinal.pdf"
NGVA Europe, http://www.ngvaeurope.eu/
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12. ANNEX D : OTHER TABLES
Table D.1: Detailed list of urban nodes
Member State
Austria
Belgium
Belgium
Bulgaria
Croatia
Cyprus
Czech Republic
Czech Republic
Denmark
Denmark
Estonia
Finland
Finland
France
France
France
France
France
France
France
France
Germany
Germany
Germany
Germany
Germany
Germany
Germany
Germany
Germany
Germany
Germany
Germany
Germany
Greece
Greece
Greece
Hungary
Ireland
Ireland
Italy
Italy
Italy
Italy
Italy
Italy
Italy
Italy
Italy
Latvia
Lithuania
Luxembourg
Malta
Netherlands

Urban Node
WIEN
BRUSSELS
ANTWERPEN
SOFIA
ZAGREB
LEFKOSIA
PRAHA
OSTRAVA
KOBENHAVN
AARHUS
TALLINN
HELSINKI
TURKU
PARIS
BORDEAUX
LILLE
LYON
MARSEILLE
NICE
STRASBOURG
TOULOUSE
BERLIN
BIELEFELD
BREMEN
DUESSELDORF
FRANKFURT A. M.
HAMBURG
HANNOVER
KOELN
LEIPZIG
MANNHEIM
MUENCHEN
NUERNBERG
STUTTGART
ATHINA
HERAKLION
THESSALONIKI
BUDAPEST
DUBLIN
CORK
ROMA
BOLOGNA
CAGLIARI
GENOVA
MILANO
NAPOLI
PALERMO
TORINO
VENEZIA
RIGA
VILNIUS
LUXEMBOURG
VALLETTA
AMSTERDAM

Member State
Netherlands
Poland
Poland
Poland
Poland
Poland
Poland
Poland
Poland
Portugal
Portugal
Romania
Romania
Slovakia
Slovenia
Spain
Spain
Spain
Spain
Spain
Spain
Spain
Spain
Sweden
Sweden
Sweden
United Kingdom
United Kingdom
United Kingdom
United Kingdom
United Kingdom
United Kingdom
United Kingdom
United Kingdom
United Kingdom

Urban Node
ROTTERDAM
WARSZAWA
GDANSK
KATOWICE
KRAKOW
LODZ
POZNAN
SZCZECIN
WROCLAW
LISBOA
PORTO
BUCURESTI
TIMISOARA
BRATISLAVA
LJUBLJANA
MADRID
BARCELONA
BILBAO
LAS PALMAS DE GRAN CANARIA
SANTA CRUZ DE TENERIFE
PALMA DE MALLORCA
SEVILLA
VALENCIA
STOCKHOLM
GOETEBORG
MALMOE
LONDON
BIRMINGHAM
BRISTOL
EDINBURGH
GLASGOW
LEEDS
MANCHESTER
PORTSMOUTH
SHEFFIELD

Table D.2: Detailed list of sea ports
Member State
Belgium
Belgium
Belgium
Belgium
Bulgaria
Croatia
Cyprus
Denmark
Denmark
Estonia
Estonia
Estonia
France
France
France
France
France
France

Sea Port
ZEEBRUGGE
ANTWERPEN
OOSTENDE
GENT
BURGAS
RIJEKA
LEMESOS
KOBENHAVN
AARHUS
TALLINN (OLD CITY HARBOUR)
TALLINN (PALJASSAARE HARBOUR)
TALLINN (MUUGA HARBOUR)
MARSEILLE (FOS-SUR-MER)
DUNKERQUE
CALAIS
MARSEILLE
LE HAVRE
ROUEN
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Member State
France
France
Germany
Germany
Germany
Germany
Germany
Germany
Greece
Greece
Greece
Greece
Finland
Finland
Finland
Finland
Finland
Ireland
Ireland
Ireland
Italy
Italy
Italy
Italy
Italy
Italy
Italy
Italy
Italy
Italy
Italy
Italy
Italy
Italy
Italy
Italy
Latvia
Latvia
Lithuania
Malta
Malta
Netherlands
Netherlands
Netherlands
Netherlands
Netherlands
Poland
Poland
Poland
Poland
Portugal
Portugal
Portugal
Romania
Romania
Slovenia

Sea Port
NANTES SAINT-NAZAIRE
BORDEAUX
HAMBURG
BREMERHAVEN
WILHELMSHAVEN
BREMEN
ROSTOCK
LUBECK
ATHENS (PIRAEUS)
IRAKLION
THESSALONIKI
PATRAS
HAMINA
KOTKA
NAANTALI
TURKU
HELSINKI
DUBLIN
LIMERICK
CORK
PALERMO
PALERMO (TERMINI IMERESE TERMINAL)
TRIESTE
VENEZIA
AUGUSTA
RAVENNA
GENOVA
LA SPEZIA
BARI
ANCONA
NAPOLI
LIVORNO
TARANTO
CAGLIARI
CAGLIARI (P. FOXI)
GIOIA TAURO
VENSPILS
RIGA
KLAIPEDA
VALETTA
MARSAXLOKK
AMSTERDAM
ROTTERDAM
MOERDIJK
VLISSINGEN
TERNEUZEN
SZCZECIN
GDYNIA
GDANSK
SWINOUJSCIE
SINES
PORTO (LEIXOES)
LISBOA
GALATI
CONSTANTA
KOPER
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Member State
Spain
Spain
Spain
Spain
Spain
Spain
Spain
Spain
Spain
Spain
Spain
Spain
Spain
Sweden
Sweden
Sweden
Sweden
Sweden
Sweden
United Kingdom
United Kingdom
United Kingdom
United Kingdom
United Kingdom
United Kingdom
United Kingdom
United Kingdom
United Kingdom
United Kingdom
United Kingdom
United Kingdom
United Kingdom
United Kingdom
United Kingdom
United Kingdom
United Kingdom
United Kingdom
United Kingdom
United Kingdom
United Kingdom

Sea Port
CARTAGENA
SEVILLA
HUELVA
BARCELONA
TARRAGONA
ALGECIRAS
TENERIFE (SANTA CRUZ)
LAS PALMAS
PALMA DE MALLORCA
VALENCIA
GIJON
A CORUNA
BILBAO
MALMO
TRELLEBORG
GOTEBORG
STOCKHOLM (STOCKHOLM)
STOCKHOLM (NYNASHAMN)
LULEA
IMMINGHAM
LIVERPOOL
FELIXSTOWE
HARWICH
LONDON (TILBURY)
EDINBURGH (FORTH)
GLASGOW (CLYDEPORT)
NEWPORT
LONDON (LONDON)
CARDIFF
BRISTOL
BELFAST
DOVER/FOLKESTONE
SOUTHAMPTON
EDINBURGH (GRANGEMOUTH)
EDINBURGH (ROSYTH)
EDINBURGH (LEITH)
GLASGOW (GREENOCK)
GLASGOW (HUNTERSTON)
TEESPORT
GRIMSBY

Table D.3: Detailed list of inland ports
Member State
Austria
Austria
Belgium
Belgium
Belgium
Belgium
Belgium
Belgium
Belgium
Bulgaria
Bulgaria
Bulgaria
Czech Republic

Inland Port
WIEN
LINZ - WELS
ALBERTKANAAL
NAMUR
KORTRIJK
ANTWERPEN
GENT
BRUXELLES/BRUSSEL
LIÈGE
CALAFAT
VIDIN
RUSE
PARDUBICE
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Member State
Czech Republic
Czech Republic
Czech Republic
Czech Republic
France
France
France
France
France
France
France
France
France
France
France
Germany
Germany
Germany
Germany
Germany
Germany
Germany
Germany
Germany
Germany
Germany
Germany
Germany
Germany
Germany
Germany
Germany
Germany
Hungary
Hungary
Italy
Italy
Italy
Luxembourg
Netherlands
Netherlands
Netherlands
Netherlands
Netherlands
Netherlands
Netherlands
Netherlands
Netherlands
Netherlands
Netherlands
Poland
Poland
Portugal
Romania
Romania
Romania

Inland Port
PRAHA
PREROV
DECIN
MELNIK
LILLE
METZ
MULHOUSE
DUNKERQUE
MARSEILLE
PARIS
CHALON-SUR-SAÔNE
LE HAVRE
ROUEN
LYON
STRASBOURG
HAMBURG
BERLIN
DORTMUND
DUISBURG
DÜSSELDORF
KOLN
KOBLENZ
REGENSBURG
HANNOVER
BRAUNSCHWEIG
HAMM
MAGDEBURG
LUBECK
FRANKFURT/MAIN
MAINZ
MANNHEIM
NÜRNBERG
STUTTGART
KOMAROM
BUDAPEST
CREMONA
RAVENNA
MANTOVA
LUXEMBOURG
DEVENTER
HENGELO
AMSTERDAM
UTRECHT
ALMELO
ROTTERDAM
NIJMEGEN
MOERDIJK
BERGEN OP ZOOM
VLISSINGEN
TERNEUZEN
SZCZECIN
SWINOUJSCIE
PORTO (LEIXOES)
GALATI
CERNAVODA
CONSTANTA
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Member State
Romania
Slovakia
Slovakia
Spain

Inland Port
GIURGIU
CLEAR
KOMARNO
SEVILLA
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13. ANNEX E : RESULTS BY MEMBER STATE
E1
This appendix shows the summary financial results split by corridor, broken down
by the countries in the given corridor. These results are equivalent to those shown in
Chapter 5, and a separate table is used for each fuel for each given scenario.
E.2

Where a two corridors use the same stretch of road this is only counted once.
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Table E.1: Electricity results in Scenario 1

Source: Steer Davies Gleave analysis
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Table E.2: Electricity results in Scenario 2

Source: Steer Davies Gleave analysis
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Table E.3: Electricity results in Scenario 3

Source: Steer Davies Gleave analysis
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Table E.4: CNG results in Scenario 1
CNG

2016

2020

Baltic-Adriatic

None

None

Tied

Tied

Italy
Slovenia
Austria
Czech Republic
Poland
Slovakia

Nodes
None
None
None
None
None

Nodes
None
None
None
None
None

Network
Tied
Nodes
Nodes
Tied
Nodes

Network
Tied
Nodes
Nodes
Tied
Nodes

North Sea-Baltic

None

None

Tied

Tied

Netherlands
Germany
Poland
Lithuania
Latvia
Estonia
Belgium

None
None
None
None
None
None
None

None
None
None
None
None
None
None

Nodes
Nodes
Tied
Tied
Tied
Nodes
Tied

Nodes
Nodes
Tied
Tied
Tied
Nodes
Tied

Mediterranean

None

None

Tied

Tied

None
None
Network
None
None
None

None
None
Network
None
None
None

Tied
Tied
Network
Tied
Tied
Nodes

Tied
Tied
Network
Tied
Tied
Nodes

D Orient/East-Med

None

None

Tied

Tied

Germany
Czech Republic
Austria
Hungary
Romania
Bulgaria
Greece
Slovakia

None
None
None
None
None
Nodes
None
None

None
None
None
None
None
Nodes
None
None

Nodes
Nodes
Nodes
Nodes
Tied
Nodes
Tied
Nodes

Nodes
Nodes
Nodes
Nodes
Tied
Nodes
Tied
Nodes

Scandinavian-Mediterranean

None

None

Tied

Tied

Italy
Austria
Germany
Denmark
Sweden
Finland

Nodes
None
None
None
Tied
None

Nodes
None
None
None
Nodes
None

Nodes
Nodes
Nodes
Tied
Nodes
Nodes

Nodes
Nodes
Nodes
Tied
Nodes
Nodes

Rhine-Alpine

None

None

Tied

Tied

Netherlands
Belgium
Germany
Italy

None
None
None
Nodes

None
None
None
Nodes

Nodes
Tied
Nodes
Nodes

Nodes
Tied
Nodes
Nodes

G Atlantic

None

None

Tied

Tied

Portugal
Spain
France

None
None
None

None
None
None

Tied
Tied
Tied

Tied
Tied
Tied

A

B

C

Spain
France
Italy
Slovenia
Croatia
Hungary

E

F

H North Sea-Mediterranean

I

2025

2030

None

None

Tied

Tied

United Kingdom
France
Belgium
Luxembourg
Ireland
Netherlands

None
None
None
None
None
None

None
None
None
None
None
None

Tied
Tied
Tied
Nodes
Tied
Nodes

Tied
Tied
Tied
Nodes
Tied
Nodes

Rhine-Danube

None

None

Tied

Tied

France
Germany
Austria
Hungary
Romania
Czech Republic

None
None
None
None
None
None

None
None
None
None
None
None

Tied
Nodes
Nodes
Nodes
Tied
Nodes

Tied
Nodes
Nodes
Nodes
Tied
Nodes

Source: Steer Davies Gleave analysis
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Table E.5: CNG results in Scenario 2

Source: Steer Davies Gleave analysis
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Table E.6: CNG results in Scenario 3

Source: Steer Davies Gleave analysis
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Table E.7: LNG results in Scenario 1

Source: Steer Davies Gleave analysis
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Table E.8: LNG results in Scenario 2

Source: Steer Davies Gleave analysis
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Table E.9: LNG results in Scenario 3

Source: Steer Davies Gleave analysis
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Table E.10: Hydrogen results in all scenarios

Source: Steer Davies Gleave analysis
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Table E.10: Hydrogen results in all scenarios

Source: Steer Davies Gleave analysis
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